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Abstract

In recent years, visual models represented by graphs have become very popular in systems
development, as the wide-spread use of UML and Petri nets proves. Visual modeling tech-
niques provide an intuitive, yet precise way to model the structure and behavior of systems
at their natural level of abstraction. Validating model behavior is one of the main aims of
visual behavior modeling. To express the semantics of visual models, the transformation
of graphs plays a similar central role as term rewriting in the traditional case of textual
models. The area of graph transformation provides a rule-based setting to define the syntax
and semantics of visual models. The well-founded theoretical results support the formal
reasoning about graph-based models at all levels.

The main objective of this thesis is to improve the validation process for visual behavioral
models by providing a formal framework and tool support for simulation and animation
based on graph transformation.

To attain this goal, we propose to use animation views for simulation instead of the nota-
tion of abstract diagrammatic languages. Animation views allow to simulate visual model
behavior in the layout of the model’s application domain, at a freely chosen level of abstrac-
tion. Thus, they provide better insights of model behavior and lead to an earlier detection
of inconsistencies and possible missing requirements in the model. Moreover, animation
of scenarios may be used, i.e. scenarios may be visualized as smooth movements. In the
graph transformation framework, the model behavior is given by a graph transformation
system (the simulation specification) typed over the visual language alphabet. An anima-
tion view defines the visual model’s application domain by extending the alphabet. A sim-
ulation specification is mapped to an animation view by so-called simulation-to-animation
model-and-rule transformation (S2A transformation). The formal description of simula-
tion, animation and S2A transformation is based on the double-pushout approach to typed
graph transformation. The formal basis is used not only to formalize visual models and
their animation views, but also to reason about the semantical equivalence of the visual
model’s representation in the animation view.

Furthermore, the thesis describes the design and implementation of a prototypical tool
environment for simulation, animation view definition, S2A transformation and animation.
The existing generator for visual environments, GENGED, supports already the defini-
tion of visual modeling languages by type graphs and syntax grammars. The extensions
of GENGED allow the definition of simulation specifications, scenarios, and animation
views. S2A transformation is realized by applying so-called meta rules to the rules of
an existing grammar. By the specification of continuous animation operations using the
new animation editor, animation scenarios are visualized as smooth movements instead of
discrete simulation steps.



Zusammenfassung

In den letzten Jahren haben visuelle Modelle in der Software- und Systementwicklung
ständig an Bedeutung gewonnen, wie die weite Verbreitung von Diagrammtechniken wie
UML und Petrinetze beweist. Bei der Formalisierung der Semantik visueller Modelle spielt
die Transformation von Graphen eine zentrale Rolle. Das Gebiet der Graphtransformation
bietet einen regelbasierten Rahmen zur formalen Definition von Syntax und Semantik vi-
sueller Modelle. Die wohlfundierte Theorie bildet die Basis für formale Resultate über
Eigenschaften graphbasierter Modelle in verschiedenen Entwicklungsstadien.

Das Hauptziel dieser Arbeit ist es, den Validierungsprozess visueller Verhaltensmodelle
zu verbessern, indem ein formaler Ansatz und eine Werkzeugunterstützung für Simulation
und Animation, basierend auf Graphtransformation, entwickelt wird.

Um dieses Ziel zu erreichen, schlagen wir sogenannte Animationssichten (animation
views) vor, die es erlauben, ausgewählte Aspekte des Modellverhaltens im Layout des
entsprechenden Anwendungsbereichs zu visualisieren, anstatt, wie üblich, den Wechsel der
Modellzustände durch Elemente der abstrakten Modellierungssprache darzustellen (wie
z.B. durch Änderung der Markierung eines Petrinetzes). So gewinnt man einen besseren
Einblick in das Modellverhalten und erkennt eher Unstimmigkeiten und bisher nicht erfüllte
Anforderungen an das Modell. Darüberhinaus gestatten Animationssichten auch die Ani-
mation von Verhaltensszenarien, d.h. Zustandsübergänge werden als fließende Bewegun-
gen dargestellt anstatt als diskrete Schritte. Formalisiert wird das Verhalten eines Modells
als Graphtransformationssystem, die Simulationsspezifikation, getypt über dem Alphabet
der visuellen Modellierungssprache. Eine Animationssicht erweitert dieses Alphabet durch
Symbole des Anwendungsbereichs des Modells. Die Simulationsspezifikation wird in
die Animationssicht abgebildet durch sogenannte Simulation-Animation-Transformation
(S2A-Transformation). Die formale Beschreibung von Simulation, Animation und S2A-
Transformation basiert auf dem Doppel-Pushout-Ansatz getypter Graphtransformation. Die
formale Basis dient nicht allein der Formalisierung visueller Modelle und ihrer Anima-
tionssichten, sondern wird auch dazu genutzt, die semantische Äquivalenz der Diagramm-
repräsentation eines Modells und seiner Darstellung in der entsprechenden Animations-
sicht zu zeigen.

Des weiteren beschreibt die Arbeit eine prototypische Werkzeugumgebung für Simula-
tion, S2A-Transformation und Animation. Der existierende Generator visueller Modellie-
rungsumgebungen, GENGED, unterstützt bereits die Definition visueller Modellierungs-
sprachen durch Typgraphen und Syntaxgrammatiken. Die Erweiterung von GENGED ge-
stattet die Definition von Simulationsspezifikationen, -szenarien und Animationssichten.
S2A-Transformation wird realisiert durch die Anwendung sogenannter Meta-Regeln auf
Graphregeln einer existierenden Grammatik. Über den neuen Animationseditor können
Animationsszenarien kontinuierlich visualisiert werden.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Motivation

Software engineering aims at developing large software systems that meet quality and cost
requirements. The development process that advances from the initial problem to the soft-
ware solution is based on models that describe and support the development during the
different phases. Models are key elements of many software engineering methodologies
for capturing structural, functional and non-functional aspects. The particular strength of
models is based on the idea of abstraction, i.e. a model is a simplified description of a
complex entity or process. Usually the model is not merely related to one particular ob-
ject or phenomenon, but to many, possibly to an infinite number of them, to a class. It is
through models, by relating cause and effect, that we gain an understanding of nature. In
engineering, models are used to combine elements of knowledge and data to make accurate
predictions of future events.

Models may be formal (like the Turing machine), informal (like the specification of a
software system by natural language), or semi-formal in the sense that the syntax and/or
semantics of the models are only partly defined giving rise to different, sometimes even in-
compatible interpretations (like UML diagrams, the industry-standard notation for object-
oriented analysis and design [UML04b]).

During the last decades the growing complexity of software systems led to a shift of
paradigm in software modeling from textual to visual modeling languages [MM98, Erw98]
which are used to represent aspects like e.g. distribution, components, parallelism and pro-
cesses in a more natural way. The success of visual modeling techniques resulted in a
variety of mostly semi-formal methods and notations (like the UML) addressing different
application domains, perspectives and different phases of the software development pro-
cess. The scientific community agrees on the need to improve current practice by increas-
ing the degree of formality of these notations [Bot03, Mey97]. Two main approaches to
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visual language definition can be distinguished: the declarative way, called meta-modeling
and the constructive way, based on (graph) grammars. UML is defined by the Meta Object
Facilities (MOF) approach [MOF05] which uses classes and associations to define sym-
bols and relations of a VL. Additional well-formedness rules formulated in OCL [OCL03]
complete the abstract syntax definition of a visual language. The concrete syntax level
(the layout) and the semantics of the visual language features are not formalized. They are
provided in the MOF approach by natural-language descriptions. While constraint-based
formalisms such as MOF provide a declarative approach to VL definition, grammars are
more constructive, i.e. closer to the implementation. In [MM98], for example, textual
as well as graph grammar approaches are considered for VL definition. Textual grammar
approaches (still in wide-spread use to define visual languages), such as picture-layout
grammars [Gol91a, Gol91b] or constraint multiset grammars [Mar94], have to code multi-
dimensional representations into one-dimensional strings. The use of graph grammars in-
stead of textual grammars allows to represent multi-dimensional structures by graphs which
is more natural. Moreover, the layout (or concrete syntax) of the language elements can
be visualized directly. Analogously to the grammar-based definition of textual languages,
graph grammars are used to define the structure of visual sentences as well as their con-
struction.

A main aim in the software modeling process is the early validation of the model with
respect to the informal user requirements. Validating the model is of paramount impor-
tance because although an implementation may be proven to be correct with respect to
the specification, this is no help at all if the specification does not reflect adequately the
user’s needs and requirements. Validation of user requirements has traditionally been con-
centrated on testing program code prior to system installation. However, experiences have
shown that requirement errors detected at late stages of the development process lead to a
dramatic increase of the software costs. The main problem of requirements validation is
that it concerns the interface between formality and informality. The validation process can
only increase the confidence that the model represents a system which will meet the real
needs of the user. Validation requires an active participation of users because they provided
the original requirements. So users should be able to understand the model in order to find
out possible misconceptions [KC95]. Because of the complex syntax and semantics, a lim-
itation of formal specifications is that they cannot be readily understood by users unless
they have been specially trained. A technique for facilitating the user participation in the
validation process consists in exploiting the executability of formal models. The execution
of behavior models is called simulation. Through simulation, users can observe, experi-
ment and test the dynamic behavior of the model in different scenarios to see if it meets
their real needs. In the context of visual behavior modeling, simulation means to show
the before- and after-states of an action as diagrams of the visual language used to define
the model. Scenarios (or simulation runs) then are given as sequences of actions, where
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the after-state of one action is the before-state of the next action. In Petri nets, for exam-
ple, a simulation is performed by playing the token game [Rei85]. Different system states
are different markings, and a scenario is determined by a firing sequence of transitions re-
sulting in a sequence of markings. Using graph transformation to define the behavior of
visual models, simulation is specified by graph transformation rules [Kre81], and a sce-
nario corresponds to a transformation sequence where the transformation rules are applied
subsequently, beginning with a start diagram given as graph.

Despite these benefits, often the simulation of formal visual behavior models (e.g. Petri
nets, graphs or Statecharts) is not adequate and can be ineffective in the model validation
process. The simulation of a model based on (semi-) formal and abstract notations may not
always be comprehensible to users, due to several reasons:

• Different aspects like control flow and data flow are represented in a similar way (a
common problem in understanding Petri nets).

• Information belonging to one model is distributed in several sub-models based on
different visual modeling languages (like in the UML). This can also lead to incon-
sistencies between the sub-models.

• Different levels of detail are represented in one model (like the visual model of a
network protocol where both the components of the network (high relevance) and
the substates of a minor connectivity check (low relevance) are represented at the
same model level by the same graphical representation due to the chosen modeling
technique.

• In order to be able to perform code generation or a complete formal analysis of the
model, models have to contain details which raise their complexity.

• If the chosen modeling formalism does not allow to model a distinguished feature
by an adequate model element, auxiliary elements (such as stereotypes in UML)
or workarounds are used which make it difficult for other people but the modelers
themselves to understand what is meant.

• The formal model may be (partly) generated automatically (like the graph trans-
formation system generated from UML diagrams [ZHG04b]). Automatic model
transformation necessarily involves auxiliary constructs and yields more complex
diagrams than a hand-written specification would contain.

To this end, instead of simulating the model behavior within the modeling formalism
itself, using a domain-specific layout (a view) for the simulation is one of the main propo-
sitions of this thesis. Using such a domain-oriented view, simulations can show changes
directly, rather than having to indicate a state change in the abstract diagram indirectly by
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using auxiliary markings such as arrows to the current state or by high-lighting the active
diagram elements. The view removes the need for added markings so that displays can
be simpler and less cluttered. In addition, the user does not have to interpret the auxiliary
markings and try to infer the changes that they summarize. Such interpretation and infer-
ence may demand skills that the domain-oriented user does not possess. With depictions in
the domain-oriented view, information about the changes involved is available to be read
straight from the display without the user needing to perform mental animation.

Such a domain-oriented view is used in this thesis as basis to perform domain-specific
animation of the model behavior. Hence, we call the view animation view [EE05b, EB04,
EBE03]. Animation is the illusion of motion created by the consecutive display of images
of static elements. Actions are visualized in a movie-like fashion, such that not only dis-
crete steps (a before-state and an after-state) are shown but rather a continuously animated
change of the scene. The popularity of using animations to help people understand and re-
member information has greatly increased since the advent of powerful graphics-oriented
computers [Wik06]. Because animations can explicitly depict changes over time (temporal
changes), they are well-suited to present processes and procedures. Animations can mirror
both changes in position (translation), and the changes in form (transformation) that are
fundamental to capture dynamic behavior.

Please note that in the fields of formal specification development and algorithm design,
the term animation is often used in the sense of inspection, execution, testing or checking
some property of a given set of test data [Utt00, Jia95]. Animations for visual models in
the sense of continuous behavior visualization (as we use the term in this thesis) usually
are realized either by ad-hoc implementations where a mapping from the formal model to
a programming language is formulated by the animation programmer [GS00, JMBH93],
or by program annotations where the code of a prototype implementation of the model is
extended by operations that perform the graphical visualization of the current program state
[Die01, SDBP98]. In both cases, the connection of the original model and its animation
is a very loose one as the proceeding from the model to the animation is not formally
defined. This may lead to animations that behave differently than the model and thus are
not a reliable way for model validation. Moreover, both ways to proceed from the model to
the animation require an implementation of the model behavior, thus performing the next
development step from model to code before the validation of the model itself. This step
may introduce new errors or inconsistencies in addition to those in the model which we
want to discover by the validation.

Due to these limitations, this thesis proposes to formally derive animation specifications
from visual models based on graph transformation, which has the following advantages:
In contrast to algorithm or specification animation in the literature, in our approach the
animation is defined at modeling level, i.e. at an early development step, and does not
need an implementation of the model. The animation view for a model can be defined in
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a flexible way, allowing free choice of the level of abstraction and of the domain-oriented
layout. There is no restriction to a library of visual elements or actions. Having defined
the elements of the animation view, the translation of diagram elements to the animation
view is performed in a visual, rule-based way by a special kind of translation rules. The
requirements for these translation rules ensure that the resulting animation specification
is semantically correct in the sense that the transformation steps underlying the anima-
tion specification correspond to the semantics of the original model. The animation rules
resulting from the translation may be extended by continuous animation operations.

Last but not least, our approach fits well in the generic approach of visual language
definition by graph transformation. Hence, the approach is applicable to all possible kinds
of visual modeling languages provided that the behavioral semantics of the visual models
can be expressed by graph transformation rules.

Aims of the Thesis

The main objective of this thesis is to improve the validation process for visual behavior
models. Using animation views for model execution instead of the notation of abstract
modeling languages provides better insights of model behavior and may thus lead to an
earlier detection of inconsistencies and possible missing requirements in the model.

Graph transformation is a formally defined calculus (see e.g. [EEPT06, Roz97]) and of-
fers many well-founded theoretical results that support the formal reasoning about graph-
based models at all levels. Graph transformation has a number of applications to system
modeling and software engineering based on concrete specification languages and support-
ing tools [EEKR99, EKMR99, BTMS99]. In addition to formally describe the concrete
and abstract syntax of visual modeling languages, graph transformation can also formal-
ize the semantic aspects, and thus provides a strong basis for simulating and reasoning on
diagrammatic models at all levels. Hence, we want to use those comprehensible formal
concepts not only to formalize visual models and their animation views, but also to rea-
son about the semantical equivalence of the visual model’s representation in the animation
view. More precisely, we rely on the double-pushout approach (DPO) for typed graph
transformation systems (TGTS) [EEPT06]. Most of the presented results are available also
for typed attributed graph transformation systems (TAGTS) [EEPT06], except for the use
of a retyping functor between TGTS typed over different type graphs. This functor plays
a role in some of the proofs of semantical correctness and equivalence of models and their
corresponding behavior in the animation view. Applying typed graph transformation to
visual language definition (as discussed in Section 2.2), usually needs attributed nodes. In
fact, the sample application in this thesis all use attributes for naming or numbering of
symbols. Fortunately, the concept of retyping can be extended to node attributes, if at-
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tributes are not changed during transformations. This kind of typed attributed graphs can
be defined by ordinary typed graphs. Data values are considered as nodes (data nodes) in
contrast to object nodes denoting all other nodes of an attributed graph.

Furthermore, tool support for visual modeling based on typed attributed graph transfor-
mation is available in the form of the GENGED environment [Bar02], a meta-CASE tool
for visual language definition based on the graph transformation engine AGG [Tae04]. The
GENGED environment allows us to consider various visual behavior modeling languages
such as Petri net and Statechart variants within one unifying VL modeling framework on
the basis of typed attributed graph transformation systems. For the concrete syntax of
visual languages, GENGED allows to define not only graph-like languages (where sym-
bols are represented as icons and links between symbols are arcs or lines connecting these
icons), but covers also more complex layout conditions like an inside relation between two
symbol types, or flexible size or position dependencies between symbol graphics. Images
in gif or jpg format for symbol graphics is also possible, which allows the alphabet designer
to create arbitrary symbols modern graphical drawing tools, or even to use photos.

Against the background of the rich available theory for graph transformation, and the
existing tool environment GENGED which covers already the foundations of visual mod-
eling and flexible 2D-layouting based on graphical constraints, the main design decision of
this thesis is to provide a formal framework and tool support for simulation and animation
of visual models based on typed algebraic graph transformation.

In particular, the aims of this thesis are

1. to relate the behavior of visual behavioral models to semantically correct simulation
specifications given by graph transformation systems,

2. to define an animation view for a visual model’s application domain by extending the
visual modeling language alphabet,

3. to map a visual model (and its simulation specification) to its animation view by
so-called simulation-to-animation model-and-rule transformation (S2A transforma-
tion), resulting in a graph transformation system called animation specification,

4. to develop requirements that ensure the semantical correctness of the S2A transfor-
mation, and the equivalence of the original simulation specification and the resulting
animation specification,

5. to enrich the resulting animation rules at the concrete syntax level to allow smooth
animations when viewing animation scenarios, and

6. to apply the formal approach to diverse visual models based on different visual mod-
eling languages (e.g. Petri nets, Statecharts) covering different application domains.
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Main Results

The main results realizing the aims stated above are summarized as follows:

Simulation of visual behavioral models is described in three different ways by typed
graph transformation systems (called interpreter, compiler and amalgamation semantics).
We show the general semantical compatibility of the interpreter semantics to its translation
into a model-specific compiler semantics, which is the form of semantics needed as basis
for animation (Theorem 3.4.2). For formal behavior modeling languages such as Petri nets,
the semantical correctness of the corresponding simulation specification is crucial. Hence,
as a Petri-net specific result, we show the semantical compatibility of the firing behav-
ior of Algebraic High-Level Petri nets (AHL nets) and their compiler and amalgamation
semantics (Theorem 3.5.10 and Theorem 3.5.18).

Animation Views are defined by extending the alphabet of the visual modeling language
(which is given as type graph) by elements visualizing the application domain (Def. 4.2.2).
The nature of an animation view can be chosen to adapt to the needs of the user and/or to
emphasize certain model aspects. In one application, an abstract model may be instantiated
by a concrete, well-known application domain. An example for this kind of metaphorical
animation view is to visualize the abstract producer-consumer system by showing a cook
in a kitchen producing cakes and a person sitting at a table consuming these cakes [EB04].
In another application, certain details of the model algorithm simply may be omitted in
an animation view which then shows only selected parts of a current model state (e.g. the
broadcasting of messages in a network, modeled by the Echo algorithm).

S2A transformation from simulation to animation specifications is defined on the ba-
sis of an animation view definition. We here use the characteristic of graph transforma-
tion, where the simulation of graphs is defined by rules which themselves consist of (rule)
graphs. Hence, S2A transformation is defined also by a typed graph transformation sys-
tem, together with control conditions defining how to apply the S2A transformation rules
to the simulation rules (Def. 4.2.16). Requirements are stated which ensure the functional
behavior of an S2A transformation. In this context, termination of S2A transformation
is shown in general (Theorems 4.3.5 and 4.3.6). Furthermore, criteria for the semanti-
cal correctness and completeness of S2A transformation are developed (Theorem 4.5.11
and Theorem 4.6.9) leading to the semantical equivalence of simulation and animation
specifications (Theorem 4.6.15) which is based on a semantically correct A2S backward
transformation from animation to simulation specifications (Theorem 4.6.8).
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Applications described in this thesis include simulation specifications for different kinds
of Petri nets and Statecharts, modeling the behavior of an Echo Algorithm for checking
computer network connectivity [BE03], the well-known Dining Philosophers [EE05b], a
Radio Clock, an ATM Machine, and a Drive-Through Restaurant [KGKK02]. Based on
the simulation specifications, suitable animation views and S2A transformation rules are
developed, and the semantical equivalence of the resulting animation specifications and
their original simulation specifications is shown (Facts 4.6.16, 4.7.4, 4.7.8, 4.7.12).

Tool Support for our approach is realized as extension of the existing meta case tool
GENGED [Bar02, Gen] for the generation of visual language environments. Simulation of
visual model behavior is supported by a simulation environment allowing to apply simula-
tion rules in a structured way. Animation view definition is supported by means allowing
the integration and restriction of visual alphabets. S2A model transformation is supported
by application of so-called meta rules to the rules and the start graph of an existing gram-
mar. The specification of animation operations for rules allows their execution to be visu-
alized as smooth movements instead of discrete state changes. Animation scenarios can be
exported to the Scalable Vector Graphics format SVG.

Overview of the Chapters

Chapter 2 (Definition of Visual Languages by Typed, Algebraic Graph Transforma-
tion) presents the formal background of the work, namely the basic notions and defi-
nitions of typed algebraic graph transformation and their use for the definition of visual
languages (VLs). A running example of a VL for Condition/Event Petri nets illustrates
the concepts for defining the abstract and concrete syntax by graph transformation (e.g.
as VL alphabet and syntax grammar) and compares them to the meta-modeling approach
which is common for VL definition in the UML. The Applications section contains further
examples for VL definitions for different Petri net and Statechart variants.

Chapter 3 (Simulation of Visual Languages and Models) discusses three different
ways to define model behavior and its simulation by typed graph transformation systems
(TGTS), called simulation specifications, and compares the resulting semantics definitions
for visual behavior languages and models. The interpreter semantics is defined by a set of
general, model-independent simulation rules which can be applied to all models in a visual
language, thus comprising a VL interpreter. The GTS-compiler semantics is given by a
model transformation from a concrete model into the semantic domain of graph transfor-
mation systems, resulting in a set of model-specific simulation rules which are applicable
only to one specific behavior model. The amalgamation semantics is defined by a combi-
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nation of the other two approaches, based on a general set of model-independent simulation
rule schemes which must be instantiated and amalgamated along a concrete model, to ob-
tain a set of amalgamated simulation rules. Simulation in all three approaches is defined as
execution of the simulation rules for a concrete model. We show that semantically equiv-
alent model-specific simulation rules can be obtained from model-independent simulation
rules or rule schemes by constructing rule instances over a so-called virtual model.

In the Applications section, we compare the GTS-compiler and the amalgamation se-
mantics for the case of Algebraic High-Level nets (AHL nets) and show that both ap-
proaches are semantically equivalent. Furthermore, we define the interpreter and the amal-
gamation semantics for different Statechart variants, and discuss a GTS-compiler semantics
for integrated UML models.

Chapter 4 (From Simulation to Animation) presents the extension of simulation spec-
ifications to animation specifications using S2A transformation. On the basis of formal
simulation specifications as defined in Chapter 3, Chapter 4 is concerned with the defini-
tion of animation views [EB02, EBE03, EB04] for a simulation specification, and with the
concept of S2A transformation realizing a consistent mapping from simulation to anima-
tion specifications. The most important properties of S2A transformation are termination
and semantical correctness and completeness, i.e. we show the correspondence between
the behavior given by animation scenarios in the animation view and the original model
behavior defined by the simulation specification. An Echo algorithm for testing computer
network connectivity which is modeled as Condition/Event Petri net, serves as a running
example. In the Applications section, animation views are defined for three further models
of different visual modeling languages (a Radio Clock modeled as Statechart, the Dining
Philosophers as AHL net, and a Drive-Through restaurant which was originally given by
an integrated UML model and translated into a simulation specification [EHKZ05]).

Chapter 5 (Tool Support for Simulation and Animation in GENGED) describes the
implementation for simulation and animation realized as extension of the VL environment
GENGED [Gen]. At first, Chapter 5 gives a review of the graph transformation engine
AGG and the GENGED environment for visual language definition, both developed at the
TU Berlin [Tae04, AGG, Bar02, Gen]. We then describe the new components added to
GENGED , namely a flexible graphical layouter, a simulator, and the support for anima-
tion view definition, integration and restriction on the basis of VL alphabets in GENGED.
Moreover, an animation editor has been implemented [Ehr03] supporting the definition of
continuous animation and the generation of scenario animations in SVG format.

Chapter 6 (Conclusion) summarizes the main achievements and outlines some open
problems and directions for future work.
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Chapter 2

Definition of Visual Languages by Typed
Algebraic Graph Transformation

Textual specification languages are symbolic, and their basic syntactic expressions are put
together in linear character sequences. In visual modeling languages (VLs), basic expres-
sions include lines, arrows, circles and boxes, and composition mechanisms involve con-
nectivity, partitioning, and “insideness”. Visual modeling languages are proving extremely
helpful in software and systems development. To be useful in computer-supported system
development, any visual language must be defined by rigid rules that clearly state allowable
syntactic expressions (or sentences) and give rigid description of their meaning.

Although visual modeling languages are becoming increasingly popular, there are con-
toversial opinions about which notation would be best for describing them. For textual
languages, using grammars for the syntax is widely accepted, but visual languages have
two major competing approaches. One involves graph grammars [BTMS99], which ex-
tend grammar concepts from textual languages to diagrams. The other approach, called
metamodeling, is based on MOF [MOF05] and uses UML class diagrams to model a visual
language’s abstract syntax. While class diagrams appear to be more intuitive than graph
grammars, they are also less expressive. Therefore, metamodeling also uses context condi-
tion written in the Object Constraint Language (OCL) [OCL03] that help to overcome the
weaker expressive power. The advantage of metamodeling is that UML users, who proba-
bly have basic UML knowledge, don’t need to learn a new external notation to be able to
deal with syntax definitions. But however intuitive the metamodeling technique is, using
it to define UML is still limited to describing abstract syntax; the problems of diagram
representations (concrete syntax) and of defining semantics remains.

Similar to grammars for textual languages, graph transformation systems on the one
hand can formally describe the concrete and abstract syntaxes of modeling languages. On
the other hand, they are also used to formalize the semantic aspects, and thus provide a
strong basis for simulating and reasoning on diagrammatic models at all levels.
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Graph transformation is a formally defined calculus (see e.g. [Roz97]) and offers many
well-founded theoretical results that support the formal reasoning about graph-based mod-
els at all levels. Graph transformation has a number of applications to system modeling
and software engineering based on concrete specification languages and supporting tools
(cf. [EEKR99, EKMR99]).

The main idea of graph grammars and graph transformation is the rule-based modifi-
cation of graphs where each application of a graph transformation rule leads to a graph
transformation step. Graph grammars can be used on the one hand to generate graph lan-
guages by Chomsky grammars in formal language theory. On the other hand, graphs can be
used to model the states of all kinds of systems which allows to use graph transformation
to model state changes of these systems (which is in the focus of this thesis). Especially,
graph transformation has been investigated as a fundamental concept for programming,
specification, concurrency, distribution, visual modeling and model transformation.

The aspect to support visual modeling by graph transformation is one of the main in-
tentions of the ESPRIT TMR Network SEGRAVIS (2002-2006). In fact, there is a wide
range of applications to support visual modeling techniques, especially in the context of
the UML, by graph transformation techniques.

A detailed presentation of different graph transformation approaches, is given in volume
1 of the Handbook of Graph Grammars and Computing by Graph Transformation [Roz97].
A state of the art report for applications, languages and tools for graph transformation on
the one hand and for concurrency, parallelism and distribution on the other hand is given
in volumes 2 and 3 [EEKR99] and [EKMR99].

The core of a graph transformation rule (or production) p = (L, R) is a pair of graphs
(L, R), called left hand side L and right hand side R. Applying the rule p = (L, R) means
to find a match of L in the source graph and to replace L by R leading to the target graph
of the graph transformation. The main technical problem is how to connect R with the
context in the target graph. In fact, there are different solutions how to handle this problem
leading to different graph transformation approaches, which are summarized below.

Overview of Different Graph Transformation Approaches

1. The node label replacement approach, mainly developed by Rozenberg, Engelfriet
and Janssens, allows replacing a single node as the left hand side L by an arbitrary
graph R. The connection of R with the context is determined by embedding rules
depending on node labels.

2. The hyperedge replacement approach, mainly developed by Habel, Kreowski and
Drewes, has as the left hand side L a labeled hyperedge, which is replaced by an
arbitrary hypergraph R with designated attachment nodes corresponding to the nodes
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of L. The gluing of R with the context at the corresponding attachment nodes leads
to the target graph.

3. The algebraic approach is based on pushout constructions, where pushouts are used
to model the gluing of graphs. In fact, there are two main variants of the algebraic
approach, the double and the single pushout approach. The algebraic double pushout
approach, mainly developed by Ehrig, Schneider and the Berlin- and Pisa-groups,
is the formal basis for simulation and animation in this thesis, and is reviewed in
Section 2.1 in more detail.

4. The logical approach, mainly developed by Courcelle and Bouderon, allows express-
ing graph transformation and graph properties in monadic second order logic.

5. The theory of 2-structures was initiated by Rozenberg and Ehrenfeucht as a frame-
work for decomposition and transformation of graphs.

6. The programmed graph replacement approach by Schürr used programs in order to
control the nondeterministic choice of rule applications.

2.1 Typed Graph Transformation in the DPO Approach:
State of the Art

In this section, the basic concepts and formalizations from the area of typed, algebraic
graph transformation are reviewed.

Especially for the application of graph transformation techniques for visual modeling,
typed graph transformation systems [HCEL96, CEL+96] have proven to be an adequate
formalism. A set of graphs is defined by a type (scheme) graph together with type-
consistent operations on these graphs. This allows to model a visual language by a type
graph, and sentences of the visual language by graphs typed over the type graph. The
concepts of typed attributed graph transformation has recently been enhanced to typed at-
tributed graph transformation [EPT04, Ehr04a]. Typed, attributed graphs are well suited
for various applications in software engineering and visual languages.

Unfortunately, the theory for typed graph transformation concerning retyping and its
properties cannot easily be extended to typed attributed graph transformation systems. Im-
portant categorical properties like the existence of categorical structures such as pullbacks
do not hold in general for the category of typed attributed graph transformation systems due
to the additional algebraic data type used for the attribution of nodes and edges. Hence,
we decided in this thesis to build our approach for graph-transformation based simulation
and animation on the formal basis of typed graph transformation systems. Nevertheless, in
some of the presented applications we use node attributes, but in these cases we make sure
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that the retyping of graph transformation systems always preserves the data type, so that
the categorical constructions and results from typed graph transformation systems are still
applicable for these applications.

Section 2.1.1 deals with graphs, graph morphisms and type graphs as well as the cate-
gories of graphs and of typed graphs. In Section 2.1.2 we present the gluing construction
as the basis of graph transformation steps, and give the definition of typed graph trans-
formation rules and typed graph transformation systems (TGTS). We discuss the applica-
bility conditions for graph transformation rules and the conditions under which two direct
transformations can be applied in arbitrary order or in parallel, leading to the same result.
Section 2.1.3 defines morphisms of TGTS based on morphisms between type graphs and
mappings between sets of rules. As a TGTS describes a specific behavior in terms of trans-
formations obtained via application of its rules, an important property of TGTS morphisms
is the preservation of the behavior in the sense that each direct transformation in the start
TGTS is mapped to a direct transformation in the target TGTS. At last, in Section 2.1.4,
we review the notion of parallel graph transformation which is defined by amalgamating
rules at common subrule.

2.1.1 Graphs and Typing

A graph has nodes and edges that link two nodes. We allow parallel edges between two
nodes as well as loops.

Definition 2.1.1 (Graph)
A graph G = (V, E, s, t) consists of a set V of nodes (or vertices), E of edges and two
mappings s, t : E → V , the source and target functions.

E s //
t // V

4

Remark: In the literature, a graph G is often represented by a set V of nodes and a set
E ⊆ V × V of edges. This notion is almost the same as the one in definition 2.1.1: For an
element (v, w) ∈ E, v represents its source and w its target node, but parallel edges are not
expressible. 2

Graphs are related by (total) graph morphisms, that map the nodes and edges of a graph
to those of another one, preserving source and target of each node.

Definition 2.1.2 (Graph Morphism)
Given graphs G1, G2 with Gi = (Vi, Ei, si, ti) for i = 1, 2. A graph morphism f : G1 →
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G2, f = (fV , fE) consists of two mappings fV : V1 → V2 and fE : E1 → E2 that preserve
the source and target functions, i.e. fV ◦ s1 = s2 ◦ fE and fV ◦ t1 = t2 ◦ fE .

E1
s1 //
t1 //

fE

��
(=)

V1

fV

��
E2

s2 //
t2 // V2

A graph morphism f is injective (surjective), if both mappings fV , fE are injective (sur-
jective). f is called isomorphic, if it is bijective, that means both injective and surjective.

4

Fact 2.1.3 (Composition of Graph Morphisms)
Given two graph morphisms f = (fV , fE) : G1 → G2 and g = (gV , gE) : G2 → G3, the
composition g ◦ f = (gV ◦ fV , gE ◦ fE) : G1 → G3 is again a graph morphism. 4

Proof: As a composition of mappings, gV ◦ fV : V1 → V3 and gE ◦ fE : E1 → E3 are
well-defined. Using the associativity of the composition of mappings and that f and g as
graph morphisms preserve the source and target functions, we conclude that

1. gV ◦ fV ◦ s1 = gV ◦ s2 ◦ fE = s3 ◦ gE ◦ fE and

2. gV ◦ fV ◦ s1 = gV ◦ s2 ◦ fE = s3 ◦ gE ◦ fE .

Therefore also g ◦ f preserves the source and target functions. 2

The class of all graphs (as defined in Def. 2.1.1) as objects and of all graph morphisms
(see Def. 2.1.2) form the category Graphs, with the composition given in Fact 2.1.3 and
the identities are the pairwise identities on nodes and edges.

A type graph defines a set of types that can be used to type the nodes and edges of a
graph. The typing itself is done by a graph morphism between the graph and the type
graph.

Definition 2.1.4 (Typed Graph and Typed Graph Morphism )
A type graph is a distinguished graph TG = (VTG, ETG, sTG, tTG). VTG and ETG are
called node and edge label alphabet, respectively.

Then a tuple (G, type) of a graph G together with a morphism type : G→ TG is called
typed graph.

Given typed graphs GT
1 = (G1, type1) and GT

2 = (G2, type2), a typed graph morphism
f : GT

1 → GT
2 is a graph morphism f : G1 → G2 such that type2 ◦ f = type1.
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G1 f //

type1

DDD

!!D
DD (=)

G2

type2
zzz

}}zz
z

TG

4

Given a type graph TG, typed graphs over TG and typed graph morphisms form the
category GraphsTG.

Example 2.1.5 (Typed Graph)
Consider the following type graph for Petri nets (without tokens) TG = (VTG, ETG, sTG, tTG)

with VTG = {Place, Trans}, ETG = {ArcPT,ArcTP}, sTG : ETG → VTG : ArcPT 7→
Place, ArcTP 7→ Trans and tTG : ETG → VTG : ArcPT 7→ Trans, ArcTP 7→ Place.

Then the graph G (a simple Petri net) together with the morphism type = (typeV , typeE) :

G → TG with typeV : VS → VT : p1, p2 7→ Place; t 7→ Trans and typeE : ES → ET :

a1 7→ ArcPT ; a2 7→ ArcTP is a typed graph (typed over TG).

p1

p2

t

Place Trans

ArcPT

ArcTP

G

TG

type

a1

a2

Figure 2.1: Type Graph for Petri Nets

4

In order to formulate properties that should be satisfied by a graph or by all graphs be-
longing to a specific set of graphs, so-called graph constraints can be defined. Graph con-
straints are useful e.g. for defining structural constraints of visual languages in a descriptive
way (see Section 2.2.4.1). We distinguish positive graph constraints stating which proper-
ties have to be fulfilled by the graphs, and negative graph constraints for properties which
the graphs must not have.

Definition 2.1.6 (Graph Constraints)
An atomic graph constraint is of the form AC(a) where a : P → C is a graph morphism.
A graph constraint is a Boolean formula over atomic graph constraints, i.e. every atomic
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graph constraint is a graph constraint and, for graph constraints c and ci with i ∈ I for
some index set I , ¬c, ∧i∈Ici, and ∨i∈Ici are graph constraints.
A graph constraint c can be positive (written c = PC(a)), or
negative (written c = NC(a)).
A graph G satisfies a positive graph constraint c = PC(a) if
for every injective graph morphism p : P → G there exists an
injective graph morphism q : C → G such that q ◦ a = p. A
graph G satisfies a negative graph constraint c = NC(a) if for
every injective graph morphism p : P → G there does not exist
an injective graph morphism q : C → G such that q ◦ a = p.

P

p
@@

@

��@
@@

a // C

q~~
~

��~~
~

G

G satisfies ¬c if G does not satisfy c. G satisfies ∧i∈Ici [∨i∈Ici] if G satisfies all [some]
ci with i ∈ I . We write G |= c to denote that G satisfies c. Two graph constraints c and c′

are equivalent, denoted by c ≡ c′, if, for all graphs G, G |= c if and only if G |= c′. 4

2.1.2 Typed Graph Transformation Systems

In this section we introduce (typed) graph transformation systems. Graph transformation
is based on graph transformation rules that describe in a general way how graphs can be
transformed. The application of such a rule to a graph is called a direct graph transforma-
tion. For the application of graph transformation rules to a graph we need a technique to
glue graphs together along a common subgraph. Intuitively we use this common subgraph
and add all other nodes and edges from both graphs. The idea of a pushout generalizes
the gluing construction in the sense of category theory, i.e. a pushout object emerges from
gluing two objects along a common subobject (for a formal definition of pushouts and their
properties, see Appendix A).

Definition 2.1.7 (Typed Graph Transformation Rule and Rule Morphism )
A (typed) graph transformation rule p = (L

l← I
r→ R) consists of (typed) graphs L,

I and R, called left hand side, interface graph and right hand side respectively, and two
injective (typed) graph morphisms l and r.

A (typed) graph transformation rule morphism f = (fL, fI , fR) : p → p′ is given by
typed graph morphisms fL : L→ L′, fI : I → I ′ and fR : R→ R′, such that fL◦l = l′◦fI

and fR ◦ r = r′ ◦ fI .

L

(=)fL

��

I

(=)

loo r //

fI

��

R

fR

��
L′ I ′

l′
oo

r′
// R′

Let RuleTG denote the set of all rules typed over the type graph TG. 4
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Special rule morphisms are embedding morphisms, where one rule is a subrule of an-
other rule. There are two different notions of subrule embeddings,

Definition 2.1.8 (Subrule Embeddings )
Given TG-typed rules p = (L

l← I
r→ R), and p′ = (L′ l′← I ′

r′→ R′) and a TG-typed rule
morphism f = (fL, fI , fR) : p→ p′ acc. to Def. 2.1.7 with fL, fI and fR injective, we say
that

• p is DPB-subrule (or subrule) of p′ if the squares in the diagram in Def. 2.1.7 are
pullbacks.

• p is DPO-subrule (or strict subrule) of p′ if the squares in the diagram in Def. 2.1.7
are pushouts.

The rule morphism f : p → p′ is called (strict) subrule embedding. In this context, p′ is
called extending rule. In the case that fL, fI and fR are isomorphic morphisms, p is called
isomorphic to p′. 4

Definition 2.1.9 (Graph Transformation )
Given a (typed) graph transformation rule p = (L

l← I
r→ R) and a (typed) graph G

with a (typed) graph morphism m : L → G, called match. A direct graph transformation
G

p,m
=⇒ H from G to a typed graph H is given by the following double pushout (DPO)

diagram, where (1) and (2) are pushouts.

L

(1)m

��

I

(2)

loo r //

i
��

R

m∗

��
G Cg
oo

h
// H

A sequence G0 ⇒ G1 ⇒ ... ⇒ Gn of direct graph transformations is called a transfor-
mation and is denoted as G0

∗⇒ Gn. For n = 0 we have the identical transformation
G0

id⇒ G0. 4

Now we define graph transformation systems and grammars. The language of a graph
grammar are the graphs that can be derived from the start graph.

Definition 2.1.10 (Graph Transformation System , Grammar and Language)
A graph transformation system GTS = (P ) consists of a set of graph transformation rules
P .

A typed graph transformation system TGTS = (TG, P, π) consists of a type graph TG

and a set of rule names P and a mapping π : P → RuleTG associating with each rule name
p a typed graph transformation rule π(p).
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A (typed) graph grammar GG = ((T )GTS, S) consists of a (typed) graph transforma-
tion system GTS and a (typed) start graph S.

The (typed) graph language L of GG is defined by

L = {G | ∃ (typed) graph transformation S
∗⇒ G}.

Let Trans(GTS) [Trans(TGTS)] denote the set of all transformations over GTS
[TGTS]. 4

Remark: A graph grammar without its start graph is a graph transformation system. 2

Example 2.1.11 (Graph Grammar Petri Net Drawing)
As an example we define a typed graph grammar GGPetri generating Petri nets, i.e. graphs
typed over the Petri net type graph TG shown in Fig. 2.1. One of the graphs of the typed
graph language over this graph grammar is the graph G shown in Fig. 2.1. We define the
graph grammar by GGPetri = (GTSPetri, SPetri), where the start graph S is the empty
graph (no nodes and no edges). The graph transformation system GTSPetri = (TG, P, π)

is given by the type graph TG as shown in Fig. 2.1, and a set P = {addP lace, addTrans,

insertArcPT, insertArcTP} of Petri net drawing rules, shown in Fig. 2.2, which are
typed over TG as well.

p

Place

Trans

ArcPT
ArcTP

a

addPlace(p)
L R

addTrans(t)L Rt

insertArcPT(a)
L

R
tp p t

ainsertArcTP(a)
L

Rt p pt

TG

1 1
2 2

1
2 2

1

Figure 2.2: Typed Graph Transformation Rules for Petri Net Drawing

We use parameters in the rules that determine a partial match. The rule morphisms l and
r are indicated by equal numbers for graph objects in a mapping. Note that we do not draw
the interface graph of the rules explicitly. Implicitly, the interface graph is given by the
graph objects that occur in L and R and have the same number. The typing of the rules is
indicated in Fig. 2.2 by the type morphisms from the right-hand sides into the type graph
TG. The left-hand sides and the interfaces are typed analogously.
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The first two rules in Fig. 2.2 allow the drawing of a place or a transition. They are always
applicable, as their left-hand sides are empty. The next two rules allow the insertion of an
arc, either leading from a place to a transition or vice versa. These two rules require the
existence of a place and a transition, where the respective arc is inserted between.

The sample Petri net G from Fig. 2.1 is the result of applying first the rules addPlace(p1),
addPlace(p2) and addTrans(t) in any order, and afterwards the rules insertArcPT(a1), where
the place p in the rule is mapped by the match to place p1 in the graph, and rule insertArcTP(a2),
where place p in the rule is mapped to place p2 by the match morphism. 4

2.1.2.1 Construction of Graph Transformations

Let us now analyse under which conditions a rule p = (L ← I → R) can be applied to
a graph G via a match m. In general, the existence of a context graph C is required, that
leads to a pushout. This allows to construct a direct transformation G

p,m
=⇒ H , where in a

second step the graph H is constructed as the gluing of C and R via I .

Definition 2.1.12 (Applicability of Rules)
A (typed) graph transformation rule p is applicable to G via the match m, if there exists a
context graph C such that (1) is a pushout.

L

(1)m

��

I
loo r //

i
��

R

G Cg
oo

4

This definition gives us no criteria to decide wether the rule is applicable or not. A more
constructive approach is to check the gluing condition. Both concepts are equivalent, as
shown in the following fact.

Definition 2.1.13 (Gluing Condition)
Given a (typed) graph transformation rule p = (L

l← I
r→ R), a (typed) graph G and a

match m : L→ G with X = (VX , EX , sX , tX) for all X ∈ {L, I, R,G}.

• The gluing points GP are those nodes and edges in L, that are not deleted by p, i.e.
GP = lV (VI) ∪ lE(EI) = l(I).

• The identification points IP are those nodes and edges in L, that are identified by
m, i.e. IP = {v ∈ VL | ∃w ∈ VL, w 6= v : mV (v) = mV (w)} ∪ {e ∈ EL | ∃f ∈
EL, f 6= e : mV (e) = mV (f)}.
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• The dangling points DP are those nodes in L, whose images are the source or target
of an edge that does not belong to m(L), i.e. DP = {v ∈ VL | ∃e ∈ EG\mE(EL) :

sG(e) = mV (v) or tG(e) = mV (v)}.

p and m satisfy the gluing condition, if all identification and all dangling points are also
gluing points, i.e. IP ∪DP ⊆ GP . 4

Fact 2.1.14 (Existence and Uniqueness of Context Graph)
For a (typed) graph rule p, a (typed) graph G and a match m : L → G the context graph
C with PO (1) exists ⇔ the gluing condition is satisfied. If C exists, it is unique up to
isomorphism. 4

Remark: In categorical terms, the construction of C together with morphisms i : I → C

and g : C → G is called the pushout complement of l : I → L and m : L→ G leading to
the PO (1) in the diagram above. 2

Proof: see [EEPT06]. 2

The applicability of rules can be further restricted by the use of negative application
conditions (NACs) [HHT96] which only allow a rule application if some context specified
in one or more additional NAC-graphs does not occur in the current graph.

Definition 2.1.15 (Negative Application Condition )

Let p = (L ← I → R) be a typed graph transformation rule.
A negative application condition (NAC) (N, n) is a graph N to-
gether with an injective morphism n : L → N . A match
m : L → G satisfies the NAC if there exists no injective mor-
phism q : N → G with q ◦ n = m.

N

q
  @

@@
@@

@@
L

noo

m

��
G

4

If a rule is applicable to a graph via a match, i.e. the gluing condition is fulfilled and all
NACs are satisfied, then we can construct the direct graph transformation as follows.

Fact 2.1.16 (Construction of Direct Graph Transformations)
Given a (typed) graph transformation rule p and a match m : L → G such that p is
applicable to G via m. Then the direct graph transformation can be constructed in two
steps:

1. Delete those nodes and edges in G, that are reached by the match m, but have no
preimage in I .

2. Add new nodes and edges, that are newly created in R.
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This construction is unique up to isomorphism. 4

Proof: see [EEPT06]. 2

2.1.2.2 Local Church-Rosser and Parallelism Theorem for Graph Transformation
Systems

In this section we study under which conditions two direct transformations applied to the
same graph can be applied in arbitrary order leading to the same result. This leads to
the notions of parallel and sequential independence of direct graph transformations and to
the Local Church-Rosser Theorem. Moreover the corresponding rules can be applied in
parallel in this case leading to the Parallelism Theorem. Both results have been shown
already in the 70ies [ER76, EK76, Ehr79].

Definition 2.1.17 (Parallel and Sequential Independence )
Two direct graph transformations G

p1,m1
=⇒ H1 and G

p2,m2
=⇒ H2 are parallel independent if all

nodes and edges in the intersection of both matches are already gluing items with respect
to both transformations, i.e.

m1(L1) ∩m2(L2) ⊆ m1(l1(I1)) ∩m2(l2(I2)).

Two direct graph transformations G
p1,m1
=⇒ H1

p2,m2
=⇒ H2 are sequentially independent if

all nodes and edges in the intersection of the comatch n1 : R1 → H1 and the match m2 are
already gluing items with respect to both transformations, i.e.

n1(R1) ∩m2(L2) ⊆ n1(r1(I1)) ∩m2(l2(I2)).

4

Remark: G1
p1⇒ G2

p2⇒ G3 are sequentially independent iff G1

p−1
1⇐ G2

p2⇒ G3 are parallel
independent. 2

Fact 2.1.18 (Characterization of Parallel Independence)
Two direct transformations G

p1,m1
=⇒ H1 and G

p2,m2
=⇒ H2 are parallel independent ⇔ there

exist morphisms i : L1 → C2 and j : L2 → C1 such that g2 ◦ i = m1 and g1 ◦ j = m2.

R1

n1

��

I1
oo

i1
��

// L1

i
''

m1

@@
@@

��@
@

L2

j

ww
m2

~~
~~

��~~

I2
oo

i2
��

// R2

n2

��
H1 C1h1
oo g1 // G C2

g2oo h2
// H2

4
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Remark: With remark 2.1.2.2 the characterization of sequential independence follows:
Two direct transformations G

p1,m1
=⇒ H

p2,m2
=⇒ G′ are sequentially independent⇔ there exist

morphisms i : R1 → C2 and j : L2 → C1 such that h2 ◦ i = n1 and h1 ◦ j = m2.

L1

m1

��

I1
oo

i1
��

// R1

i
''

n1

AA
AA

  A
A

L2

j

ww
m2

~~
~~

~~~~

I2
oo

i2
��

// R2

n2

��
G C1

g1oo h1
// H C2h2
oo g2 // G′

2

Proof: see [EEPT06]. 2

Theorem 2.1.19 (Local Church-Rosser Theorem for GT Systems )
Given two parallel independent direct graph transformations G

p1,m1
=⇒ H1 and G

p2,m2
=⇒ H2,

there is a graph G′ and direct graph transformations H1

p2,m′
2=⇒ G′ and H2

p1,m′
1=⇒ G′ such that

G
p1,m1
=⇒ H1

p2,m′
2=⇒ G′ and G

p2,m2
=⇒ H2

p1,m′
1=⇒ G′ are sequentially independent.

Given two sequentially independent direct graph transformations G
p1,m1
=⇒ H1

p2,m′
2=⇒ G′,

there is a graph H2 and direct graph transformations G
p2,m2
=⇒ H2

p1,m′
1=⇒ G′ such that G

p1,m1
=⇒

H1 and G
p2,m2
=⇒ H2 are parallel independent.

4

Proof: see [EEPT06]. 2

Definition 2.1.20 (Parallel Graph Rule and Transformation)
Given two (typed) graph rules p1 = (L1

l1← I1
r1→ R1) and p2 = (L2

l2← I2
r2→ R2). The

parallel graph rule p1 + p2 is defined by the disjoint union of the corresponding objects

and morphisms: p1 + p2 = (L1

�
∪ L2

l1
�
∪l2←− I1

�
∪ I2

r1
�
∪r2−→ R1

�
∪ R2).

The application of a parallel graph rule is called a parallel direct graph transformation,
or short parallel graph transformation. 4
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Theorem 2.1.21 (Parallelism Theorem for GT systems)
or a (typed) graph transformation system GTS = (P ; S) we have:

1. Synthesis: Given a sequentially independent direct graph transformation sequence
G⇒ H1 ⇒ G′ via (typed) graph rule p1 and p2, then there is a parallel graph trans-
formation G⇒ G′ via the parallel graph rule p1 + p2, called synthesis construction.

2. Analysis: Given a parallel graph transformation G ⇒ G′ via p1 + p2, then there
is a construction leading to two sequentially independent graph transformation se-
quences G ⇒ H1 ⇒ G′ via p1 and p2 and G ⇒ H2 ⇒ G′ via p2 and p1, called
analysis construction.

3. Bijective correspondence: The constructions synthesis and analysis are inverse to
each other up to isomorphism.

4

Proof: see [EEPT06]. 2

The Parallelism Theorem is the basis for a shift construction which can be applied to par-
allel graph transformations. This allows to shift the application of a rule p within a parallel
graph transformation t to the left (beginnning) as long as p is sequentially independent in t

from the previous rules leading to a ”canonical transformation”. Construction and unique-
ness of canonical transformations have been analyzed by Kreowski in [Kre78] leading to a
concurrent semantics of algebraic graph transformation systems (see [Roz97]).

2.1.3 Retyping of Typed Graph Transformation Systems

In the literature there are various different proposals for morphisms of graph transformation
systems [EHC05, GPS00, GPS99, HEET99, CEL+96, Rib96, HCEL96]. They represent
different objectives, like inclusions, projections or refinements, and have different seman-
tic properties. The idea for behavioral refinement is to relate the transformation rules of
the involved graph transformation systems. Große-Rhode et al. [GPS00, GPS99] propose
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a refinement relationship between abstract and concrete rules that can be checked syntacti-
cally. They can prove that the application of a refined (concrete) rule expression yields the
same behavior as the corresponding abstract rule. The slight disadvantage of this approach
is that it cannot handle those cases where the refined rule expression should have additional
effects on more concrete elements that do not occur already in the abstract rule. As in this
thesis we are interested in defining views on systems by embeddings of typed graph trans-
formation systems in the DPO approach, we will base our definitions in Chapter 4 on the
notion of weak refinement in [GPS00, GPS99], which corresponds to TGTS embeddings
in this thesis. To specify embeddings of graph transformation systems, an embedding mor-
phism requires that the part of each extended rule which is typed over the type graph of the
embedded rule, coincides with the embedded rule.

In order to express relations of graph transformation systems, TGTS embedding mor-
phisms will be defined next which gives rise to a category of typed graph transformation
systems. Hence, in this section we define the two main ingredients of TGTS morphisms,
i.e., translations between type graphs and subrule relations. We start with forward and
backward retyping using the notation of [GPS99].

Retyping of graphs w.r.t a change of the type system from TG to TG′ is given via a
graph morphism fTG : TG → TG′ that induces two operations: a backward retyping that
maps TG′–typed graphs to TG–typed graphs, and a forward retyping in the other direction.
Intuitively, the forward retyping is just another way of looking at the same graph, while the
backward retyping, if fTG is injective, removes all the edges and nodes of G which are
mapped by the typing function to TG′ but not to (the image under fTG of) TG.

Definition 2.1.22 (Retyping Functors )
Let fTG : TG → TG′ be a type graph morphism. fTG induces a forward retyping functor
f>

TG : GraphsTG → GraphsTG′ , defined as follows:

on objects: f>
TG((G, g : G→ TG)) = (G, fTG ◦ g),

on morphisms: f>
TG(k) = k, as shown in the following diagram:

H

h

��

G

k
=={{{{{{{{

g
!!C

CC
CC

CC
C

TG
fTG

// TG′

fTG induces a backward retyping functor f<
TG : GraphsTG′ → GraphsTG, defined as

follows:
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on objects: f<
TG((G′, g′ : G′ → TG′)) = (G∗, g∗ : G∗ → TG), where G∗ is the pullback

object in Graphs of g′ and fTG in the diagram to the left,
on morphisms: f<

TG(k′ : G′ → H ′) = k∗ : G∗ → H∗ ∈ GraphsTG′ , by the pullbacks
G′ ×G∗ TG = TG′ and H ′ ×H∗ TG = TG′. The existence and uniqueness (up to isomor-
phism) of the morphsm k∗ follows from the universal property of the pullback object H∗,
as shown in the diagram to the right.

G∗

g∗

��

//

(PB)

G′

g′

��
TG

fTG

// TG′

H∗ //

h∗

��

H ′

h′

��

G∗ pbG∗ //

k∗
==zzzzzzzz

g∗ !!D
DD

DD
DD

D G′

k′
<<zzzzzzzz

g′ ""D
DD

DD
DD

D

TG
fTG

// TG′

4

Fact 2.1.23 (Adjunction)

1. Forward retyping is a functor f> : GraphTG → GraphTG′ , with the identity given
by id>

TG = idGraphTG
and the composition (e ◦ f)> = e> ◦ f>.

2. Backward retyping is a functor f< : GraphTG′ → GraphTG, with the identity
given by (idTG)< ∼= idGraphTG

and the composition (e ◦ f)< ∼= f< ◦ e<.

3. Forward and backward retyping functors are left and right adjoints, i.e. for each
fTG : TG→ TG′ we have f>

TG a f<
TG : GraphsTG′ → GraphsTG.

4

Proof: (from [GRPS97a, GRPS97b, BK06])

1. Identity: id>
TG((G, g)) = (G, idTG ◦ g) = (G, g)

Composition: (e ◦ f)>(k) = k = e>(k) = e>(f>(k))

2.
The diagram to the right is a pullback, composition of pullbacks is
a pullback, and pullbacks are unique up to natural isomorphism.

G′
idg′ //

g′

��

G′

g′

��
TG′

idTG′
// TG′
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3. (Proof Sketch:) It has to be shown that there is a natural isomorphism u : ( , f<( )) ∼=
(f>( ), ). This means, that there must be u((G, g), (G′, g′)) : (G

i−→ f<(G′, g′)) 7→
(f>(G)

j−→ (G′, g′)) and u−1(G, G′) : (f>(G)
j−→ (G′, g′)) 7→ (G

i−→ f<(G′, g))

which are sets of isomorphisms of morphism sets. u(G, G′) is constructed by u(G, G′)

(G
i−→ f<(G′, g′)) = pbG∗ ◦ i, and u−1(G, G′)(f>(G)

j−→ (G′, g′)) is constructed
by the induced pullback morphism from G to G∗ of the pullback G′×TG′ TG = G∗.
Now it can be shown that the functions u(G, G′)(i) and u−1(G, G′)(j) are inverse by
using the defining properties of pullbacks. (For a full proof please see [BK06].)

2

An embedding morphism of typed graph transformation systems must first of all relate
their type systems, i.e. it must contain a type graph inclusion morphism. The backward
retyping functor then induces translations to compare the rules of both systems.

Definition 2.1.24 (TGTS Morphism, TGTS Embedding )
Given typed graph transformation systems TGTS = (TG, P, π) and TGTS ′ = (TG′, P ′, π′),
a TGTS morphism f = (fTG, fP ) : TGTS → TGTS ′ is given by a type graph inclusion
morphism fTG : TG → TG′, and a mapping fP : P → P ′ between sets of rule names,
such that for each p ∈ P , π(p) = f<

TG(π′(fP (p))).

We call the TGTS morphism f TGTS embedding if fTG is injective and write TGTS =

TGTS ′|TG if there is a TGTS embedding TGTS
f−→ TGTS ′. 4

Fact 2.1.25 (Category TGTS )
Typed graph transformation systems and TGTS morphisms form a category, called TGTS.

4

Proof:
identity: The identity of a typed graph transformation system TGTS = (TG, P, π) is
given by idTGTS = (idTG, idP ).

composition: Given two TGTS embedding morphisms f : TGTS1 → TGTS2 and
g : TGTS2 → TGTS3, their composition is defined componentwise by g ◦ f = (gTG ◦
fTG, gP ◦ fP ) : TGTS1 → TGTS3. We show that the composition is well-defined: The
type graph morphism gTG◦fTG is composed of two type graph inclusions, and is thus also a
type graph inclusion from the type graph TG1 of TGTS1 to the type graph TG3 of TGTS3.
The mappings fP and gP of rule names satisfy the conditions c1: π1(p) = f<

TG1
(π2(fP (p)))

and c2: π2(fP (p)) = f<
TG2

(π3(gP (fP (p)))). We have to show that the composition of the
backward retyping functors f<

TG3
= f<

TG1
◦f<

TG2
applied to a rule π3(gP (fP (p))) ∈ TGTS3
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yields rule π1(p):

f<
TG3

(π3(gP (fP (p)))) = f<
TG1

(f<
TG2

(π3(gP (fP (p)))))

= f<
TG1

(π2(fP (p))) due to cond. c2

= π1(p) due to cond. c1

2

Fact 2.1.26 (TGTS Embedding Preserves Injective Morphisms)
Let f = (fTG, fP ) : TGTS → TGTS ′ be a TGTS embedding according to Def. 2.1.24,
and the morphism G1

m−→ G2 be an injective graph morphism in GraphsTG′ . Then,
the morphism m is mapped by the backwards retyping functor to an injective morphism
f<

TG(m). 4

Proof: As G1
m−→ G2 is injective, diagram (1) is pullback in GraphTG′ (see Prop-

erty A.6, 2). As f<
TG is right adjoint functor, it preserves pullbacks. Hence, diagram (2) is

a pullback in GraphTG, and thus, the morphism f<(m) is injective.

G1
id //

id
��

(1)

G1

m

��
G1 m

// G2

f<
TG(G1)

id //

id
��

(2)

f<
TG(G1)

f<
TG(m)
��

f<
TG(G1)

f<
TG(m)

// f<
TG(G2)

2

The most important property of TGTS embeddings is the reflection of behavior, where
behavior is given by the set of all transformations Trans(TGTS). The behavior re-
flection theorem for TGTS embeddings f : TGTS → TGTS ′ compares the behavior
Trans(TGTS ′) to the behavior Trans(TGTS). Each transformation in Trans(TGTS ′)

using rule fP (p) gives rise to the corresponding transformation in Trans(TGTS) using
rule p.

Theorem 2.1.27 (Reflection of Behavior )
Let f = (fTG, fP ) : TGTS → TGTS ′ be a TGTS embedding and G′ π′(fP (p))/m′

=⇒ H ′ ∈
Trans(TGTS ′) a direct transformation in Trans(TGTS ′), where f<

TG(G′) = G and
f<

TG(m′) = m. Then this direct transformation is mapped by the backwards retyping

functor to the direct transformation G
p/m
=⇒ H in Trans(TGTS), where H = f<

TG(H ′),
provided that the NACs Ni of the rule π(p) = f<

TG(π′(fP (p))) are all satisfied for the
NAC-morphisms f<

TG(n′i) at match m = f<
TG(m′) :

f<
TG(G′ π′(fP (p))/m′

=⇒ H ′) = (G
π(p)/m
=⇒ H)

4
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Proof: Given rule p′ = fP (p), we construct f<
TG(π′(fP (p))) = π(p), and show that the

backwards retyping functor f<
TG preserves pushouts since these are constructed separately

for each type. Since the satisfaction of NACs is required, we do not consider the NACs

in the proof. The direct transformation G′ fP (p),m′

=⇒ H ′ in Trans(TGTS ′) is given by the
left DPO diagram below. We have to show that the left diagram is mapped by f<

TG to the
right DPO diagram, where the top row is the rule f<

TG(π′(fP (p))) = π(p), and the match is
f<

TG(m′) = m, and the graph the rule is applied to is f<
TG(G′) = G.

L′

m′

��

I ′
l′oo r′ //

��

R′

��
G′ C ′oo // H ′

f<
TG(L′)

f<
TG(m′)

��

f<
TG(I ′)

f<
TG(l′)
oo

f<
TG(r′)

//

��

f<
TG(R′)

��
f<

TG(G′) f<
TG(C ′)oo // f<

TG(H ′)

Starting with the left diagram above, in the first step we construct the graph G and the
rule graphs L and I as pullbacks by restricting the graphs G′ and the rule graphs L′ and I ′

to the type graph TG. The match L
m−→ G and the morphism L ← I are the respective

unique pullback morphisms. By pullback decomposition property A.7, 4, we now have a
pullback in the left face of the left cube, and a pullback in its upper face.

L
����

�

��

Ioo

��

����
�

// R

��

����
�

L′

��

I ′oo

��

// R′

��
TG
����

�
Goo

����
�

Coo

����
�

// H
����

�
// TG
����

�

TG′ G′oo C ′oo // H ′ // TG′

In the second step, we construct C as pullback object of the pullback TG×C C ′ = TG′.
The morphisms I → C and C → G are the unique pullback morphisms. By pullback
decomposition, we now have a pullback in the bottom of the left cube, and the left cube is
commutative. As the top and the left squares are pullbacks, and the bottom is a pullback,
we can use pullback decomposition property A.7, 4, and conclude that the right square of
the left cube is a pullback as well. Considering the left cube, we now have pullbacks in
the bottom, top, left and the right squares, and a pushout in the front square with injective
L′ ← I ′. Using the Van-Kampen property A.14, we conclude that the back square of the
left cube is a pushout.

In the third step we construct H as pullback object of the pullback H ′ ×H TG = TG′.
To show that we get the morphism C → H as unique pullback morphism, we have to
show that C → G → TG → TG′ = C → C ′ → H ′ → TG′. As the composition
of the left bottom of the left cube with the square (1) is a pullback, we know that C →
G → TG → TG′ = C → C ′ → G′ → TG′. Due the commutativity of the typing
morphisms, we get that C → C ′ → G′ → TG′ = C → C ′ → H ′ → TG′, and hence,
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C → G → TG → TG′ = C → C ′ → H ′ → TG′ which we wanted to show. Thus, the
morphism C → H is the unique pullback morphism of the pullback H ′ ×H TG = TG′.

Analogously, we construct R as pullback object of the pullback R′ ×R TG = TG′ and
get the morphisms R → H and I → R as unique pullback morphisms. By pullback
decomposition, we conclude that the bottom square and the right square of the right cube
are pullbacks as well, and the right cube is commutative. By pullback composition and
decomposition, we conclude that the top square is a pullback as well. Considering the right
cube, we now have pullbacks in the top, left, right and bottom squares, and a pushout in
the front face with injective I ′ → R′. Using the Van-Kampen property A.14, we conclude
that the back square of the right cube is a pushout. 2

2.1.3.1 Towards Retyping for Attributed Graph Transformation

Applying typed graph transformation to visual language definition (as discussed in Sec-
tion 2.2), usually needs attributed nodes. Thus, we have to clarify how the concept of
retyping can be extended to node attributes. If we use attributes only as labels, i.e. they
are not changed during a transformation, this kind of typed attributed graphs can be de-
fined by ordinary typed graphs. (Potentially infinite) sets of data values are considered as
nodes. They are called data nodes in contrast to object nodes denoting all other nodes of
an attributed graph. Data nodes and object nodes are linked by attribution edges, i.e. edges
with an object node as source and a data node as target. We assume that there are no edges
starting at some data node. If this property is satisfied within the type graph, it also holds
for the instance graphs due to the typing morphisms.

In the case of attribute labels, it might be convenient to add variable nodes of data types
to rule graphs which are matched by concrete labels when applying such a rule.

Summarising, graphs and graph transformation with node attributes which are not changed
during transformation are already captured by our formalisation of typed graph transfor-
mation systems. If a more general attribution concept is needed where computations can
take place on attributes, future work has to be done to extend the formal approach.

2.1.4 Amalgamated Graph Transformation

Concepts from amalgamated graph transformation will be used in Chapter 3 to express the
behavior of Petri nets and Statecharts by rule schemes.

Parallel graph transformation in the double-pushout approach has been introduced in
[Tae96]. For an extension of the concepts to attributed graphs and rules with attribute
conditions, see [ETB05].

The main idea of parallel graph transformation is to apply a number of rules in one
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parallel step. Their matches are allowed to overlap and can even be conflicting in the
general case. Common subactions are described by subrules. Therefore, the notion of
subrule embedding is basic to the whole approach.

To apply a set of rules in parallel in a synchronized way, we have to decide how and
how often the rules can be applied to a host graph G. One possibility is to allow a rule to
be applied at all different matches it has in G. This would result in a massively parallel
application of rules which is not always wanted. To restrict the degree of parallelism, two
control features are introduced: the interaction scheme and the covering construction. The
interaction scheme is a set of subrule embeddings and restricts the synchronization possi-
bilities of rule applications. The covering construction restricts the matching possibilities
for the rules of the interaction scheme. One special covering construction, called local,
allows to match a subrule s exactly once to a part m(s) of G, and to match all rules ex-
tending s as often as possible to the surroundings of m(s). In this way, a kernel action can
be described in a variable context. Another important covering construction, called fully
synchronized forbids conflicting rule matches, i.e. two rule matches of rules extending the
same subrule s have to overlap completely at a match of their common subrule.

Formally, a covering is described by an instance interaction scheme and a set of matches.
The instance interaction scheme contains the concrete number of instances of each rule in
the scheme, depending on how many matches into G have been found for each rule of
the interaction scheme. Thus, an interaction scheme can be seen as type information for
instance interaction schemes.

Definition 2.1.28 (Interaction Scheme )
An interaction scheme IS consists of a set of subrule embeddings such that the following
conditions hold:

• for each two subrule embeddings t1 : s1 → p1 and t2 : s2 → p2 we have s1 6= s2 or
p1 6= p2.

IS is called local interaction scheme, if there is one subrule s being the source of at least
one subrule embedding to each extending rule. 4

Definition 2.1.29 (Instance Interaction Scheme)
Given an interaction scheme IS, an interaction scheme IIS is an instance interaction
scheme of IS, if there is a mapping ins : IIS → IS such that ∀t ∈ IIS: if there is an
isomorphic subrule embedding t

∼−→ u then ins(t) = u. 4

Definition 2.1.30 (Covering Construction)
Let IS be an interaction scheme and G a (typed) graph . A partial covering COV =

(IIS, MA) consists of an instance interaction scheme IIS of IS and a set MA of matches
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from all rules of all subrule embeddings in IIS to G such that they commute with the
subrule embeddings, i.e. for any two subrule embeddings t1 : s → p1 and t2 : s → p2 in
IIS there are two matches ms : Ls → G and mp : Lp → G in MA with mp ◦ fL = ms.
Let t1 : s→ p1 and t2 : s→ p2 be any two subrule embeddings in IIS and mp1 : Lp1 → G

and mp2 : Lp2 → G corresponding matches in MA.

1. COV is called local , if IIS is local, and if p1 is isomorphic to p2, then mp1 has to
be non-isomorphic to mp2 .

2. COV is called fully synchronized, if there are two subrule embeddings u1 : s′ → p1

and u2 : s′ → p2 such that mp1(Lp1) ∩mp2(Lp2) = ms′(Ls′).

4

Since category GraphsTG has an initial object (the empty graph), and pushouts (con-
structed componentwise), it is finitely cocomplete [Mac71], i.e. has all finite colimits. This
is the basis to build the amalgamated rule of any partial covering which glues all parallel
rules according to their subrule embeddings. Applying the amalgamated rule afterwards
according to Def. 2.1.9 completes a parallel graph transformation step.

Definition 2.1.31 (Amalgamated Rule and Transformation )
Let G be a graph and COV = (IIS, MA) be a covering construction with IIS =⋃

n∈IN (tn : sn → pn) being an instance interaction scheme with subrule embeddings

tn = (fLn , fIn , fRn) from the subrules sn = (Lsn

lsn← Isn

rsn→ Rsn) to the extending rules

pn = (Lpn

lpn← Ipn

rpn→ Rpn), and the set of matches MA = ∪n∈IN mn : Ln → G. The
amalgamated rule pCOV = (L

l← I
r→ R) is constructed by the following steps:

1. Let L be the colimit object of
⋃

n∈IN fLn : Lsn → Lpn with an : Lpn → L.

2. Let I be the colimit object of
⋃

n∈IN fIn : Isn → Ipn with bn : Ipn → I .

3. Let R be the colimit object of
⋃

n∈IN fRn : Rsn → Rpn with cn : Rpn → R.

4. Morphisms l and r are uniquely determined by the universal property of colimit
(I, bn) such that an◦ lpn = l◦bn and cn◦rpn = r◦bn. Due to the colimit construction
and the subrule embedding being injective, l and r are injective as well.

The amalgamated match mCOV : L→ G is uniquely determined by the universal prop-
erty of colimit (L, an), i.e. mCOV ◦ an = mn. An amalgamated graph transformation is
a direct transformation G

pCOV ,mCOV=⇒ H applying amalgamated rule p at the amalgamated
match mCOV .
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A parallel (typed) graph transformation system PGTS = (S, IScheme) based on GraphsTG

consists of a (typed) graph S, called start graph, and a set IScheme of (typed) interaction
schemes.

4

Parallel (typed) graph transformations of a parallel (typed) graph transformation system
are defined over their amalgamated rules and matches analogously to sequential (typed)
graph transformations in Def. 2.1.9.

2.2 Definition of Visual Languages

In this section, the concepts for formal visual language definition based on typed algebraic
graph transformation are reviewed (based on [Tae06]) and compared to related approaches.
The Applications section contains visual language definitions (i.e. visual alphabets and
syntax grammars) for sample VLs for different variants of Petri nets and Statecharts. The
sample VLs defined here are the basis for behavior and animation specifications discussed
in Chapters 3 and 4, and for their implementation in GENGED, a generator for simulation
and animation environments based on VL definition by typed attributed graph transforma-
tion systems (see Chapter 5).

2.2.1 Meta-Modeling versus Graph Transformation

Two main approaches to visual language definition can be distinguished: the declarative
way, called meta-modeling and the constructive way, based on (graph) grammars.

2.2.1.1 Metamodeling in the MOF Approach

UML is defined by the Meta Object Facilities (MOF) approach [MOF05] which uses
classes and associations to define symbols and relations of a VL. Within the MOF ap-
proach, each UML metamodel is structured in four sections: (1) Class diagrams, (2) ex-
planations of the class diagram features, (3) well-formedness rules formulated in OCL
[OCL03], and (4) informal description of the semantics of the features as natural-language
comments.

1. Class diagrams specify an abstract syntax of the various UML modeling concepts.
As example, Fig. 2.3 shows an excerpt from the UML Metamodel Core Package.
Rectangles represent classes, connecting lines symbolize associations, and arrows
with open triangles show generalization hierarchies. This class diagram says, for
example that an Attribute is a StructuralFeature, which itself is a Feature being a
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ModelElement, and an Association is related to at least two AssociationEnds (role
name connection with multiplicity 2..*) which in turn are related to a single Classifier
(role name type with multiplicity 1).

Figure 2.3: Part of the UML Metamodel Core Package

2. For the specified class diagrams also verbal descriptions of classes, attributes, and
associations are given. The class Association in Fig. 2.3, for example, is described
in the UML documentation [UML04b], p. 44, by the following text:

An association describes a set of tuples whose values refers to typed instances.
An instance of an association is called a link. [..] [An association] has at least
two ends represented by properties, each of which is connected to the type of
the end. More than one end of the association may have the same type. [..]

3. Well-formedness rules given as OCL constraints then restrict the syntactical pos-
sibilities specified by the class diagrams. These constraints roughly correspond to
context-sensitive conditions in textual language descirptions. For example, a condi-
tion like “An association specializing another association has the same number of
ends as the other association” is formulated in [UML04b], p. 55 , by the following
OCL constraint (within the context of the class Association):

self.parents()->

forAll(p | p.memberEnd.size() = self.memberEnd.size())

4. Finally, verbal descriptions of the semantics of the diagram features are given. The
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concept of an association and its semantics is explained in the UML 2.0 metamodel
[UML04b], p. 55, as follows (only a part of the description is cited):

An association declares that there can be links between instances of the asso-
ciated types. A link is a tuple with one value for each end of the association,
where each value is an instance of the type of the end. [..] The multiplicity of
the association end constrains the size of this collection. If the end is marked
as ordered, this collection will be ordered. If the end is marked as unique, this
collection is a set; otherwise it allows duplicate elements. [..]

The UML metamodel described above allows to represent a UML diagram as an object
diagram being an instantiation of the UML metamodel.

2.2.1.2 VL Definition using Graph Grammars

While constraint-based formalisms such as MOF provide a declarative approach to VL def-
inition, grammars are more constructive, i.e. closer to the implementation. In [MM98], for
example, textual as well as graph grammar approaches are considered for VL definition.
Textual grammar approaches (still a wide-spread way to define visual languages), such as
picture-layout grammars [Gol91a, Gol91b] or constraint multiset grammars [Mar94], have
to code multi-dimensional representations into one-dimensional strings. The use of graph
grammars instead of textual grammars allows to represent multi-dimensional structures by
graphs which is more natural. Moreover, the layout (or concrete syntax) of the language
elements can be visualized directly. Analogously to the grammar-based definition of tex-
tual languages, graph grammars are used to define the structure of visual sentences as well
as their construction.

Using graph transformation, a type graph defines the visual alphabet, i.e. the symbols
and symbol relations of a visual language. Layout information is integrated in the type
graph by special layout-related nodes or edges connected to symbol nodes, and by con-
straints on the relations of visual representations. The layout-related nodes or edges in-
clude information about the symbol’s shape (any kind of graphical figure or line), and the
constraints establish certain visual relations (like “The shape for this symbol type is always
drawn inside the shape for another symbol type.” or “The shape for this symbol type has
always a minimal size of ...”).

A type graph together with a syntax graph grammar can directly be used as high-level
visual specification mechanism for VLs [BTMS99]. The syntax grammar restricts the al-
lowed visual sentences over the alphabet to the meaningful ones. Syntax grammar rules
define language generating syntax operations. A syntax operation is modeled as a typed
graph rule (typed over the VL type graph) being applied to the concrete syntax graph
of the current diagram. Thus, only syntactical changes are allowed which are described
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by a syntax rule and which result again in a valid VL diagram. A syntax operation
(i.e. the application of a syntax rule) results in a corresponding change of the internal
abstract syntax graph of the diagram and its layout. The induced graph language deter-
mines the corresponding VL. Visual language parsers can be immediately deduced from
a syntax graph grammar. Furthermore, abstract syntax graphs are also the starting point
for model simulation, model transformation and model analysis by graph transformation
[BP02, dLVA04, Var02, HKT02b].

There exist approaches to integrate meta-modeling and graph grammar techniques for
defining visual languages and manipulating UML diagrams. In [BEdLT04], type graphs
with inheritance are introduced leading to a more abstract and MOF-like form of type
graphs. The typed graph transformation systems then may include abstract rules typed
over abstract types. In [Gog00], graph transformations are used to formalize equivalence
transformations on UML diagrams on the UML metamodel layer. In general, the MOF and
the graph transformation approach can be integrated by identifying symbol classes with
node types and associations with edge types. In this way, declarative as well as constructive
elements may be used for language definition.

2.2.2 Definition of a Visual Alphabet

The underlying structure of a diagram is naturally described by an abstract syntax graph
(ASG). Also considering the conrete syntax, the kind of figures, lines, and their relations,
can be represented by a graph, the so-called spatial relations graph (SRG). The connection
of both graphs covers all aspects of diagram representation.

The abstract syntax graph contains symbols and links. Symbols may be attributed by ad-
ditional data. The concrete layout is described by visuals which may be any kind of figures
and lines, and layout constraints to establish certain visual relations. Additional attributes
are needed to define the properties of visual representations. This general approach is cap-
tured by so-called meta type graphs MTA and MTC where MTA covers the abstract syntax
and MTC the concrete syntax.

Definition 2.2.1 (Meta Type Graphs for VL Definition)
The meta type graphs (MTC , MTA) for visual language definition consist of a meta type
graph MTC , modeling the definition of the concrete syntax of visual languages, and a meta
type graph MTA, which is included in MTC : MTA ⊆ MTC , and which models how the
abstract syntax of visual languages is defined. These meta type graphs are depicted in Fig.
2.4. All non-filled node types as well as their adjacent edge types belong to MTA. The
whole meta type graph depicts MC . 4

Symbols and links of a specific visual language as well as their specific visual represen-
tations are defined in type graphs TA and TC where TA is included TC . Both type graphs
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SymbolData attr

link

Visual Property 
Type property

constraintlayout

Figure 2.4: Meta Type Graphs for VL Definition

have to correspond to their meta type graph, i.e. TA is typed over MTA and TC is typed
over MTC .

Definition 2.2.2 (Visual Alphabet )

A visual alphabet Alph = (TGC , TGA) of a visual language consists of two type graphs
TGC , TGA ∈ GraphsTG where TGC represents the concrete syntax of the visual lan-
guage and is typed over MTC , and TGA represents the abstract syntax and is typed over
MTA.

According to the (meta-)typing, we have TGA ⊆ TGC . The re-
striction of TGC to the meta types in MTA leads to type graph
TA, i.e. the diagram to the right is a pullback in GraphsTG.

TGA
� � //

��
(PB)

TGC

��
MTA

� � //MTC
4

Example 2.2.3 (Visual Alphabet for Condition/Event Nets)
As example we present the visual alphabet for Condition/Event nets (C/E nets for short), a
Petri net variant which allows at most one black token at each place. Hence, no arc inscrip-
tions are necessary as each transition firing step removes one token from each predomain
place and puts one token to each postdomain place. Please note that our visual alphabet
does not yet contain symbols for tokens, but models unmarked nets only. Token symbols
are added later in Chapter 3, where an extended alphabet for simulation is defined.

Fig. 2.5 (a) shows the visual alphabet (TGC , TGA) for the C/E net language type over
the meta type graph in Fig. 2.4. The alphabet contains four kinds of symbols, places,
graphically drawn as ellipses, transitions which are visualized as rectangles, and arcs be-
tween places and transitions and vice versa, visualized by polylines. Additionally, places
and transitions may be attributed by strings (their names). In Fig. 2.5, we use unfilled
rectangles for the abstract syntax of symbols in TGA (typed over Symbol in MTA), and
unfilled rounded rectangles for the abstract syntax of data attribute symbols (type Data in
MTA). Edges from unfilled rectangles to unfilled rounded rectangles show attributes. All
unfilled rectangles and unfilled rounded rectangles, together with their adjacent edge types
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comprise the abstract type graph TGA of the C/E net alphabet. At the concrete syntax
level, we use filled rectangles for visuals in TGC (typed over Visual in MTC), and filled
rounded rectangles for their properties (type Property in MTC). Edges from filled rectan-
gles to filled rounded rectangles denote the obvious properties of figures, such as font, font
size, color, fill color etc. Constraints between visuals are e.g. the inside-relation, meaning
that the source figure is depicted completely inside the borders of the target figure, and the
relations of poly lines to their respective source and target figures. Edges of type layout
connect the abstract symbols with their visuals. The complete graph in Fig. 2.5 (a) is the
concrete type graph TGC of the C/E net alphabet.

In Fig. 2.5 (b), the type graph TGC is depicted in a more compact form where the symbol
attributes and the properties of the visuals are denoted inside the rectangles.
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Figure 2.5: (a) Visual Alphabet of the C/E Net VL and (b) Compact Representation

4

2.2.3 Visual Models over a Visual Alphabet

A visual model over an alphabet (TGC , TGA) is given by a pair of graphs (MC , MA). The
abstract syntax graph (ASG) MA shows the abstract syntax structure of this model. It is
typed over type graph TA. Correspondingly, the concrete representation MC of a visual
model, i.e. the spatial relations graph (SRG) and its connection to the ASG, is typed over
type graph TGC .

Definition 2.2.4 (Visual Model over Visual Alphabet)
Let Alph = (TGC , TGA) be a visual alphabet. A visual model over alphabet A is de-
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fined by the concrete and abstract graphs (MC , MA) with MC ∈ GraphsTGC
, and MA ∈

GraphsTGA
.

According to the typing, we have MA ⊆ MC . The restriction of
MC to the types in TGA yields the abstract syntax graph MA, i.e.
the diagram to the right is a pullback in GraphsTG.

MA
� � //

��
(PB)

MC

��
TGA

� � // TGC
4

Example 2.2.5 (Condition/Event Net as Visual Model over the C/E Net Alphabet)

The concrete syntax of a C/E net is shown at the left side of Fig. 2.6 by the concrete
and abstract graphs (MC , MA). The nodes belonging to the abstract syntax graph (ASG)
MA are drawn as unfilled rectangles. The typing of the ASG part MA over TGA and of
the SRG part MC over TGC , where (TGC , TGA) are defined in Example 2.2.3, is shown
explicitly in Fig. 2.6 by type names inside of all nodes and at all edges. At the right-hand
side of Fig. 2.6, the C/E net is depicted in its concrete notation as defined by MC .
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Figure 2.6: Concrete Syntax of a C/E Net

4

2.2.4 Visual Language over a Visual Alphabet

To define a VL, declarative as well as constructive approaches can be used. The Meta Ob-
ject Facilities (MOF) approach which has been to define the Unified Modeling Language
(UML), is a declarative one where classes of symbols and relations are defined and asso-
ciated to each other. Constraints describe additional language properties. Defining a VL
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by a graph grammar, the constructive way is followed where the application of graph rules
builds up abstract syntax graphs of models.

2.2.4.1 Descriptive Approach

Using the descriptive approach for VL definition, the visual alphabet is defined, and a set
of additional language constraints describing additional language properties. A diagram is
a valid visual model if it is typed over the visual alphabet, and if all language constraints
are fulfilled by the diagram.

Definition 2.2.6 (Visual Language Constraints over Visual Alphabet)
Let Alph = (TGC , TGA) be a visual alphabet. A visual language constraint is a graph con-
straint (see Def. 2.1.6) c = (cC : XC → YC , cA : XA → YA) where cC is typed over TGC ,
and cA is typed over TGA and defined by the restriction of cC to TGA. If the constraint
c is called positive (pc), then a pair of injective morphisms (XC

pC−→ GC , XA
pA−→ GA)

satisfies c if ∃q = (YC
qC−→ GC , YA

qA−→ GA) with qA, qC injective, and qC |TGA
= qA, such

that qC ◦ cC = pC and qA ◦ cA = pA. If c is called negative (nc), then a pair of injective
morphisms (XC

pC−→ GC , XA
pA−→ GA) satisfies c if 6 ∃q = (YC

qC−→ GC , YA
qA−→ GA) with

with qA, qC injective, and qC |TGA
= qA, such that qC ◦ cC = pC and qA ◦ cA = pA. A visual

model M over Alph satisfies c if each X
p−→M = (pC , pA) satisfies c. 4

Definition 2.2.7 (Visual Language over Visual Alphabet and Constraints)
Let Alph = (TGC , TGA) be a visual alphabet, and Cons be a set of visual language
constraints. The visual language over Alph and Cons is given by all models typed over
Alph that satisfy the constraints:

V L = {M |M ∈ GraphsTGC
, M |= Cons}

4

Example 2.2.8 (Visual Language over C/E Net Alphabet and Constraints)

In addition to the visual alphabet for C/E nets defined in Example 2.2.3, we state require-
ments for the C/E net language and express them by positive graph constraints pc1, .., pc7

at the abstract syntax level. Note that for the visual language of C/E nets, no constraints
at the concrete syntax level are needed, since the necessary layout constraints are defined
already by the alphabet (e.g. a place name is always written above the place figure, and
a transition name is always written inside the transition figure). For more complex visual
languages, it may be advisable to define additional graph constraints at the concrete syntax
level.
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1. Place and transition names are unique.

2:Place
plname = x

1:Place
plname = x

1,2: Place
plname = xpc1

2:Transition
trname = x

1:Transition
trname = x

1,2: Transition
trname = xpc2,

2. There exist at most one arc of type ArcPT and one arc of type ArcTP between a place
and a transition.

1:Place pc3 ,2: Transition

4: ArcPT

3: ArcPT

s

s

t

t

1:Place 2: Transition

3,4: ArcPT

s t

1:Place pc42: Transition

4: ArcTP

3: ArcTP

t

t

s

s

1:Place2: Transition

3,4: ArcTP

ts

3. There is exactly one Net node in the diagram.

2:Net1:Net pc5 1,2: Net

4. All place and transition nodes are connected to the Net node.

pc6 ,
1:Place 1: Transition

Net

1:Place

pc7

1: Transition

Net

The visual language of C/E nets over the visual C/E net alphabet and the set of visual
constraints for C/E nets ConsCE = {pc1, .., pc7}is defined by the set of all visual models
over the C/E net alphabet which satisfy the visual constraints in ConsCE . 4

2.2.4.2 Constructive Approach

Using the constructive approach for VL definition, also a visual alphabet (TGC , TGA) is
defined. The valid visual models of a visual language then can be further restricted to the
meaningful ones by a visual syntax grammar typed over the alphabet. Syntax rules using
negative application conditions are a well-defined and constructive way to express which
models belong to a VL.

In general, a VL syntax specification is a pair of graph grammars (GGC , GGA) where
GGC = (TGC , SC , PC) is the VL syntax grammar and contains the complete syntax de-
scription of the VL.
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Definition 2.2.9 (VL Syntax Grammar)
A VL syntax grammar GG = (GGC , GGA) consists of a concrete syntax grammar and
an abstract syntax grammar GGA. The concrete syntax grammar GGC = (TGC , SC , PC)

contains the concrete type graph TGC of the visual alphabet, a start graph SC , and a set of
syntax rules PC . All graphs in GGC , i.e. the start graph SC and all rule graphs, are typed
over TGC . The abstract syntax grammar GGA = (TGA, SA, PA), contains the abstract
type graph TGA of the visual alphabet, a start graph SA and a set of abstract syntax rules
PA. The abstract start graph SA is constructed by restricting SC to the types in TGA, i.e.
square (1) in the diagram below is a pullback in Graphs. Analogously, for each concrete
rule pC = (LC ← IC → RC) ∈ PC , we define the abstract rule pA = (LA ← IA → RA) ∈
PA by the pullbacks (2), (3) and (4) in all diagonal squares in the diagram below.

SA
� � //

��
(1)

SC

��
TGA

� � // TGC

LA

�����

��(2)

IA
oo

��

�����
//

(3)

RA

��

�����

(4)

LC

��

IC
oo

��

// RC

��
TGA

�����
TGA

idoo

�����

id // TGA

�����

TGC TGCid
oo

id
// TGC

4

Lemma 2.2.10 (Abstract Rules are Subrules of Concrete Rules)
Let GG = (GGC , GGA) be a syntax grammar, pC ∈ PC a con-
crete syntax rule typed over TGC , and pA ∈ PA the correspnding
abstract rule typed over TGA, constructed by the three pullbacks
(2), (3) and (4) given in Def. 2.2.9. Then pA is a subrule of pC ,
according to Def. 2.1.8, i.e. both squares in the diagram to the
right are pullbacks in Graphs.

LA

��
(PB)

IA
oo //

��
(PB)

RA

��
LC IC
oo // RC

4

Proof: Let us consider again the double cube diagram of Def.2.2.9. We know that the
diagonal squares (2), (3) and (4) are pullbacks due to the construction of abstract syntax
rules. As the bottom squares are also pullbacks due to Property A.6, 1, the composition
of square (3) with the left bottom square yields again a pullback due to Property A.7, 3.
Hence, the composition of the left top square with square (2) is a pullback as well. As (2)

is a pullback, we can apply the pullback decomposition property A.7, 4, and obtain that the
left top square is a pullback. By the same argumentation over the right cube, we conclude
that the right top square is a pullback as well. 2

All graphs which can be generated by the rules of the syntax grammar GG are elements
of its visual language V L.
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Definition 2.2.11 (Visual Language over VL Syntax Grammar GG)
The visual language V L = (V LC , V LA) over a VL alphabet Alph = (TGC , TGA) and a

VL syntax grammar GG = (GGC , GGA) consists of a concrete visual language V LC , the
elements of which are typed over TGC and constructed by the rules of the concrete syntax
grammar GGC : V LC = {GC |SC

∗
=⇒ GC}, and an abstract visual language V LA, the

elements of which are typed over TGA and constructed by the rules of the abstract syntax
grammar GGA: V LA = {GA|SA

∗
=⇒ GA}. 4

Lemma 2.2.12 (Abstract and Concrete Transformations)
Let GC be a concrete graph, and pC ∈ PC be a concrete syntax rule, both typed over
TGC . Furthermore, let GC

pC ,mC=⇒ HC be a direct concrete transformation using rule pC at
match mC . Then, the corresponding direct abstract transformation GA

pA,mA=⇒ HA can be
constructed as restriction of the direct concrete transformation GC

pC ,mC=⇒ HC to the type
graph TGA. 4

Proof: We use the Van Kampen Property A.14 for the left cube and the right cube in the
diagram below to show that the left and right back squares are pushouts. We start with the
left cube: The diagonal squares (2) and (3) are pullbacks by construction of the abstract
syntax rule. The top square is pullback as pA is subrule of pC (see Lemma 2.2.10), and the
bottom square is pullback due to Property A.6. The front square is a pushout due to the
rule application of rule pC to graph GC at match mC . Applying the Van Kampen Property,
we conclude that the left back square is a pushout, as well. By the same argumentation
for the right cube, we can show that the right back square is also a pushout. Hence, we
have constructed a direct abstract transformation GA

pA,mA=⇒ HA as restriction of the direct
concrete transformation GC

pC ,mC=⇒ HC to the type graph TGA.

LA

�����

��(2)

IA
oo

��

�����
//

(3)

RA

��

�����

(4)

LC

��

IC
oo

��

// RC

��
GA

�����
DA

oo

�����
// HA

�����

GC DC
oo // HC

2

Proposition 2.2.13 (Abstract and Concrete Visual Languages)
Let V L = (V LC , V LA) be a visual language over VL alphabet Alph = (TGC , TGA)

and VL syntax grammar GG = (GGC , GGA). Then, we have an inclusion of V LC |TGA
⊆

V LA. 4

Proof: We have to show that for all elements GC ∈ V LC the restriction to the abstract
type graph is an element of the abstract visual language, i.e. GC |TGA

∈ V LA. For the
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start graph SC it holds by Def. 2.2.9 that SA = SC |TGA
. For all other graphs HC ∈ V LC

with HC 6= SC there exists a transformation SC
∗

=⇒ HC . By Lemma 2.2.12, we know
that for each direct concrete transformation the corresponding direct abstract transforma-
tion GA

pA,mA=⇒ HA can be constructed as restriction of the direct concrete transformation
GC

pC ,mC=⇒ HC to the type graph TGA. Hence, for each HC ∈ V LC , constructed by a
concrete transformation, the restriction HC |TGA

is a valid element of the abstract visual
language V LA. 2

Example 2.2.14 (VL Syntax Grammar for C/E Nets)
A visual syntax grammar for C/E nets has to ensure the following language requirements
(which were stated already in Example 2.2.8, where they were formalized in the descriptive
approach by graph constraints):

1. Place and transition names are unique.

2. There exist at most one arc of type ArcPT and one arc of type ArcTP between a place
and a transition.

3. There is exactly one Net node in the diagram.

4. All place and transition nodes are connected to the Net node.

Fig. 2.7 shows the VL syntax rules for the VL of C/E nets, realising the insertion of
places, transitions and arcs. (Tokens will be introduced later when extending the C/E net
VL for simulation in Section 3.2.3.)

The start graph of the VL syntax grammar for C/E nets consists of a single Net node only.
As none of the syntax rules adds Net nodes, condition 4 is fulfilled by the syntax grammar.
The first two rules realize the insertion of places and transitions. Each newly inserted place
or transition is connected to the Net node. Thus, condition 4 is fulfilled by the grammar.
The name of a new place or a new transition is given by the respective input parameter
PlName or TrName. Negative application conditions (NAC) of these first two rules forbid
that the name chosen for a new place has been used already for a previously inserted place,
and, analogously, that the name for a new transition has been used for an existing transition
in the current net. In this way, condition 1 is fulfilled by the syntax grammar. The last two
rules realize the insertion of arcs. Here, their NACs ensure that there is not already an arc
between the same place and transition nodes in the same direction as the one to be inserted.
Thus, condition 2 is satisfied as well.

Note that the positions of places and transitions which are inserted by the first two rules,
are default values. In order to generate all possible layouts, the concrete grammar should
comprise two more rules for moving places and transition to arbitrary positions, indicated
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Figure 2.7: VL Syntax Rules for Condition/Event Nets
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Figure 2.8: More VL Syntax Rules for Condition/Event Nets

by the rule parameters x and y, as shown in Fig. 2.8. The move rules are special in the
sense that they are identical on the abstract syntax level.

The visual language of C/E nets over the C/E net alphabet (Fig. 2.5) and the C/E syntax
grammar (Fig. 2.7 and Fig. 2.8) is now defined as the set of visual models which are derived
by one or more syntax rule applications, starting at the start graph of the syntax grammar.
One example for a visual model over the C/E net alphabet and the C/E net syntax grammar
is the C/E net in Fig. 2.6, as it is not only a model over the alphabet, but conforms also to
the additional requirements of the C/E net language, and therefore can be constructed by
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applying the syntax rules. The net in Fig. 2.6 is derived by applying the following rules,
where the match of rule insArcPT maps the place node to place p1, and the match of rule
insArcTP maps the place node to place p2:

insPlace(”p1”); movePlace(50,50); insPlace(”p2”); movePlace(100,90); insTrans(”t”); move-
Trans(150,50); insArcPT; ins ArcTP; 4

While the restriction of V LC to TGA always yields valid abstract visual models (see
Proposition 2.2.13), it is not true that there is a always a valid concrete visual model for
every abstract visual model. For instance, imagine that we define a rectangle of a fixed size
as layout figure for the abstract Net node in our C/E net alphabet, and let us have a layout
constraint inside between the ellipse figure for places and the net rectangle. Moreover, we
add a constraint that place figures must not overlap. As all places have a minimal size,
there is a maximal number of places that can be drawn inside the net figure. But, according
to the abstract syntax grammar, we could apply the abstract syntax rule insPlace infinitely
often, thus generating abstract visual models for which no concrete visual models exist.

In tools like GENGED [Bar02] or TIGER [EEHT04], which generate visual editors
from visual language specifications, only the abstract syntax rules are applied when editing
visual models. Purely concrete rules like move-rule are incorporated directly as editor
features. In the case that no valid concrete visual model can be computed, the restriction
of which to TGA corresponds to the derived abstract visual model, then the previous state
before the rule application is reestablished in the editor, and the user is informed that the
rule is not applicable.

Obviously, graph-like visual languages like Petri nets or activity diagrams can be defined
easily in a way that there generally is at least one concrete representation for each abstract
visual model in V LA. The language designer should avoid to restrict the size of figures
which contain other figures, and the layout constraints in the alphabet should be defined
in a way that they do not contradict each other. For the C/E net VL as specified by the
visual alphabet in Fig. 2.5 and the visual syntax rules in Fig. 2.7, all abstract models of the
abstract VL can be extended to valid concrete models.

We will consider techniques to compute valid concrete models from abstract ones in
Chapter 5, where we present details concerning the realization of layout constraints in the
visual language environment GENGED.

In Chapters 3 and 4, we define the formal notions for simulation and animation at the
abstract syntax level and require that the visual alphabets are defined in a way that for each
abstract model of the visual language at least one concrete visual model exists and can be
computed.
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From VL Syntax Grammars to VL Editing Grammars

As mentioned above, from the definition of a visual language, a rule-based visual editor
for models of the VL can be generated [Bar02, EEHT04]. The sequence of editing steps
then corresponds to a sequence of graph transformation steps from start graph S to a model
M . The application of a syntax rule corresponds to an insertion of a new symbol or link.
In general, the VL syntax grammar is not convenient enough to serve for syntax-directed
editing. Therefore, the syntax grammar should be extended such that insertion of larger
parts or manipulations of already created diagrams becomes possible. More convenient
insertion rules may be special insertion rules in the sense that they require a special context
for insertion which allows to combine several insertion steps standardly performed in this
order. Besides insertion and manipulation of symbol properties, deletion is a main editing
operation. Roughly spoken, deletion rules can be seen as the inverse rules of insertion
rules.

Adding rules to the VL syntax grammar, we arrive at an editing grammar GGE . We have
to show that the generated languages of both grammars GG and GGE are the same, i.e.
adding editing rules to a VL syntax grammar must not result in an extension of the defined
visual language.

An alternative for syntax-directed editing based on graph transformation is free-hand
editing. A free-hand editor offers more general symbol editing commands. (emulated by
simple editing rules without NACs), and requires parsing of the edited diagram, internally
realized by applying parsing rules, to ensure that the diagram is a valid model of the VL.
In general, these parsing rules are the inverted rules of the visual syntax grammar. The
application of the parsing rules tries to reduce the abstract syntax graph of the diagram
edited so far to a stop graph (see e.g. [BE01] for a parse grammar for Statecharts). If the
reduction to the stop graph is successful, the diagram is a valid visual model; otherwise
an error message informs the user that the diagram is invalid. The advantage of the free-
hand editing approach is that the editing of intermediate invalid diagrams is tolerated by
the editor.

Definition 2.2.15 (VL Editing Grammar)
Let GG = (GGC , GGA) be a VL syntax grammar, and V L the generated visual language
over GG and the visual alphabet Alph = (TGC , TGA). A VL editing grammar is a graph
grammar GGE = (TC , SC , PE) with SC and PE typed over TC and PC ⊆ PE , where SC

is the start graph and PC the set of syntax rules of GGC , provided that the visual language
V LE over Alph and GGE is the same as the visual language V L over Alph and GG. The
extended rules in PE are called editing rules. 4
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2.3 Applications

To illustrate the definition of visual languages by further examples, this section presents
selected visual alphabets and visual syntax grammars for the Petri net and Statechart VLs,
namely for algebraic high-level nets (Section 2.3.1.1), Statecharts with nested OR-states
(Section 2.3.2.1), and Statecharts with AND-states (Section 2.3.2.1). The presented VL
definitions serve as basis for the simulation and animation applications considered in Chap-
ters 3 and 4. Further VL definitions based on typed graph transformation concepts can
be found in various papers co-authored by the author of this thesis, e.g. for activity dia-
grams [EEHT05], Place/Transition nets [EBE03], Timed-Transition Petri nets [dLETE04],
specification architectures [BEP02b, EBP01], and finite automata [BEE+02].

2.3.1 VL Definitions for Petri Nets

2.3.1.1 Algebraic High-Level Nets

A specific, well-defined variant of high-level Petri nets are Algebraic High-Level nets
(AHL nets for short). An AHL net is a combination of a place/transition net [Rei85] and
an algebraic datatype specification SPEC describing operations used as arc inscriptions.
Tokens are elements of a corresponding SPEC-algebra [EMC+98, EM85].

Definition 2.3.1 (Type Graph for the AHL Net Language)

The abstract type graph TGA for the visual AHL net language of unmarked AHL nets is
shown in Fig. 2.9

Place
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tname: String

cond: Bool

ArcPT
iPT: Nat

iPT: String

NatArcTP
iTP: Nat

iTP: String

sPT tPT

sTPtTP

Net

pNet tNet

Figure 2.9: Abstract Syntax Type Graph TGA for AHL Nets

Note that we allow polymorphic attributes (i.e. attributes of the same name but of dif-
ferent types), as in AHL nets tokens, and hence arc inscriptions may have different data
types. We define the basic arc inscription types Nat and String, but an extension to more
elaborate data types such as arrays or enumerations, is feasible by adding the respective
attribute types to the arc inscription nodes. 4
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The concrete type graph for the VL of AHL nets look very similar to the concrete type
graph for C/E nets (see Fig. 2.5). Firing conditions for transitions are written inside the
transition rectangle, below the transition name. Moreover, the syntax rules for the VL of
AHL nets are also similar to the syntax rules for C/E nets (see Fig. 2.7) and are not repeated
here. For a complete VL definition for AHL nets, see [BEE01].

2.3.2 VL Definitions for Statecharts

The Statechart formalism proposed by Harel [Har87], mainly aims at modeling reactive
systems as systems which are driven by events in a never-ending manner of reactions to
external and internal stimuli. Modeling reactive systems with Statecharts means essentially
to construct finite automata which are adapted to the necessities of the specification of
reactive behavior. The states allow different reactions to equal stimuli, transitions change
the states. The Statechart formalism extends this basic feature to additional concepts of
hierarchy (OR-states) and parallelism (AND-states).

2.3.2.1 Statecharts with Nested OR-States

The abstract and concrete syntax of the VL for Statecharts with OR-states is given by the
type graph TGSC = (TGSCC

, TGSCA
) shown in Fig. 2.10. The abstract type graph TGSCA

contains symbols for states and transitions Each state is attributed by its name and a boolean
flag indicating whether it is an initial state or not, and each transition is attributed by the
name of the event which triggers the transition. An edge of type super between two states
allows to keep track of the nesting hierarchy (the source state of a super edge is substate of
the target state).
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Figure 2.10: Type Graph for Statecharts with OR-States

The layout is given by TGSCC
in Fig. 2.10. A state is visualized by a rounded box, where

one property attribute defines the corner radius. The state name is displayed inside the box.
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States are drawn inside their super states. A transition is shown by an arc connecting two
states, and the name of the triggering event is displayed near the center of the arc.

An example for a small Statechart M = (MC , MA) is shown in Fig. 2.11, where the
abstract visual model MA consists of the unfilled nodes and adjacent edges at the upper
half of the figure (in fact, this is a part of the bigger radio clock Statechart serving as
example for simulation in Section 3.1.2). At the right-hand side of Fig. 2.11, the Statechart
is depicted using the shapes and properties defined by the concrete visual model MC .
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Figure 2.11: Statechart with OR-State as Visual Model

The design of the visual syntax grammar defining the visual language of Statecharts with
OR-states has to ensure that the abstract syntax of all visual models of the language satisfies
the following requirements

1. A transition always combines two states within the same hierarchy level;

2. There is at most one transition between two states s1 and s2 which is triggered by the
same event ;

3. There is exactly one initial state in each hierarchy level;

4. There are no cycles in the hierarchy structure (i.e. a superstate of state s can never
be a substate of state s or of any of its substates).

We give the abstract syntax grammar only, as we made sure by the definition of the visual
language that a valid concrete visual model can be computed for each valid abstract visual
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model. Especially, in the alphabet we define no upper bounds on the sizes of objects, and
in the syntax grammar we ensure that there are no hierarchy cycles, such that we never
have the situation that a symbol shape has to be drawn inside another symbol shape which
in turn should be drawn inside the first one. All other layout constraints can be fulfilled by
enlarging the corresponding shapes or by placing them further apart.

Fig. 2.12 shows the abstract syntax grammar for the visual language of Statecharts with
OR-states. The start graph (not depicted in Fig. 2.12) contains only a start state named
Start, which is at the outermost hierarchy level (i.e. it has no super state). All states to be
added will be nested in this start state . In order to rename the start state (or any other state
of the model), rule renameState(n) has to be applied with input parameter n being the new
state name. Note that names for states and transitions need not be unique in this visual
language specification. Rule insInit(n) inserts an initial state as substate of another state.
As the NAC forbids the application of this rule if there is already an initial state at this
hierarchy level, this rule fulfills a part of language requirement 3, namely that there is at
most one initial state at each hierarchy level. The next rule, insSub(n), allows the insertion
of a simple state as substate of another state, only if there is already an initial state at this
level. Thus, rule insSub(n) fulfills the other part of language requirement 3, namely that
there is at least one initial state at this level before adding more states. The fact that rules
insSub(n) and insInit(n) allow to add states as substates of other states only, leads to the
fulfillment of requirement 4, as thus the hierarchy structure is built as a tree and can never
contain cycles. Rule insTrans(e) models the insertion of a transition between two states,
its NAC forbidding the existence of another transition between them which is triggered by
the same event (requirement 2). Moreover, a transition can be inserted only between two
states which are substates of the same superstate (requirement 1).
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Figure 2.12: Abstract Syntax Grammar for Statecharts with OR-States
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The sample Statechart in Fig. 2.11 is derived by applying the following syntax rules:

renameState(”Alarm”); insInit(”Display”); insSub(”Set:Hours”); insTrans(”select”);

In addition to the abstract syntax rules in Fig. 2.12, the syntax grammar contains concrete
move rules for states, similar to the move rules for C/E nets in Example 2.2.14.

2.3.2.2 Statecharts with AND-States

The abstract and concrete syntax of the VL for Statecharts with AND-states is given by the
type graph TGSC = (TGSCC

, TGSCA
) shown in Fig. 3.21. At the abstract syntax level,

we attribute states by their names and by boolean flags denoting their properties, i.e. a
state is either an AND state or not (then it is a simple state), and its role can be initial
Initial = true or not (Initial = false). A final state is modeled by an extra symbol type Final,
because final states do not have components, they have no names, they cannot be initial
and have no outgoing transitions. But they may have incoming transitions and they may be
components of AND-states. An AND-state is linked to the component states of each of its
parallel Statecharts. This is necessary to keep track of the hierarchy levels within AND-
states. Each of the links to the initial states also holds the name of the parallel component.
States are linked by transitions which are triggered by events.
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Figure 2.13: Type Graph for Statecharts with AND-States

The layout is given by TGSCC
in Fig. 2.13. Like in Statecharts with OR-states, a state is

visualized by a rounded box with the state name displayed inside, and a transition is shown
by an arc connecting two states, where the name of the triggering event is displayed near
the center of the arc. Components are drawn side by side inside their AND-states, where
the Statecharts belonging to different components are separated by vertical, dashed lines.

An example for a small Statechart with an AND-state, M = (MC , MA) is shown in
Fig. 2.14, where the abstract visual model MA consists of the unfilled nodes and adjacent
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edges in the upper half of the figure (in fact, this is a part of the bigger ATM Statechart
serving as example for simulation in Section 3.3.2). At the right-hand side of Fig. 2.14, the
Statechart is depicted using the shapes and properties defined by the concrete visual model
MC (the complete syntax graph in Fig. 2.14).
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Figure 2.14: Statechart with AND-State as Visual Model

The design of the visual syntax grammar defining Statecharts with AND-states has to
ensure (among others) the following requirements at the abstract syntax level:

1. An AND-state has at least two parallel components;

2. There is exactly one initial state in each component and one initial state outside of
all components;

3. There are no cycles in the component structure (e.g. an AND-state s can never be a
component of one of its own components).

4. A transition combines two states that belong either to the same component or to no
component at all;

5. Final states do not occur isolated.

We show the abstract syntax grammar only, because we can argue analogously to the
VL for Statecharts with OR-states (see Section 2.3.2.1) that a valid concrete visual model
exists for each valid abstract visual model.
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Fig. 2.15 shows the abstract syntax grammar for the visual language of Statecharts with
AND-states. The start graph (not depicted in Fig. 2.15) contains only a start state named
Start, which is an initial state but no AND-state. In order to rename the start state (or any
other state of the model), rule renameState(n) is defined as in the syntax grammar for the
OR-Statecharts VL in Fig. 2.12 (not depicted in Fig. 2.15). Rule newAND(l,r,initL,initR)
transforms a simple state into an AND-state with two components, each containing one
initial state. The input parameter defines the names for the left and right components
(l and r) and for the respective initial states (initL and initR). This fulfills requirement 1.
Additional components can be added to an AND-state using rule insComp(c,initC) which
also generates the initial state of the new component. Rule insState(n) inserts a state outside
of any AND-components. As the new state is not initial, there will always be only one
initial state outside of AND-components (i.e. the start state). As rule insStateAND(n)
also inserts only non-initial states within AND-components, requirement 2 is satisfied.
Using rules insState, insStateAND and newAND to add states, leads to the fulfillment of
requirement 3, as thus the component structure is built as a tree and can never contain
cycles. Rule insTransAND(e) models the insertion of a transition between two states within
the same component, and rule insTrans(e) adds a transition between two states outside of
all AND-components. Thus, requirement 4 is satisfied. Final states are added only together
with a transition the source of which is an existing state. This fulfills requirement 5.

The sample Statechart in Fig. 2.14 is derived by applying the following syntax rules,
where the state in the rule insTransFinal is mapped to the state named ATM:

renameState(”ATM”); newAND(”display”,”card-slot”,”welcome”,”empty”); insTransFinal(”leave”);

At the concrete level, the rules in Fig. 2.15 have to be extended in order to insert the
appropriate shapes like e.g. a dashed vertical line for each newly inserted component, and
layout constraints, e.g. all states belonging to a component must be placed right to the
dashed line separating the component from its left neighbour.

2.4 Related Work

Grammar-like formalisms for the definition of visual languages range from early approaches
like array and web grammars [Ros76], and shape grammars [Gip75] to recent formalisms
like picture layout grammars [Gol91b, Gol91a], positional grammars [CC91, CDLOT98],
relational grammars [WW96, Wit91], constraint multiset grammars [Mar94], and several
types of graph grammars [Roz97]. Non grammar-like formalisms include algebraic ap-
proaches [DÜ95] and logic-based approaches [Mey97, HM90, Wan94]. Most of these for-
malisms are described in [MM98], the first book about Visual Language Theory. Note that
these formalisms are mainly motivated by applications involving parsing. Furthermore,
most of the formalisms are rather concerned with visual programming languages than with
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Figure 2.15: Abstract Syntax Grammar for Statecharts with AND-States

visual modeling languages. A comprehensive overview of visual programming languages,
environments and parsing approaches is given in [BTMS99].

Graph grammars are used as a visual syntax definition formalism in graph-transformation
based (meta) tools like PROGRES [SWZ99] and DIAGEN [Min02] which generate VL
programming environments (with a main emphasis on VL editors and VL parsers) from
visual syntax definitions. Graph-transformation based languages like PROGRES are a spe-
cial brand of (visual) rule-based programming languages, which have a precisely defined
syntax and semantics, and which offer thereby appropriate means for checking the correct-
ness of constructed programs.

Both graph grammars and relational grammars [WW96] enforce a strict distinction be-
tween objects (nodes) and relations between objects (edges). Both approaches are, there-
fore, more or less equivalent to each other, especially in the case of hypergraph grammars,
which use hyperedges as n-ary relationship objects. The differences between graph gram-
mars on one hand and picture-layout grammars [Gol91b, Gol91a] or constraint multiset
grammars [Mar94] on the other hand are more distinct. The latter two approaches enforce
a language designer to represent all needed spatial or abstract relationships textually as
constraints over attribute values of objects. Graph grammars use explicitly manipulated
edges for any kind of relationships between objects and hence allow the visual definition
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of all aspects of VL syntax, which is much more natural [BTMS99].

In recent years, a main direction of research has been to combine graph grammars as
formal basis for VL definition and the MOF approach using UML diagrams for a semi-
formal definition of the abstract syntax. For example, typed graph grammars have been ex-
tended by type graphs with inheritance and multiplicity constraints [BEdLT04]. Moreover,
VL definitions based on typed graph grammars have proven a good basis for the formal
definition of model transformations [EEEP06, TEG+05, EW05, EE05a, AK02], which is
nowadays the key technology in the growing area of model driven development.



Chapter 3

Simulation of Visual Languages and
Models

In Section 2.2, we considered the definition of visual languages in general. The techniques
and concepts introduced are applied for the definition of all kinds of visual modeling lan-
guages, independent of the kind of system aspects shown in the corresponding models.

From now on we will concentrate on visual modeling languages for behavior modeling,
which allow to describe how system components interact, and characterize the response
to external system operations. Well-known modeling languages for behavioral aspects
are Petri nets, Statecharts, automata, activity diagrams, sequence diagrams, collaboration
diagrams etc. Models of such a visual behavior modeling language, called visual behavior
models, represent system states over time during system runs, and are the basis for the
simulation of system behavior.

Simulation is usually defined as “the process of designing a model of a real system and
conducting experiments with this model for the purpose of understanding the behavior of
the system and/or evaluating various strategies for the operation of the system” [PSS90], or,
as defined more technically by the ISO/IEC standard on fundamental terms in information
technology, simulation is “the representation of selected behavioural characteristics of one
physical or abstract system by another system” [ISO93].

For visual behavior modeling languages such as Statecharts or Petri nets, usually simu-
lation means to explore step by step (hand-triggered or automatically) the state space of a
model. Simulation should be based on a step semantics of the modeling language, which
is either given formally (as the definition of the firing behavior for Petri net transitions
[Rei85] or the different approaches to define formal semantics for UML state machines /
Statecharts [UML05]), or informally (e.g. in natural language, as for many domain-specific
languages). Such a step semantics is defined for graph transformation systems in a formal
way as the set of all transformations of a model, where the possible transformations are
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specified by the graph transformation rules. We call such a graph transformation system
for simulation a simulation specification. In order to allow automatic simulation, rules in
a simulation specification (called simulation rules) may be structured to control their ap-
plication order. This can be done either by using transformation units [KK99], simulation
expressions [BEW02b], rule layers [BEW02a] or rule priorities [dL03]. We explain rule
control structures along their usage in different examples.

Simulation specifications may be universal for the complete VL, i.e. the simulation
rules can be used to simulate all possible models of the VL, or they may be model-specific,
i.e. the simulation rules are designed for the simulation of one specific model and contain
the model’s features such as the names of places of a Petri net or states of a Statechart.
Universal simulation specifications do not contain information about the models they are
applied to, except that they all comply to a specific VL. As simulation specifications are the
central concept to build animation specifications upon, we are more interested in model-
specific approaches here, as domain-specific animations can only be defined if it is known
(up to certain parameters) which state change in the model is realized by which simulation
rule.

In this chapter we compare different approaches to define simulation specifications for
different visual behavior modeling languages and visual behavior models, respectively.
We discuss how the different notions for behavioral semantics are related. The basis for
the sample simulation specifications are the visual language definitions given in Chapter 2
for Petri net and Statechart variants.

We distinguish between three kinds of simulation specifications which define behavior
by typed graph transformation systems.

1. A simulation specification for a visual language V L (see Section 3.1) consists of
universal simulation rules, i.e. the rules can be applied directly to the abstract syntax
of all diagrams of the visual language V L. This defines a universal VL semantics,
called interpreter semantics, a set of transformations for all possible VL diagrams.
As example we present the interpreter semantics for Statecharts with nested OR-
states.

2. A simulation specification for a visual model G ∈ V L (see Section 3.2), consists
of model-specific simulation rules which can be applied only to diagrams specific to
G, i.e. diagrams corresponding to different markings of one Petri net or to differ-
ent states of one specific Statechart. Given a visual behavior model G, it has to be
translated (“compiled”) into a simulation specification. By the notion compiler se-
mantics, usually a more general mapping into an arbitrary semantic domain is meant.
As in our case the semantic domain is always given by graph transformation systems
(GTSs), we call the semantics of G, GTS-compiler semantics. The GTS-compiler
semantics is defined by a model transformation translating a specific model G typed
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over TG1 into a simulation specification (a graph transformation system) typed over
TG2. The set of transformations defined by the simulation specification contains all
possible transformations for one specific behavior model. An example is the model
transformation from a specific Condition/Event Petri net into a corresponding simu-
lation specification.

3. An amalgamated simulation specification for a visual model (see Section 3.3) com-
bines the other two approaches by defining a general set of universal rule schemes
which must be instantiated and amalgamated along a concrete behavior model re-
sulting in a subset of all possible universal simulation rules. The advantage of this
kind of simulation specification is that it can be defined using a finite number of rule
schemes, even for a visual language V L, for which the simulation specification ac-
cording to the first approach would have to contain an infinite number of universal
simulation rules. For a concrete model G, the rule schemes are instantiated at all
possible matches in G, resulting in a set of amalgamated rules. The set of trans-
formations defined by these amalgamated rules is called amalgamation semantics of
G. Examples for visual behavior modeling languages for which no finite simulation
specifications can be given without using amalgamated rules, are all kinds of Petri
nets and Statecharts with AND-states, which are discussed in detail as the illustrating
example.

In Section 3.4 we discuss how the translation of simulation specifications with universal
simulation rules or rule schemes, into model-specific simulation specifications. We show
the semantical compatibility of the translation.

In the Applications section, we define the GTS-compiler semantics for Algebraic High-
Level nets (AHL nets) [BEP02a, BEE01] and show that it is compatible to the original AHL
net semantics, given in terms of firing sequences (Section 3.5.1). Furthermore, we define
the amalgamation semantics for AHL nets, and show that the GTS-compiler semantics
and the amalgamation semantics are semantically equivalent (Section 3.5.2). As a third
application, a GTS-compiler semantics for the combined VL integrating selected UML
diagram types (use cases, class diagrams, collaboration diagrams, Statecharts and object
diagrams) is discussed [KGKK02] (Section 3.5.3).

Please note that in this chapter we consider only the abstract syntax of simulation rules.
We assume that the underlying alphabet is defined in a way that there exists at least one
concrete model for each derived abstract model.

All model-specific simulation specifications introduced in this chapter serve as bases for
animation specifications introduced in Chapter 4.
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3.1 Simulation Specifications for Visual Languages

Usually, a precondition for simulation of visual behavior modeling languages is a (slight)
extension of the VL alphabet such that different execution states can be visualized. For
example, state-oriented behavior descriptions such as automata, Statecharts and activity
diagrams need a marker for the current state(s). Moreover, an event list may play a role for
simulation. For Petri nets, tokens are used to mark the current system state. Having ex-
tended the VL alphabet, simulation rules operate directly on the (extended) abstract syntax
of models.

3.1.1 Definition of Interpreter Semantics for Visual Languages

Definition 3.1.1 (Simulation Alphabet)
Let TGA be the abstract alphabet of a visual behavior modeling language V L. We call
TGsim an abstract simulation alphabet extending TGA, iff there is a type graph inclusion
morphism t : TGA → TGsim. 4

In general, we assume that the visual behavior models to be simulated are syntactically
correct, i.e. belong to the visual language V L. This approach assumes that the set of
simulation rules typed over TGsim can be splitted into two subsets (rule layers): the first
subset of the simulation rules enriches the abstract model of the given visual language V L

by special simulation information, e.g. a current-state marker or tokens, and thus allows
to define the model’s start state for the simulation run; the second subset of rules performs
the simulation, e.g. by redistributing tokens or moving the current-state marker;

Definition 3.1.2 (Simulation Specification for a Visual Language)
Let TGA be the abstract alphabet of the visual behavior modeling language V L, and TGsim

be the abstract simulation alphabet extending TGA. A simulation specification for V L is
given by a typed graph transformation system SimSpec(V L) = (TGsim, Psim). The rules
in Psim (called universal simulation rules) are typed over the type graph TGsim. 4

In general, universal simulation rules are applicable to all kinds of visual behavior mod-
els in V L. Thus, a simulation (a set of transformations using the simulation rules) contains
transformations for all possible models, i.e. for the complete VL.

Definition 3.1.3 (Simulation of a Visual Language)
Let SimSpec(V L) = (TGsim, Psim) be a simulation specification for V L. The simulation
Sim(V L) (also called interpreter semantics) of the visual language V L consists of all
graph transformations applying rules from Psim:
Sim(V L) = {G1

Psim∗=⇒ G2 | G1, G2 ∈ V L, and G1|TGA
= G2|TGA

}
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Each transformation of Sim(V L) shows one specific simulation run, called simulation
scenario. 4

In order to define a semantics for a specific visual behavior model (e.g. a concrete Stat-
echart), we have to restrict the transformations in Sim(V L) to the ones which correspond
to simulation rule applications to diagrams corresponding to states of this particular model.
The diagrams representing model states differ from the model itself only in the extended
symbols like the current-state marker or the current event queue.

Definition 3.1.4 (Interpreter Semantics of Model G)
Let G be a visual behavior model in V L. Let SimSpec(V L) = (TGsim, Psim) be the

simulation specification for V L. Then the interpreter semantics of G, called ISem(G),
is the subset of transformations from Sim(V L) where each diagram restricted to TGA is
isomorphic to G:
ISem(G) = {G1

Psim∗=⇒ G2 | G1, G2 ∈ V L, and G1|TGA
= G2|TGA

= G}
4

3.1.2 Interpreter Semantics for Statecharts with Nested OR-States

The main advantage of Statecharts is the common intuitive usage of the structuring con-
cepts. The main disadvantage is caused by the different possibilities to interpret these struc-
tured models. Thus, numerous formal semantics are proposed in the literature, several of
them based on graph transformation systems [BEdLT04, Var02, BEW02b, Kus01, GPP98].
In [BEdLT04], type graphs with inheritance are used to define the visual Statechart lan-
guage and their simulation rules. Varró [Var02] uses model transition systems (a com-
bination of graph transformation and metamodeling with explicit control structures). In
[BEW02b], simulation expressions are used which allow the definition of parameterized
and undividable simulation steps, each containing rule applications in a controlled, ordered
way. In [Kus01, GPP98], the semantics (in [GPP98] this means the construction of a graph
modeling a given Statechart in a flattened normal form without hierarchy) are defined by
model transformation, i.e. the elements of a specific Statechart model are translated into
a set of model-specific graph transformation rules. Kuske [Kus01] uses structured graph
transformation (transformation units) to define rule application control in her approach.

In this section we give a purely graph-transformation-based semantics for the behavior
of a simple Statechart variant with nested OR-states. (The corresponding VL for this Stat-
echart variant is defined in Section 2.3.2.1). For rule application control we use a simple
priority concept. We define priorities for rules which have to be taken into account after
each rule application. If more than one rule are applicable at a time, then a rule of the layer
with the highest priority must be chosen next. In our simple Statechart variant presented
in this section, several concepts of the UML standard (such as transition guards, history
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states, final states, deferred events, AND-states) have been omitted for the sake of clarity.
An extension of the semantics to Statecharts with AND-states is presented in Section 3.3.2,
given by a simulation specification with rule schemes.

The abstract syntax of the VL for Statechart simulation is given by the type graph
TGSCsim shown in Fig. 3.1. The basic Statechart VL (defined already in Section 2.3.2.1,
consisting of symbols for states and transitions) is extended now by simulation symbols
and links. The filled nodes Object (the object which points to the currently active state)
and Event (the events in the queue which have to processed by the simulation run) are not
included in the original Statechart VL but added for simulation purposes to be able to rep-
resent a Statechart configuration. The events in the event queue are linked by next edges.
The last event is a special one (labelled as ”none”), depicting the queue’s end. A valid
configuration requires exactly one basic state to be active. Then this basic state together
with all its super states comprise a configuration.

State
String Sname

Bool Initial

Transition
String Ename

src tar

Object

next

current_state receives Event
String Ename

super

intermediate

Figure 3.1: Type Graph for the Simulation of Statecharts with OR-States

Example: A Radio Clock Model

Fig. 3.2 shows a Statechart with nested OR-states modeling the behavior of a radio clock,
which can show alternatively the time or the date or allows to set the alarm time. The
changes between the modes (realized by pressing a Mode button on the clock) are modeled
in the Statechart by transitions labeled with the event Mode. The nested state Alarm allows
to change to modes for setting the hours and the minutes (realized by pressing a Select
button on the clock) which is modeled by the transitions labeled with the event Select. The
Set event increments the number of hours or minutes which are currently displayed.

Fig. 3.3 shows the abstract syntax of the radio clock model depicted in Fig.3.2 as graph
typed over the type graph of the Statechart simulation language shown in Fig.3.1 before
the beginning of the simulation (the subgraph with unfilled nodes only), and in its initial
simulation state (the complete graph with the Object node and the event queue). This initial
state is generated from the Statechart before the simulation by applying the initial simu-
lation rules initial(“mode”), addEvent(“mode”), addEvent(“select”), addEvent(“set”), addE-
vent(“mode”) (see Fig. 3.4).

Note that we use a special shortcut notation to show the values of state and transition
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Time

Date

Set:Hours Set: MinutesDisplay
mode

Radio Clock

mode

select select

set set

select

Alarmmode

Figure 3.2: A Statechart Modeling the Behavior of a Radio Clock

attributes: We write names of states and transition-triggering events in quotation marks,
and add the string init to an initial state (i.e. the value of the boolean attribute init is true for
this state).
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Figure 3.3: Abstract Syntax of the Radio Clock Statechart

The Simulation Specification for Statecharts with OR-states

The simulation specification of the visual language V LSC−OR of Statecharts with OR-
states is defined by SimSpec(V LSC−OR) = (TGSCsim, PSCsim) where TGSCsim is the
type graph shown in Fig. 3.1, and PSCsim is the set of simulation rules depicted in Figs. 3.4
and 3.5, and explained below.

To initialize the simulation, rule initial activates the root state by linking an Object symbol
to it, together with an initial event queue containing one event. Moreover, rule addEvent
allows to fill the event queue (see Fig. 3.4). In this way, the events that should be processed
during a simulation run, can be defined in the beginning of the simulation. Alternatively,
events also may be inserted at the end of the queue while a simulation is running.

The intended semantics for our Statecharts variant requires that if an OR-state (a com-
posite state with substates) is reached, the initial state within the OR-state becomes the
active one. Thus, before a transition is processed, the OR-state has to be entered. If the
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Figure 3.4: Initial Simulation Rules for Statecharts with OR-States

initial state inside the OR-state is again a composite one, the procedure has to be repeated
until the object’s current link points to the innermost simple state. This is modeled by rule
down in Fig. 3.5.

A transition is processed if its pre-state is active and its triggering event is the same as
the event which is received by the object (the first event in the queue). Afterwards, the state
following the transition becomes active, the event of the processed transition is removed
from the queue, and the previously active states (the pre-states of the transition) is not
active anymore. For our simulator we use the object’s current link as pointer to the current
active state. The simulation rule trans models the relinking of the current link to the next
active state and the updating of the event queue.
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Figure 3.5: Further Simulation Rules for Statecharts with OR-States

Rule up1 models the fact that we can change the state due to transitions departing from
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any of the super-states of the current state. Thus, this rule allows going up in the state
hierarchy one level. As we do not want that rule down can be applied immediately after
up has been applied, we replace the current link by an intermediate link which cannot
be matched by rule down. Of course it must be possible to go up more than one step in
the hierarchy, so we need another rule for the case that after going up one step, still no
transition can be processed. This is realized by rule up2, which is similar to rule up1
except that it contains the intermediate pointer instead of the current pointer. In order to
process a transition after going up in the hierarchy, we need a second transition rule, called
transAfterUp, which equals rule trans except that it has an intermediate pointer instead of
the current pointer in the left-hand side. The intermediate link is removed by the rule, and
a current link is inserted again pointing to the next state.

The order and control of rule applications can be restricted by priorities, thus allowing an
automatic simulation, where the next rule is chosen only if it has the highest priority of all
applicable rules. Rule down gets the highest priority because it must be checked after each
transition step if a complex OR-state has been reached which must be entered. At medium
priority level are the rules transition and transitionAfterUp. This means, if down is not
applicable in the current system state, then a transition should be processed (if possible).
The lowest priority is for the rules up1 and up2, i.e. if no OR-state can be entered and no
transition can be processed, then the active state changes to its super state. Thanks to the
intermediate pointer, rule down cannot be applied immediately afterwards although it has
the highest priority. Instead, rule transitionAfterUp is applied if possible. Afterwards, rule
down could be applied again.

In the case that none of the rules in Fig. 3.5 is applicable any more, the simulation
is finished, and the subset of final simulation rules is applied to remove the simulation
symbols from the final model state diagram. The final simulation rules are not depicted.
They equal the initial simulation rules in Fig. 3.4, without the NACs and with swapped
left-hand and right-hand sides.

Fig. 3.6 shows some of the corresponding model-specific simulation rules which are the
basis for the definition of the animation specification. For the RadioClock Statechart, the
semantics is the same for both the set of model-independent simulation rules shown in
Fig. 3.5 and the set of model-dependent simulation rules shown in Fig. 3.6.

Fig. 3.7 shows part of a scenario, according to the simulation specification SimSpec

(V LSC−OR), applying the simulation rules to model state G1, i.e. the radio clock Statechart
in Fig. 3.3 (after the initial simulation rules have added the object node and its event queue,
and before the final simulation rules delete them again). Due to space limitations, the
transitions in Fig. 3.7 are drawn as arcs inscribed by the name of their triggering events
instead of transition nodes connected with source and target edges to their adjacent states.

The complete scenario of which Fig. 3.7 shows the middle part, starts with G (the un-
filled nodes of the radio clock Statechart in Fig. 3.3 and adjacent edges), and begins with
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Figure 3.6: Model-Specific Simulation Rules for the RadioClock Statechart

the generation of the object pointing to the state ”Radio Clock” and the event queue, thus
generating model state G1. Then follows the partial scenario depicted in Fig. 3.7, and after-
wards, the final simulation rules delete the simulation elements (the Object node, the Event
node and the edges of types receives and current). Thus, the original model G is also the
final diagram of the scenario.
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Figure 3.7: Part of a Scenario of the Radio Clock Model

The scenario is in ISem(G), because the restriction to TGA of each diagram in the
scenario yields G (i.e. the white part in Fig. 3.7, which corresponds to G, is never changed
in the scenario). Looking at the simulation rules in Fig. 3.4 and Fig. 3.5, we can argue that
in general all scenarios starting at a model G are in ISem(G) because none of the rules
add or delete symbols typed over TGSCA

, the abstract type graph of the basic Statechart
VL (defined in Section 2.3.2.1), and all graph objects for simulation which are added by
the rules, are deleted again in the end, using the final simulation rules.
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3.2 Simulation Specifications for Visual Models

For some visual modeling languages, a simulation specification cannot be defined by fi-
nite, sequential graph transformation systems as described in Section 3.1. This makes it
impossible to implement a graph transformation based simulation tool for this kind of VLs.

Especially for Petri nets, the number of rules modeling the firing of transitions in general
would be infinite, as we would need separate rules for all combinations of all possible
numbers of places in a transition’s predomain and all possible numbers of places in its
postdomain. For the variant of Place/Transition nets, we even have the additional problem
to represent arbitrary numbers of black tokens on each place.

There are two solutions to the problem of representing indefinite many occurrences of
graphical structures in rules: One solution is to use parallel instead of sequential graph
transformation (see e.g. [Tae96, EHKP91, KW87, EK76]). The essence of parallel graph
transformation is that (possibly indefinite) sets of rules which have a certain regularity, so-
called rule schemes (see Fig. 3.8 for an example for a Petri net firing rule scheme), can be
described by a finite set of rules modeling the elementary actions.

fire

Figure 3.8: Rule Scheme Modeling Transition Firing in Petri Nets

For instance, when modeling the firing of a Petri net transition, the elementary actions
would be the removal of a token from a place in the transition’s predomain, and the addition
of a token to a postdomain place. For the description of such rule schemes, the concept of
amalgamating rules at subrules is used which is based on synchronization mechanisms for
rules. This approach is treated in detail in Section 3.3.

The second solution to the problem is to define a general translation (compilation) of (fi-
nite) models to finite, sequential graph transformation systems (simulation specifications).
This approach is the “classical” relationship of Petri nets and graph transformation systems
in the literature. We discuss the techniques of translating models to simulation specifica-
tions for Petri nets and for Statecharts in this section.

In Petri nets, the elementary form of a step from one system state to the next is the firing
of a transition. The straightforward technique for behavior simulation therefore is playing
the token game. One of the first who discussed the relationship between graph grammars
and Petri nets was Kreowski [Kre81]. He associated a graph rule to each transition, with
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the rule being applicable if and only if the transition is allowed to fire. Tokens within
a place were modeled as a bundle of new nodes connected to the node representing the
place. This approach is able to handle both places with bounded capacity and places with
unbounded capacity and can also be extended to individual tokens. Parisi-Presicce et al.
[PPEM87] use a structured alphabet for labeling places with tokens. This alphabet has
to allow changes of node labels in rule morphisms. In the case of high-level Petri nets,
multiple and individual tokens can be represented using multisets as labels and the multiset
inclusion as the structure of the alphabet. A further step is to allow arbitrary categories to
label the places. For the high-level Petri net variant in this thesis, algebraic high-level nets,
we use graph transformation systems where the tokens are modeled by data of arbitrary
algebraic data types.

3.2.1 Model Transformation into Graph Transformation Systems

A sound definition of semantics for visual behavior models in a V L must relate the ele-
ments of each visual model in a unique way to the semantic domain elements that represent
the model’s meaning (i.e. the simulation specifications). Often, language designers explain
the semantic mapping informally through examples and plain natural language. An ade-
quate semantic mapping for a visual language is a model transformation, defined by a
function from the language’s syntax V L1 to its semantic domain (i.e. another visual lan-
guage V L2, an adequate mathematical formalism, or a target textual language such as a
programming language, etc.).

In this thesis, the semantic domain is again given by graph transformation systems. Note
that in general, the so-called denotational semantics allows much more formalisms for the
semantic domain, e.g. natural language, general-purpose formal languages such as logic
and algebraic specification languages.

The semantic mapping has to be given as a general definition of how a visual behavior
model G of V L1 is translated (“compiled”) into a simulation specification SimSpec(G) =

(TGsim, Psim), a sentence of V L2, the visual language of graph transformation systems.
The simulation rules in SimSpec(G) are model-specific, i.e. they can be applied only to
TGsim-typed diagrams which are specific to G, i.e. diagrams corresponding to different
markings of one Petri net or to different states of one specific Statechart. Usually, TGsim

extends the abstract type graph of V L1 by symbol and link types for simulation. The
set of transformations defined by the simulation specification resulting from the model
transformation yields the GTS-compiler semantics of the behavior model G.

The way to define a semantic mapping depends on the syntax of the modeling language
and the choice of the semantic domain. In this thesis, both the syntax of the modeling lan-
guage V L1 and the syntax for the language V L2 are defined by typed graph transformation
systems. In this case, graph transformation works nicely to define the semantic mapping,
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as well. The mapping language must include both V L1 and V L2, and the mapping rules
define the translation from V L1 diagrams to their simulation specification. The model G is
typed over the abstract type graph TG1 of the source language V L1. Intermediate graphs
of the model transformation are typed over a union of both type graphs (plus maybe ad-
ditional auxiliary symbols) TG. The mapping definition ensures that the result is a graph
typed over the type graph TGGTS of the target language V L2 of graph transformation
systems, as shown in Fig. 3.9.

Figure 3.9: Type Graphs for Model Transformation to Graph Transformation Systems

Apart from graph transformation systems for the definition of model transformation,
textual mathematical descriptions of the semantic mapping (e.g. by functions) work well,
too, since the language designer can deal with all relevant elements within the mathematical
framework, but it may be less intuitive for visual languages.

In this section we define as example the semantic mapping from Condition/Event nets
into graph transformation systems in two ways: first, by giving mathematical functions
which define in general how syntactical constructs from the modeling language (transi-
tions and their pre- and postdomains) are translated to graph transformation rules; sec-
ond, by specifying a graph transformation system for the model transformation. Here,
the syntactical constructs from the modeling language (Petri net transitions and their pre-
and postdomains) are contained in the left-hand sides of the transformation rules, and the
right-hand sides add respective nodes and edges to the graph representing the set of graph
transformation rules from the simulation specification, i.e. the semantic domain.

3.2.2 Definition of GTS-Compiler Semantics for Visual Models

Definition 3.2.1 (Visual Language V LTGTS for Typed Graph Transformation Systems)
The visual language V LTGTS for typed graph transformation systems is defined by the
abstract type graph TGTGTS shown in Fig. 3.10. Each sentence of the language consists of
an optional type graph and a set of graph transformation rules, each having a set of NACs,
one left and one right-hand side. All NACs, rule sides and the type graph are graphs, i.e.
they consist of (attributed) nodes and edges. Suitable constraints (given by multiplicities
in Fig. 3.10) ensure e.g. that each rule has precisely one left- and one right hand side, and
each edge has exactly one source and one target node.
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Figure 3.10: Type Graph TGTGTS for Typed Graph Transformation Systems

4

Definition 3.2.2 (Simulation Specification for Model G)
Let TGA be the abstract type graph of a visual behavior modeling language V L, and TGsim

be the extension of TGA for simulation, i.e. TGA ⊆ TGsim. Let TGTGTS be the type graph
given in Fig. 3.10 defining the language V LTGTS of typed graph transformation systems.
A simulation specification for G is a mapping SimSpec(G) : V L(TGA) → V LGTS)

which maps each visual behavior model G ∈ V L to a typed graph transformation system
SimSpecV LS

= (V LS, PS), called simulation specification of G, where V LS is a visual
language typed over TGsim, such that V LS is closed under simulation steps, i.e. GS ∈
V Lsim and GS

pS=⇒ HS via pS ∈ Psim implies HS ∈ V Lsim, and for all GS ∈ V LS we
have GS|TGA

= G.

The rules in Psim, typed over TGsim, are called simulation rules for G. 4

Definition 3.2.3 (Simulation and GTS-Compiler Semantics of Visual Models)
Let SimSpecV LS

= (V LS, Psim) be the simulation specification of G ∈ V L. The simu-
lation Sim(G) of the visual model G consists of all graph transformations applying rules
from Psim.

Sim(G) = {G1
Psim=⇒ G2|G1, G2 ∈ V LS and G1|TGA

= G2|TGA
= G}

Each transformation G1
∗

=⇒ G2 of Sim(G) shows one specific simulation run, called
simulation scenario. The behavioral semantics of G, called GTS-compiler semantics of G,
is defined by CSem(G) = Sim(G). 4

3.2.3 GTS-Compiler Semantics for Condition/Event Nets

In this section we present the definition of simulation specifications for Condition/Event
nets (C/E nets). The simulation of further variants of Petri nets (Place/Transition nets and
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Algebraic High-Level nets) is discussed in the application sections 3.5.1, and 3.5.2, and
semantical compatibility of different approaches is shown.

In simulation specifications for Petri nets, we have to ensure that on the one hand, a
transition in the net is enabled if and only if the corresponding rule is applicable to the
visual sentence corresponding to the net, and, on the other hand, firing a transition in the
net corresponds to a derivation step in the grammar and vice versa.

The token game then can be simulated by applying the rules of the simulation specifica-
tion to a model G of the Petri net VL. The left-hand side defines the applicability condition,
i.e. the transition’s predomain with the minimal expected marking for the transition to be
enabled. The rule removes the marking from the transition’s predomain and adds the re-
quired tokens to the places in its postdomain.

Example: The Echo Algorithm as C/E Net

As an example for a visual behavior model G, we model the echo algorithm for a network
of hosts (taken from [Wal95]) as C/E net. A number of hosts (three in our example) are
connected by bidirectional message channels. One distinguished host (the boss) tests the
connections between all hosts in the network. The algorithm works as follows: the boss
sends a broadcast message to the other hosts in the network. Each host receiving a message
sends out a message to every other host in the network except to to the sender of the initial
message (his target group). After a host has received messages from all hosts in his target
group, he sends a final message to the boss. Thus, after the boss got messages back from
all hosts in the network, he knows that the connections between all host nodes are all right.
Otherwise, one or more communication channels are not working.

Due to space limitations, we show the visual behavior model for the echo algorithm
using its concrete layout in Fig.3.11. We model a network with a boss host B and two
other hosts H1 and H2. Formally, the abstract model G is a diagram of the visual behavior
modeling language for unmarked C/E nets, i.e. it is typed over the abstract VL alphabet
TGA for C/E nets (Fig. 2.5 in Example 2.2.3) and has been constructed by applying the
abstract VL syntax rules for C/E nets (Fig. 2.7 in Example 2.2.14).

Simulation Alphabet for C/E Nets

Let us now define the alphabet TGCEsim for the language of marked C/E nets, i.e. we
extend the language of unmarked C/E nets by a node type for tokens Token and an edge
type EdgeTK connecting each token to its respective place (see Fig. 3.12).

Now, the model transformation defining the semantics of G transforms the unmarked
C/E net G to a graph transformation system GTSCEsim = (TGCEsim, PCEsim(G)), where
the rules in PCEsim(G) model the marking, unmarking and firing of transitions in G.
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Figure 3.11: C/E net modeling the Echo Algorithm
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Figure 3.12: Simulation Alphabet for C/E Nets

Simulation Rules for the Echo Model

A subset of the simulation rules called marking rules are defined which are applicable to
G (as they contain no token symbols in the left-hand side) and add the initial marking to
the respective places. Another subset of PCEsim(G), called firing rules, correspond to the
firing of transitions, and a third subset of rules, called unmarking rules, deletes all tokens
after the firing rules cannot be applied anymore.

Note that the simulation rules do not contain transition symbols, as the effect of firing a
transition (which is modeled by a rule) changes only the marking.

The simulation rules in PCEsim(G) are defined by the following model transformation
algorithm, given in a set-theoretic way:

Marking Rules:
For each place symbol in the model we define a rule with negative application condition,
N ← L ← I → R where N, I, L and R contain the place symbol, attributed by its place
name. In N and R we add a token symbol, which is connected to the place symbol by
an edge of type EdgeTk. The rule morphisms map the place symbol from I to the place
symbol in L and R, respectively and the morphism L→ N maps the place symbol in L to
the place symbol in N .

Firing Rules:
For each transition in the model with the set of predomain places Pre = {p1, .., pn} and
the set of postdomain places Post = {o1, .., om}, with n,m ∈ IN , we define a rule
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N1,..,m ← L ← I → R, where I, L and R contain the place symbols for all places
p ∈ Pre ∪ Post, and the rule morphisms define the identities on all place symbols. The
negative application conditions Ni, contain the place symbols corresponding to the places
oi ∈ Post, i ∈ {1, ..,m}. The morphism from L to Ni consists of identic mappings of the
place symbols corresponding to places oi ∈ Post. To L we add a token symbol Tokenj

for each place symbol corresponding to pj ∈ Pre, j ∈ {1, .., n} and an EdgeTK edge
connecting Tokenj to the place symbol for pj . To R we add a token symbol Tokeni for each
place symbol corresponding to oi ∈ Post and an EdgeTK edge connecting Tokeni to the
place symbol for oi.

Unmarking Rules:
For each place symbol in the model we define a rule L ← I → R where L, I and R

contain the place symbol, attributed by its place name. In L we add a token symbol, which
is connected to the place symbol by an edge of type EdgeTk. The rule morphisms map the
place symbol from I to the place symbol in L and R, respectively.

One sample marking rule, one firing rule, and one unmarking rule defined according to
this algorithm are shown in Fig. 3.13. The complete set of simulation rules PCEsim(G)

with G being our echo model in Fig. 3.11, consists of a marking and an unmarking rule for
each place, and a firing rule for each transition of the net.
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Figure 3.13: Three Simulation Rules for the Echo Model

Note that for C/E net firing rules (in contrast to P/T nets), the firing of a transition is
forbidden if one or more post places are marked already. This is modeled by a set of NACs
corresponding to marked post places for each firing rule.

Of course, the application of marking rules should be finished, thus having defined an
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initial marking, before starting the application of firing rules leading to a simulation run.
Analogously, the unmarking rules should be applied only after the simulation rules have
been applied as long as possible.

The formal simulation specification for the echo model G thus is given by the typed
attributed graph transformation system SimSpec(G) = (TGCEsim, PCESim(G)).

Simulation Rules for C/E Nets by Model Transformation GTS

The same model transformation can be defined as graph transformation system instead
of the algorithm given above. Here, the target type graph TGGTS (shown to the right
in Fig. 3.14) defines the language of graph transformation systems, represented as typed
graphs. The root types are RuleSet and TypeGraph which correspond to the structure of
graph transformation systems. A RuleSet contains a set of Rules which have a left-hand
side (LHS), a right-hand side (RHS), and (possibly) a set of negative application conditions
(NAC). The rule graphs are described by Nodes, their Attributes and Edges. The different
parts of a rule are presented in an integrated way, e.g. a node occurring in LHS and RHS is
presented only once but with two edges both from the LHS and from the RHS pointing to
it.

Figure 3.14: Type Graphs of Source VL (C/E nets) and Target VL (Graph Transformation
Systems) for Model Transformation

The model transformation itself is given by a set of graph transformation rules (see
Fig. 3.15 and 3.16) over the union of the type graphs for the source and the target VL (called
model transformation rules). The rules relate structures from the source VL to graph ob-
jects in the target graph transformation system. Basically, the model transformation rules
correspond to the steps described in the model transformation algorithm above: Rule init
defines a RuleSet for a Net, rule mark/unmark adds a marking rule and an unmarking rule
for each place node to the rule set (Fig. 3.15).

The firing rules are constructed by the model transformation rules in Fig. 3.16. Rule
Trans adds a Rule to this RuleSet for each transition in the net. Rule PrePlace adds place
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Figure 3.15: Model Transformation Rules Constructing Marking and Unmarking Rules for
C/E Nets

symbol nodes for all places in the transition’s predomain to both of its rule sides, and links
tokens to these place symbol nodes in the left-hand rule side. Rule PostPlace adds place
symbol nodes for all places in the transition’s postdomain to both of its rule sides and links
tokens to these place symbol nodes in the right-hand rule side. Moreover, the rule generates
NACs each containing one marked place node which corresponds to a postdomain place.
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Figure 3.16: Model Transformation Rules Constructing Firing Rules for C/E Nets

Note that for all model transformation rules, the NAC is isomorphic to the right-hand
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rule side. Thus, the rule can be applied at most once at a given match.

The first two model transformation steps of the transformation generating the firing rule
for transition t1 from the abstract syntax of the Echo model G (see Fig. 3.11) are shown in
Fig. 3.17. (For the sake of clarity, only the transition t1 and its environment is shown as
source model G in Fig. 3.17).

Figure 3.17: Model Transformation Steps Translating Transition t1 to a Graph Transfor-
mation Rule

After the model transformation rules have been applied to the model as long as possible,
the resulting graph still includes elements of both the source and the target language and
auxiliary symbols (the dashed reference arcs). The subgraph representing the graph trans-
formation system is obtained by restricting the complete graph to the type graph of the
target language. Then, the restricted graph can be translated into a rule set in a straightfor-
ward way, yielding the desired simulation specification for the model. For the Echo model,
the rule set generated by the model transformation rules in Fig. 3.15 and 3.16 corresponds
to the rule set generated according to the model transformation algorithm (conf. Fig. 3.13).

A Simulation Run of the Echo Model

For a simulation run starting with model G, the three left places Boss idle, H1 idle and H2
idle are marked by the respective marking rules to obtain the initial system state. Thus,
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initially the boss is ready to send his messages and the two other hosts in the network
(Host1 and Host2) are ready to receive the message and to react to it.

In order to have a compact visualization of the simulation run (which is defined by the
simulation rules on the abstract syntax, only), let us assume an adequate concrete syntax
definition in addition to the abstract simulation alphabet TGCEsim, where tokens are visu-
alized by black circles inside of place ellipses. Starting from the initial state Init (shown
in Fig. 3.11), a scenario (i.e. a simulation run) of the Echo net behavior is depicted in
Fig. 3.18. After having generated the initial marking by adding tokens to the places B1 idle,
H1 idle and H2 idle, the boss sends his message to Host1 and Host2; Host1 forwards the
message to Host2; Host2 himself forwards his own message from Boss to Host1; Host1 is
ready now, as he has sent messages to every one else (to Host2) and he has received mes-
sages from everyone else (from Host2). As a last action, Host1 replies to Boss. The same
situation applies to Host2. He is ready as well and as his last action he sends a message
to Boss. The final event is that Boss gets in a ”ready” state because he now has received
replies from all hosts in the network. In this final state, no firing rules are applicable any-
more. Thus, the unmarking rules delete all tokens from the model, resulting again in model
G, such that another simulation run may be be started.

Figure 3.18: Simulation Run of the Echo Model
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3.3 Amalgamated Simulation Specifications

Although graph transformation systems are an expressive, graphical and formal way to
describe computations on graphs, they have limitations. For example, when describing the
interpreter semantics of visual behavior modeling langauges, one often has the problem
of modeling an arbitrary number of parallel actions. This can be modeled by a sequential
application of rules, in which we have to explicitly encode an iteration on all the actions
to be performed. Usually, this is not the most natural nor efficient way to express the
semantics. Thus, it is necessary to have a more powerful means to express parallel actions.

In this section, we propose the use of parallel graph transformation [Tae96] to define
the semantics of visual behavior modeling languages, for which no interpreter semantics
can be given. The essence of parallel graph transformation is that (possibly infinite) sets
of rules which have a certain regularity, so-called rule schemes, can be described by a
finite set of rules modeling the elementary actions. As stated before, when modeling the
firing of a Petri net transition, the elementary actions would be the removal of a token from
a place in the transition’s predomain and the addition of a token to a postdomain place.
For the description of such rule schemes the concept of amalgamating rules at subrules is
used. This concept (the amalgamation approach) is used in this section to describe the
application of rule schemes in an unknown context.

The simplest type of parallel actions is that of independent actions. If they operate on
different objects they can clearly be executed in parallel. If they overlap just in reading
actions on common objects, the situation does not change essentially. In graph transforma-
tion, this is reflected by a parallel rule which is a disjoint union of rules. The overlapping
part, i.e. the objects which occur in the match of more than one rule, is handled implicitly
by the match of the parallel rule. As the application of a parallel rule can model the paral-
lel execution of independent actions only, it is equivalent to the application of the original
rules in either order.

If actions are not independent of each other, they can still be applied in parallel if they
can be synchronized by subactions. If two actions contain the deletion or the creation of
the same node, this operation can be encapsulated in a separate action which is a common
subaction of the original ones. A common subaction is modeled by the application of a
subrule of all original rules (called elementary rules ). The application of rules synchro-
nized by subrules is then performed by gluing the elementary rules at their subrules which
leads to the corresponding amalgamated rule . The application of such a rule is called
amalgamated graph transformation. . An example of an amalgamated graph transforma-
tion rule is given in Fig. 3.19. Here, two elementary rules er1 and er2 have the addition
of a loop to a node in common. This common interface is modeled as a subrule. The
amalgamated rule contains the common action and, additionally, all actions from the ele-
mentary rules that do not overlap. Dashed arrows in Fig. 3.19 indicate rule morphisms, the
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vertical arrows are the embeddings of the subrule into the corresponding instances of the
elementary rules, and the embeddings of the elementary rules into the amalgamated rule.
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Figure 3.19: Construction of an amalgamated graph rule

Note that in Fig. 3.19 we have exactly one instance of each elementary rule. It is pos-
sible to have arbitrary many instances which are all glued at one subrule. The number of
instances depends on the match of the rule scheme into a specific graph. Formally, the syn-
chronization possibilities of actions are defined by an interaction scheme consisting of a
set of elementary rules, a set of subrules and a set of subrule embeddings from the subrules
into the elementary rules (see Def. 2.1.28).

Subrules with NACs can be embedded only into an elementary rule with at least the
same NACs, no matter if the elementary rule contains additional NACs. The amalgamated
rule collects the NACs of all rules. An interaction scheme can also be seen as a graph
whose nodes are labelled by elementary rules and subrules. Edges are labelled by subrule
embeddings.

In addition to the specification how elementary rules should be synchronized, we have
to decide where and how often a set of elementary rules should be applied. The basic way
to synchronize complex parallel operations is to require that a rule should be applied at
all different matches it has in a given graph. This expresses massively parallel execution
of actions. For the purpose of simulation in this thesis, we restrict the covering of G

(the image of all different matches from copies of elementary rules in G) to all different
elementary matches that overlap in one match of their common subrule. For other, more
complex covering constructions see [Tae96].

We say, a graph H is directly parallel derivable from graph G by an interaction scheme
if there is an amalgamated rule r constructed by gluing the elementary rules at one of their
corresponding subrules, and if all matches from the elementary rules to G overlap in their
subrule match.

A parallel graph transformation system PGTS consists of a start graph and a set of
interaction schemes. The language L(PGTS) of a parallel graph transformation system is
given by all graphs which are parallel derivable from the start graph by a finite number of
direct parallel derivation steps applying amalgamated rules constructed from I .
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Example 3.3.1 explains the principle of transition firing in P/T nets for transitions with
an arbitrary number of input and output places and demonstrates how the context of an
element (the environment of a transition) is modeled by synchronizing as many elementary
rules as needed for the context according to an underlying interaction scheme.

Example 3.3.1 (Firing of Transitions in P/T nets as PGTS)
We model P/T nets [Rei85] as attributed graphs with two node types (for places and transi-
tions), two edge types (for arcs from places to transitions and vice versa) and attributes of
type Nat for the number of tokens and the arc weights. As start graph N of our PGTS, an
arbitrary P/T net is allowed. The interaction scheme ISseq (shown as graph on the left top
of Fig. 3.20) describes sequential firing of arbitrary transitions. The subrule trans glues
together instances of the elementary rules get and put (see rules trans, get 1, get 2 and
put 1 in Fig. 3.20). Thus, one amalgamated rule is constructed for each kind of transition
in the P/T net. The subrule trans ensures that all copies of elementary rules overlap in
the same transition node. The elementary rule get removes the number of tokens from a
predomain place corresponding to the arc weight, and the rule put generates the correct
number of tokens on a postdomain place. In an amalgamated firing rule, there have to
be as many copies of get and put as there are different matches to N , provided that they
overlap in the same transition node. Thus, the pre- and postdomain of a transition will
be completely covered by the corresponding amalgamated rule. Since the subrule trans

(and hence all elementary rules) delete the transition and reconstruct it, the dangling con-
dition is not satisfied if not all places from the transition’s pre- and postdomain are covered
[Tae96]. Fig. 3.20 shows the construction of an amalgamated rule where the transition is
matched to the upper transition of the P/T net N . There are two copies of get for the two
places in the transition’s predomain and one copy of put as there is only one place in the
postdomain. Note that the variables for token numbers and arc weights are instantiated to
different variables in the rule instances.
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Parallel firing of more than one transition can be similarly expressed by a parallel graph
transformation system. The difference is that the elementary rules do not all have to be
glued at a single subrule but can be glued at instances of different subrules. Here, we need
two subrules (the transition-gluing one from example 3.3.1 and the empty rule) and require
a slightly different covering construction (see [Tae96]).

3.3.1 Definition of Amalgamation Semantics for Visual Models

The formalization of the concepts for interaction schemes and rule amalgamation are given
in detail in Section 2.1.4. These notions are used in this section for the formal definitions
of simulation and behavioral semantics in the amalgamation approach.

Again, the simulation alphabet TGsim extends the abstract VL alphabet TGA over which
model G is typed, by symbols indicating the current state of the model, e.g. tokens or
pointers (see Def. 3.1.1).

In contrast to a simulation specification for a VL , where the set of simulation rules is de-
fined directly over TGsim, we here define first a so-called virtual simulation specification
as parallel graph transformation system. This defines indirectly the simulation specifica-
tion which is constructed as the set of all amalgamated rules over the virtual simulation
specification.

A virtual simulation specification consists of interaction schemes and a start graph, the
virtual model. This virtual model needs to supply all the information needed for the con-
struction of all simulation rules as amalgamated rules. Hence, the underlying structure of
the virtual model is the model G. Additionally, the virtual model models all states that are
the precondition for all possible simulation steps to happen, i.e. that virtually enable all
state changes. For Petri nets, this means that the virtual model has the same net structure as
the model, and contains additionally the predomains of all transitions in form of “virtual”
tokens, i.e. tokens corresponding to the arc inscriptions of the incoming arcs. In this way,
each elementary rule can be matched to the virtual model as the left-hand side of each ele-
mentary rule contains token symbols corresponding to the arc inscription of an arc from a
predomain place to the transition.

For Statecharts, in the virtual model, object nodes may be linked by a current pointer to
each state. For a source state of a transition, the object node receives the same event by
which the transition is triggered (and an arbitrary next event). If a state has more than one
outgoing transition, then there are more than one events the object node receives. Thus,
the Statechart elementary rules can all be matched to the virtual model, and amalgamated
rules can be constructed for all possible transitions and for moving the current pointer up
and down the state hierarchy.

Formally, a virtual model is constructed as union of the model G with all occurrences of
the left-hand sides of all simulation rules and interaction schemes.
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Definition 3.3.2 (Virtual Model of G)
Let G be a visual behavior model typed over TGA. Let TGsim be the type graph of the
simulation alphabet extending TGA, and Isim the set of simulation rules and interaction
schemes typed over TGsim. Then the virtual model V M for G is constructed as follows:
For each simulation rule and (in interaction schemes) for each elementary rule L ← I →
R ∈ Isim, perform the following steps:

1. Initially, set V M = M .

2. For each rule or interaction scheme with elementary rules ri = (Li ← Ii → Ri),
find all matches m from Li|TGA

into the model V M ,

3. at all found occurrences m(L|TG) in V M add the graph objects from L which do not
exist in m(L|TG) so far (the simulation symbols), to m(L|TG) in V M , thus extending
the covering of m from m(L|TG) to m(L). For occurrences of different elementary
rules which overlap at the match of their common subrule, the missing simulation
symbols are added to V M only once to the elements of the match in the common
subrule.

4

Remark: V M extends G by simulation symbols, i.e. V M |TGA
= M . V M virtually

enables all state transitions in the model, such that there are matches from all elementary
rule instances into V M according to the instance interaction scheme I . 2

Definition 3.3.3 (Virtual Simulation Specification for a Model)
A virtual simulation specification V SimSpec(G) for a model G is a parallel graph trans-
formation system V SimSpec(G) = (TGsim, Isim, V M) consisting of the start graph V M

(the virtual model of G), according to Def. 3.3.2, and a set of interaction schemes Isim. 4

Definition 3.3.4 (Amalgamated Simulation Specification for Model G)
Let V SimSpec(G) = (TGsim, Isim, V M) be a virtual simulation specification for model
G according to Def. 3.3.3. Then, an amalgamated simulation specification ASimSpec(V M) =

(TGsim, Pamalg) is given by the simulation alphabet TGsim and the rule set Pamalg of all
amalgamated rules that can be constructed from Isim over V M . 4

Definition 3.3.5 (Simulation and Amalgamation Semantics of Model G)
Let ASimSpec(V M) = (TGsim, Pamalg) be an amalgamated simulation specification

constructed over the virtual model V M of G. Then the simulation or amalgamation seman-
tics of G, called ASem(G), is the set of all graph transformations which can be derived
by applying the simulation rules in Pamalg. Each transformation in ASem(G) is called
simulation run or scenario of G. 4
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Note that using the set of amalgamated simulation rules Pamalg, not all possible visual
models of the V L can be simulated by the simulation rules in Pamalg. This is due to the
fact that the amalgamated rules are constructed over a virtual model corresponding to one
specific model G. Yet, the amalgamated simulation rules are not model-specific, as they
contain no model-specific information like place or event names. The set of amalgamated
simulation rules can be regarded as an incomplete set of universal simulation rules which
include just the rules needed for a specific model, perhaps applicable also to other models,
but not to all possible models.

3.3.2 Amalgamation Semantics for Statecharts with AND-States

In this section we extend the semantics for Statecharts with complex OR-States given in the
interpreter approach in Section 3.1.2 by considering parallel AND-states. This could not
be done in the interpreter approach where we have only sequential graph transformation
systems, as there may be arbitrary many AND-states within one composite state. Such
a situation can only be modeled by rule schemes instead of concrete rules, such that the
number of occurrences in the left-hand side may be left open until the rule scheme is
instanciated by a concrete model.

We give an amalgamation semantics for a simple Statechart variant with AND-states
based on parallel graph transformation.

As we did already give a simulation specification for Statecharts with complex OR-
states in Section 3.1.2, we do not repeat this approach here and restrict ourselves in this
section to simple states and AND-states (except that we allow states within an AND-state
to be AND-states again) in order to stress the advantages of parallel graph transformation
systems. The simulation specification for Statecharts with AND-states could easily be
united with the sequential simulation rules for Statecharts with complex OR-states from
Section 3.1.2, thus yielding a simulation specification for Statecharts with AND-states and
complex OR-states.

The basic Statechart language (defined already in Section 2.3.2.2, consisting of symbols
for states and transitions) is extended now to a simulation language. Fig. 3.21 shows the
abstract syntax of the type graph for the simulation language for Statecharts with AND-
states. For simulation, an Object is needed which is linked to the currently active states by
the cs relationship (for current state). The Object receives events, modeled by an event
queue linked to it by the relationships receives and next; the last event is a special one
(labelled as ”none”), depicting the queue’s end.
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Figure 3.21: Type Graph TGSCsim for Statecharts with AND-States

Example: An ATM Model

Fig. 3.22 shows a Statechart with an AND-state. We model an ATM (automated teller
machine) where the user can insert a bank card and, after the input of the correct PIN, can
draw a specified amount of cash from her or his bank account. The display component of
the AND-state shows what is being displayed on screen, and, simultaneously, the card-slot
component models whether the card slot is holding a bank card or not. The enter event
triggers the transition before the AND-state to enter the AND-state. The card-sensed
event happens if the sensor has sensed a user’s bank card being put into the card slot. This
event triggers two transitions in parallel. The next events ( pin-input, pin-ok and amount-
input) are local to the display Statechart. The end event again triggers two transitions if
the current state is any but the welcome state for the display component and holding for
the card-slot component. Then, the final states are reached and the AND-state can be left
if the leave event happens.

start

welcome

ask_pin

check_pin

ask_money

output 
money

error

empty

holding

enter

card_sensed

card_
sensed endend

pin_input

pin_ok pin_not_ok
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amount_input

stop
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display card-slot

end

end
end

ATM

Figure 3.22: A Statechart Modeling an ATM

Fig. 3.23 shows the abstract syntax of the ATM model depicted in Fig. 3.22 as graph
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typed over the type graph shown in Fig. 3.21. The initial state where we want to start the
simulation is the start state before the AND-state is entered. Hence, the Current object
points to the start state and is linked to an initial event queue consisting so far of the
single event enter (the event needed to enter the AND-state) followed by the special event
denoting the end of the queue. During the simulation, a rule can be applied which adds
events to the event queue such that the queue holds the events that should be processed
during the simulation. Note that we use a special shortcut notation to show the values of
state attributes: We write a names which are not empty in quotation marks and put the
name of a boolean attribute ( AND, Initial) if its value is true.
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Figure 3.23: Abstract Syntax of the ATM Statechart in the start state

The Virtual Simulation Specification for the ATM Model

The Virtual Simulation Specification consists of the start graph (the virtual model) and a
set of interaction schemes for simulation. We first consider the interaction schemes and
then construct the virtual model according to the algorithm given in Def. 3.3.2.

Interaction Schemes of the Virtual Simulation Specification

In our Statecharts variant, every component Statechart belonging to an AND-state has
exactly one initial state and at least one final state (such syntactical constraints must be
guaranteed by the syntax grammar of the VL). The intended semantics for our Statecharts
requires that if an AND-state is reached, the active states within the components are the
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initial ones. A transition is processed if its pre-state is active and its triggering event is the
same as the event which is received by the Object (the first event in the queue). Afterwards,
the state(s) following the transition become(s) active, the event of the processed transition
is removed from the queue, and the previously active state(s) (the pre-state(s) of the transi-
tion) is/are not active anymore. An active final state can be left again if a state connected to
the final state by a final edge, has another outgoing transition whose triggering event equals
the first event in the queue. Thus, final states can be reached more than once before an
AND-state is left. More than one transition are processed simultaneously if they belong to
different components of the same AND-state, if their pre-states are all active and if they are
all triggered by the same event which is received by the Object. All component Statecharts
belonging to the same AND-state must have reached a final state before the AND-state can
be left and the transition from the AND-state to the next state can be processed.

For our simulator we use the Object not only as object which receives the next event
(and is linked to the event queue) but also as pointer to the current active states. Thus,
our simulation rules model the relinking of the Object to the next active states and the
updating of the event queue. The parallel graph transformation system for the simulation
of Statecharts with parallel states consists of three interaction schemes and three simple
rules.

Rule addEvent(e) allows to add a new event of name e into the event queue. In this way,
the events that should be processed during a simulation run, can be defined in the beginning
of the simulation. Moreover, events also can be inserted at the end of the queue while a
simulation is running.

L
Event
noneEvent

R21

next
Event

eEvent

21

next
Event
none

nextaddEvent(e)

Figure 3.24: Rule addEvent(e) to insert Event e into the Event Queue

Fig. 3.25 shows the interaction scheme enterAND which moves the Object’s current-state
pointer along a transition that connects a state to an AND state. In this case, the pointer has
not only to point to the AND state after the rule application, but also to all initial states of all
parallel component Statecharts of the AND state. Hence, the amalgamated rule consists of
as many copies of the elementary rule enterComponent as there are component Statecharts
in the AND state (provided that each component has exactly one initial state which has to
be ensured by a suitable syntax grammar).

Vice versa, when an AND state is left, the pointer has to be removed from all inner states
of the AND state. This step is realized by the interaction scheme leaveAND in Fig. 3.26.
The fact that the inner states all have to be Final is modeled by the NAC which says that the
scheme is only applicable if there are no simple inner states. The elementary rule models
how all inner links from the Current pointer to the component’s final states are removed.
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Figure 3.25: Interaction Scheme enterAND
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Figure 3.26: Interaction Scheme leaveAND

A simultaneous transition is modeled by the interaction scheme SimultaneousTrans in
Fig. 3.27. In this scheme, an arbitrary number of transitions in different components of an
AND-state are processed if they are triggered by the same event. In our ATM example this
can happen at different points of the simulation: When the AND-state is entered and the
event card-sensed is happening, then the two first transitions of the two parallel component
Statecharts are processed simultaneously. Similarly, at any state of the display the user can
abort the transaction: the end event triggers the return of the display component Statechart
to the state welcome and the return of the card-slot component Statechart to the state
empty.

The SimultaneousTrans interaction scheme is a good example for a concise way to
model simultaneous transitions which are triggered by a single event. This would be quite
difficult to model using simple rules. Note that this scheme is applicable also for sequential
transition processing within an AND-state. Then there is only one copy of the elementary
rule.

In order to enter and to leave final states, two simple rules are necessary. If the simulation
is not hand-triggered, a suitable control mechanism has to take care that these two rules are
not applied directly after each other in a never-ending loop (see the example for simulating
Statecharts with OR-states in Section 3.1, where intermediate edge types are introduced to
prevent this situation).
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Figure 3.28: Rules for Entering and Leaving Final States

The next simple rule works similar to the SimultaneousTrans scheme but processes
sequential transitions outside of AND-states. This rule is applied if the rule scheme for
simultaneous transition is not applicable in the current system state. Rule sequentialTran-
sition processes a transition in the active state which is triggered by the current event.
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Figure 3.29: Rule SequentialTransition

The order and control of rule and scheme applications for automatic simulation can
be given by priorities. The scheme enterAND and the rule enterFinal have the highest
priority (1) because it must be checked after each transition step if an AND-state or a
final state has been reached which must be entered. At priority level (2) is the rule scheme
leaveAND. This means, if the current AND-state has been entered and all final states within
its components have been reached, the AND-state is finished and may be left. Priority (3)
have the rule scheme SimultaneousTrans and the rule leaveFinal. This means, if enterAND
enterFinal and leaveAND are not applicable in the current system state, then a simultaneous
transition or a single transition within the current AND-state may be processed (if possible),
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or a final state is left which may lead to a transition within the same component being
processed immediately afterwards. Note that in this way it is possible to have more than
one cycle in one or more components of the AND-state even if the inner final states have
been reached in between. The lowest priority (4) has the rule SequentialTransition because
a sequential transition step outside of an AND-state must be processed only in the case that
there are no simultaneous transitions which can be processed in one parallel step.

Virtual Model of the Virtual Simulation Specification

Initially, the virtual model V M is the model G, i.e. the abstract syntax graph of the model
without the simulation symbols (Fig. 3.23 without the colored nodes). We now extend V M

by matching the restrictions of the left-hand sides of the simulation rules and interaction
schemes to the type graph of the modeling VL, L|TG, to V M and by adding the missing
simulation symbols to V M until each match m : L→ V M is complete.

Trying to match the simple rule addEvent(e) (Fig. 3.24), we find that there is no match
from LTG to V M . In this case, nothing is added to V M , and we try the next rule or
rule scheme, the interaction scheme SC-Scheme-enterAnd. Here, we find two different
matches from the left-hand side of the elementary rule enterComponent into V M . Both
matches map the AND-state to the state called ATM. In the first match, the initial state from
the rule is mapped to the state called welcome, and in the second match to the state called
empty. The left-hand side of the rule contains an additional Object node which is linked to
the AND-state. Thus, an Object node is generated in V M . As both matches are glued at
the AND-state and the Object node linked to it, only one Object node is generated.

Next, we consider the interaction scheme leaveAND (Fig. 3.26). We find two matches
from the left-hand side of the elementary rule leaveComponent into V M . Again, both
matches map the AND-state to the ATM state. In the first match m1, the Final state is
mapped to the Final state connected to the welcome state, in the other match m2 to the
Final state connected to the empty state. As both matches are glued at the AND-state and
at the Object node linked to it, one Object node linked to the AND-state is generated in
V M , and two links of type final which link the Object node to the two Final states in
m1(L) and m2(L).

Considering the interaction scheme Simultaneous Trans (Fig. 3.27), we find a lot of
matches from the elementary rule simultanTrans into V M , namely into all subgraphs which
represent the environement of a transition. As all rule instances are glued over subrule
synchSimultanTrans at their common AND-state, and an Object linked to it, again only
one Object node is generated in V M and linked to the ATM AND-state. Moreover, for
each transition in one of the matches, an Event node attributed with the same name as the
transition, is generated and linked to the Object node. Another Event node is linked to it
via a next edge. If two or more transitions are triggered by the same event, than only one
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new Event node is generated, as all instances of the same event are glued via the subrule.
Moreover, the Object node is linked by a current-state edge to all of the transitions’ source
states.

The next two rules enterFinal and leaveFinal lead to the addition of Object nodes linked
to all states which are connected to a Final state, and to the addition of Object nodes linked
to all Final states. Finally, the rule SequentialTransition has a similar effect as the rule
scheme Simultaneous Trans: Object nodes are linked to all source states of all transitions
in V M (this time also transitions outside of AND-states are matched), and Event nodes
attributed by the names of the transitions’ triggering events are linked to the Object node.
The Event nodes themselves are linked by next links to unattributed Event nodes. Note
that if nodes without attribute values are added to V M , then these attribute values are
represented by variables of the respective attribute types.

Fig. 3.30 shows the resulting virtual model for the ATM model in Fig. 3.23. It can well
be seen how all source states of “end”-triggered transitions in the left AND-component are
combined by pointers from the respective object nodes with the source state holding of the
“end”-triggered transition in the right AND-component, thus enabling the pairwise parallel
processing of transitions triggered by the same event.
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Figure 3.30: Virtual Model of the ATM Statechart
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The Simulation Specification for the ATM Model

The type graph for the simulation specification is TGSCsim (see Fig. 3.21), the type graph
of the simulation alphabet. The set of amalgamated simulation rules comprising the simula-
tion specification is constructed by amalgamating elementary rules at their subrules accord-
ing to the interaction schemes of the virtual simulation specification, where the matches are
defined over the virtual model, the start graph of the virtual simulation specification.

Fig. 3.31 shows two of the simulation rules constructed in this way. Rule enterAND is
obtained as two matches from the elementary rule enterComponent (Fig. 3.25) into the vir-
tual model are found, which differ only in the respective initial states. Hence, two instances
of rule enterComponent are generated and amalgamated at their common nodes according
to subrule synchEnterAND. Analogously, Rule leaveAND is constructed by amalgamating
two instances of the elementary rule leaveComponent (Fig. 3.26) matched to the two final
states within the AND-state in the virtual model, at their common subrule synchLeaveAND.
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Figure 3.31: Simulation Rules for Entering and Leaving AND-states

Fig. 3.32 shows a simulation rule for processing two transitions simultaneously. The rule
is constructed by amalgamating two instances of the elementary rule simultanTrans from
Fig. 3.27 matched to two states which are enabled by the same event in parallel.
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Figure 3.32: Simulation Rule for Processing Simultaneous Transitions

From the same interaction scheme, isomorphic amalgamated rules are obtained for all
pairs of transitions enabled in parallel by an “end” event. Simple rules like rule sequential-
Transition which are not interaction schemes, are formally “amalgamated” over the empty
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subrule, which means that they remain unchanged and are simply taken over into the set of
simulation rules.

The priorities defined for the interaction schemes are passed over to all of their amalga-
mated rules. Thus, applying the simulation rules to the model in Fig. 3.23 in a way that
respects the rule priorities, we get valid simulation runs for the ATM model.

3.4 From Universal to Model-Specific Simulation Specifi-
cations

The advantage of using interaction schemes in simulation specifications is that interaction
schemes can be defined independently of a concrete model (no model transformation has to
be defined). Moreover, using rule schemes, finite simulation specifications may be defined
for models where simulation specifications for the complete VL would contain an infinite
set of simulation rules (e.g. for the VLs of Petri nets or Statecharts with AND-states).
A slight disadvantage of the use of rule schemes (for the purpose of serving as a basis
for animation) is that the amalgamated rules in the simulation specification are still not
completely model-specific, e.g. they do not contain model-specific information like place
or event names.

Hence, in this section we show how to translate simulation specifications containing uni-
versal simulation rules according to Def. 3.1.2 and Def. 3.3.4 to model-specific simulation
specifications, according to Def. 3.2.2 .

For this translation we need again the virtual model of a model G. (Def. 3.3.2). By the
help of this virtual model, all universal simulation rules can be instantiated by finding all
possible matches into the virtual model.

We argue that the resulting model-specific set of simulation rules defines the same be-
havioral semantics as the original set of universal simulation rules.

Definition 3.4.1 (Translating Universal to Model-Specific Simulation Rules)
Let G be a model, typed over TGA, the abstract alphabet of the visual language V L, and
let V M be its virtual model according to Def. 3.3.2, typed over TGsim which extends
TGA. Let SimSpec(V L) = (TGsim, Psim) be a simulation specification for V L, accord-
ing to Def. 3.1.2, and ASimSpec(V M) = (TGsim, Pamalg) an amalgamated simulation
specification for G according to Def. 3.3.4.

A model-specific simulation specification for G constructed from SimSpec(V L) [ASim-
Spec(V M)] is given by SimSpecV LS

= (TGsim, Psim), with the simulation type graph
TGsim and a set of model-specific simulation rules Psim. The rules in Psim are constructed
in two steps: First, each universal simulation rule p ∈ Psim[Pamalg] is applied to the virtual
model V M at each of its matches mi : L→ V M . Each application of r at match mi leads
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to a span V M ← V MI → V M ′. Second, this span is restricted to the codomain of match
mi. The result is the span V M |codom(mi) ← V MI |codom(i) → V M ′|codom(m∗

i ), called rule
instance of r. The set Psim contains all rule instances which can be constructed from the
universal simulation rules at all possible matches to V M .

The behavioral semantics CSem(G), is the GTS-compiler semantics defined by the
model-specific simulation specification SimSpecV LS

according to Def. 3.2.3, i.e. CSem(G)

is the set of all graph transformations which can be derived by applying the model-specific
simulation rules in Psim. 4

Theorem 3.4.2 (Semantical Compatibility of ISem(G), ASem(G) and CSem(G))
Let SimSpec(V L) = (V Lsim, Psim) be a simulation specification for V L defining the
semantics ISem(G) for a model G ∈ V L. Let ASimSpec(V M) = (TGsim, Pamalg)

be an amalgamated simulation specification for G, defining the semantics ASem(G), and
SimSpec(G) the model-specific simulation specification for G constructed from SimSpec(V L)

[ASimSpec(V M)] according to Def. 3.4.1, defining the semantics CSem(G).

Then, ISem(G), ASem(G) and CSem(G) are equivalent. 4

Proof: A simulation rule instance of rule r ∈ Psim[Pamalg], constructed at match m can
be applied only at match m to G, and leads obviously to the same derived graph G′ as the
application of the universal rule r at match m. Thus, whenever a universal simulation rule
r is applicable at a match m to a graph corresponding to a state of the model G, then the
respective rule instance is also applicable and leads to the same derived graph G′. Hence,
the behavioral semantics ISem(G)[ASem(G)], defined as the set of transformations of
G over universal simulation rules, is equivalent to the behavioral semantics CSem(G),
defined for the model-specific simulation specification SimSpec(G), where the model-
specific simulation rules in Psim(G) are directly given as rule instances of the universal
simulation rules. 2

As example, we present the translation from a simulation specification with universal
simulation rules for the Statechart VL to a model-specific simulation specification for the
Statechart example modeling the radio clock (see Section 3.1.2).

3.4.0.1 From the Simulation Specification for Statecharts with OR-states to a Model-
Specific Simulation Specification for the Radio Clock Statechart

The simulation type graph TGsim for the radio clock Statechart in Section 3.1.2 is the type
graph for Statecharts with OR-states, enriched by simulation symbols (see Fig. 3.1).

For the example of the radio clock Statechart, the model G corresponds to the simulation
model in Fig. 3.3 without the colored nodes and their adjacent arcs. We now construct the
virtual model V M from G finding matches from the universal simulation rules in Fig. 3.4
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and 3.5. Initially, V M equals G. The initial simulation rules initial and addEvent(e) do not
add symbols to V M . Rule initial does not contain simulation symbols in the left-hand side,
and for rule addEvent(e) no match can be found from L|TG into V M , as L|TG is empty.

For rule down, two matches can be found, as our radio clock Statechart contains two
initial states. This results in the addition of two Object nodes to V M which are linked by
current edges to the state called Time, and to the state called Display, respectively. The
matches found for rule trans result in the addition of an Object node for each transition.
The Object node is linked to the transition’s source state and receives an event of the name
of the event triggering the transition. The received event is linked by a next edge to another
new event (with a variable for its name, as this is not fixed in the rule).

The rules up1 and up2 can be matched to all states which have a super state. Two Object
nodes are linked to all the substates, one by a current link and one by an intermediate link.

Finally, rule transAfterUp matches to the same occurences as rule trans. For rule transAfterUp,
the added Object nodes are linked to the transition’s source state by an intermediate edge.
Events are linked to the [Object like for rule trans.

We do not draw the virtual model for the radio Statechart here, as the construction has
been shown already in detail for the ATM Statechart in Section 3.3.2, (see Fig. 3.30) and
the extension of the model in Fig. 3.3 works analogously here.

The set of model-specific simulation rules comprising the simulation specification is the
set of all rule instances of the universal simulation rules for all possible matches into the
virtual model V M .

Fig. 3.33 shows the two model-specific rules down1 and down2 which are all rule in-
stances of rule down as there are exactly two matches from the left-hand side of rule down
into the virtual model V M .
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Figure 3.33: Model-Specific Simulation Rules for Entering an OR-state

Model-specific simulation rules for processing transitions are obtained as various matches
from the universal rules trans and transAfterUp into the virtual model are found. Two of
these rule instances are depicted in Fig. 3.34.

Moreover, for each state with a super state we get one instance of rule up1, and one
instance of rule up2 (not depicted).
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Figure 3.34: Some Model-Specific Simulation Rules for Processing Transitions

3.5 Applications

3.5.1 GTS-Compiler Semantics for Algebraic High-Level Nets

In this section, we review the definition of AHL nets and their behavior, and present our
running example, the specification of the well-known Dining Philosophers as AHL net.

The version of AHL-nets defined in this section corresponds to [Ehr04b]. Places are
typed, that is, the data elements on these places and the terms occurring in the inscriptions
of the attached arcs are required to be of a specified sort. This typing reduces the marking
graph considerably.

Definition 3.5.1 (Algebraic High-Level Net)
An algebraic high-level net (AHL-net) N = (SPEC, P, T, pre, post, cond, type, A) con-

sists of an algebraic specification SPEC = (S, OP, E; X), sets P and T of places and
transitions respectively, pre- and post-domain functions pre, post : T → (TOP (X)⊗ P )⊕

assigning to each transition t ∈ T the pre- and post-domains pre(t) and post(t) (see first
Remark), respectively, a firing condition function cond : T → Pfin(EQNS(S, OP,X))

assigning to each transition t ∈ T a finite set cond(t) of equations over the signature
(S, OP ) with variables X , a type function type : P → S assigning to each place p ∈ P a
sort type(p) ∈ S, and an (S, OP,E)-algebra A (see [EM85]). 4

Remarks:

1. Denoting by TOP (X), or more precisely T(S,OP )(X) the set of terms with variables X

over the signature (S, OP ) (see [EM85]), and by M⊕ the free commutative monoid
over a set M , the set of all type-consistent arc inscriptions TOP (X) ⊗ P is defined
by TOP (X)⊗ P = {(term, p)|term ∈ TOP (X)type(p), p ∈ P}.

Thus, pre(t) (and similar post(t)) is of the form pre(t) =
∑n

i=1(termi, pi) (n ≥
0) with pi ∈ P, termi ∈ TOP (X)type(pi). This means, {p1, . . . , pn} is the pre-domain
of t with arc-inscription termi for the arc from pi to t if the p1, . . . , pn are pairwise
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distinct (unary case) and arc-inscription termi1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ termik for pi1 = · · · = pik

(multi case). In our sample AHL net (see Example 3.5.3) we have the multi case.

2. As places are typed, a marking m is an element m ∈ (A ⊗ P )⊕ with A ⊗ P =

{(a, p)|a ∈ Atype(p), p ∈ P}.

2

Enabling and firing of transitions are defined as follows.

Definition 3.5.2 (Firing Behavior of AHL Nets )
Given an AHL-net as above and a transition t ∈ T , V ar(t) denotes the set of variables
occurring in pre(t), post(t), and cond(t). An assignment asgA : V ar(t) → A is called
consistent if the equations cond(t) are satisfied in A under asgA.

The marking preA(t, asgA) – and similarly postA(t, asgA) – is defined for pre(t) =∑n
i=1(termi, pi) by preA(t, asgA) =

∑n
i=1(asgA(termi), pi), where asgA : TOP (V ar(t))→

A is the extension of the assignment asgA to an evaluation of terms (see [EM85]).

A transition t ∈ T is enabled under a consistent assignment asgA : V ar(t) → A and
marking m ∈ (A ⊗ P )⊕, if preA(t, asgA) ≤ m. In this case, the successor marking m′

is defined by m′ = m 	 preA(t, asgA) ⊕ postA(t, asgA) and gives raise to a firing step
m[t, asgA〉m′.

4

Example 3.5.3 (The Dining Philosophers as AHL Net)

As example we show the AHL net for The Dining Philosophers in Fig. 3.35 (see [Rei85,
PER95] for the corresponding place/transition net). We identify the five philosophers as
well as their chopsticks by numbers. Fig. 3.35 (a) shows the initial situation where all
philosophers are thinking and all chopsticks are lying on the table. Fig. 3.35 (b) shows the
AHL net with the corresponding initial marking. For this marking, the transition take is
enabled as a thinking philosopher and his left and right hand side chopsticks are available.
The firing of transition take with the variable binding p = 2, for example, removes token 2
from place thinking and adds it to place eating, whereas tokens 2 and 3 are removed from
place table, as the chopstick computing operation (p mod 5) +1 is evaluated to 3.

As datatype specification we take a basic specification for all AHL nets SPECBASIS

consisting of the union of specifications NAT for natural numbers, BOOL for boolean
operations, and STRING for strings. The tokens on all places are elements of a cor-
responding SPECBASIS-algebra, i.e. natural numbers in our example. The arcs are in-
scribed each by one variable or term from TOP (X) denoting computation operations to be
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Figure 3.35: The Dining Philosophers (a) modeled as AHL Net (b)

executed on token values. Note that we allow more than one arc from a place to a transition
(and vice versa), such that the set of terms pre(t)(p) may contain more than one term.

4

Translating AHL Nets into Typed Attributed Graph Transformation Systems

The translation of AHL nets to attributed graph transformation systems generalizes that of
P/T nets into graph transformation systems as proposed in the literature [CM95, Kre81]
and reviews in a slightly modified form the concepts and results in [BEP02a].

An AHL net N , is translated to an attributed graph transformation system SimSpec(N) =

(TGAHL, PAHL) (the simulation specification of N ), where TGAHLsimu is the type graph
for marked AHL nets (see Fig. 3.36), extending the type graph for unmarked AHL nets
(see Def. 2.3.1 in Section 2.3.1.1).

Place
plname: String

Transition
tname: String

cond: Bool

ArcPT
iPT: Nat

iPT: String

NatArcTP
iTP: Nat

iTP: String

sPT tPT

sTPtTP

Net

pNet tNetEdgeTK

Token
tv: Nat

tv: String

tTksTk

Figure 3.36: Simulation Alphabet TGAHL for AHL Nets

The set PAHL contains the simulation rules pt, one for each transition t ∈ T . The left-
and right-hand sides of each simulation rule L and R contain the transition’s pre- and
postdomain, and the rule application condition corresponds to the firing condition of t.
Moreover, we define a translation from the initial marking of N to a start graph G (the
visual model) typed over TGAHL.

In a first step, we define the translation of a marked AHL net into an attributed graph
which serves as start graph for the simulation (Def. 3.5.4). In the second step, we define
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the translation of the AHL net firing behavior, given by the transitions and their environ-
ments, into a simulation specification according to the compiler approach (Def. 3.5.6). On
the basis of this formalization of a model transformation from AHL nets to graph transfor-
mation systems we prove the semantical compatibility of AHL nets and their translation
(Theorem 3.5.10).

Definition 3.5.4 (Translation of a Marked AHL Net to an Attributed Graph )
Given an AHL net N = (SPEC, P, T, pre, post, cond, A) with marking m ∈ (A × P )⊕.
The translation Tr of (N, m) is given by the function Tr : (AHLnet, (A × P )⊕) →
GraphsTGAHL

from the set of pairs of AHL nets plus markings to the set of graphs typed
over TGAHL (Fig. 3.36) with

Tr(N, m) = G = (GNet, GPlace, GTrans, GToken, GEdgeTk, GArcPT , GArcTP ,

opsPT , optPT , opsTP , optTP , opsTk, optTk,

attrtv, attriPT , attriTP , attrcond), where

GDSIG = TOP (X) ] A (disjoint union of the term algebra with variables over TGAHL

and A),

GNet = {n} (one net node),

GPlace = P (the place nodes), GTrans = T (the transition nodes),

GToken = {tk|tk = (a, p, i) ∈ ∼
m}. The multiset m ∈ (A × P )⊕ is given by the set

∼
m = {(a, p, i) ∈ A× P × IN |0 < i ≤ m(a, p)}, where multiple occurrences of the
same element in m are numbered by i in

∼
m,

GEdgeTk = {etk|tk ∈ GToken},

GArcPT = {arcPT |arcPT = (term, p, i) ∈ PreSet},

GArcTP = {arcTP |arcTP = (term, p, i) ∈ PostSet}, where the multisets of terms
in arc inscriptions are given by the sets PreSet = ∪t∈T PreSett and PostSet =

∪t∈T PostSett where PreSett = {(term, p, i)|pre(t)(term, p) ≥ i > 0} corre-
sponds to pre(t) and, analogously, PostSett to post(t).

pNet : GPlace → GNet with pNet(p) = n,

tNet : GTransition → GNet with tNet(t) = n,

opsPT : GArcPT → GPlace with opsPT (term, p, i) = p ∀(term, p, i) ∈ GArcPT ,
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optPT : GArcPT → GTrans with optPT (term, p, i) = t, if (term, p, i) ∈ PreSett,

∀(term, p, i) ∈ GArcPT ,

opsTP : GArcTP → GPlace, optTP : GArcTP → GTrans: analogously,

opsTk : GEdgeTk → GToken with opsTk(e(a,p,i)) = (a, p, i) ∀e(a,p,i) ∈ GEdgeTk,

optTk : GEdgeTk → GPlace with optTk(e(a,p,i)) = p ∀e(a,p,i) ∈ GEdgeTk,

attrtv : GToken → IN with attrtv((a, p, i)) = a ∀(a, p, i) ∈ GTV ,

attriPT : GArcPT → TOP (X) with attriPT ((term, p, i)) = term ∀(term, p, i) ∈
GArcPT , attriTP : GArcTP → TOP (X): analogously,

attrcond : GTrans → Pfin(EQNS(X)) with attrcond(t) = cond(t) ∀t ∈ GTrans

The typed attributed graph Tr(N, m) is the simulation model corresponding to AHL net
N with initial marking m.

4

Example 3.5.5 (AHL net Dining Philosophers translated to an attributed graph)
Fig. 3.37 shows the attributed graph resulting from the translation of the initially marked
AHL net presented in Fig. 3.35 (b).
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Figure 3.37: Translation of Dining Philosophers Net with Initial Marking

We visualize Place nodes as ellipses, Transition nodes as rectangles, and Token nodes as
coloured circles containing the token value attributes. Token nodes are connected to their
places by EdgeTk arcs. ArcPT and ArcTP symbols are drawn as edges which are attributed
by the arc inscription terms. In this example we have no firing conditions. 4

In addition to the statical structure of the AHL net and the net marking, we now define
the translation of a net’s firing behavior into a set of graph rules Psim, the simulation rules.
Each simulation rule encorporates the firing behavior of one transition: the left-hand side
contains its predomain, the right-hand side its postdomain. A possible firing condition
cond(t) is translated to the attribute condition of the simulation rule for transition t.
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Definition 3.5.6 (Simulation Specification for AHL Nets)
Let N = (SPEC, P, T, pre, post, cond) be an AHL net. We translate the firing behavior
of N to a set of simulation rules Psim = {pt = (Lt

lt← It
rt→ Rt)|t ∈ T} where for

each transition t ∈ T the rule components Lt, It and Rt are attributed graphs over TGAHL

(Def. 2.3.1), defined as follows:

The interface It contains only nodes of sort Place (the environment of transition t) and no
operations. All sorts and operations in Lt and Rt are empty, except Place, Token, EdgeTk
and the adjacent operations:

• LPlace = IPlace = RPlace = {p|p ∈ pre(t) ∪ post(t)}

• LToken[RToken] = {tk|tk = (term, p, i) ∈ PreSett[PostSett]}

• LEdgeTk = {etk|tk ∈ LToken},

• opL
sTK : LEdgeTk → LToken with opL

sTk(e(term,p,i)) = (term, p, i),

• opL
tTK : LEdgeTk → LPlace with opL

tTk(e(term,p,i)) = p,

• attrL
tv : LToken → TOP (X) with attrtv((term, p, i)) = term

(analogously for REdgeTk, op
R
sTK , opR

tTK and attrR
tv)

The rule morphisms Lt
lt← It and It

rt→ Rt are given by (pPlace, pTrans, pToken, pArcPT ,
pArcTP , pEdgeTk) = (idPlace, ∅, ∅, ∅, ∅, ∅). Then, pt is the conditional rule corresponding
to the firing behavior of transition t. The typed attributed graph transformation system
(TGAHL, Psim) is called the simulation specification SimSpec(N) for AHL net N . 4

Remarks: Both Lt and Rt contain only the places of the transition’s environment and
tokens connected to these places, where the tokens are attributed by terms of TOP (X). The
difference between Lt and Rt is that Lt corresponds to pre(t) whereas Rt corresponds to
post(t). The Token symbols are not in the interface It as the rule models the deletion of
tokens from the predomain (Lt) and the addition of tokens to the postdomain (Rt).

2

Example 3.5.7 (Simulation Specification for the Dining Philosophers)
Let N be our AHL net as shown in Fig.3.35 (b). The simulation specification for our AHL
net is given by SimSpec(N) = (TGAHL,PsimDiPhi) with PsimDiPhi being the set of two
simulation rules constructed according to Def. 3.5.6. These simulation rules are shown in
Fig. 3.38. Note that place nodes are preserved by the rule mapping (equal numbers for an
object in L and R means that this object is contained in the interface I), and token nodes
are deleted (predomain tokens) or generated (postdomain tokens).

4
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Figure 3.38: Simulation Rules for the AHL net Dining Philosophers

The behavior of a model is simulated by applying the simulation rules from Psim to the
simulation model Tr(N, m) and to the sequentially derived graphs which correspond to
different markings of N .

For the theorem stating the semantical compatibility of an AHL net and its simulation
specification (Theorem 3.5.10), we need to translate an attributed graph Tr(N, m), which
is the translation of the marked AHL net (N, m), back to a marked AHL net Nback. In
Lemma 3.5.9 we show that the marking of Nback is the same as the marking of the original
net N .

Definition 3.5.8 (Backward Translation of Graph Tr(N, m) to a Marked AHL Net)
Given an AHL net N = (P, T, pre, post, SPEC, cond, A) with marking m ∈ (A × P )⊕

and its translation, the attributed graph Tr(N, m), constructed as defined in Def. 3.5.4.
Then the backward translation Back of Tr(N, m) is the marked AHL net Nback with:

Pback = GPlace, Tback = GTrans,

∀t ∈ T : preback(t) =
∑|GArcPT |

j=1 (termi, pi) with (termj, pj, i) ∈ GArcPT ,

∀t ∈ T : postback(t) =
∑|GArcPT |

j=1 (termi, pi) with (termj, pj, i) ∈ GArcTP ,

∀t ∈ T : condback(t) = attrcond(t),

mback =
∑

tk∈GToken
(attrtv(opsTk(etk), optTk(etk)))

4

Lemma 3.5.9 (Compatibility of Markings of N and Back(Tr(N, m)))

Let m ∈ (A × P )⊕ be a marking of an AHL net N , G = Tr(N, m) be the translation
of N with marking m according to Def. 3.5.4, and Back(G) the backward translation as
defined in Def. 3.5.8. Then, the marking of Back(G) is the same as the marking of N , i.e.
mback = m. 4
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Proof:

mback =
∑

etk∈GEdgeTk
(attrtv(opsTk(etk)), optTk(etk))

=
∑

e(a,p,i)∈GEdgeTk
(a, p) =

∑
(a,p,i)∈GToken

(a, p) = m

2

Theorem 3.5.10 (Semantical Compatibility of AHL net N and its Simulation Specification)

The semantics of an AHL net N with initial marking minit and the semantics of the
simulation specification SimSpec(N) are compatible, denoted by SemAHL(N, minit) ∼=
SemAGT (Tr(N, minit), SimSpec(N)), where the semantics of an AHL net is given by
a set of firing sequences (firing steps), and the semantics of an attributed graph transfor-
mation system together with a start graph by a set of transformation sequences starting
from the start graph Tr(N, minit). Semantical compatibility means that for each firing step
m[t, asg〉m′ and for G = Tr(N, m) there is a transformation step d : G

pt
=⇒ H where pt

is the simulation rule corresponding to transition t, such that the marking m′ is the same as
the marking of the backward translated AHL net Back(H). 4

Proof: We show that
1. For each firing step m[t, asg〉m′ and for G = Tr(N, m)

there is a transformation step d : G
pt

=⇒ H where pt is
the simulation rule corresponding to transition t, such that
the marking m′ is the same as the marking of the backward
translated AHL net Back(H), i.e. the diagram to the right
commutes.

(N, m)

=Tr

��

[t> +3 (N, m′)

Tr

��
G pt

+3 H

2. Each firing sequence σ ∈ SemAHL(N, minit) corresponds to a transformation se-
quence σ′ ∈ SemAGT (TrAGT (N, minit)). This means, for all firing sequences
σi = (mi[ti, asgi〉m′

i) ∧ 1 ≤ i ≤ n such that m′
i−1 = mi, we have Tr(N, m′

i−1) =

Tr(N, mi) in the corresponding transformation sequence Tr(N, mi)
rti=⇒ Tr(N, m′

i),

for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

ad (1)
Let m[t, asg〉m′ be a firing step, G = Tr(N, m) the translation of N, m to an attributed
graph and pt : Lt → Rt the simulation rule for transition t as defined in Def. 3.5.6.

We define the match masg : Lt → G as follows: masg is the identity on the sorts
GPlace, GTransition, GArcTP and GArcPT . For tokens in GToken we define masg((term, p, i)) =

(asgA(term), p, i) and for token edges in GEdgeTk we define masg(e(term,p,i)) = e(asgA(term),p,i).
masgA

: TOP (X) → TOP (X) ∪ A maps each term in TOP (X) to its extended assignment
in A: masgA

(term) = asgA(term).
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We show that the match masg satisfies the graph morphism properties for the token edges
e(term,p,i) ∈ GEdgeTk:
masg(opsTk(e(term,p,i))) = masg((term, p, i)) = (asgA(term), p, i) =
opsTk(e(asgA(term),p,i)) = opsTk(masg(e(term,p,i))).
Analogously, masg(optTk(e(term,p,i))) = optTk(masg(e(term,p,i))).

The transformation step d : G
pt

=⇒ H is constructed as follows: Using rule pt and
match masg, we obtain for G = Tr(N, m) a transformation step as double pushout of
pt : Lt

lt←− It
rt−→ Rt and masg in GraphsTGAHL

due to Def. 2.1.10. The gluing object It

just contains all places of Lt as these are the only nodes preserved by the rule. As the masg

is injective, the pushout object H is constructed by H
∼
=G − masg(Lt) + masg(lt(It)) +

m∗
asg(Rt)−m∗

asg(rt(It)). As D
∼
=G−masg(Lt)+masg(lt(It)) and g : D → G, h : D → H

are inclusions, we have H
∼
=G−masg(Lt) + m∗

asg(R).

Places are preserved by the rule, i.e. if p ∈ G then p ∈ H . The transition and its adjacent
arcs of type ArcPT and ArcTP are deleted and generated again. This means, if t ∈ G

then t ∈ H and if eArcTP , eArcPT ∈ G then eArcTP , eArcPT ∈ H . Tokens tk ∈ GToken

which are in the match of masg are deleted. All other tokens are preserved, i.e. they are in
D. Tokens in RToken are generated, i.e. if tk ∈ RToken then m∗

asg(tk) ∈ HToken. For token
values of tk ∈ m∗

asg(RToken) we have attrH
tv(tk) = m∗

asg(attrR
tv(tk)) and for the token

edges etk ∈ m∗
asg(REdgeTk) we have attrH

tv(op
H
sTk(etk)) = m∗

asg(attrR
tv(opsTk(etk))).

We show now that H = Tr(N, m′). We know that H = Tr(N) for all sorts except
Token, EdgeTk and the adjacent operations, because rule pt preserves all places and deletes
and generates the transition and arcs of type ArcPT and ArcTP . Concerning the tokens in
H , we have to show that mback, the marking of Back(H), equals m′, the resulting marking
after the firing step.
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mback =
∑

etk∈HEdgeTk

(attrH
tv(op

H
sTk(etk)), op

H
tTk(etk))

(due to the definition of mback in Def. 3.5.8)

=
∑

etk∈GEdgeTk

(attrG
tv(op

G
sTk(etk)), op

G
tTk(etk))

−
∑

etk∈masg(L)

(attrL
tv(op

L
sTk(etk)), op

L
tTk(etk))

+
∑

etk∈m∗
asg(R)

(attrR
tv(op

R
sTk(etk)), op

R
tTk(etk))

(due to definition of H as pushout)

= m−
∑

e(asgA(term),p,i)∈masg(L)

(asgA(term, p))

+
∑

e(asgA(term),p,i)∈m∗
asg(R)

(asgA(term, p))

(due to def. of m as marking of Back(G), and of attrtv, opsTk and optTk)

= m−
∑

(term,p,i)∈PreSett

(asgA(term), p)

+
∑

(term,p,i)∈PostSett

(asgA(term), p)

(due to def. of LEdgeTk, REdgeTk in Def. 3.5.6)

= m−
n∑

j=1

(asgA(termi), pi)with (termj, pj, i) ∈ PreSett, n = |PreSett|

+
n∑

j=1

(asgA(termi), pi)with (termj, pj, i) ∈ PostSett, n = |PostSett|

= m	 preA(t, asgA)⊕ postA(t, asgA) (due to def. of preA, postA in Def. 3.5.2)

= m′ (due to definition of m′ in Def. 3.5.2)

ad (2)
We prove the correspondence of firing sequences and transformation sequences by struc-
tural induction over the length of the sequences.

Induction Anchor
For the length of 0, there is no firing sequence. We only have to show that for a marking
m of N and the translation G = Tr(N, m) the marking of the backward translation B =

Back(Tr(N, m)) equals m. We have shown this in Lemma 3.5.9.

For the length of 1, we have one firing step m[t, asg〉m′ and we have to show that for
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G = Tr(N, m) there is a transformation step d : G
pt

=⇒ H where pt is the simulation
rule corresponding to transition t, s.t. the marking m′ corresponds to the marking of the
backward translated AHL net Back(H). We have proven this in part 1 (ad (1)) of this proof.

Induction Step
We have to show that if there is a correspondence of firing sequences and transformation
sequences of length n, then there is also a correspondence of sequences of length n + 1.
We know that the n’th firing step from the firing sequence of length n, mn[tn, asgn〉m′

n

corresponds to a transformation Tr(N, mn)
rtn=⇒ Tr(N, m′

n). For the firing step mn+1

[tn+1, asgn+1〉mn+1 with m′
n = mn+1 the corresponding transformation step is defined by

Tr(N, mn+1)
rtn+1
=⇒ Tr(N, m′

n+1).

We have to show that the marking of Back(Tr(N, mn+1)) equals the marking of Back

(Tr(N, mn′)). By the definition of backward translation we know that the marking of
Back(Tr(N, mn+1)) equals mn+1 and the marking of Back(Tr(N, m′

n)) equals m′
n. As

we know that m′
n = mn+1, the transformation sequence is now of length n+1 and because

the marking of Back(Tr(N, m′
n+1)) equals m′

n+1, it has the desired property.

2

3.5.2 Amalgamation Semantics for Algebraic High-Level Nets

In this section, we define AHL net behavior by parallel graph transformation (amalga-
mation approach) and compare this approach to the compiler approach presented in Sec-
tion 3.5.1.

For the construction of the covering construction for simulation rules we need a vir-
tual model to define the set of matches MA from all subrules and rules in the interaction
scheme (see Def. 2.1.30). This graph needs to supply all the information we need for the
simulation rule construction. The virtual model contains the predomains of all transitions
in form of virtual tokens, i.e. tokens being the terms in PreSet corresponding to the ArcPT
inscriptions, and the information about the postdomains in form of ArcTP inscriptions. As
we use only “virtual” tokens, we call this graph V virtual AHL net model. The amalgama-
tion construction over V then yields amalgamated rules containing the transitions and the
adjacent arcs. Thus we apply a restriction functor after the amalgamation and show that the
result is equivalent to the sequential simulation rules. Note that so far we do not consider
firing conditions in the amalgamation, i.e. the correspondence result (Theorem 3.5.18)
holds only for AHL nets without firing conditions like the Dining Philosophers.

Definition 3.5.11 (Virtual AHL Net Model)
Let N be an AHL net, and Tr(N, m) the corresponding attributed graph (acc. to Def. 3.5.4).
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The virtual AHL net model V corresponds to Tr(N, m), but is marked by terms (term, p, i) ∈
PreSet (which virtually enables all transitions):

V = Tr(N, m) for all sorts except Token, EdgeTk and the adjacent arc operations:

VToken = {tk|tk = (term, p, i) ∈ PreSet}, VEdgeTk = {etk|tk ∈ VToken}, and the
operations opsTK , optTK , and attrtv are defined as the corresponding operations for the
simulation rule sides in Def. 3.5.6.

4

Example 3.5.12 (Virtual AHL Net model for the Dining Philosophers)
The bottom graph in Fig. 3.40 shows the virtually marked AHL net graph VDIPHI for our
sample AHL net modeling the Dining Philosophers. Note that the marking of the virtual
AHL net model denotes the union of predomains of all transitions and has nothing to do
with a specific marking as e.g. shown in Fig. 3.37.

4

Next, we define an interaction scheme for AHL nets according to Def. 2.1.28.

Definition 3.5.13 (Interaction Scheme for AHL Nets)
The interaction scheme ISAHL consists of two subrules glueTrans and gluePlace, two ex-
tending rules get and put, and four subrule embeddings t1 : glueTrans→ get,t2 :glueTrans→put,
t3 : gluePlace→ get and t4 : gluePlace→ put.

Fig. 3.39 shows the interaction scheme ISAHL, i.e. the definitions of the subrules, the
extending rules, and the four embeddings. For each rule, the algebra is the term algebra
TOP (Y ) where Y is the set of variables depicted at graph objects in Fig. 3.39. The inter-
action scheme ISAHL is local, as e.g. subrule glueTrans is source of embeddings to both
extending rules get and put.

1 2

glueTrans

1 2

gluePlace

3,4 3,4

1 23 3

x

1
puty

4 2

y
4

x

t1
t2 t3 t4

get

x y

Figure 3.39: Interaction Scheme for AHL nets

4
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Example 3.5.14 (Partial Covering for the AHL net Dining Philosophers)

Given interaction scheme ISAHL as defined in Def. 3.5.13. An instance interaction scheme
IIStake is shown in the upper part of Fig. 3.40. (Note that the detailed presentation on
the left does not include all gluePlace copies.) Then, COVtake = (IIStake, MAtake) is a
partial covering with MAtake being a set of matches from ISAHL into VDIPHI as shown
at the bottom of Fig. 3.40. The matches in MAtake are indicated in Fig.3.40 by a fat arc
inscribed by MAtake and given precisely by node numbers. All matches from all extending
rules of all subrule embeddings in IIStake commute with the matches of the subrules.

COVtake is local as IIStake is local (the subrule glueTrans is embedded in all extending
rules) and because the matches from the left-hand sides of all three extending rule instances
of get into GAHLDIPHI

are non-isomorphic. COVtake is additionally fully synchronized,
because for each pair of extending rules we find a subrule s.t. the matches of their left-
hand sides into GAHLDIPHI

overlap only in the match of this common subrule.

4

Note that, if a graph G and an interaction scheme are given and the covering is charac-
terized (as e.g. for AHL nets the covering must be local, and fully synchronized), then the
set of all partial coverings, i.e. the instance interaction schemes and the set of matches MA

from all rules and subrules from the instance interaction scheme into G can be computed
automatically.

For the covering construction for the AHL net Dining Philosophers this means that we
can find two basic partial coverings – one for transition take in VDIPHI (as shown in
Fig. 3.40), and the other one for transition put. In the second case, a different instance
interaction scheme is computed with three instances of rule put and one instance of rule
get. From one instance of the subrule gluePlace there are embeddings into two of the put
instances, and from one instance of the subrule glueTrans there are embeddings into all get
and put instances.

A desired property of our AHL net covering construction is that it can be computed
deterministically in the sense that the rules resulting from the amalgamation are unique.
This property will be shown in Proposition 3.5.17.

Example 3.5.15 (Amalgamated Rule for the AHL net Dining Philosophers)

Let COVtake = (IIStake, MAtake) be the partial covering construction as defined in Def. 3.5.14.
The LHS (RHS) of the amalgamated rule ptake for this partial covering is constructed ac-
cording to Def. 2.1.31 by gluing the instances of the LHS (RHS) of get and put along the
objects of the LHS (RHS) of their common subrules.

In the center of Fig. 3.40, the construction of the amalgamated rule pamalgtake
from
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COVtake is shown. The embeddings of rules and subrules into the amalgamated rule are
indicated by dashed arrows and given precisely by numbers.
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Figure 3.40: Covering Construction COVtake and Amalgamated Rule pamalgtake

4

The result of the amalgamation, pamalgtake
, is a rule corresponding to the simulation rule

for transition take with two slight differences. The variables x1, .., x3 and y1 used in the
amalgamated rule have to be replaced by the right terms from TOP (X), and the transition
and arcs must not appear in the simulation rule. The rewriting step for the variables is given
by the matches in MAtake, where x1 is matched to (p mod 5) + 1, and x2, x3 and y1 are
matched to p. The transition and arcs disappear by applying a functor restricting an ASSIG
algebra such that the sorts Trans, ArcPT and ArcTP and the adjacent arc operations are
empty.

The general construction of a partial covering for a transition t ∈ T is the basis for the
correspondence proof in Theorem 3.5.18.

Construction 3.5.16 (Partial Coverings for Amalgamated Rules modeling AHL Net Behavior)

Let V be the virtual AHL net model for net N defined in Def. 3.5.11. Let COVt =
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(IISt, MAt) be the partial covering for a transition t ∈ VTrans with IISt being an in-
stance interaction scheme of ISAHL as defined in Def. 3.5.13 and MAt the set of matches
from IISt into V . IISt and MAt are defined as follows:

• Extending rule instances: For each edge arcPT ∈ VArcPT there is one instance
getarcPT of the extending rule get. For each edge arcTP ∈ VArcTP there is one
instance putarcTP of the extending rule put.

• Subrule instances: There is one instance of subrule glueTrans for transition t which
is embedded into all get and put instances as defined in Def. 3.5.13. For each place
p ∈ NEnvt there is one gluePlace instance, called gluePlacep, which is embedded
into all those extending rule instances getarcPT with opsPT (arcPT ) = p similar as
in Def. 3.5.13. Analogously, gluePlacep is embedded into all those extending rule
instances putarcTP with optTP (arcTP ) = p.

• Matches in MAt: The transitions of all rules and subrules in IISt are mapped to
t ∈ VTrans. The place nodes from get instances are mapped to place nodes in pre(t)

such that the arc inscription and the token value are mapped to the same term and the
mappings overlap only in the matches of their subrules in IISt. Place nodes from
put instances are mapped to place nodes in post(t) such that the mappings overlap
only in the matches of their subrules.

4

Proposition 3.5.17 (Existence and Uniqueness of Partial Covering COVt)
Let V be the virtual AHL net model for net N defined in Def. 3.5.11. For each transition
t ∈ VTrans a local, fully synchronized partial covering COVt = (IISt, MAt) constructed
as in Construction 3.5.16, exists and is unique. 4

Proof: We show that

1. there is at least one partial covering COVt which is local and fully synchronized (due
to the instance of glueTrans in IISt).

2. COVt is unique by assuming that there are two different partial coverings COV 1t

and COV 2t and by showing that they are equal.

ad (1)
Taking an arbitrary transition t ∈ GTransition we show that there exists exactly one partial
covering COVt = (IISt, MAt).

There is at least one partial covering.
According to Def. 3.5.16 there is one instance of subproduction glueTrans in IISt. Since
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its left and right-hand sides contain only a transition node each, there exists a match of
glueTrans to G. For all extending production instances in IISt we know that their matches
overlap in the match of glueTrans. Thus, a partial covering COVt exists (independent of
the number of extending productions).

The partial covering is local and fully synchronized.
COVt is local, since glueTrans is a subproduction of all instances of get and put. More-
over, each two instances of get match to two different arcPT1, arcPT2 ∈ GArcPT with
optPT (arcPT1) = optPT (arcPT2) = t and each two instances of put match to two differ-
ent arcTP1, arcTP2 ∈ GArcTP with opsTP (arcTP1) = opsTP (arcTP2) = t.

COVt is fully synchronized, since for each two instances i1, i2 of get or put one of the
following cases holds:

• Both instance matches overlap only in transition node t. Then, their matches overlap
only in the match of glueTrans.

• Both instance matches overlap also in their place node p. Then, there is an instance
of gluePlace such that its match is the intersection of the matches of i1 and i2.

ad (2)
The partial covering is unique.
Assume we have two different partial coverings COV 1t and COV 2t. Since both are local
and fully synchronized, they have to differ in the set of instances of get, put, or gluePlace.
Due to Def. 3.5.16 in IISt, we have one instance getarcPT of get for all arcPT ∈ GArcPT

with optPT (arcPT ) = t, one instance of putarcTP of put for all arcTP ∈ GArcTP with
opsTP (arcTP ) = t, and one instance of gluePlacep of gluePlace for all p ∈ GP . There are
no conflicts between any two instances of get and put, since we have shown in the first part
that COVt is fully synchronized, independent of the number of instances of get and put.
In the case that both instance matches overlap in more than transition t, this is only true,
if there is an instance of gluePlace such that its match is the intersection of both instance
matches. This holds, since there is an instance gluePlacep for all p ∈ NEnvt .

2

On the basis of the unique construction of the amalgamated rule pamalg : Lamalgt →
Ramalgt using the virtual AHL net model V as host graph (step (1) in Fig. 3.41), we get
the match mcov : Lamalgt → V by gluing the matches in MAt along the matches of the
subrules (step (2) in Fig. 3.41). Then we apply the amalgamated rule pamalg at match mcov

to V (step (3) in Fig. 3.41). The resulting span V ← VI → V ′ can be interpreted as rule
again. This rule still contains all AHL net places, arcs and the transitions due to V being
constructed once for the complete AHL net N . So we now restrict V ← VI → V ′ to the
elements of the environment of transition t. This transformation step is depicted as step
(4) in Fig. 3.41. The result is the span V |codom(mcov) ← VI |codom(i) → V ′|codom(m∗

cov) which
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looks similar to our sequential simulation rule pt with the difference that it still contains
the transition and the adjacent arcs. Thus, in a last step (step (5) in Fig. 3.41) we apply a
functor which forgets the transition and its adjacent arcs.

ISAHL IISt

Lamalg t Ramalg t

V V’

V |codom(mcov) V’ |codom(m*cov)

( F(V |codom(mcov)) F(V’ |codom(m*cov)))

mcov m*cov

restrict restrict

F F

≈ 

instance

MAt

COVt

(1)
COVt

(2)

(4)

Iamalg t

VI (3)

VI |codom(i)

F(VI |codom(i))(Lt Rt)pt  = It (5)

i

Figure 3.41: Correspondence of Amalgamated Rules and Simulation Rules for AHL Nets

Theorem 3.5.18 now formally states that the rule resulting from this functor application
is isomorphic to the sequential simulation rule pt as defined in Def. 3.5.6.

Theorem 3.5.18 (Correspondence of Amalgamated Rules and Simulation Rules for AHL Nets)

Let N be an AHL net and m ∈M⊕ its initial marking. Let SimSpec(N) be the simula-
tion specification of N with the set of simulation rules Psim = {p̂t : Lt → Rt|t ∈ T}.
Let V be the virtual AHL net model for N acc. to Def. 3.5.11.

Then for each transition t ∈ T the following holds: Given COVt = (IISt, MAt), the
partial covering for transition t constructed as in Constr. 3.5.16, and pamalgt : Lamalgt →
Ramalgt , the amalgamated rule for COVt. Let mcov be the match from Lamalgt to V , with
mcov being the gluing of MAt, and let V

pamalgt
,mcov−→ V ′ be the transformation step. Per-

forming an epi-mono-factorization of the corresponding rule embedding (mcov, i,m
∗
cov)

leads to a new rule pcodom = (codom(mcov) ← codom(i) → codom(m∗
cov)). Let F be

a functor that forgets transition and arcs, i.e. the sorts Trans, ArcPT, ArcTP and all
adjacent operations are empty. Then, F (pcodom)

∼
=pt.

4

Proof: We construct pamalgt and mcov : Lamalgt → V and show that

1. the transformation step V
pamalgt

,mcov−→ V ′ restricted to the codomain of rule embed-
ding (mcov, i,m

∗
cov) corresponds to pt except that it still contains the transition and

adjacent arcs.

2. F ((pcodom) is isomorphic to pt.
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ad (1)
Given partial covering COVt for a transition t ∈ T , the amalgamated rule ˆpamalgt =

((pamalgt : Lamalgt

lamalgt← Iamalgt

ramalgt→ Ramalgt), ∅, Y ) has to be constructed first. Due
to the fact that colimit constructions are unique up to isomorphisms, the construction of
pamalgt is also unique to isomorphism.

First, we have to show that Lamalgt is isomorphic to Tr(NEnvt) for all sorts except Token,
EdgeTk and the adjacent operations as well as operations arciPT and arciTP . We have
one transition node, since COVt is local, i.e. subproduction glueTrans is embedded into
all extending production instances of get and put. Thus, in the colimit construction all
transition nodes are glued to one. For all places p in PreSet(t), we know that there is at
least one token required from p. Thus, there is at least one instance of get with a place
node mapped to p. If there are more such instances of get, they are glued by an instance of
gluePlace, since for each place p in NEnvt there is a production gluePlace. Similarly for
all places p in PostSet(t), at least one token is put to p after firing t. Thus, there is at least
one instance of put with a place node mapped to p. If there are more such instances of put,
they are again glued by an instance of gluePlace. All place nodes glued occur only once
in Lamalgt . Edges between place and transition nodes as well as tokens and their place-
assigning edges in Lamalgt are not glued, i.e. they occur in Lamalgt as often as instances of
productions get and put are in COVt. Compare Def. 3.5.16 for the number of instances.
Since there is an instance of get in COVt for each (term, p, i) ∈ PreSett and an instance
of put in COVt for each (term, p, i) ∈ PostSett, we get for sorts Token, EdgeTk and the
adjacent operations as well as operations arciPT and arciTP :

• LamalgtToken
= {tk|tk = (term, p, i) ∈ PreSett}

• LamalgtEdgeTk
= {etk|tk ∈ LamalgtToken

},

• opsTK : LamalgtEdgeTk
→ LamalgtToken

with opsTk(e(term,p,i)) = (term, p, i),

• optTK : LamalgtEdgeTk
→ LamalgtP lace

with optTk(e(term,p,i)) = p,

• attrtv : LamalgtToken
→ IN with attrtv((term, p, i)) = x(term,i)

• attriPT : LamalgtArcPT
→ IN with attriPT ((term, p, i)) = x(term,i)

• attriTP : LamalgtArcTP
→ IN with attriTP ((term, p, i)) = y(term,i)

Iamalgt just contains all places of Lamalgt . These are the only nodes preserved by the
productions in IISt.

Since there is an instance of put in COVt for each (term, p, i) ∈ PostSett, Ramalgt is
constructed similarly to Lamalgt except for sort Token and operation attrtv.
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• RamalgtToken
= {tk|tk = (term, p, i) ∈ PostSett}

• attrtv : RamalgtToken
→ IN with attrtv((term, p, i)) = y(term,i)

lamalgt and ramalgt are the obvious embeddings. They result from gluing the embeddings
of interfaces in productions of IISt.

Variable set Y to sort Nat consists of variables {xi} ∪ {yi} for i, j ∈ TOP (X)× IN .

The match mcov : Lamalgt → V is given by identical mappings on the places, transitions
and arcs. For the tokens, we have mcovDSIG

: Y → TOP (X) assigning each variable in
Y a term in TNat(X) with mNat(y(term,i)) = term if (term, p, i) ∈ PreSett. Otherwise,
y(term,i) is mapped to some variable in X not used in V . The codomain of mcov is the
subgraph of V containing the places, transitions and arcs of NEnvt and all tokens from V

connected to place nodes from NEnvt .

In Def. 3.5.6, we defined Lt = Tr(NEnvt) for all sorts except Token, EdgeTk and the ad-
jacent operations. Thus, codom(mcov and Lt represent the same net structure (except for arc
inscriptions). Moreover, there is a token in codom(mcovToken

for each tk = (term, p, i) ∈
PreSett, since for each (term, p, i) ∈ PreSett there is an arc arcPT ∈ VArcPT , and thus
one instance getarcPT , due to Def. 3.5.16.

Applying pamalgt at match mcov to codom(mcov), we must show that the result graph is
isomorphic to codom(m∗

cov). As stated above, Lamalgt and Ramalgt differ only in their token
sets and adjacent edges and attributes. The same is true for codom(mcov) and codom(m∗

cov)

because here the application of pamalgt is reflected. The only difference are the token
attributes which are terms in TOP (X) here. It is obvious that mcovDSIG

= m∗
covDSIG

.

The only difference between codom(mcov) and Lt [codom(m∗
cov) and Rt] is that Lt [Rt]

contains no arc inscriptions.

ad (2)
Applying the restriction functor F to the rule pcodom : codom(mcov) → codom(m∗

cov), we
have to show that F (pcodom) is isomorphic to pt. As the arc inscription operations are empty
for F (codom(mcov), the restricted rule F (pcodom) equals pcodom without arc inscriptions,
and hence is isomorphic to pt.

2

3.5.3 GTS-Compiler Semantics for Integrated UML Models

In this section we discuss the GTS-compiler semantics for models integrating selected
UML diagram types (use cases, class diagrams, collaboration diagrams, Statecharts and ob-
ject diagrams). The approach has been developed at the University of Bremen [KGKK02],
but fits nicely in the simulation framework discussed in this chapter. We just sketch the
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automatic translation of UML models to model-specific simulation specifications using a
running example, because the resulting simulation specification is taken as basis for an an-
imation specification in Chapter 4.

Note that the semantical compatibility of source model semantics and simulation spec-
ification cannot be proven formally for UML models, as the semantics of the integrated
UML model (the source model of the model transformation) is formally defined just by
this model transformation to a simulation specification.

In general, UML models are composed of several UML diagrams such as use-case, class,
object, state, collaboration, sequence, and activity diagrams (see [BRJ98, UML04a]). The
interplay of UML diagrams – as used in our integration approach – is depicted in Fig. 3.42.
An integrated UML model consists of one class diagram and one top-level use-case di-
agram containing the use cases of the simulation which are refined by collaboration dia-
grams. For each class, there can be a state diagram describing in which order the operations
of the class can be executed. Object diagrams which instantiate the class diagram model
possible states of the system.

Class Diagram

Object Diagram

State Diagram

Use Case DiagramCollaboration Diagram

context behavior
1 0..*

uses

instance of

uses

refines

refines

Figure 3.42: Central UML modeling concepts and their interplay

A Sample UML Model

To illustrate the connection between the different UML modeling concepts, we sketch a
sample UML model of a client-server system which consists of a set of drive-through
restaurants each of which has a (possibly empty) queue of hungry clients that are served
one after the other. There may also exist some more idle people who are not yet visiting a
drive-through.

The user of the drive-through simulation may select idle people to be hungry and drive-
throughs to start serving clients. Hence, the use-case diagram of our simulation system
consists of two use cases, namely callClientToEat and startDriveThrough. Both are refined
by a set of collaboration diagrams, one of which is presented below.

The class diagram is depicted in Fig. 3.43. It consists of the four classes Client, Driv-
eThrough, Meal, and Order. Clients may be associated with a drive-through via a Visit-
association (in this case they are hungry). Every client in a queue is linked with his/her
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successor provided that he/she is not the last person in a queue. This is reflected in the
association Queue. The first and the last client are also linked to the drive-through they
are visiting. Clients may submit orders and eat meals that are served by drive-throughs.
Drive-throughs and clients can perform a series of operations the most important of which
are shown in the figure. The names of the meals and the orders are given by attributes.
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Figure 3.43: Class Diagram for the Drive-Through Model

Instances of class diagrams are object diagrams consisting of a set of objects for every
class, and links for every association so that the multiplicity requirements of the associa-
tions are satisfied.

Fig. 3.44 presents the state diagram for the class Client. Initially, a client is in the state
idle. In this state the operation queueAndOrder can be executed which also changes the
state of the client from idle to waiting. In the state waiting the client can pay and change its
current state to hasPaid. After paying the client can eat and be idle again. Operations which
do not occur in the state diagram can be executed in every state. (By the collaboration
diagrams of the model it is guaranteed that the operation ready is executed only between
the operations pay and eat.)

idle waiting

hasPaid

queueAndOrder()

pay()
eat()

Figure 3.44: State Diagram for Class Client

Operations of classes can be described with collaboration diagrams. The collaboration
diagram in Fig. 3.45 specifies the operation serve in which a drive-through d serves a meal
m ordered by the first client c of its queue. First, the operation creates the meal-object m
(1.1). Second, it inserts a ToServe-link between d and m (1.2). Third, the attribute name of
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m is set to the meal-attribute of the order submitted by c (1.3). Fourth, d sends the message
ready(meal) to c (1.4) with the effect that the Submit-link attached to c is deleted (1.4.1)
and a ToEat-link between c and m is created (1.4.2). Finally, the ToServe-link between d
and m is deleted (1.5).

Actor

d : DriveThrough m : Meal

c : Client o : Order

«local»1: serve() 1.1: create()

1.2: link(ToServe)

1.3: setAttribute(name=o.meal): First

1.4: ready(meal)

1.4.1: unlink()

: Submit

1.4.2: link()

: ToEat

1.5: unlink(ToServe)

meal
meal«local»

Figure 3.45: Collaboration Diagram for serve()

It is worth noting that the main operations modeled in the collaboration diagram are the
creation and deletion of links or objects or the sending of messages. Graph transformation
systems can model such operations in a straightforward way.

In the next section we sketch how UML models can be automatically translated into
behavior specifications in order to obtain a behavioral semantics of UML models allowing
to execute the behavior of a UML model by applying the rules of the behavior specification.

Integrated UML Semantics in the Compiler Approach

Up to now, the approach to generate an integrated semantics of a part of UML takes into
account use-case diagrams, class and object diagrams, state diagrams, and sequence and
collaboration diagrams. The model transformation of all these diagrams yields an attributed
graph transformation system which consists mainly of a set of simulation rules (the behav-
ior specification) and a graph representing the initial system state. The compiler semantics
of the system then consists of all system states that can be reached from the initial state via
the iterated application of simulation rules. For the automatic translation of UML models
to graph transformation systems the prototypic tool UGT (UML to Graph Transformation)
has recently been developed [Sch05]. UGT reads a UML model specification from a given
text file and automatically generates the graph transformation rules according to the model
transformation algorithm given in [ZHG04a, ZHG04b]. The initial graph is computed from
the input model plus an object diagram specified by the modeler as initial.

As stated before, the integrated semantics of a UML model is given by a behavior speci-
fication modeling the modification of system states via the application of simulation rules.
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A system state is a kind of extended object diagram representing the objects that are alive
in the system state.

Fig. 3.46 shows an excerpt of a system state of our drive-through model. It consists of
two clients (o1 and o2), together with their current states, a drive-through (o3), and an
order (o4). Both clients are visiting the drive-through, o1 being the first and o2 being the
second and last client in the queue. The order has been submitted by the first client.
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Figure 3.46: A System State of the Drive-Through Model

Technically, the classes, their attributes and operations, the associations, the initial states
of the objects as well as a node for every use case are also included in every system state.
For reasons of space limitations and clarity they are omitted here.

An initial state of a UML model consists of all objects and links (together with the
corresponding classes, associations, initial states, etc.) that are alive in the beginning of the
system simulation. (The state graph in Fig. 3.46 is not an initial state because the clients
are not in their initial state idle.)

Each operation of a class and the use cases are translated into a set of graph transfor-
mation rules according to the specifications given by the collaboration and state diagrams.
Technically, the control flow of operation execution is modeled by means of process nodes.
These nodes fall into two main categories: complex and atomic ones. The complex process
nodes represent operations that are composed of suboperations as specified in the collabora-
tion diagrams. Atomic process nodes represent predefined, basic operations which specify
the creation of objects, the insertion of links between them, the setting of their attribute
values, and the like.

When a state diagram is specified for an object, the execution of an operation may not be
defined to take place in a certain object state. In this case, a corresponding process node is
nonetheless added to the system state, but it can never get active. In this way, an operation
call will be ignored by our approach if the called object is in a “forbidden” state. Currently,
our approach supports basic state diagrams without advanced features like nested states.

Should the model be incomplete (e.g. a class operation without a specification in a col-
laboration diagram), no rules are generated for the incomplete part. Thus the system exe-
cution will get stuck, due to the lack of adequate rules (in case of a not specified operation
there will be no rules to properly execute and terminate it, thus succeeding operations may
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never be executed).

Fig. 3.47 presents an example of a graph transformation rule. Both sides of the rule
contain three common nodes representing an object of class DriveThrough, an object of
class Client and an object of class Order. The application of the rule to a graph inserts an
additional node (an object of class Meal) of the right-hand side into the graph it is applied
to.

m: Meal
name=x

d:DriveThrough

c:Client

:First

:Submit

d:DriveThrough

c:Client

:First

:Submit
o:Order
meal=x

o: Order
meal=x

L R
1

2 3

1

2 3

serve():1.1
create(Meal)

Figure 3.47: Rule for the Operation serve():1.1 create(Meal)

This rule is obtained automatically from the collaboration diagram in Fig. 3.45. Roughly
speaking, as left-hand side all objects and links from the collaboration diagram are taken
that are existing before the execution of the operation create. As specified in the collabo-
ration diagram the execution adds a meal-object. This rule realizes the effect of operation
1.1 of the collaboration diagram in Fig. 3.45. There the execution of operation 1.1 create
is specified to create a new Meal object.

The rule presented in Fig. 3.47 summarizes the effect of a set of four more detailed
graph transformation rules that are applied in a special order. These detailed rules would
be applied to the complete system state graph, of which Fig. 3.46 shows an excerpt.

Another example for a rule corresponding to the operation 1.4 in the collaboration dia-
gram for serve() in Fig. 3.45 is the rule shown in Fig. 3.48. As specified by the operations
1.4.1 and 1.4.2 of the collaboration diagram, the Submit link between a Client object and
an Order object is deleted, and a ToEat link between the Client object and the Meal object
is created under the condition that the name attribute of the Meal object corresponds to the
meal attribute of the Order object. Again, this is a summary of a set of more detailed rules
realizing the unlinking and linking in several steps, taking into account also the link ends.

d:DriveThrough

c:Client
nr=x

:First

:Submit o:Order
meal=y

L R
:ToServe m: Meal

name=y d:DriveThrough

c:Client
nr=x

:First :ToEat

o:Order
meal=y

:ToServe m: Meal
name=y

serve():1.4
ready(Meal)

Figure 3.48: Rule for the Operation serve():1.4 ready(Meal)

Summarizing, for every operation of a class specified in a collaboration diagram we can
automatically generate a set of graph transformation rules the application order of which is
determined by way of so-called process nodes. Furthermore, the state diagrams determine
in which object states the operations can be executed. Finally, all parts of the class diagram
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and the use cases are reflected in the system states. Hence, the graph transformation system
is obtained from the use-case, class, state, and collaboration diagrams given for the model.

In Chapter4, we continue the DriveThrough example by giving a complete simulation
specification and by describing how system states and their transformations can be enriched
to obtain an application oriented animation view.

3.6 Related Work

Like in the case of text-based modeling languages, there are in principle the two possibili-
ties of operational and denotational semantics also for visual models.

In contrast to the textual case, the semantics of visual models is not yet worked out
systematically. But one encounters a number of tentative proposals in the literature. Many
of them point in the direction that the transformation of graphs, diagrams, or other kinds of
states or configurations may play a similar central role to define an operational semantics
as term rewriting in the traditional case of textual models. But also for the definition
of denotational semantics, graph transformations can be used to define the mapping of
a model into a semantic domain. In this section we give a short overview of the semantic
potentials of graph transformation as given in the survey [KHK06], and relate approaches
to defining semantics by graph transformation to the simulation approaches given in this
chapter.

In our approach, we define the operational semantics of simulation specifications (i.e.
graph transformation systmes) as the set of all transformations induced by the rule set P .
Similar semantics definitions in the literature cover basically two variants of semantics:

(1) Derivation Graph: Graph(P ) = (C, P
=⇒)

where P
=⇒ is the union of the binary relations on model states for each rule: P

=⇒=⋃
p∈P

p
=⇒. The derivation graph is a graph with the model states as nodes and

transformation steps as edges.

(2) Derivation Relation (see e.g. [Roz97]): P ∗
=⇒⊆ G × G,

where P ∗
=⇒ is the reflexive and transitive closure of P

=⇒.

Control conditions may be defined which enhance graph transformation systems given
by pure set of rules, e.g. by the distinction of some initial and terminal states, or by reg-
ulating the process of rule applications by rule layers, rule priorities or other evaluation
strategies. Control conditions are used in visual graph transformation languages like PRO-
GRES [SWZ99] and ATOM3 [dLVA04].

In our approach to simulation we use rule layers and rule priorities. Moreover, as graph
transformation systems for simulation are usually not terminating, we will allow to use
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iterative control structures like If-Then-Else or While as structuring principle for simula-
tion and animation rules to define simulation scenarios in GENGED (Section 5.3 ). This
principle is also used in transformation units [Kus00].

Interpreter Semantics Typically, the operations of an interpreter are specified using the
abstract syntax of the visual modeling language (or a slight extension of it). There are three
variants of interpreter semantics:

(i) The simulation rules are used for all models of a modeling VL. In this case, we have
an abstract interpreter for the complete VL, and call the simulation rules universal.
In this chapter, we used this variant of interpreter semantics in Section 3.1. Universal
simualation rules are also used in [EEdL+05, Var02, dLV02, EHHS00, CHM00], to
define the interpreter semantics of Statecharts.

(ii) The simulation rules are model-specific in the sense that they define the semantics of
one distinct model only. Model-specific simulation rules are used e.g. in [HHS04,
KGKK02, Kus01, TE00].

(iii) Amalgamation semantics are a mixture of variants (i) and (ii). The semantics are
defined by universal rule schemes for visual languages like Petri nets, where graph
transformation systems in their usual, sequential form are not expressive enough.
The universal rule schemes are instantiated for a given model to model-specific sim-
ulation rules. We use this variant of interpreter semantics in Section 3.3.1. This
approach is used also in [dLETE04] to simulate timed-transition Petri nets.

Compiler Semantics The idea of compiler semantics is to translate (compile) a model of
the source language into a model of a target language. The executability of the target lan-
guage may be described by means of an interpreter semantics, e.g. given by a set of graph
transformation rules working on the graph-based representations of the states of the model
(see, e.g., [Kre93, Kus01, MSP96]). In this thesis, we speak of GTS-Compiler seman-
tics if the target language is the VL of type graph transformation systems (Section 3.2.2).
Examples for compiler semantics definitions with a target VL different from graph trans-
formation systems are given e.g. in [TEG+05, CHK04, dLV02].

Semantics defined as a mapping from the abstract syntax into some semantic domain
is referred to as denotational. According to this definition, the compiler semantics is de-
notational as well, (in case of GTS-compiler semantics with a semantic domain that is
itself operational). If possible, the mapping of models into the semantic domain should
be defined separately for each element of the abstract syntax so that the meaning of the
complete entity can be assembled from the meaning of its elements. This compositionality
principle is typical for denotational semantics of programming languages, and it is the basis
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for modular verification, analysis, and evolution of visual models (see, e.g., [EGHK02]).
Assuming that the abstract syntax of visual models is represented by graphs, one faces
the problem of describing a model transformation from graphs to graphs (if the semantic
domain happens to have a diagrammatic syntax, like with Petri nets) or from graphs to
text (if the semantic domain is algebraic or logic-based, like a process calculus). For both
variants, different forms of graph transformation rules can be found in the literature (see,
e.g., [Bar97, EKGH01, EGHK02]). In Section 3.2.3, the GTS compiler semantics for Con-
dition/Event nets has been defined by a model transformation using graph transformation
rules.



Chapter 4

From Simulation to Animation

Despite the benefits of graph-transformation based simulation, for validation purposes,
simulation of model behavior within the means of the formal visual modeling language is
not always adequate. System states are visualized in simulation runs as graphs which may
become rather complex. This is sometimes due to the fact that the simulation specification
is generated automatically, (like the graph transformation system generated from UML
diagrams in [ZHG04b]) which necessarily involves auxiliary constructs and yields more
complex rules than a hand-written specification would contain.

Therefore, in this chapter we extend the formal concept of behavior specifications to
animation specifications which allow to define model-specific scenario animations in the
layout of the application domain (cf. also [EB04]).

In contrast to simulation, animation is no standardized technical notion, and is generally
not linked to a model or physical or abstract system. Animation is usually defined in the
areas of web site design, movie industry or scientific visualization as “the creating of a
timed sequence or series of graphic images or frames together to give the appearance of
continuous movement” [DD04] or “a movie; a sequence of related images viewed in rapid
succession to see and experience the apparent movement of objects.” [Owe99, KK93].

It is worth noting that our notion of animation goes beyond the notion of specification
animation in the literature. In the formal methods community, specification animation is
understood as a way of creating an executable prototype that is generated from a formal
specification [MSHB98, Gra01]. Animation in this thesis is also based on a simulation
specification but differs from simulation in three respects:

1. Simulation presents the states of the system in the abstract, formal syntax of the
modeling language (e.g. as object diagrams or graphs), whereas animation uses a
domain-specific layout (an animation view), which is visually closer to the modeled
system and hides the underlying formalism.
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2. Simulation shows model state transitions as discrete steps, whereas animation shows
a continuously changing scenario in a movie-like fashion.

3. Simulation shows complete states whereas animation may abstract from implemen-
tational details of the model that are not important to understand selected functional
aspects of the system behavior.

We advocate that this way of animation simplifies the early detection of inconsistencies
and possible missing requirements in the model which cannot always be found by simula-
tion and analysis only.

In order to define animation based on simulation in a systematic way, we propose the
extension of the underlying formal simulation specification by graph transformation rules
[EE05b], which realize a consistent mapping from simulation to animation steps in the
respective animation specification. Different animation views may reflect the behavior of
different parts of the system. The transition from simulation to animation is realized on the
basis of simulation specifications as defined in Chapter 3. The simulation rules are enriched
in a systematic way with domain-specific symbols for animation, at the same time making
sure that this process does not change the semantics of the model. Furthermore, animation
operations are integrated with the enriched simulation rules defining continuous changes
of animation symbol properties (such as position, color or size).

The most important properties of the construction of the animation specification are ter-
mination and confluence (crucial research topics in the area of model transformation in
general), and the syntactical and semantical correctness of the resulting animation specifi-
cation in relation to the original simulation specification.

Section 4.1 presents a conceptual overview of the different steps for the construction
of an animation specification from a simulation specification (see also [EB02, EBE03,
EB04]). Moreover, the desired properties of the construction and the resulting animation
specification are introduced. In Section 4.2 we define and apply model transformation
rules to realize a consistent extension from the simulation specification to an animation
specification. As this involves the graph transformation-based change of simulation rules,
a formal definition is given how to rewrite graph rules by non-deleting graph rules. An
animation view (i.e. a set of domain-specific animation scenarios) for a simulation spec-
ification and a domain-specific visualization alphabet then is defined by restricting the
transformations of the animation specification to the visualization alphabet. We illustrate
each step of the animation view construction by our running example of the Echo Algo-
rithm which was introduced in Example 3.2.3. Section 4.3 shows the termination of the
animation specification construction, Section 4.4 deals with the syntactical and Section 4.5
with the semantical correctness of resulting animation specifications. In the Applications
Section 4.7, three sample animation specifications are presented, namely for an AHL net
(the well-known Dining Philosophers model [EE05b]), for a Statechart (the Radio-Clock
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model), and for an integrated UML model (a client-server system modeling a drive-through
restaurant [EHKZ05]). Section 4.8 compares the approach of animation presented in this
thesis to related approaches realizing animation in the areas of modeling with UML dia-
grams or Petri nets.

4.1 General Overview

For the visualization of a model’s behavior directly in a domain-oriented layout (the an-
imation view), the system states have to be mapped onto graphical representations for
real-world objects and values (represented by a so-called visualization alphabet TGV of
the application domain).

A behavior model is formalized by a typed graph transformation system S = (TGS, PS)

(a model-specific simulation specification, according to Section 3.4). As basis for the an-
imation view definition, the simulation alphabet TGS and the visualization alphabet TGV

are integrated yielding an animation alphabet TGA = TGS +TGI
TGV (Def. 4.2.4 in

Section 4.2.1). By the forward retyping functor f>
TGS

: GraphsTGS
→ GraphsTGA

,
the elements GS of the simulation language V LS are retyped over the animation alphabet
TGA. A state of the behavior model is given by a graph GS ∈ V LS . We can map each
GS ∈ V LS to a graph GA ∈ V LA by applying a set of graph transformation rules Q as long
as possible to GS . This simulation-to-animation model transformation, short S2AM trans-
formation S2AM : V LS → V LA (Def. 4.2.10), is defined by S2AM = (V LS, TGA, Q).

S2AM transformation corresponds to the usual notion of model transformation from
graphs of a source language V L1 to graphs of a target language V L2 as given in [EE05a].
Fig. 4.1 illustrates the S2AM transformation concept.

TGATGS

GA

tA

f >

animation
alphabet

simulation 
language VLS

S2AM transformation of  
the model state graphs

animation
language VLA

GS

type graph inclusion

...

TGS

tS

simulation 
alphabet

model state 
during simulation

model state 
during animation

Figure 4.1: S2AM Transformation from Simulation to Animation Language

Our aim is to transform a simulation specification S = (TGS, PS) into an animation
specification A = (TGA, PA). Hence, in addition to the concept of S2AM transforma-
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tion, we need a construction which allows us to apply the transformation rules in Q to the
simulation rules in PS (see Def. 4.2.12 in Section 4.2.2). This construction is the basis for
the definition of simulation-to-animation rule transformation, short S2AR transformation
S2AR : PS → PA (Def. 4.2.14), defined by S2AR = (PS, TGA, Q). Fig. 4.2 illustrates
the S2AR transformation concept.

TGATGS

PA

tA

f >

animation
alphabet

simulation 
specification

S2AR transformation 
of the simulation rules

animation
specificationPS

retyped 
simulation specification

...

TGS

tS

simulation 
alphabet

Figure 4.2: S2AR Transformation from Simulation to Animation Specifications

Based on S2AM and S2AR transformation, an initial model state GS is transformed to
the corresponding state GA in the animation view, and a (retyped) simulation specification
S = (TGA, PS) is transformed to a corresponding animation specification A = (TGA, PA)

(Def. 4.2.16). This combined transformation is called simulation-to-animation model and
rule transformation, short S2A transformation S2A = (S2AM , S2AR). A transformation
step GA

pA=⇒ HA defined by the animation specification is called an animation step.
After the S2A transformation has been completed, the set
of animation scenarios in the animation view is defined by
a restriction of each animation step in a transformation se-
quence over the animation specification A to the visualiza-
tion alphabet TGV (Def. 4.2.18 in Section 4.2.3). Such a
restriction is shown in the diagram to the right where the
graphs before and after each animation step Gi

pAi=⇒ Gi+1

over A are restricted to graphs Vi and Vi+1 in the animation
view.

TGA

Gi

pAi +3

GG��������
Gi+1

WW////////

TGV

OO

Vi

OO

??���
Vi+1

OO

__???

Please note that we do not restrict the animation rules to the visualization alphabet TGV ,
since the resulting graph transformation system V = (TGV , PV ) would have a semantics
allowing also transformations which cannot be constructed by restricting corresponding
transformations defined by the animation specification. To get only transformations cor-
responding to Trans(A), the semantics of the V would have to be restricted again to
those transformations which can be constructed by restricting valid transformations from
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Trans(A). The same result is achieved directly in our procedure of restricting the trans-
formation spans themselves to TGV .

In the following we summarize the important properties of S2A transformations which
are shown in detail in Sections 4.3 - 4.6. Furthermore, we discuss limitations of our ap-
proach concerning the formal basis of our proofs.

1. Formal Basis: Typed Graph Transformation Systems
Formally, simulation and animation specifications are defined as typed graph trans-
formation systems (TGTS) and not as typed attributed graph transformation sys-
tems (TAGTS). In the formal correctness proofs, this enables us to use properties
of TGTS embeddings, a notion relying on retyping functors between categories of
graphs typed over different type graphs. These retyping functors are adjoint only for
TGTS but not for TAGTS. As discussed in Section 2.1.3, the concept of retyping
can be extended to node attributes by using attributes only as labels which are not
changed during transformation. This kind of typed attributed graphs can be defined
by ordinary typed graphs where potentially infinite sets of data values are considered
as nodes. Hence, in our examples in Section 4.7, we use node attributes in this sense.

2. Termination
The termination of S2AM is shown using the general termination criteria from
[EEPT06] for layered graph transformation systems. This termination result can
be extended to show the termination of S2AR transformation (Section 4.3).

3. Syntactical Correctness
Syntactical correctness of S2AM means basically that all graphs GA resulting from
applying rules from Q to graphs GS typed over TGS , are typed over TGA.

A stronger notion of syntactical correctness would include functional behavior of the
S2A transformation. This means that in addition to the termination of S2A transfor-
mation, local confluence has to be required in this case. Confluence of S2A trans-
formation is not shown in general in this thesis and would probably require at least
local confluence of S2AM transformation. For the specific examples in Section 4.7,
we argue that the S2A transformations are locally confluent.

Provided we have syntactical correctness of S2A transformation, then all possibly
derivable graphs in the animation view are typed over TGV due to the animation view
construction: all graphs in transformations defined by the animation specification A

are typed over TGA and are restricted in the animation view construction to TGV .

4. Semantical Correctness and Completeness
Semantical correctness of S2A transformation means that the transformation pre-
serves the behavior defined by the original simulation specification.
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More precisely, we show that for each simulation step

GS
pS=⇒ HS and each S2AR transformation pS

Q !_*4 pA

(where “!” denotes that the rules from Q are applied as long
as possible), we have the S2AM transformations GS

Q !
=⇒

GA and HS
Q !
=⇒ HA, and the animation step GA

pA=⇒ HA.
(see Theorem 4.5.11 in Section 4.5).

GS
S2AM +3

pS

��

GA

pA

��

S2AR _ *4

HS
S2AM +3 HA

Note that the diagram for semantical correctness above is slightly different from
the Mixed Semantical Confluence Diagram presented in [EE05a], as in our case the
rules in PA are not given a priori but constructed by the S2AR transformation from
the rules in PS .

In order to show the semantical correctness stated above, local semantical correct-
ness is shown first, which means the following: Let pi

q _ *4 pi+1 be an interme-
diate S2AR model transformation step which is part of the S2AR transformation
pS

Q !_*4 pA .

Then, for each graph transformation step Gi
pi

=⇒ Hi, we
have either graph transformation steps Gi

q
=⇒ Gi+1 or the

identity Gi
id

=⇒ Gi+1, and we have either graph transforma-
tion steps Hi

q
=⇒ Hi+1 or the identity Hi

id
=⇒ Hi+1, such

that there is the graph transformation step Gi+1
pi+1
=⇒ Hi+1.

Gi

q/id +3

pi

��

Gi+1

pi+1

��

q _*4

Hi

q/id +3 Hi+1

Local semantical correctness is shown in Theorem 4.5.7, and semantical correctness
in Theorem 4.5.11.

To obtain semantical completeness of the S2A transformation, we have to show that
we have semantical correctness also in the backward direction.
Hence, in Section 4.6.1, we define an A2S backward trans-
formation A2S : AnimSpecV LA

→ SimSpecV LS
given by

A2S = (A2SM : V LA → V LS, A2SR : PA → PS)

which is semantically correct if for each animation step
GA

pA=⇒ HA with GA, HA ∈ V LA and A2SM(GA) = GS

and A2SM(HA) = HS , there is a corresponding simula-
tion step GS

pS=⇒ HS with A2SM(HA) = HS (see Theo-
rem 4.6.8).

GA
A2SM //

pA

��

GS

pS

��

A2SR //

HA
A2SM // HS

We call an S2A transformation semantical equivalence of SimSpecV LS
and Anim-

SpecV LA
if S2A is semantically correct and complete, and we have in addition that

A2S ◦ S2A = Id and S2A ◦ A2S = Id, for the A2S backward transformation A2S

of S2A. In Section 4.6.3, we give criteria for such a semantical equivalence.

The last step of the animation view definition only restricts the derived graphs in
a transformation but does not change the used rules of the animation specification.
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Hence, this step has no influence on the semantical correctness and completeness of
the resulting model in the animation view.

4.2 Animation View Construction

In this section, we describe the construction of an animation specification from a simulation
specification by S2A transformation according to Figures 4.1 and 4.2 in more detail, using
the simulation specification of the Echo model from Section 3.2.3 as running example.

In Section 4.2.1, the integration of a simulation alphabet TGS and a domain-specific
visualization alphabet TGV (also called animation view) is defined, yielding an anima-
tion alphabet TGA = TGS +TGI

TGV (Def. 4.2.4). In Section 4.2.2, the characteristics
of S2A transformation rules are discussed, which define how the symbols used in the
simulation rules in PS are extended by domain-specific visualization symbols typed over
TGV (Def. 4.2.8). We then give a definition to apply non-deleting rules to arbitrary rules
(Def. 4.2.12) which is the formal basis for the application of S2A transformation rules
to simulation rules. The result of this S2A rule transformation is the animation specifi-
cation A. Section 4.2.3 defines animation scenarios in the animation view by restricting
the transformations over the animation specification to the animation view, and introduces
animation operations for defining continuous state changes.

4.2.1 Integration of Simulation and Visualization Alphabets

The model transformation rules adding domain-specific symbols to the simulation specifi-
cation, have to be typed over an integrated alphabet including the simulation alphabet and
a visualization alphabet (the animation view). Hence, as a first step towards animation, an
animation view consisting of symbols and links representing the application domain, has
to be defined. In order to be able to define the model transformation rules by a layered
graph transformation system, it is important that the animation view (which is an alphabet
and hence modeled by a type graph) does not contain cycles. Therefore, we distinguish
different layers of symbol types in animation views where symbols of a higher layer are
connected to symbols of lower layers only, i.e. there exist directed edges only in the direc-
tion from types of layer l to types of layer k with k ≤ l.

Definition 4.2.1 (Layered Alphabet )
A layered alphabet (TG, tl) with tl = (tlV , tlE) is a type graph TG = (V, E, src, tar)

together with two layering functions tlV : V → IN and tlE : E → IN , mapping each
symbol type node v ∈ V to a type layer tlV (v) and each link type edge e ∈ E to a type
layer tlE(e), with 0 ≤ tlV (v), tlE(e) ≤ n, and n is the number of type layers. 4
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Definition 4.2.2 (Interface Type Graph TGI and Animation View AV )
Let TGV be the type graph of an application domain (called animation view type graph),
and S = (TGS, PS) be a simulation specification. A type graph TGI is called interface
type graph of TGS and TGV if TGI is the intersection of TGV and TGS such that there
are two type graph inclusions TGV

tV←↩ TGI
tS
↪→ TGS .

Let AV = (TGV , tlV ) with tlV = (tlVV
, tlVE

) be a layered alphabet acc. to Def. 4.2.1,
and TGI the interface type graph of TGS and TGV .

AV is called animation view of S, if the following layering conditions are satisfied:

1. the interface types in AV have the type layer number 0: tlVV
(v) = 0 and tlVE

(e) = 0

for all symbols v ∈ tlVV
(TGI) and links e ∈ tlVE

(TGI).

2. a symbol type in AV is connected by directed links e only to symbol types of the same
layer or to symbol types of lower layers: ∀e ∈ ETGV

: tlVV
(tar(e)) ≤ tlVV

(src(e))

3. the type layer of a link type e is equal to the type layer of the source symbol type of
the link type: ∀e ∈ ETGV

: tlVE
(e) = tlVV

(src(e))

4

Please note that in the following we do not always distinguish between the notions “al-
phabet” and “type graph” if the layering function is not important.

Example 4.2.3 (Animation View for the Echo Model )
The idea to animate the model of the echo algorithm introduced in Section 3.2.3, is to
show the states of the model as host network graph where the nodes correspond to the
hosts and the edges correspond to busy communication channels between them. We only
show a channel edge if a message is sent from a sending host (the source node of the
channel edge) to a receiving host (the target node of the edge). A host who has received
all messages from his target group is marked ready by a red frame around his host node.
The algorithm terminates successfully when the boss node is marked ready. By assigning
animation view symbols only to those states of the net which concern the sending of a
message, the animation of the system behavior cuts out details that have to be present in
the Petri net but make it rather difficult to validate the behavioral requirements.

The animation view AVEcho = (TGV , tlV ), shown on the right of Fig. 4.3, represents a
network of hosts. It contains the interface type Net, which is also present in the simulation
alphabet TGS for C/E nets, shown on the left of Fig. 4.3. A Host symbol type is attributed
by its name and depicted at the concrete syntax level as rectangle with text inside. A
Message from one Host to another one is visualized as arc between the two Hosts. The
ready flag is a marker for a Host which has finished sending messages and is depicted by
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Net

Place
plname: String

Transition
trname: String

ArtTP
Token

Host
hname: String

ready

Message

Simulation Alphabet TGS

StringStringString

Animation View (TGV, tlv )

Interface Alphabet TGI

EdgeTk

ArcPT
0

1

2

2

Figure 4.3: Animation Alphabet TGA for the Echo Model

a red frame around the Host’s rectangle shape. The type layers for TGV are defined as
follows: the interface type Net gets the layer number 0. The symbol type Host and the
link type between Host and Net belong to layer 1, and the remaining symbol types ready,
Message and their adjacent edges are types of layer 2 (as indicated by index numbers at
the type nodes in the animation view part of Fig. 4.3. Obviously, the layering conditions
are satisfied, as all symbol types are linked only to symbol types of a lower layer, and all
link types belong to the same layer as their source symbol types. 4

Definition 4.2.4 (Animation Alphabet AA )
Let AV = (TGV , tlV ) be the animation view, TGS the simulation alphabet, and TGI the
interface type graph of TGV and TGS . The animation alphabet AA = (TGA, tlA) is a
layered alphabet, defined as follows:
The type graph TGA = TGS +TGI

TGV is constructed
as pushout of TGS and TGV over TGI with the injec-
tive morphisms TGV

tV←↩ TGI
tS
↪→ TGS in Graphs, as

shown in the diagram to the right. To extend the layering
of types from the animation view AV to the complete an-
imation alphabet AA, we assign the layer number 0 to all
types in TGA with an origin in TGS (types in TGI have
the layer number 0 already, according to Def. 4.2.2):

TGI

tV
��

tS //

(PO)

TGS

t∗V
�� tlS=0

��

TGV

t∗S //

tlV //

TGA

tlA

##F
FFFFFFF

IN

• ∀v, e ∈ t∗V (TGS) : tlAV
(v) = 0 and tlAE

(e) = 0

• ∀v, e ∈ t∗S(TGV ) : tlAV
(v) = tlVV

(v) and tlAE
(e) = tlVE

(e)

The layering is well-defined, since tlS ◦ tS = tlV ◦ tV . 4

The forward retyping f>
TGS

(S) of simulation specification S = (TGS, PS) by the for-
ward retyping functor f>

TGS
: GraphsTGS

→ GraphsTGA
, leads to the retyped sim-

ulation specification (TGA, PS) which is behaviorially equivalent to S as the simulation
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rules remain identical. From now on, by S we mean the retyped simulation specification
S = (TGA, PS).

Example 4.2.5 (Animation Alphabet for the Echo Model )
The type graph TGA of the animation alphabet AA consists of the composition of the
simulation type graph TGS for C/E nets and the animation view type graph TGV for a
network of hosts. The complete graph in Fig. 4.3 shows TGA for the Echo model, with the
node symbol type Net being the only element of the interaction type graph TGI . The type
layer number for the node types Net, Place, Transition, ArcPT, ArcTP, EdgeTk and Token,
and for their adjacent edges is 0. The type layer number for the animation view symbol
and link types are the type layers defined in Example 4.2.3. 4

4.2.2 S2A Transformation

In this section, we define S2A transformation rules. The use of S2A transformation rules is
twofold: On the one hand, they define S2A model transformation from graphs occurring in
a simulation scenario to graphs in the corresponding animation view; on the other hand they
are used for S2A rule transformation from a simulation specification S into an animation
specification A.

S2A transformation rules are non-deleting rules adding only symbols typed over TGV .
Moreover, S2A model transformation rules are assigned to rule layers which provide a
controlled rule application.

Definition 4.2.6 (Layered Graph Transformation System )
A TG-typed graph transformation system with rules P is called layered graph transforma-
tion system if for each rule p ∈ P we have a rule layer rl(p) = k with 0 ≤ k ≤ n(k, n ∈
IN ) where n is the number of layers.

Layered graph transformation based on a layered graph transformation system is per-
formed in the following way: Starting with rule layer number k = 0, all rules p with
rl(p) = k are applied as long as possible. After termination of all rules in the current layer,
the transformation continues with the next layer (k = k + 1). 4

Definition 4.2.7 (Layered Type-Increasing Graph Transformation System )

A layered graph transformation system (TG, P ) is called type-

increasing if we have disjoint layers P0, .., Pn with
n⋃

i=0

Pi = P ,

and type graphs TG0 ⊆ TG1.. ⊆ TGn such that for each p :

Lp → Rp ∈ Pi, Lp is typed over TGi, Rp is typed over TGi+1,
and Rp|TGi

= Lp, i.e. the diagram to the right is a pullback.

Lp
q //

��
(PB)

Rp

��
TGi

� � // TGi+1

4
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Definition 4.2.8 (S2A Transformation System )
Let AA = (TGA, tlA) be an animation alphabet according to Def. 4.2.4. An S2A trans-
formation system S2A = (TGA, Q) is a layered type-increasing graph transformation sys-
tem, consisting of a set Q of layered TGA-typed non-deleting rules q = (Lq

q→ Rq) with
NACq = (Lq

n−→ Nq). The rule layer of an S2A transformation rule q is computed de-
pending on the type layer function tlA of the animation alphabet AA: the rule layer rl(q) of
q ∈ Q which creates symbols and links of type layer tlA = i is computed by rl(q) = i− 1.

Additionally, S2A transformation rules have have the following properties:

1. the left-hand side Lq is never empty;

2. there is an isomorphism n′q : Nq → Rq such that the following diagram commutes:

Nq

n′q

((
Lqnq

oo
q
// Rq

3. all S2A transformation rules belonging to the same rule layer are parallel indepen-
dent.

4

Remarks:

• Due to S2A transformation rules being type-increasing, each q creates objects that
are typed over TGV − TGI only, since Lq is never empty, and Rq contains only
objects of type layers greater than those of the Lq (i.e. at least of type layer 1).
Moreover, due to being non-deleting, S2A transformation rules preserve at least
all objects typed over TGS . Hence, f<

TGS
(Lq

q−→ Rq) = id, which implies that
Lq|TGS

= Rq|TGS
.

• The parallel independence of rules in the same layer implies that for q, q′ with rl(q) =

rl(q′) = i we get the parallel rule (q + q′) such that (Rq + Rq′)|TGi
= (Lq + Lq′),

and we can assume that in each layer at most one parallel rule is applied.

• The NAC Nq
∼= Rq forbids the application of an S2A model transformation rule

more than once at the same essential match. Informally, an essential match m0 of a
match m1 : Lq → G′ for a transformation G

∗
=⇒ G′ with G ⊆ G′ means that m1

can be restricted to m0 : Lq → G. This is an important restriction which is needed
to ensure termination of S2A model transformation (see Section 4.3).

2
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Figure 4.4: S2A Transformation Rules for the Echo Model

Example 4.2.9 (S2A Transformation Rules for the Echo Model )
On the basis of the animation alphabet given in Example 4.2.3, we can now define the S2A

transformation rules for the Echo model.

Rule initial adds the symbols for the host nodes, Host “Boss”,Host “H1”, and Host “H2” to
the net. Rule BtoH1 (and analogous rules) adds a Message edge between two host nodes
if the corresponding place is marked in the Petri net. Rule H1ready (and analogously, rule
Bready and rule H2ready mark a host with a ready-flag in the case that the corresponding
place is marked. Each rule has a NAC N , which is isomorphic to the right-hand rule side.
Rule initial has rule layer number 0, as the types of the symbols added by the rule have the
layer number 1. All other rules are assigned to rule layer 1, as they add symbols typed over
types of layer 2. 4

Definition 4.2.10 (S2AM Transformation )
Let SimSpecV LS

= (V LS, PS) be a simulation specification according to Def. 3.2.3, with
V LS typed over TGS . Let TGA be an animation type graph with TGS ⊆ TGA. Then
a simulation-to-animation model transformation, short S2AM transformation, S2AM :

V LS → V LA, is given by S2AM = (V LS, TGA, Q), where (TGA, Q) is an S2A trans-
formation system according to Def. 4.2.8. An S2AM transformation sequence is denoted
by GS

Q !
=⇒ GA with GS ∈ V LS , meaning that transformation steps G1

q
=⇒ G2 with q ∈ Q

are applied as long as possible, starting with G1 = GS . The animation language V LA is
defined by V LA = {GA|∃GS ∈ V LS ∧ GS

Q !
=⇒ GA}. This means GS

Q !
=⇒ GA implies

GS ∈ V LS and GA ∈ V LA, where each intermediate step Gi
qi

=⇒ Gi+1 is called S2AM

step. 4
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Example 4.2.11 (S2AM Transformation of the Initial Echo Model State )
The initial state of the Echo net (see Fig. 3.11) has three tokens on the places B idle, H1 idle
and H2 idle. The only S2A transformation rule applicable to the graph Ginitial modeling
this initial state, is rule initial. Hence, the only possible S2A transformation Ginitial

Q !
=⇒

Hinitial consists of one transformation step, namely the application of rule initial to graph
Ginitial. The rule is applicable to Ginitial only once, as there exists exactly one match, and
the NAC of rule initial equals its right-hand side. Fig. 4.5 shows the S2A transformation
Ginitial

Q !
=⇒ Hinitial.

Figure 4.5: S2AM Transformation of the Initial State of the Echo Model

Rule initial adds the symbols for the host nodes, Host “Boss”,Host “H1”, and Host “H2” to
the net graph. Due to space limitations, only parts of the abstract syntax graphs of Ginitial

and Hinitial are shown in Fig. 4.5.

4

In order be able to apply S2A transformation rules not only to graphs but also to the sim-
ulation rules, we need a construction defining how to apply non-deleting rules to rules. The
following definition extends the construction for rewriting rules by rules given by Parisi-
Presicce in [PP96], where a rule q is only applicable to another rule p if it is applicable
to the interface graph of p. This means, q cannot be applied if p deletes or generates ob-
jects which q needs. In this thesis, we want to add animation symbols to simulation rules
even if the S2A transformation rule is not applicable to the interface of the simulation rule.
Hence, we distinguish four cases in Def. 4.2.12. Case (1) corresponds to the notion of rule
rewriting in [PP96], adapted to non-deleting S2A transformation rules. In Case (2), the
S2A transformation rule q is not applicable to the interface, but only to the left-hand side
of a rule p (p deletes something that is needed by q), and in Case (3), q is only applicable
to the right-hand side of p (p generates something that q needs). Case (4) covers the case
that q is applicable only to a NAC of p, but to none of its other rule graphs.
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Definition 4.2.12 (Transformation of Rules by Non-Deleting Rules )
Given a non-deleting rule q = (Lq

q−→ Rq) with NACq = (Lq
n−→ Nq), and a rule

p1 = (L1
l1← I1

r1→ R1) with NAC1i
= (L1

n1i−→ N1i
), (i = 1, .., n). Then q is applicable

to p1 leading to a rule transformation step p1
q _ *4 p2 , if the precondition of one of the

following four cases is satisfied and p2 = (L2
l2← I2

r2→ R2) with NAC2i
= (L2

n2i−→ N2i
)

is defined according to the corresponding construction:

• Case (1):

Precondition (1): There is a match Lq
h−→ I1, such that the matches Lq

h−→
I1, Lq

l1◦h−→ L1, Lq
r1◦h−→ R1 and Lq

n1i
◦l1◦h−→ N1i

satisfy NACq for i = 1, .., n.

Construction (1): First, q is applied to I1 via match Lq
h−→ I1. This results in the

pushout Rq +Lq I1 = I2. Secondly, q is applied to L1 via match Lq
l1◦h−→ L1. This

results in the pushout Rq +Lq L1 = L2. Thirdly, q is applied to all NAC-graphs N1i

via the matches Lq

n1i
◦l1◦h−→ N1i

, resulting in the pushouts Rq +Lq N1i
= N2i

Finally,

q is applied to R1 via match Lq
r1◦h−→ R1, resulting in the pushout Rq +Lq R1 = R2.

These transformation steps are depicted in the left diagram below. Due to Prop-
erty A.11, we get the morphisms I2

l2−→ L2, I2
r2−→ R2 and L2

n2i−→ N2i
such that

all squares in the right diagram below are pushouts, and we get the transformed rule
p2 = (N2i

n2i←− L2
l2←− I2

r2−→ R2).

Nq Lq
noo

h ��

q //

��

��





Rq

��

��





xx

I1l1
�����

r1 ��

// I2

L1

n1i

��

// L2

R1
// R2

N1i
// N2i

Nq Lq
noo

h

��

q //

(PO)

Rq

��
I1

r1

��

l1
�����

// I2
l2 �����

r2

��
L1

//

n1i

��

L2

n2i��
R1

// R2

N1i
// N2i
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• Case (2):
Precondition (2): Precondition (1) is not satisfied,
but there is a match Lq

h′−→ L1 such that the matches

Lq
h′−→ L1 and Lq

n1i
◦l1◦h′−→ N1i

satisfying NACq for
i = 1, .., n.
Construction (2): In this case, q is applied to L1

and N1i
only. The application yields two pushouts

(the two squares in the diagram to the right, con-
structed in analogy to Case (1)). The interface I2

and the right-hand side R2 of p2 are the unchanged
interface and right-hand side of p1, leading to p2 =

(N2i

n2i←− L2
l2←− I2

r2−→ R2) with l2 = q′ ◦ l1.

Nq Lq
noo

h′

��

q //

(PO)

Rq

��
L1n1i
�����

q′ // L2

n2i
�����

N1i
// N2i

I1 = I2

l1

OO

r1=r2

��
R1 = R2

• Case (3):

Precondition (3): Preconditions (1) and (2) are not
satisfied, but there is a match Lq

h′′−→ R1 which satis-
fies NACq.
Construction (3): In this case, q is applied to R1

only. The result of the application of q to R1 is il-
lustrated in the diagram to the right, where R2 is the
object resulting from the direct transformation via q

of R1, and I2, L2 and N2i
are just the unchanged in-

terface, left-hand side and NACs of p1, leading to
p2 = (N2i

n2i←− L2
l2←− I2

r2−→ R2) with r2 = q′ ◦ r1.

Nq Lq
noo

h′′

��

q //

(PO)

Rq

��
R1

q′ // R2

I1 = I2

r1 ??���

l1=l2

��

r2

44jjjjjjjjj

L1 = L2

n1i
=n2i

��
N1i

= N2i

• Case (4):

Precondition (4): Preconditions (1) - (3) are not

satisfied, but are matches Lq

h′′′i−→ N1i
which satisfy

NACq.
Construction (4): In this case, q is applied to N1i

only. The result of the application of q to N1i
is il-

lustrated in the diagram to the right, where N2i
is the

object resulting from the direct transformation via q of
N1i

, L2 = L1, I2 = I1 and R2 = R1 are just the un-
changed left-hand side, interface and right-hand side
of p1 leading to p2 = (N2i

n2i←− L2
l2←− I2

r2−→ R2)

with n2i
= q′i ◦ n1i

.

Nq Lq
noo

h′′′

��

q //

(PO)

Rq

��
N1

q′i // N2

L1 = L2

n1i ??��� n2

44jjjjjjjjj

I1 = I2

r1=r2

��

l1=l2

OO

R1 = R2

4
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Remarks:

• In Case (1), q adds objects to all rule graphs of p1. by p1. Moreover, the resulting
rule p2 preserves these newly added objects as the morphisms in p2 = (N2i

n2i←−
L2

l2←− I2
r2−→ R2) contain mappings between all objects that are added to all three

graphs by q.

• In Case (2), q adds objects only to the left-hand side (and the NACs) of p1. Thus, the
resulting rule p2 deletes the newly added objects.

• In Case (3), q adds objects only to the right-hand side of p1. Thus, the resulting rule
p2 generates these objects added by q.

• In Case (4), q adds objects only to the NACs of p1. The resulting rule p2 equals p1

but is applicable in a larger context than p1. Note that Case (4) is independent of
Case (3), i.e. the same rule rule q might be applied first to the NACs and then to the
right-hand side of p1, or vice versa, leading to the same result.

2

In order to be able to show confluence of rewriting rules by non-deleting rules acc. to
Def. 4.2.12, we might need additional conditions. We want to be able to show that the
application of a set Q of non-deleting rules as long as possible to an arbitrary rule p1

results in a unique transformed rule p2.

Let us consider a conflict between two rules q1, q2 ∈ Q, where two rules q1 and q2 can be
applied to a current rule p1 in such a way that the respective other rule cannot be applied
after the application of the first rule. Let us assume that q1 should to be applied to p1

according to Case (1), and rule q2 according to Case (2) In this case, we define that Case(1)
has a higher match priority, and that from the set of all applicable rules qi, one of the rules
with the highest match priority is applied next.

Definition 4.2.13 (Match Priorities of Non-Deleting Rules )
Let Q be a set of non-deleting transformation rules. All rules q ∈ Q which can be applied
to rule p according to Case(i) of Def. 4.2.12, with i ∈ {1, .., 4}, get the match priority i.
All rules q ∈ Q which cannot be applied to rule p get the match priority 5. The match
priority with the smallest number is called highest match priority. 4

Note that according to Def. 4.2.13, all rules in Q which are not applicable to p at all, get
the match prirority 4, e.g. the lowest possible match priority.

We call the application of rules in Q to rules p ∈ P according to the cases of Def. 4.2.12
such that the match priorities are respected, S2AR transformation, to distinguish this form
of controlled application of rules to rules from applying the rules in Q to graphs in the
usual way of graph transformation (S2AM transformation).
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Definition 4.2.14 (S2AR Transformation )
Let SimSpecVLS

= (V LS, PS) be a simulation specification according to Def. 3.2.3. Let
S2AM = (V LS, TGA, Q) be an S2AM transformation according to Def. 4.2.10. Then a
simulation-to-animation rule transformation, short S2AR transformation, S2AR : PS →
PA, is given by S2AR = (PS, TGA, Q), where (TGA, Q) is an S2A transformation system,

and an S2AR transformation sequence pS
Q !_*4 pA , with pS ∈ PS , is computed according

to the following algorithm:

1. initialize index i = 1 and pi = pS;

2. compute the match priorities for all rules in Q respecting their application to pi acc.
to Def. 4.2.13;

3. if all rules have the match priority 5, the algorithm stops, and the resulting rule
pA = S2AR(p) is equal to rule pi;

4. if there are rules with a higher match priority than 5, apply one of the rules q with
the highest match priority to pi acc. to Def. 4.2.12, resulting in rule pi+1;

5. increase i = i + 1 and return to step 2.

An S2AR transformation sequence pS
Q !_*4 pA consists of rule transformation steps

pi
qi _ *4 pi+1 where S2A transformation rules qi ∈ Q, are applied as described above,

starting with p1 = pS . The set of animation rules PA is defined by PA = {pA|∃pS ∈
V LS ∧ pS

Q !_*4 pA }. This means pS
Q !_ *4 pA implies pA ∈ PA, where each intermediate

step pi
qi _*4 pi+1 is called S2AR step.

4

Note that conflicts between rules with the same match priority can still occur and may
lead to a non-confluent rule transformation system. A possible solution would be to define
additional priorities for the rules in Q. The confluence of S2AR transformation has to be
shown for the specific S2AR transformation sequences explicitly and does not hold in gen-
eral. S2AR transformation is nondeterministic in general, but should become deterministic
in the sense of local confluence. This remains to be shown for concrete S2AR transforma-
tion examples. Nevertheless, the construction of the S2AR transformation in Def. 4.2.14
reduces the number of possible conflicts and makes it easier to show confluence for specific
S2A transformations.

Example 4.2.15 (S2AR Transformation of an Echo Model Simulation Rule )
We apply the S2A transformation rules from Example 4.2.9 to the (retyped) simulation
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rule t1 in Fig. 3.13. At first, S2A transformation rule initial is applied, as it is the only
model transformation rule in layer 0. Its application adds the context, i.e. the three host
symbols, to all rule graphs of simulation rule t1. As rule initial is applicable to the interface
of simulation rule t1, this first rewriting step conforms to Case (1) of Def. 4.2.12. The
construction of the first rule transformation step from rule t1 to rule t1’ according to Case
(1) is depicted in Fig. 4.6. Note that we draw only one of the three NACs of rule t1 in
Fig. 4.6. The application changes the other two NACs N1−2 and N1−3 analogously to N1−1

by adding the context symbols.
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Figure 4.6: Application of Rule initial to Simulation Rule t1

After the first application of S2A transformation rule initial, the rule initial is not appli-
cable any more to the transformed rule t1’. The NAC corresponding to the right-hand side
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of rule initial is not satisfied, because rule t1’ has already got three host nodes in all rule
graphs. Hence, Case (5) from Def. 4.2.12 has been reached for rule initial. But there are still
other S2A transformation rules in Example 4.2.9 belonging to the next rule layer, which
are applicable to the current rule t1’. As second model transformation step we apply S2A

transformation rule BtoH1 to rule t1’. Rule BtoH1 is not applicable to the interface of rule
t1’, and not to its left-hand side. But it is applicable to the right-hand side (Case (3)), and
to the NAC N1−1 (Case (4)). These transformations are independent of each other, and
can be realized in arbitrary order. Fig. 4.7 shows the application of rule BtoH1 to rule t1’,
changing its right-hand side according to Case (23, which results in rule t1”.
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Figure 4.7: Application of Rule BtoH1 to Rule t1’

Next, rule BtoH1 is applied to t1” at the match into the NAC N1−1 resulting in rule t1”’
(not depicted). After this transformation step, rule BtoH1 is not applicable any more to t1”’.
The only model transformation rule applicable to t1”’ is rule BtoH2 which can be applied
analogously to BtoH1, both to the right-hand side and to NAC N1−3. This leads to two more
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transformation steps (not depicted) after which rule t1 has been transformed completely,
i.e. no more model transformation rules are applicable to the resulting rule.

4

Definition 4.2.16 (Animation Specification and S2A Transformation )
Let SimSpecVLS

= (V LS, PS) be a simulation specification according to Def. 3.2.3.
Let S2AM = (V LS, TGA, Q) : V LS → V LA be an S2AM transformation according
to Def. 4.2.10, and S2AR = (V LS, TGA, Q) : PS → PA be an S2AR transformation
according to Def. 4.2.14.

Then,

1. AnimSpecVLA
= (V LA, PA) is called animation specification, and each step GA

pA=⇒
HA with GA, HA ∈ V LA and pA ∈ PA is called animation step.

2. S2A : SimSpecVLS
→ AnimSpecVLA

, defined by S2A = (S2AM, S2AR) is
called simulation-to-animation model and rule transformation, short S2A transfor-
mation.

4

Remark: We will discuss important properties of S2A transformation, namely termina-
tion, syntactical and semantical correctness and completeness, in Sections 4.3 - 4.6. 2

Example 4.2.17 (Animation Specification of the Echo Model )
The subsequent application of the S2A transformation rules from Example 4.2.9 accord-
ing to Def. 4.2.14 to each of the simulation rules of the Echo model (some of them are
shown in Fig. 3.13), results in the set of PA of animation rules. The animation rule which
corresponds to simulation rule t1 from Fig. 3.13 is shown in Fig. 4.8.

4

4.2.3 Continuous Animation in the Animation View

The animation specification resulting from an S2A transformation still contains all lan-
guage elements from the original simulation specification. In general, it is preferable to
visualize scenarios only in their animation view, i.e. restricted to the animation view TGV .

Definition 4.2.18 (Animation Scenario in Animation View )
Let (TGV , tlV ) be an animation view according to an application domain. Let S =

(V LS, PS) be a simulation specification, and A = (V LA, PA) be the animation specifi-
cation constructed from S by S2AR transformation. Let H0 ∈ V LA be a graph of the
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Figure 4.8: Animation Rule for Simulation Rule t1

animation language V LA, i.e. there exists an S2AM transformation G0
Q !
=⇒ H0 with

G0 ∈ V LS .

A domain-specific animation scenario is a transformation sequence H0

pA0=⇒ H1

pA1=⇒
H2 =⇒ .. =⇒ Hn over the animation specification A, with pAi

∈ PA.

The animation scenario shown in the animation
view is defined by restricting the spans of the ani-
mation scenario to the animation view TGV . This
results in a sequence of spans (V0 ← C0 →
V1), (V1 ← C1 → V2), .., (Vn−1 ← Cn−1 → Vn),
where each span Vi ← CVi

→ Vi+1 is the restric-
tion of the corresponding transformation step span
Hi ← CHi

→ Hi+1 to the animation view TGV of
the application domain, as shown to the right.
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4

Remark: An alternative to define animation scenarios in the animation view would have
been the restriction of the complete animation specification to TGV using the backward
retyping functor f<

TGV
: AnimSpecV LA

→ (TGV , PV ). Unfortunately, the resulting graph
transformation system V = (TGV , PV ) would allow also transformations that cannot be
constructed by restricting corresponding transformations defined by the animation specifi-
cation. To get only transformations corresponding to Trans(A), the semantics of V would
have to be restricted again to those transformations which can be constructed by restricting
valid transformations from Trans(A). The same result is achieved directly in our proce-
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dure of restricting the transformation spans themselves to the animation view TGV . 2

Animation rules can be additionally enhanced by operations for continuous changes of
objects such as motions or changes of size or color. This is realized by annotating the
animation rules with animation operations using the GENGED animation rule editor (see
Chapter 5). There are four different kinds of animation operations, namely Linear Move for
movements of symbols, Visibility to define a duration for a symbol to be invisible, Resize to
change the size of a symbol, and Color to change its color. Input attributes of the operations
define its duration time, and the symbol’s target position, size or color.

Example 4.2.19 (Adding Animation Operations to the Echo Model Animation Rules )
In our echo example, an animation operation is needed for all rules which insert a Message
edge (rule BtoH1 etc.). The animation operation fixes a time duration for the visibility of
the Message arc. Without this operation, an animation run would show the appearance and
disappearance of the Message arc according to the computation speed of the machine the
animation scenario is executed on. Thus, the state changes of the system would hardly be
visible. 4

Each animation scenario in the animation view corresponds to a the simulation run de-
fined by applying the corresponding simulation rules of the original simulation specifica-
tion S to the original model graph G0 before the S2AM transformation from G0 to H0 and
the S2AR transformation from S to A.

Example 4.2.20 (Animation View for a Scenario of the Echo Algorithm )
The concrete syntax of the animation scenario in the animation view corresponding to the
simulation scenario from Fig. 3.18 is shown in Fig. 4.9. Here, it is much easier to see
in which order messages are sent by whom and to whom. Considering scenarios in their
animation view it is easier to find functional errors and thus to validate the correctness of
the Echo algorithm.
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t1 t2, t3
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Figure 4.9: A Scenario of the Echo Model in its Animation View

4
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Deletion Layer Conditions Nondeletion Layer Conditions
(k is a deletion layer) (k is a nondeletion layer)

1. p is deleting at least one item 1. p is nondeleting, i.e. K = L

s.t. p : L→ R

2. 0 ≤ cl(t) ≤ dl(t) for all t ∈ TG 2. p has NAC n : L→ N , and there is an
injective n′ : N → R with n′ ◦ n = p

3. p deletes item of type t =⇒ dl(t) ≤ rl(p) 3. x ∈ L =⇒ cl(t(x)) ≤ rl(p)

4. p creates item of type t =⇒ cl(t) > rl(p) 4. p creates item of type t =⇒
cl(t) > rl(p)

Table 4.1: Layering Conditions for Termination

4.3 Termination of S2A Transformation

In order to show the termination of S2A transformation, we first apply the termination
criteria for model transformation from [EEdL+05] to our notion of S2AM transformation
and show that S2AM transformation terminates. Based on this result, we show that given
a finite rule set PS , then also S2AR transformation terminates.

For general model transformation, the termination criteria are defined for layered graph
transformation systems. To show termination of a layered graph transformation system,
each rule layer has to be either a nondeletion layer or a deletion layer. Furthermore, each
type defined in the type graph of the layered graph transformation system has to be assigned
to a creation layer and to a deletion layer, as well. Informally, the deletion layer conditions
express that the last creation of a node of a certain type should precede the first deletion of
a node of the same type. On the other hand, nondeletion layer conditions ensure that if an
element of a certain type occurs in the left-hand side of a rule then all elements of the same
type were already created in previous layers.

Definition 4.3.1 (Layering Conditions for Termination )
Let (TG, P ) be a layered graph transformation system where each rule p ∈ P is assigned
a rule layer rl(p) = k with 0 ≤ k ≤ n(k, n ∈ IN ).

For each type t ∈ TG we have a creation and a deletion layer cl(t), dl(t) ∈ IN , and
each rule layer k is either a deletion layer or a nondeletion layer satisfying the conditions
in Table 4.3.1, called deletion layer conditions and nondeletion layer conditions, for all
p ∈ P with rl(p) = k.

4

Definition 4.3.2 (Termination of Layered Graph Transformation Systems )
A layered graph transformation system LGTS = (TG, P ) terminates if for all start graphs
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G0, there is no infinite derivation sequence from G0 via P = [Pk = p ∈ P |rl(p) = k]k=0..k0 ,
where starting with layer k = 0 rules p ∈ Pk are applied as long as possible before going
over to layer k + 1 ≤ k0. 4

Theorem 4.3.3 (Termination of Layered Graph Transformation Systems)
Each layered graph transformation system with injective matches which fulfills the layering
conditions given in Def. 4.3.1 terminates. 4

Proof: In [EEdL+05], the proof is given for layered graph grammars with a fixed start
graph G0. As the proof does not rely on properties of G0, it is also valid for layered graph
transformation systems (without a fixed start graph). 2

S2AM transformation given by S2AM = (V LS, TGA, Q) is (a special form of) model
transformation, where all rules q ∈ Q are nondeleting. Moreover, we have a NAC Nq ← Lq

with Nq isomorphic to the right-hand side Rq in each S2A transformation rule q, and we
have the condition that each rule adds symbols of one type layer only, which is a higher
layer than the type layers used in the left-hand side Lq (see Def. 4.2.8).

Hence, to prove termination of S2AM transformation, we need nondeletion layers for
the types of the animation view type graph TGV (Def. 4.2.4). These nondeletion layers
according to Def. 4.3.1 are given by the type layers defined in Def. 4.2.4. In the follow-
ing, we show that S2A transformation rules in Q typed over TGA satisfy the nondeletion
condition.

Proposition 4.3.4 (S2A Transformation Rules Satisfy the Nondeletion Condition)
Let S2AM = (V LS, TGA, Q) be the definition of an S2AM transformation S2AM :

V LS → V LA. Let LGTSA = (TGA, Q) be the layered graph transformation system
based on TGA = TGS +TGI

TGV , the type graph of the animation specification, which is
defined together with layers for types, according to Def. 4.2.4. Q is a set of layered S2A

transformation rules typed over TGA, which are defined together with their rule layers
according to Def. 4.2.8.

Then, LGTSA satisfies the nondeletion layer conditions given in Def. 4.3.1, where the
creation layers for types correspond to the type layers of TGA. 4

Proof: We have to show that the nondeletion conditions are fulfilled for all rules q ∈ Q.

1. all rules are nondeleting:
this is true for all S2A transformation rules acc. to Def. 4.2.8.

2. q has NAC n : Lq → Nq, and there is an injective n′ : N → R with n′ ◦ n = q:
this is true acc. to Def. 4.2.8.
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3. x ∈ Lq =⇒ cl(t(x)) ≤ rl(q):
Let q be a rule with a symbol x in its left-hand side Lq. Rule q creates symbols of type
t(y), and the rule layer is computed according to Def. 4.2.8 by rl(q) = tl(t(y)− 1.

We have to consider two cases: either x is typed over TGS , or x is typed over TGV −
TGI . In the first case, we have cl(t(x)) = 0 according to Def. 4.2.4, which is always
less or equal to any possible rule layer number. In the second case, x is not typed over
TGS . As x is in Lq, rule q does not create symbols typed over t(x) but symbols typed
over t(y) with tl(t(y)) > tl(t(x)). By definition we have rl(q) = tl(t(y)) − 1 =

cl(t(y))− 1. Hence, we get rl(q) ≥ cl(t(x)).

4. q creates item of type t =⇒ cl(t) > rl(q):
According to Def. 4.2.8, symbols typed over TGS are preserved but never created
by S2A transformation rules. All symbols and links created by q are typed over
TGA. Moreover, q adds symbols and links of type t only. The rule layer of rule q

creating symbols of type t is defined in Def. 4.2.8 depending on the type layer of t by
rl(q) = tl(t)− 1. As we have cl(t) = tl(t), we get rl(q) = cl(t)− 1, which means
that the creation layer of a type of a symbol created by the rule is always greater than
the rule layer number.

2

Theorem 4.3.5 (S2AM Transformation Terminates )
Let S2AM : V LS → V LA be an S2AM transformation given by S2AM = (V LS, TGA, Q),
where the layered graph transformation system LGTSA = (TGA, Q) defines the S2A

transformation rules. Then, for all graphs in V LS , the rules in Q are applied to, the S2AM

transformation defined by S2AM terminates. 4

Proof: The theorem follows directly from Proposition 4.3.4 and Theorem 4.3.3. 2

Theorem 4.3.6 ( S2AR Transformation Terminates )
Let S2AR : PS → PA be an S2AR transformation given by S2AR = (PS, TGA, Q, ).
Then, for all rules pS ∈ PS with PS being a finite set of rules, the S2AR transformation
according to Def. 4.2.14 terminates, if each pS ∈ PS has a finite number of NACs. 4

Proof: In Def. 4.2.12, the transformation of a rule p = (Ni
n←− L

l←− I
r−→ R) by

non-deleting rules of the form q = (Nq
nq←− Lq

q−→ Rq) is defined componentwise by
the transformation of the rule graphs I, L, R and Ni according to the respective application
case, if the NAC Nq is satisfied for the respective matches. Rule q is applicable to p only
once at the same elementary match due to the fact that the NAC Nq is isomorphic to the
right-hand side Rq.
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Moreover, as shown in Theorem 4.3.5, rule q can be applied to a single rule graph Gp

only a finite number of times even if q is applicable to Gp again at different matches. Hence,
we conclude that q is applicable to one complete rule p also only a finite number of times,
provided that the number of rule graphs of p (i.e. the number of NACs) is finite.

We assume now that q has been applied as long as possible to p, resulting in rule p′, and
cannot be applied any more. We have to show that q is never again applicable to any rule
resulting from the application of any other S2A transformation rules to p′. According to the
layering of S2A transformation rules, only those S2A transformation rules may be applied
after q which belong to the same rule layer as q or to higher rule layers. We do not have
to consider higher rule layers, as q must not be applied after S2A transformation rules of
higher rule layers. According to Def. 4.2.8, all S2A transformation rules in the same rule
layer as q create only symbols of types which do not occur in Lq. Hence, after applying one
or more other S2A transformation rules from the layer of q to p′, resulting in p′′, q is still
not applicable to p′′, as no new matches become possible. Moreover, if NAC Nq has not
been satisfied before, it is still not satisfied after the application of other rules because all
S2A transformation rules are nondeleting and do not change the codomain of the morphism
from Nq to the rule graph. Thus, we have shown so far that the S2AR transformation of a
single rule p terminates, if rule p does not have an infinite number of NACs.

We conclude that S2AR transformation of a finite set PS of rules also terminates, as it
terminates for each element of PS . 2

4.4 Syntactical Correctness of S2A Transformation

Syntactical correctness of S2A transformation S2A = (S2AM, S2AR) means syntactical
correctness of S2AM transformation on the one hand, and syntactical correctness of S2AR

transformation on the other hand.

An S2AM transformation S2AM = (V LS, TGA, Q) is called syntactically correct, if
for all S2AM transformation sequences GS

Q !
=⇒ GA, with GS ∈ V LS , the resulting graphs

GA are typed over TGA. According to this simple notion of syntactical correctness, S2AM

transformation is syntactically correct, since the S2A rules in Q are typed over TGA, and
each graph GS ∈ V LS is (via retyping) also typed over TGA. Hence, also the resulting
graph S2AM(GS) is typed over TGA.

An S2AR transformation S2AR = (PS, PA, Q) is called syntactically correct, if for

all S2AR transformation sequences pS
Q !_*4 pA , with pS ∈ PS , the resulting rules pA

are typed over TGA. According to this simple notion of syntactical correctness, S2AR

transformation is syntactically correct, since the S2A transformation rules in Q are typed
over TGA, and each rule pS ∈ PS is (via retyping) also typed over TGA. Hence, also the
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resulting rule pA is typed over TGA.

Provided we have syntactical correctness of an S2A transformation, then all possibly
derivable graphs Vi in the animation view (and hence, all possible animation scenarios in
the animation view) are typed over TGV due to the construction according to Def. 4.2.18:
a graph Vi in an animation scenario in the animation view is defined by restricting a graph
Hi from an animation scenario to the animation view type graph TGV , i.e. Vi = Hi|TGV

.

4.4.1 Confluence of S2A Transformation

A stronger notion of syntactical correctness of S2A transformation would include well-
definedness, i.e. functional behavior of both S2AM and S2AR transformation. Functional
behavior means that, in addition to the termination of S2AM and S2AR transformation
(shown in Section 4.3), local confluence is required. Local confluence of S2AM and S2AR

transformation is not shown in general in this thesis. Instead, for our running example
and additional applications in Section 4.7, we argue that the specific S2AM and S2AR

transformations are locally confluent.

Local confluence of graph transformation systems can be shown using the concept of
critical pairs [EPT04, HKT02a]. Critical pairs, which can be detected and analyzed stati-
cally, represent potential conflicts in a minimal context. If a graph transformation system
is terminating, confluence follows if all critical pairs can be joined.

Since S2A transformation rules are non-deleting, the only reason why two direct trans-
formations may be in conflict, is that the application of the first rule generates graph objects
the existence of which are prohibited by a NAC of the second rule.

We will argue that our sample S2A transformation of the Echo model is confluent by
finding and analyzing the conflicting transformations. Since S2A transformation is defined
as a layered graph transformation system, the conflict analysis can be optimized in the way
that conflicts are searched for rules from the same layer only.

Example 4.4.1 (Confluence of S2AEcho )
The S2A transformation for the Echo model is given by S2AEcho = (S2AMEcho, S2AREcho),
with S2AMEcho = (V LS, TGA, Q) and S2AREcho = (PS, TGA, Q). The simulation al-
phabet TGS is depicted in Fig. 3.12, the simulation language V LS consists of all those
TGS-typed graphs which model the Echo net structure in Fig. 3.11 with different markings.
Three sample simulation rules from the set of simulation rules PS are shown in Fig. 3.13.
The animation alphabet TGA is shown in Fig. 4.3, and the set of S2A transformation rules
Q is given in Fig. 4.4.

S2AM transformation of the initial model state The S2AM transformation of the ini-
tial Echo model state is considered in Example 4.2.11. This transformation consists of one
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S2AM step only, and is trivially confluent.

S2AR transformation of the simulation rules The first layer of Q contains one S2A

transformation rule, the rule initial. This rule is applicable to all simulation rules in PS

according to Case (1) of Def. 4.2.12, at exactly one match each. (The application of initial
to rule t1 has been shown in Figure 4.6.) Thus we get no conflicts for transformations of
the first layer of Q. After the first layer has terminated (i.e. the S2A transformation rule
initial is not applicable any more to any simulation rule), we now have initially extended
all simulation rules which now have the three Host nodes attached to the Net node in each
of the rule graphs, with morphisms inbetween, such that the new three Host nodes are
preserved by all initially extended simulation rules.

The second layer of Q contains all remaining S2A transformation rules. Considering
the marking rules first, we find that there is at most one S2A transformation rule q which
can be applied to a marking rule at exactly one match, according to Cases (3) and (4).
Hence, for the transformation of the marking rules we do not get any conflicts. Analo-
gously, for the unmarking rules, we also do not have conflicts, as we find again at most
one S2A transformation rule which is applicable to an unmarking rule at a deterministic
match (this time according to Case (2)). The (initially extended) marking and unmarking
rules become thus finally extended by S2AR transformation, with rule q either inserting
a Message symbol between two Host symbols (if the place in the match is contained in
{BtoH1, BtoH2, H1toH2, H2toH1, H1toB}), or connecting a Ready symbol to a Host
symbol (if the place in the match is contained in {H1ready, Bready,H2ready}. Af-
terwards, no more S2A model transformation rules are applicable to the finally extended
marking and unmarking rules. Finally, we consider the firing rules in PS (one for each tran-
sition in the original Petri net). We find that more than one S2A transformation rule may
be applicable to a firing rule. Consider the initially extended simulation rule t1’ after the
application of S2A transformation rule initial to simulation rule t1 (see Fig. 4.6). Two S2A

transformation rules are applicable to t1’, namely rule BtoH1 and rule BtoH2. Both rules
are applicable according to Cases (3) and (4) at exactly one match each. (The application
of BtoH1 to rule t1’ is shown in Fig. 4.7.) Obviously, the resulting direct rule transforma-
tions are parallel independent because none of the two S2A transformation rules generates
elements which are forbidden by a NAC of the other rule. Hence they can be applied in
any order. The same argument can be used for the analysis of the S2AR transformation
sequences of the remaining firing rules.

Thus, the S2AR transformation for the Echo Model is confluent. Since it is also termi-
nating, it has functional behavior.

4
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4.5 Semantical Correctness of S2A Transformation

The S2AR transformation pS
Q !_*4 pA of a rule pS = (NSi

← LS ← IS → RS) to a rule
pA = (NAi

← LA ← IA → RA), i ∈ {1, .., n} should be reflected in the correspondence
between the graphs derived by pS and those derived by pA. More precisely, given the S2AR

transformation pS
Q !_*4 pA , and the S2AM transformation GS

Q !
=⇒ GA, then the graph

HS resulting from the simulation step GS
pS=⇒ HS and the graph HA resulting from the

animation step GA
pA=⇒ HA are related by S2AM transformation, i.e. there is an S2AM

transformation HS
Q !
=⇒ HA . Furthermore, also the rule applicability should be preserved,

i.e. a transformed rule pA should be applicable exactly to the transformed graph GA iff the
original rule pS is applicable to the original graph GS .

In more detail, the requirements for semantical correctness of S2A transformation are
the following: Let GS

Q !
=⇒ GA be the S2AM transformation of graph GS into GA, and

pS
Q !_*4 pA be the S2AR transformation of rule pS into pA according to Def. 4.2.14.

1. NAC-Compatibility:
If there exists a match LS

mS−→ GS of rule pS satisfying NACs NSi
, then there exists

a match LA
mA−→ GA satisfying the corresponding NACs NAi

.

2. Local Semantical Correctness: For each simulation step GS
pS ,mS=⇒ HS there is

an animation step GA
pA,mA=⇒ HA such that there exists an S2AM transformation

HS
Q !
=⇒ HA.

The two conditions stated above comprise the notion of semantical correctness of S2A

transformation (Def. 4.5.1). In Theorem 4.5.11, we show that the conditions are satisfied
for S2A transformation, provided we have NAC-compatibility of the S2AM transforma-
tion. This NAC-compatibility has to be checked individually for concrete S2AM transfor-
mations, whereas the NAC-compatibility of S2AR transformations is shown in general in
Fact 4.5.4.

Definition 4.5.1 (Semantical Correctness of S2A Transformation )
An S2A transformation S2A : SimSpecV LS

→ AnimSpecV LA
given by S2A = (S2AM :

V LS → V LA, S2AR : PS → PA) is called semantically correct if for each simulation step

GS
pS=⇒ HS with GS ∈ V LS and each S2AR transformation sequence pS

Q !_*4 pA , we
have
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1. S2AM transformation sequences GS
Q !
=⇒ GA and

HS
Q !
=⇒ HA, and

2. an animation step GA
pA=⇒ HA.

GS
Q ! +3

pS

��

GA

pA

��

Q ! _*4

HS
Q ! +3 HA

4

Definition 4.5.2 (NAC-Compatibility of S2AM Transformation )
An S2AM transformation S2AM : V LS → V LA based on the S2A transformation system
(TGA, Q) is called NAC-compatible if the following holds for all q ∈ Q and Gi

pi
=⇒ Hi

derivable from some GS
pS=⇒ HS by S2A transformation: If q is applicable to pi (i.e.

there is a match from q to a rule graph of pi which satisfies NACq = (Lq
n→ Nq)), then

each match of q in Gi (resp. Hi) satisfies NACq. More precisely, we only need for the
construction in the proof of Theorem 4.5.7 that in

Case (1): Gi
q

=⇒ Gi+1 and Hi
q

=⇒ Hi+1 satisfy NACq,
Case (2): Gi

q
=⇒ Gi+1 satisfies NACq,

Case (3): Hi
q

=⇒ Hi+1 satisfies NACq. 4

Definition 4.5.3 (NAC-Compatibility of S2AR Transformation )
An S2AR transformation S2AR : PS → PA with S2AR = (PS, TGA, Q) is NAC-
compatible if the following holds for all q ∈ Q and Gi

pi
=⇒ Hi derivable from some

GS
pS=⇒ HS by S2A transformation: If Gi

pi
=⇒ Hi satisfies NACpi

and pi
q _*4 pi+1

satisfies NACq, then Gi+1
pi+1
=⇒ Hi+1 satisfies NACpi+1

. 4

Fact 4.5.4 (NAC-Compatibility of S2AR Transformations)
An S2AR transformation S2AR : PS → PA with S2AR = (PS, TGA, Q) is always NAC-
compatible in the sense of Def. 4.5.3. 4

Proof: We know that pi satisfies NACi. This means, there does not exist an injective
graph morphism x : Ni → Gi with x ◦ ni = mi. We must show that then there does not
exist an injective graph morphism x′ : Ni+1 → Gi+1 with x′ ◦ ni+1 = mi+1.

We assume that there exists such an injective graph
morphism x′ : Ni+1 → Gi+1 with x′ ◦ ni+1 = mi+1.
Then we have the situation depicted in the diagram to
the right. If we can show that now we get an injective
graph morphism x : Ni → Gi with x ◦ ni = mi, we
have a contradiction to the precondition.

Ni+1

x′
GGG

G

##GG
GG

Li+1

mi+1

��

ni+1oo

Ni

x
""

q
9Azzzzzzzz

zzzzzzzz
Li

mi

��

nioo
q

7?wwwwwwww

wwwwwwww
Gi+1

Gi

q

7?wwwwwwww

wwwwwwww

Case (1), Case (2):
Consider the diagrams below.
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Lq

l◦h
��

q //

��

(1)

Rq

��

��

Li
//

mi

��

(2)

Li+1

mi+1

��
Gi

iG // Gi+1

Lq

l◦h
��

q //

��

(1)

Rq

��

��

Li
i //

ni

��

(3)

Li+1

ni+1

��
Ni

iN // Ni+1

Lq

ni◦l◦h
��

q //

��

(4)

Rq

��

��

Ni
i //

x

��
(5)

Ni+1

x′

��
Gi

iG // Gi+1

Square (1) and the surrounding square (1 + 2) are pushouts (the transformations Li
q

=⇒
Li+1 and Gi

q
=⇒ Gi+1). Thus the morphism Li+1

mi+1−→ Gi+1 is unique, and square (2) is a
pushout as well, due to Property A.11.

Analogously, we get the unique morphism Li+1
ni+1−→ Ni+1, and a pushout in square (3).

By assumption we know that the morphism Ni+1
x′−→ Gi+1 in square (5) is a monomor-

phism. As square (4) is a pushout, and the rule morphism Lq
q−→ Rq is injective, we can

apply Property A.10 and obtain an injective morphism Ni
x−→ Gi and a pushout in square

(5).
Now we have the situation depicted in the diagram to
the right, where we have:

iG ◦mi = mi+1 ◦ iL due to PO (2)

= x′ ◦ ni+1 ◦ iL due to assumption

= x′ ◦ iN ◦ ni due to PO (3)

= iG ◦ x ◦ ni due to PO (5)

Li
iL //

mi

��

ni

  @
@@

@@
@@

@
Li+1

ni+1

{{wwwwwwww

mi+1

��

Ni
iN //

x
~~~~

~~
~~

~~
Ni+1

x′ ##G
GGGGGGG

Gi iG
// Gi+1

Since iG is injective (due to pushout (1 + 2)), we get mi = x ◦ ni. This is a contradiction
to the precondition that there is no injective x with x ◦ ni = mi. We conclude that the
assumption is wrong, i.e. there does not exist a morphism Ni+1

x′−→ Gi+1 with x′ ◦ ni+1 =

mi+1.

Case (3):
For this case we have Li+1 = Li, Ni+1 = Ni and ni+1 = ni. If there is a match Lq → Gi,
we have the transformation Gi

q
=⇒ Gi+1, inducing the inclusion morphism Gi

iG−→ Gi+1.
Again, we assume we had a morphism Ni+1

x′−→ Gi+1 with x′ ◦ ni = iG ◦mi.

We define the match Li
mi+1−→ Gi+1 by mi+1 = iG ◦ mi.

We now have the situation shown in the diagram to the
right. We construct the morphism Ni

x−→ Gi by restric-
tion of Ni+1

x′−→ Gi+1, i.e. by applying the backwards
retyping functor f<

TGi
based on the type graph inclusion

TGi ↪→ TGi+1. This functor maps Gi+1 to Gi due to the
fact S2A rules are type-increasing. Ni is mapped to Ni, and
the injective morphism x′ is mapped to an injective mor-
phism Ni

x−→ Gi due to Fact 2.1.26.

Li ni

//

mi   @
@@

@@
@@

@

mi+1

77

Ni

x

��

x′

""D
DD

DD
DD

D

Gi g
// Gi+1
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Due to the functor properties of the backward retyping functor f<
TGi

, commuting dia-
grams are preserved by f<

TGi
. Hence, we have the commuting diagram x ◦ ni = mi with

x injective. This is a contradiction to the precondition that there is no injective x with
x ◦ ni = mi. We conclude that the assumption is wrong, i.e. there does not exist a mor-
phism Ni+1

x′−→ Gi+1 with x′ ◦ ni+1 = mi+1.

Case (4):
In this case, the only rule graph transformed by q is the NAC Ni.

We define the match Li
mi+1−→ Gi+1 by mi+1 = iG ◦mi. We

have the situation shown in the diagram to the right, with a
pushout in square (1). Moreover, ni+1 = iN ◦ni. Again, we

assume we had an injective morphism Ni+1
x′−→ Gi+1 with

x′ ◦ ni+1 = mi+1. We construct the morphism Ni
x−→ Gi

as for Case (3) by restriction of Ni+1
x′−→ Gi+1, i.e. by

applying the backwards retyping functor f<
TGi

based on the
type graph inclusion TGi ↪→ TGi+1.

Lq
q //

h′′′

��
(1)

Rq

��
Li ni

//

mi ��@
@@

@@
@@

@

ni+1
))

Ni iN
//

x

��
(2)

Ni+1

x′

��
Gi iG

// Gi+1

This functor maps Gi+1 to Gi due to the fact that S2A rules are type-increasing. Ni+1 is
mapped to Ni, and the injective morphism x′ is mapped to an injective morphism Ni

x−→
Gi due to Fact 2.1.26. Due to the functor properties of the backward retyping functor f<

TGi
,

commuting diagrams are preserved by f<
TGi

. Hence, we have the commuting diagram
x ◦ ni = mi with x injective. This is a contradiction to the precondition that there is no
injective x with x ◦ni = mi. We conclude that the assumption is wrong, i.e. there does not
exist a morphism Ni+1

x′−→ Gi+1 with x′ ◦ ni+1 = mi+1.

2

Definition 4.5.5 (NAC-Compatibility of S2A Transformation )
An S2A transformation S2A = (S2AM : V LS → V LA, S2AR : PS → PA) based on the
S2A transformation system (TGA, Q) is called NAC-compatible if the following conditions
hold for all q ∈ Q and Gi

pi
=⇒ Hi derivable from some GS

pS=⇒ HS by S2A transformation:

1. NAC-compatibility of S2AM (Def. 4.5.2), and

2. NAC-compatibility of S2AR (Def. 4.5.3).

4

Remark: According to Fact 4.5.4, each S2AR transformation S2AR : PS → PA with
S2AR = (PS, TGA, Q) is NAC-compatible provided that (TGA, Q) is a type-increasing
graph transformation system. Thus, for specific applications, it suffices to show only NAC-
compatibility of S2AM , where the general criteria are still missing. 2
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Fact 4.5.6 (Example: NAC-Compatibility of the Echo S2AM Transformation )
The Echo model S2AM transformation is NAC-compatible (see Def. 4.5.2) in the follow-
ing sense: For all pi

q _ *4 pi+1 with q = (Lq
q−→ Rq) and NACq = (Lq

q−→ Rq) such
that the match from q to pi satisfies NACq, the following S2AM steps also satisfy NACq

according to the rule transformation cases below:

Case (1): Gi
q

=⇒ Gi+1 and Hi
q

=⇒ Hi+1,
Case (2): Gi

q
=⇒ Gi+1,

Case (3): Hi
q

=⇒ Hi+1. 4

Proof: We show for all q ∈ Q that for a match Lq → X there is no NAC-morphism
(Rq−Lq)

x−→ X . Due the property of all q ∈ Q being type-increasing, in this case NACq

is satisfied for this match.

The only S2A rule which can be applied to any rule pi according to Case (1) is rule
initial. As rule initial belongs to rule layer 1, all rules pi it can be applied to, are the original
simulation rules, and do not contain symbols typed over TGV . Hence, a step involving the
application of initial to a rule pi is always NAC-compatible, since

- the match Lq
h−→ Ipi

lpi−→ Lpi

mpi−→ Gi satisfies NACq as Gi does not contain TGV -
typed elements, and hence there is no NAC-morphism (Rq − Lq)

x−→ Gi;

- the match Lq
h−→ Ipi

rpi−→ Rpi

m∗
pi−→ Hi satisfies NACq as Hi does not contain

TGV -typed elements, and hence there is no NAC-morphism (Rq − Lq)
x−→ Hi;

All subsequent S2A transformation steps are either according to Case (2), or Case (3)
(we need not consider Case (4) for NAC-compatibility).

Let us consider a step according to Case (2), first: We assume that q is applicable to
pi, i.e. there is a match Lq

h−→ Li satisfying NACq. Now, if NACq is not satisfied
for the match Lq

h−→ Li
m−→ Gi, then this means that a rule q′ must have been applied

before to a predecessor rule pj according to Case (2) with pj
q′_*4 pj+1 _*4 .. _*4 pi

with j < i, such that the objects in (Rq′ − Lq′) added by q′ are also added by q, i.e.
(Rq′ − Lq′) = (Rq − Lq), and the matches of q′ and q overlap in those objects the newly
generated objects are linked to. But then, the objects in (Rq − Lq) would also have been
added to Lj and in this case we have a NAC-morphism (Rq − Lq)→ Lj+1 → Li which is
a contradiction to our assumption that NACq is satisfied for the match Lq → Li. Hence,
NACq must be satisfied for the match Lq

h−→ Li
m−→ Gi.

Analogously, we can argue for the Case (3) steps. 2

The most important requirement for the semantical correctness of the S2A transforma-
tion is that the application of an S2A transformation rule to a simulation rule preserves a
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simulation step, i.e. each direct S2A transformation step is locally semantically confluent.
We call this requirement local semantical correctness of S2A transformation and show that
it is fulfilled in Theorem 4.5.7.

Please note that for showing local semantical correctness we have to require NAC-
compatibility of the S2AM part of the S2A transformation, as NAC-compatibility of
S2AM does not hold in general for all S2A transformation systems.

Figure 4.10 shows a counter example for Case (1) where NAC Nq
nq←− Lq is satisfied for

all required matches from Lq to rule graphs Ii, Li and Ri of pi and to Gi, but not for the
match from Lq to Hi.

Ri

Net Boss

Host

Net q

Nq,RqLq

Net Net Net Host

Net Boss
Net

Boss

Host

Gi

Li Ii

Hi

Net Boss

Ci

Figure 4.10: Counter Example: No NACq Compatibility

We show that in our running example (see Example 4.5.8) and in all applications con-
sidered (see Section 4.7), we have NAC-compatibility of S2AM in all possible S2A trans-
formation steps.

Theorem 4.5.7 (Local Semantical Correctness of S2A Transformation )
Given a NAC-compatible S2A transformation S2A : SimSpecVLS

→ AnimSpecVLA

with S2A = (S2AM : V LS → V LA, S2AR : PS → PA) and an S2AR transformation

sequence pS
Q !_*4 pA with intermediate S2AR step pi

q _*4 pi+1 with q ∈ Q.

Then for each graph transformation step Gi
q

=⇒ Hi with Gi, Hi ∈ GraphsTGA
we

have
1. Graph transformation steps Gi

q
=⇒ Gi+1 in Cases (1)

and (2), Gi
id

=⇒ Gi+1 in Case (3), Hi
q

=⇒ Hi+1 in
Cases (1) and (3), and Hi

id
=⇒ Hi+1 in Case (2) of

Def. 4.2.12;

2. Graph transformation step Gi+1
pi+1
=⇒ Hi+1 with

Gi+1, Hi+1 ∈ GraphsTGA
.

Gi
q/id +3

pi

��

Gi+1

pi+1

��

q _*4

Hi
q/id +3 Hi+1

4
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Proof:
Given Gi

pi
=⇒ Hi by the DPO Li

mi

��
(1)

Ii

ci

��

lioo ri //

(2)

Ri

cmi

��
Gi Ci
oo // Hi

Then we consider for pi
q _ *4 pi+1 according to Def. 4.2.12 the following four Cases:

Case (1):
There is a match Lq

h−→ Ii, and Ni+1j
, Ii+1, Li+1, Ri+1, ni+1j

, li+1, ri+1 are defined by the

pushouts (3) − (6) in the left diagram below, leading to rule pi+1 = (Nij

ni+1j←− Li+1
li+1←−

Ii+1
ri+1−→ Ri+1).

Now we construct Gi+1, Ci+1 and Hi+1 as pushout objects in (7), (8) and (9), respec-
tively. Composing pushouts (3), (4) and (7), we obtain Gi

q
=⇒ Gi+1, and analogously

Hi
q

=⇒ Hi+1 by pushouts (3), (5) and (9).

Lq

h

��

q //

(3)

Rq

��
Ii

r1��

li
�����

qi //

(4)

(5)

Ii+1
li+1 �����

ri+1

��
Li

qL//

nij

��

Li+1

ni+1j��
Ri qR

//

(6)

Ri+1

Nij qNj

// Ni+1j

Li

mi

��

qL //

(7)

Li+1

��
Gi

// Gi+1

Ii

ci

��

qI //

(8)

Ii+1

��
Ci

// Ci+1

Ri

cmi

��

qR //

(9)

Ri+1

��
Hi

// Hi+1

It remains to show Gi+1
pi+1
=⇒ Hi+1 by showing that

the front squares in double cube shown to the right are
pushouts. The back squares are pushouts (1) and (2),
the top squares are pushouts (4) and (5), the diagonal
squares are pushouts (7), (8) and (9). This leads to
unique morphisms Ci+1 → Gi+1 and Ci+1 → Hi+1,
such that all squares commute.

Li

����� mi

��

Ii
lioo

��

�����

ri // Ri

��

�����

Li+1

mi+1

��

Ii+1
oo

��

// Ri+1

��
Gi

����� (10 )

Ci
oo

�����
//

(11 )

Hi

�����

Gi+1 Ci+1
oo // Hi+1

We get pushout (10) in the left bottom and and pushout (11) in the right bottom square by
pushout decomposition property A.7, 2, as we have pushouts in the diagonal square (8),
and in the composition of the left top and the left diagonal square (4 + 7), as well as in
the composition of the right top and the right diagonal square (5 + 9). Using pushout de-
composition once more, we can conclude that both front squares are pushouts, as we have
pushouts in the respective top squares (4) and (5), as well as in the compositions of the
respective back and bottom squares (1 + 10) and (2 + 11). Hence, we have got the double
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pushout (the two front squares) corresponding to the transformation step Gi+1
pi+1
=⇒ Hi+1.

Case (2):

There is a match Lq
h′−→ Li, and Li+1, Ni+1j

and ni+1j
are defined by pushouts (12) and

(13), and Ii+1 = Ii, Ri+1 = Ri, ri+1 = ri and li+1 = q′◦li. Now we define Gi+1 as pushout
object in (14), and let Ci+1 = Ci, Hi+1 = Hi. Thus, composing (12) and (14), we obtain
Gi

q
=⇒ Gi+1, and we have Hi

id
=⇒ Hi+1.

Lq

h′

��

q //

(12)

Rq

��
Li

nij

��

q′ //

(13)

Li+1

ni+1j

��
Nij

// Ni+1j

Li

mi

��

q′ //

(14)

Li+1

��
Gi

q′
// Gi+1

Similar to Case (1) we now get pushouts in the front
of the following double cube, leading to Gi+1

pi+1
=⇒

Hi+1. Note, however, that in contrast to Case (1),
the top and bottom squares of the left cube are no
pushouts, but all the diagonal squares are.

Li

����� mi

��

Ii
lioo

��

id
����

�

ri // Ri

��

id
�����

Li+1

mi+1

��

Ii
oo

��

// Ri

��
Gi

�����
Ci

oo

id
��

// Hi

id
��

Gi+1 Ci
oo // Hi

Case (3):

There is a match Lq
h′′−→ Ri, and Ri+1 is defined by pushout (15), and Ii+1 = Ii, Li+1 =

Li, Ni+1j
= Nij , li+1 = li, ni+1j

= nij and ri+1 = q′ ◦ ri.

Now we define Ci+1 = Ci, and Gi+1 = Gi, leading to Gi
id

=⇒ Gi+1 and to Hi+1 by
pushout (16).

Lq

h′′

��

q //

(15)

Rq

��
Ri

q′ // Ri+1

Ri

(16)cmi

��

q′ // Ri+1

��
Hi

// Hi+1

Similar to Case (1), we obtain pushouts in the front of
the following double cube, leading to Gi+1

pi+1
=⇒ Hi+1.

Note, however, that in contrast to Case (1), the top and
bottom squares of the right cube are no pushouts, but
all the diagonal squares are.

Liid
����� mi

��

Ii
lioo

��

id
����

�

ri // Ri

��

�����

Li

mi

��

Ii
oo

��

// Ri+1

��
Giid
�����

Ci
oo

id
��

// Hi

��
Gi Ci
oo // Hi+1
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Case (4):

There is a match Lq
h′′−→ Nij , and Ni+1j

is defined by pushout (17), and Ii+1 = Ii, Li+1 =

Li, Ri+1 = Ri, li+1 = li, ri+1 = ri and ni+1j
= q′ ◦nij . Now we define Ci+1 = Ci, leading

to Gi
id

=⇒ Gi+1 and to Hi
id

=⇒ Hi+1 . We obtain a double cube which consists of identities
in all diagonal morphisms, leading to Gi+1

pi+1
=⇒ Hi+1 which is equivalent to Gi

pi
=⇒ Hi, as

the corresponding double pushouts are equal.

Lq

h′′′

��

q //

(17)

Rq

��
Nij

q′i // Ni+1j

Liid
����� mi

��

Ii
lioo

��

id
����

�

ri // Ri

��

id
�����

Li

mi

��

Ii
oo

��

// Ri+1

��
Giid
��

Ci
oo

id
��

// Hiid
��

Gi Ci
oo // Hi+1

2

Example 4.5.8 (Local Semantical Correctness of S2AEcho)
Let us consider layer 1 of the Echo simulation rules (consisting of marking and unmarking
rules). According to Example 4.4.1, to each of the layer-1-rules, we can apply at first the
S2A rule initial (and no other S2A rule) according to Case (1) of Def. 4.2.12. If we assume
as initial model the unmarked Echo C/E net from Fig. 3.11, and a simulation step which
marks the place B idle (by applying simulation rule markB idle from Fig. 3.13, we get the
local confluence diagram in Fig. 4.11 (where only parts of the net are drawn due to space
limits):

Figure 4.11: Local Semantical Confluence Diagram for Transforming markB idle
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The result of applying S2A rule initial to simulation rule markB idle is an extended rule
markB idle’, which contains additinally the three Host nodes, linked to the Net node in all
three rule graphs, with morphisms between the nodes with equal names, such that the new
three Host nodes are preserved by rule markB idle’. Please note that the NAC of S2A rule
initial is satisfied both for the match into graph Echo and for the match into the extended
graph Echo1.

We get similar diagrams for the pair of the S2A rule initial and all other marking (and
unmarking) rules.

In graph Echo1, we have the necessary marking to apply the firing rule t1. To firing
rule t1, the S2A rule initial has to be applied first, yielding the first (left) confluent step in
Fig. 4.12, where the resulting rule t1’ extends t1, and the resulting graph Echo′2 extends
Echo2 by the three Host nodes.

Figure 4.12: Local Semantical Confluence Diagrams for transforming t1

Now we can apply two more S2A rules to t1’, namely BtoH1 and BtoH2. As shown
in Example 4.4.1, both rules are parallel independent and may be applied in any order.
In Fig. 4.12, the second (right) confluent step corresponds to the application of S2A rule
BtoH1.

4

In addition to the previously shown two requirements for semantical correctness, NAC-
compatibility (Def. 4.5.5, Fact 4.5.4) and local semantical correctness (Theorem 4.5.7), we
require for the semantical correctness of all possible S2A transformation sequences that the
S2A transformation rules q ∈ Q are parallel and sequential independent from the animation
rules pA ∈ A. If this is the case, we can apply S2A transformation rules q to graphs Gn

even after the S2A transformation pS
Q !_ *4 pn is finished, i.e. pn = pA.
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Definition 4.5.9 (Rule Compatibility of S2A Transformation )
An S2A transformation S2A = (S2AM : V LS → V LA, S2AR : PS → PA) with
S2AM = (V LS, TGA, Q) is called rule-compatible if for all pA ∈ PA and q ∈ Q we have
that pA and q are parallel and sequential independent. More precisely, for each G

pA=⇒ H

with GS
Q ∗
=⇒ G and HS

Q ∗
=⇒ H for some GS, HS ∈ V LS and each G

q
=⇒ G′ (resp.

H
q

=⇒ H ′), we have parallel (resp. sequential) independence of G
pA=⇒ H and G

q
=⇒ G′

(resp. H
q

=⇒ H ′). 4

Fact 4.5.10 (Example: Rule Compatibility of the Echo S2A Transformation )
The Echo Model S2A transformation is rule compatible in the sense of Def. 4.5.9, i.e. all
pA and all q are parallel and sequential independent. 4

Proof: If pA is applicable to a graph G, then there is a match LA
m−→ G. Therefore,

symbols of at least those types from TGV that are contained in LA have also to be contained
in G. So, in the sequence GS

Q∗
=⇒ G there have been applied at least those rules q ∈ Q

which have also been applied in pS
Q !_*4 pA according to Case (1) or (2) (i.e. applied to

some Li, i = 0, .., n). All those rules q have a match Lq → LA → G but are not applicable
any more to LA because of their NACs NACq. Neither are they applicable to G, due to
NAC-compatibility.

So we have to consider only those overlappings LA/Lq, where h(Lq) is not completely
included in m(LA). There exists exactly one instance of type Net in graph G, in all Lq and
in all LA. Hence, all pairs LA/Lq overlap in the Net symbol. However, this is uncritical,
as the Net symbol is always preserved by all rules q ∈ Q and pA ∈ PA. Moreover, there
exist exactly three instances of type Host in graph G and in all LA. Again, overlapping
in Host nodes is uncritical, as they are always preserved by all rules. Furthermore, there
exists at most one Place node with a specific name. So, all pairs LA and Lq which both
contain a Place node with the same name, overlap in this node. Again, this is uncritical
as Place symbols are always preserved by all rules. The only critical symbols LA and Lq

could overlap at, are the Token symbols (and the corresponding EdgeTk edges connecting
the tokens to the places). There is exactly one Token symbol in the LHS of all S2A rules.
This Token symbol is the last node apart from the Net node, the Host nodes and the Place
node. As we have argued before, LA and Lq overlap already in the Net node, the Host
node and in the Place node. As there is at most one Token node connected to a Place,
they overlap also in the Token node. Thus, LA and Lq always overlap completely, if they
overlap at all. For this case it was shown above that neither pA nor q are applicable due
to their NACs. Hence, all pairs pA/q are parallel independent. Due to the Local Church
Rosser Theorem 2.1.19, we know that if G

pA=⇒ H and G
q

=⇒ G′ are parallel independent
(which was shown above), then G

pA=⇒ H and H
q

=⇒ H ′ are sequential independent. 2
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Theorem 4.5.11 (Semantical Correctness of S2A Transformation )
Each rule compatible S2A transformation S2A = (S2AM, S2AR) is semantically correct,
provided that S2AM is terminating and NAC-compatible. 4

Proof: Given S2A = (S2AM : V LS → V LA, S2AR : PS → PA) with terminating
S2AM = (V LS, TGA, Q), a simulation step GS

pS=⇒ HS with GS ∈ V LS , and an S2AR

transformation sequence pS
Q !_*4 pA with pS = p0

q0 _ *4 p1
q1 _*4 .. qn−1_*4 pn = pA with

n ≥ 1, then we can apply the Local Correctness Theorem 4.5.7 for i = 0, .., n− 1, leading
to the following diagram

GS = G0
q0 +3

pS=p0

��

G1
q1 +3

p1

��

G2
q2 +3

p2

��

... +3 Gn−1
qn−1 +3

pn−1

��

Gn

pn=pA

��

Q! _*4

HS = H0 q0

+3 H1 q1

+3 H2 q2

+3 ... +3 Hn−1 qn−1

+3 Hn

which includes the case n = 0 with GS = G0, HS = H0 and pS = p0 = pA, where no
q ∈ Q can be applied to pS = p0 = pA. If no q ∈ Q can be applied to Gn and Hn anymore,
we are ready, because the top sequence is GS

Q !
=⇒ Gn = GA, and the bottom sequence is

HS
Q !
=⇒ Hn = HA.

Now assume that we have qn ∈ Q which is applicable to Gn leading to Gn
qn

=⇒ Gn+1.
Then, rule compatibility implies parallel independence with GA

pA=⇒ HA, and the Local
Church Rosser Theorem leads to square (n):

Gn
qn +3

pA

��

Gn+1
+3

pA

��

... +3 Gm−1 qm−1

+3

pA

��

Gm = GA

pA

��
Hn

qn +3 Hn+1
+3 ... +3 Hm−1

qm−1+3 Hm = HA

This procedure can be repeated as long as rules qi ∈ Q are applicable to Gi for i ≥ n.
Since S2AM transformation is terminating, we have some m > n such that no q ∈ Q is
applicable to Gm anymore, leading to a sequence GS = G0

Q !
=⇒ Gm = GA.

Now assume that there is some q ∈ Q which is still applicable to Hm leading to Hm
q

=⇒
Hm+1. Now rule compatibility implies sequential independence of Gm

pA=⇒ Hm
q

=⇒
Hm+1. In this case, the Local Church Rosser Theorem would lead to a sequence Gm

q
=⇒

Gm+1
pA=⇒ Hm+1 which contradicts the fact that no q ∈ Q is applicable to Gm anymore.

This implies that also H0
Q ∗
=⇒ Hn

Q ∗
=⇒ Hm is terminating, leading to the required sequence

HS = H0
Q !
=⇒ Hm = HA. 2
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Fact 4.5.12 (Example: Semantical Correctness of the Echo S2A Transformation )
The S2A transformation S2A = (S2AM , S2AR) based on the S2A transformation for the
Echo model, where the S2A transformation rules Q are shown in Fig. 4.4, and the simula-
tion rules PS are given in Fig. 3.13 is semantically correct. 4

Proof: Termination has been shown to be fulfilled for general type-increasing S2A trans-
formation systems in Theorem 4.3.6. Since the Echo S2A transformation is NAC-compatible
due to Fact 4.5.6, and rule-compatible due to Prop. 4.5.10, it is hence also semantically cor-
rect due to Theorem 4.5.11. 2

4.6 Semantical Equivalence of Simulation and Animation
Specifications

To show semantical equivalence of SimSpecVLS
and AnimSpecVLA

, we need com-
pletenes of the S2A transformation in the sense that we also have semantical correctness in
the backward direction. For each animation step GA

pA=⇒ HA, a so-called A2S backward
transformation with A2S = (A2SM,A2SP ) should map graphs GA to GS and HA to HS

by A2SM transformation, and the animation rule pA = (NAi
← LA ← IA → RA) to the

simulation rule pS = (NSi
← LS ← IS → RS), i ∈ {1, .., n} by A2SR transformation,

such that there is a valid simulation step GS
pS=⇒ GA.

For an S2A transformation, we define an A2S backward transformation by restriction of
graphs and rules to TGS , and show that A2S has the desired property that A2S ◦ S2A ⊆
IdV LS

. If S2AM is total, we even get A2S ◦ S2A = IdV LS
.

4.6.1 A2S Backward Transformation

In this section we consider the relation between an animation specification AnimSpecVLA

and the corresponding simulation specification SimuSpecVLS
related by S2A transfor-

mation. We show in Theorem 4.6.5 that for each S2A transformation there is a backward
transformation A2S : AnimSpecVLA

→ SimSpecVLS
, i.e. we get A2S ◦S2A ⊆ IdV LS

Definition 4.6.1 (Characterization of Backward Transformations )

1. Given an S2AM transformation S2AM : V LS → V LA, then a transformation
A2SM : V LA → V LS is called backward transformation of S2AM if we have

A2SM ◦ S2AM ⊆ IdV LS
,
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i.e. ∀GS, G′
S ∈ V LS, GA ∈ V LA : [(GS, GA) ∈ S2AM , (GA, G′

S) ∈ S2AM =⇒
GS = G′

S]

2. Given an S2AR transformation S2AR : PS → PA, then the transformtion A2SR :

PA → PS is called backward transformation of S2AR if we have

A2SR ◦ S2AR ⊆ IdPS
.

3. Given backward transformations A2SM of S2AM and A2SR of S2AR, then A2S =
(A2SM ,A2SR) is called backward transformation of S2A = (S2AM , S2AR).

4

Remark: All transformations in Def. 4.6.1 are considered as relations, and ◦ is the re-
lational composition. If S2AM is total, we also require A2SM to be total and A2SM ◦
S2AM = IdV LS

, and analogously for S2AR and A2SR. 2

Fact 4.6.2 (Restriction of S2AM to TGS)

Given an S2AM transformation S2AM : V LS → V LA based on
a layered type-increasing GTS (TGA, Q) with TGS ⊆ TGA, then
we have: GS

Q !
=⇒ GA with GS ∈ V LS implies GA|TGS

= GS ,
i.e. the diagram to the right is a pullback.

GS
q //

��
(PB)

GA

��
TGS

� � // TGA
4

Proof: Given GS
Q !
=⇒ GA, we can assume to have a sequence GS = G0

q0
=⇒ G1

q1
=⇒

..
qn

=⇒ Gn+1 = GA where each qi is either a parallel rule over Qi or an identity step. In
each single step we have in the first case pushout (1) and the commutative square (2),
where the typing Gi+1 → TGi+1 is induced from Gi → TGi and pushout (1), and Lqi

→
TGi, Rqi

→ TGi+1 are given by our layered type-increasing GTS (TGA, Q), such that the
outer diagram (1 + 2) is a pullback and all horizontal morphisms are monomorphisms.

Lqi

qi //

��
(1)

��

Rqi

��

��

Gi

q′i //

��
(2)

Gi+1

���
�
�

TGi
� � // TGi+1

Gi

��

id //

(3)

Gi+1

��
TGi

� � // TGi+1
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Hence, the special pushout-pullback-decomposition property A.8, implies that (1) and
(2) are pullbacks. In the case that qi = id, diagram (3) is a pullback because TGi ↪→
TGi+1 is monomorphism. This leads to the following sequence of pullbacks, which can be
composed to one pullback:

GS = G0
//

��
(PB0)

,,
G1

//

��
(PB1)

G2
//

��

... // Gn
//

��
(PBn)

Gn+1 = GA

��
TGS = TG0

� � //
22TG1

� � // TG2
� � // ... � � // TGn

� � // TGn+1 = TGA

2

Fact 4.6.3 (Restriction of S2AR to TGS)
Given an S2AR transformation S2AR : PS → PA based on a layered type-increasing

GTS (TGA, Q) with TGS ⊆ TGA, then we have: pS
Q !_*4 pA with pS ∈ PS implies

pA|TGS
= pS , i.e. for pS = (NSi

← LS ← IS → RS), pA = (NAi
← LA ← IA → RA)

the following triple cube commutes with pullbacks in the diagonal squares:

NSi

����

��

LS
oo

�����

��

IS
oo

��

�����
// RS

��

�����

NAi

��

LA
oo

��

IA
oo

��

// RA

��
TGi

�����
TGi

�����

idoo TGi
idoo

�����

id // TGi

�����

TGi+1 TGi+1id
oo TGi+1id

oo
id
// TGi+1

4

Proof: Given pS
Q !_*4 pA , we consider the subsequences

pS = p0
Q0!_*4 p1

Q1!_ *4 p2...pn
Qn!_ *4 pn+1 = pA

according to the layers Qi of Q and show for each i = 0, .., n the following triple cube with
pullbacks in the diagonal squares,

Nij
����

��

Li
oo

�����

��

Ii
oo

��

�����
// Ri

��

�����

Ni+1j

��

Li+1
oo

��

Ii+1
oo

��

// Ri+1

��
TGi

�����
TGi

�����

idoo TGi
idoo

�����

id // TGi

�����

TGi+1 TGi+1id
oo TGi+1id

oo
id
// TGi+1
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which can be composed to the required triple cube with pS and pA. In step pi
Qi!_*4 pi+1 ,

we use some rules q1, .., qm ∈ Qi, where according to Def. 4.2.12 we apply q′1N , .., q′mN to
Nij , q′1L, .., q′mL to Li, q′1I , .., q

′
mI to Ii, and q′1R, .., q′mR to Ri with q′xy = qx or q′xy = idy for

x = 1, ..,m and y ∈ {Nij , Li, Ii, Ri}.
Now let q′L be the parallel rule of all qxL over XL = {x|q′xL 6= id} in the case XL 6= ∅,

and similarly q′I over XI 6= ∅, q′R over XR 6= ∅ and q′N over XN 6= ∅. In these cases
we obtain the diagrams below with pushouts (1)− (4), where the outer diagrams are pull-
backs by assumption on Q, leading to pullbacks (5)− (8) by the special pushout-pullback
decomposition property A.8.

Lq
q′N //

��
(1)

��

Rq

��

��

Nij
//

��
(5)

Ni+1j

��
TGi

� � // TGi+1

Lq
q′L //

��
(2)

��

Rq

��

��

Li
//

��
(6)

Li+1

��
TGi

� � // TGi+1

Lq
q′I //

��
(3)

��

Rq

��

��

Ii
//

��
(7)

Ii+1

��
TGi

� � // TGi+1

Lq
q′R //

��
(4)

��

Rq

��

��

Ri
//

��
(8)

Ri+1

��
TGi

� � // TGi+1

In the case XN = ∅, we replace pullback (5) by pullback (5′), and analogously for
XL = ∅ (resp. XI = ∅ and XR = ∅) we replace pullback (6) by pullback (6′) (resp. (7) by
(7′), and (8) by (8′)):

Nij

��

id //

(5′)

Ni+1j

��
TGi

� � // TGi+1

Li

��

id //

(6′)

Li+1

��
TGi

� � // TGi+1

Ii

��

id //

(7′)

Ii+1

��
TGi

� � // TGi+1

Ri

��

id //

(8′)

Ri+1

��
TGi

� � // TGi+1

In each case we obtain the pullbacks in the diagonal squares in the triple cube above.
Moreover, Ii → Li (and similarly Li → Nij and Ii → Ri) is the unique TGi-typed
morphism with Ii → Li → Li+1 = Ii → Ii+1 → Li+1 and Li → Nij → Ni+1j

= Li →
Li+1 → Ni+1j

.

Having shown that in each possible case of applying q to a rule pi, we get the desired pull-
backs for the transformation step pi

q _*4 pi+1 , we can now compose the step pullbacks to

obtain the pullback of a complete transformation. Such a transformation pS
Q !_*4 pA can

be decomposed into the steps pS = p0
q0

=⇒ p1
q2

=⇒ ...
qn

=⇒ pn+1 = pA. The transformation
sequence for the interface graphs induces the sequence of pullbacks shown in the diagram
below, where each single pullback exists, as was shown above.
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IS = I0
//

��
(PB0)

,,
I1

//

��
(PB1)

I2
//

��

... // In
//

��
(PBn)

In+1 = IA

��
TGS = TG0

//
22TG1

// TG2
// ... // TGn

// TGn+1 = TGA

Applying the pullback composition property A.7, 3, we conclude that the composed
square (PB1 + PB2 + .. + PBn) is a pullback. The composition of the step pullbacks for
the other rule graphs works analogously.

2

Remark: Fact 4.6.2 implies that there exists a TGTS embedding f : SimSpecVLS
→

AnimSpecVLA
according to Def. 2.1.24 given by f = (TGS

fT G−→ TGA, PS
fP−→ PA),

where fTG is the type graph inclusion, and fP maps each simulation rule pS to the rule pA

resulting from the S2AR transformation. As shown in the proof of Fact 4.6.2, applying the
backward retyping functor f<

TGS
to an animation rule pA yields the simulation rule pS , such

that we have pS
Q !_*4 pA . 2

Definition 4.6.4 (A2S Transformation )
Given an S2A transformation S2A = (S2AM : V LS → V LA, S2AR : PS → PA) :

SimSpecVLS
→ AnimSpecVLA

, then the transformation A2S : AnimSpecVLA
→

SimSpecVLS
is defined by A2S = (A2SM,A2SR) is called animation-to-simulation

model and rule transformation, short A2S transformation, where

1. A2SM : V LA → V LS is the animation-to-simulation model transformation, short
A2SM transformation, defined by restriction to TGS , i.e. A2SM (GA) = GA|TGS

,

and

2. A2SR : PA → PS is the animation-to-simulation rule transformation, short A2SR

transformation, defined by restriction to TGS , i.e. A2SR(pA) = pA|TGS
.

4

Theorem 4.6.5 (A2S Transformation is Backward Transformation of S2A Transformation)

Given an S2A transformation S2A = (S2AM : V LS → V LA, S2AR : PS → PA) based
on a layered type-increasing GTS (TGA, Q) with TGS ⊆ TGA, then the transformation
A2S : AnimSpecVLA

→ SimSpecVLS
defined according to Def. 4.6.4, is a backward

transformation of S2A in the sense of the characterization of backward transformations
given in Def. 4.6.1. 4
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Proof: A2SM : V LA → V LS for GA ∈ V LA with GS
Q !
=⇒ GA for GS ∈ V LS maps

GA to GS , because GA|TGS
= GS by Fact 4.6.2. This implies A2SM ◦ S2AM ⊆ IDV LS

.

Analogously, A2SR : PA → PS for pA ∈ PA with pS
Q !_*4 pA for pS ∈ PS maps pA to

pS , because we have pA|TGS
= pS by Fact 4.6.3. This implies A2SR ◦ S2AR ⊆ IDPS

.

Hence, A2SM,A2SR and A2S = (A2SM,A2SR) are backward transformations of
S2AM, S2AR and S2A, respectively. 2

4.6.2 Semantical Correctness of A2S Transformation

Given an A2S backward transformation of A2S with A2S = (A2SM,A2SR) : Anim−
SpecVLA

→ SimSpecVLS
such that A2SR(pA) = pS for pA ∈ PA, pS ∈ PS and

A2SM(GA) = GS for GA ∈ V LA, GS ∈ V LS , then the graph HS resulting from the sim-
ulation step GS

pS=⇒ HS and the graph HA resulting from the animation step GA
pA=⇒ HA

should be related by A2SM backward transformation, i.e. A2SM(HA) = HS . Further-
more, also the rule applicability should be preserved, i.e. a transformed rule pS should be
applicable exactly to the transformed graph GS if the original animation rule pA is applica-
ble to the original graph GA (NAC-Compatibility).

We show NAC-compatibility of A2S backward transformation in Fact 4.6.7, and seman-
tical correctness in Def. 4.6.6.

Definition 4.6.6 (Semantical Correctness of A2S Transformation )

An A2S transformation A2S : AnimSpecVLA
→

SimSpecVLS
given by A2S = (A2SM : V LA →

V LS, A2SR : PA → PS) is called semantically correct
if for each animation step GA

pA=⇒ HA with GA, HA ∈
V LA and A2SM(GA) = GS and A2SR(HA) = HS ,
there is a corresponding simulation step GS

pS=⇒ HS with
A2SM(HA) = HS .

GA
A2SM //

pA

��

GS

pS

��

A2SR //

HA
A2SM // HS

4

Fact 4.6.7 (NAC-Compatibility of A2S Transformations )
An A2S transformation A2S = (A2SM : V LA → V LS, A2SR : PA → PS) is NAC-
compatible in the following sense: Let GS = A2SM(GA) and pS = A2SR(pA). Then, if
GA

pA=⇒ HA satisfies NAC(pA) then GS
pS=⇒ HS satisfies NAC(pS). 4

Proof: We know that LA
mA−→ GA satisfies NAC(pA). This means, there does not exist

an injective graph morphism x′ : NA → GA with x′ ◦ nA = mA. We must show that then
there does not exist an injective graph morphism x : NS → GS with x ◦ nS = mS .
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We show that this holds locally for each possible direct transformation Gi
q

=⇒ Gi+1

which is part of the transformation sequence GS
Q !
=⇒ GA with i ∈ {0, .., n}, G0 = GS and

Gn = GA. Likewise, the corresponding direct transformation step pi
q

=⇒ pi+1 is part of

the transformation sequence pS
Q !_*4 pA , where p0 = pS and pm = pA.

Case (1), Case (2):
We have the situation shown in the diagram to the right.
We must show that there does not exist an injective graph
morphism x : Ni → Gi with x ◦ ni = mi. We assume we
had a morphism Ni

x−→ Gi with x ◦ ni = mi and show that
this leads to a contradiction with the precondition that there
does not exist a morphism Ni+1

x′−→ Gi+1 with x′ ◦ ni+1 =

mi+1. Let us consider the diagrams below.

Ni

q

w� wwwwwwww

wwwwwwww
Li

mi

��

nioo

q

x� zz
zz

zz
zz

zz
zz

zz
zz

Ni+1

x′
|

GG
GG

##G
GG

G

Li+1

mi

��

nioo Gi

q

y� zz
zz

zz
zz

zz
zz

zz
zz

Gi+1

Lq

l◦h
��

q //

��

(1)

Rq

��

��

Li
//

mi

��

(2)

Li+1

mi+1

��
Gi

// Gi+1

Li

ni

��

l //

mi

��

(3)

Li+1
ni+1

��
mi+1

��

Ni
i //

x

��
(4)

Ni+1

x′

��
Gi

g // Gi+1

Square (1) and the surrounding square (1 + 2) are pushouts (the transformations Li
q

=⇒
Li+1 and Gi

q
=⇒ Gi+1). Thus the morphism Li+1

mi+1−→ Gi+1 is unique, and square (2) is a
pushout as well, due to Property A.11.

Square (3) is a pushout due to Def. 4.2.12, Case (1) and Case (2). The surrounding square

is pushout (2). Thus we get the unique morphism Ni+1
x′−→ Gi+1 such that x′◦ni+1 = mi+1

and square (4) is a pushout, due to Property A.11. This is a contradiction to the precondi-
tion that there exists no such x′. Thus, the assumption must be wrong, and there exists no
morphism Ni

x−→ Gi with x ◦ ni = mi.

Case (3):
For this case, we have Li+1 = Li, Ni+1 = Ni and ni+1 =

ni. Again, we assume we had a morphism Ni
x−→ Gi with

x◦ni = mi. If there is a match Lq → Gi, we have the trans-
formation Gi

q
=⇒ Gi+1, inducing the inclusion morphism

Gi
g−→ Gi+1.

Li ni

//

mi   @
@@

@@
@@

@

mi+1

77

Ni

x

��

x′

""
Gi g

// Gi+1

We define the match Li
mi+1−→ Gi+1 by mi+1 = g ◦mi. We now have the situation shown in

the diagram to the right. There exists a morphism Ni
x′−→ Gi+1, given by x′ = g ◦ x, for
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which holds:

g ◦ x ◦ ni = g ◦mi due to precondition

⇔ x′ ◦ ni = g ◦mi due to def. of x’

⇔ x′ ◦ ni = mi+1 due to def. of mi+1

This is a contradiction to the precondition that there is no x′ with x′ ◦ ni = mi+1. We
conclude that the assumption is wrong, i.e. there does not exist a morphism Ni

x−→ Gi

with x ◦ ni = mi.

Case (4):
In this case, the only rule graph transformed by q is the NAC
Ni. We have the situation shown in the diagram to the right,
where the upper square is a pushout and ni+1 = q′ ◦ ni.
Again, we assume we had a morphism Ni

x−→ Gi with
x ◦ ni = mi. Then, we also have a match Lq

x◦h′′′−→ Gi, and
the transformation Gi

q
=⇒ Gi+1. Hence, the surrounding

square (1 + 2) is a pushout. By Property A.11, we get the

morphism Ni+1
x′−→ Gi+1 such that square (2) is a pushout.

Lq
q //

h′′′

��
(1)

Rq

��
Li ni

//

mi ��@
@@

@@
@@

@

ni+1
))

Ni
q′
//

x

��
(2)

Ni+1

x′

��
Gi g

// Gi+1

We define the match mi+1 = g ◦mi. Thus, we have

g ◦ x ◦ ni = x′ ◦ q′ ◦ ni due to pushout (2)

⇔ g ◦mi = x′ ◦ q′ ◦ ni due to assumption

⇔ g ◦mi = x′ ◦ ni+1 due to definition of ni+1

⇔ mi+1 = x′ ◦ ni+1 due to definition of mi+1

This is a contradiction to the precondition that there is no x′ with x′ ◦ ni+1 = mi+1. We
conclude that the assumption is wrong, i.e. there does not exist a morphism Ni

x−→ Gi

with x ◦ ni = mi. 2

Theorem 4.6.8 (Semantical Correctness of A2S Backward Transformation )
Each A2S backward transformation A2S = (A2SM,A2SR) of an S2A transformation
S2A = (S2AM, S2AR) is semantically correct. 4

Proof: The semantical correctness of A2S backward transformation holds due to the
fact that the S2A transformation induces a TGTS embedding from S to A (see Remark to
Fact 4.6.3). As shown in Theorem 2.1.27, TGTS embeddings reflect the behavior in the
sense that if we have the transformation GA

pA,mA=⇒ HA in A, we get the transformation
GS

pS ,mS=⇒ HS such that mA|TGS
= mS , provided that the restricted NACs NSi

are satisfied.
This is the case due to NAC-compatibility of A2S , which was shown in Fact 4.6.7. 2
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4.6.3 Criteria for Semantical Equivalence

Theorem 4.6.9 (Semantical Completeness of S2A Transformation )
Given an S2A transformation based on a layered type-increasing S2A transformation sys-
tem (TGA, Q), then S2A is semantically complete in the sense that there is a semantically
correct backward transformation A2S of S2A. 4

Proof: The proof is a direct consequence of Theorem 4.6.5 and Theorem 4.6.8. 2

Definition 4.6.10 (Semantical Equivalence of Simulation and Animation Specifications )

An S2A transformation S2A = (S2AM, S2AR) : SimSpecVLS
→ AnimSpecVLA

is called semantical equivalence of SimSpecVLS
and AnimSpecVLA

if S2A is semanti-
cally correct and complete, and we have in addition:

A2S ◦ S2A = Id and S2A ◦ A2S = Id

for A2S = (A2SM,A2SR) backward transformation of S2A. 4

To show that an S2A transformation S2A = (S2AM : V LS → V LA, S2AR : PS →
PA) is a semantical equivalence of SimSpecVLS

and AnimSpecVLA
, we need a few

structural properties of S2A and A2S transformations.

Lemma 4.6.11 (Properties of S2AM Transformation )
S2AM transformation S2AM : V LS → V LA considered as relation based on the S2A

transformation system GTSS2A = (TGA, Q) is

1. left total if S2AM is terminating,

2. right total,

3. left unique if GTSS2A is layered type-increasing,

4. right unique if GTSS2A is confluent.

4

Proof:

1. S2AM terminating implies ∀GS ∈ V LS : GS
Q !
=⇒ GA;

2. by definition of V LA = {GA|∃GS ∈ V LS : GS
Q !
=⇒ GA};
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3. by Fact 4.6.2;

4. Given GS
Q !
=⇒ GA and GS

Q !
=⇒ G′

A, then confluence implies GA = G′
A (up to

isomorphism).

2

Lemma 4.6.12 (Properties of S2AR Transformation )
S2AR transformation S2AR : PS → PA considered as relation based on the S2A transfor-
mation system GTSS2A = (TGA, Q) is

1. left total if S2AR is terminating,

2. right total,

3. left unique if GTSS2A is layered type-increasing,

4. right unique if S2AR is confluent.

4

Proof:

1. S2AR terminating implies ∀pS ∈ PS : ∃ pS
Q !_ *4 pA ;

2. by definition of PA = {pA|∃pS ∈ PS : pS
Q !_*4 pA };

3. by Fact 4.6.3;

4. Given pS
Q !_ *4 pA and pS

Q !_*4 p′A , then confluence of S2AR implies pA = p′A (up
to isomorphism).

2

Lemma 4.6.13 (Properties of A2SM Transformation )
An A2SM backward transformation of S2AM , given by A2SM : V LA → V LS and
defined by restriction with V LA based on the S2A transformation system GTSS2A =

(TGA, Q), is considered as relation, and is

1. left total if GTSS2A is layered type-increasing,

2. right total if S2AM is terminating and GTSS2A layered type-increasing,

3. left unique if GTSS2A is confluent and layered type-increasing,

4. right unique.

4
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Proof:

1. by Fact 4.6.2, we have for each GA ∈ V LA: GA|TGS
= GS ∈ V LS for GS

Q !
=⇒ GA;

2. GTSS2A terminating implies ∀GS ∈ V LS : GS
Q !
=⇒ GA with GA|TGS

= GS;

3. for GA, G′
A ∈ V LA with GA|TGS

= G′
A|TGS

we have by definition of V LA that

for GS, G′
S ∈ V LS : GS

Q !
=⇒ GA, G′

S

Q !
=⇒ G′

A, and by Fact 4.6.2 GA|TGS
= GS

and G′
A|TGS

= G′
S , which implies GS = G′

S , and by confluence of GTSS2A, also
GA = G′

A;

4. because restriction construction is well-defined.

2

Lemma 4.6.14 (Properties of A2SR Transformation )
An A2SR backward transformation of S2AR, given by A2SR : PA → PS and defined
by restriction with PA based on the S2A transformation system GTSS2A = (TGA, Q), is
considered as relation, and is

1. left total if GTSS2A is layered type-increasing,

2. right total if S2AR is terminating and GTSS2A layered type-increasing,

3. left unique if S2AR is confluent and GTSS2A layered type-increasing,

4. right unique.

4

Proof:

1. by Fact 4.6.3 we have for each pA ∈ PA: pA|TGS
= pS ∈ PS for pS

Q !_*4 pA ;

2. GTSS2A terminating implies ∀pS ∈ PS : pS
Q !_*4 pA with pA|TGS

= pS;

3. for pA, p′A ∈ PA with pA|TGS
= p′A|TGS

we have by definition of PA pS, p′S ∈
PS, pS

Q !_ *4 pA , p′S
Q !_ *4 p′A , and by Fact 4.6.3 pA|TGS

= pS and p′A|TGS
= p′S ,

which implies pS = p′S , and by confluence of S2AR, also pA = p′A;

4. because restriction construction is well-defined.

2
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Theorem 4.6.15 (Semantical Equivalence of Simulation and Animation Specifications )
An S2A transformation S2A = (S2AM : V LS → V LA, S2AR : PS → PA) based on
a layered type-increasing S2A transformation system GTSS2A = (TGA, Q) has a back-
ward transformation A2S = (A2SM,A2SR) defined by restriction to TGS leading to a
semantical equivalence of SimSpecVLS

and AnimSpecVLA
if

• S2A is rule compatible,

• S2AM is terminating,

• GTSS2A is layered type-increasing,

• S2AM and S2AR are confluent.

4

Proof: By Theorems 4.5.11 and 4.6.9 we have that S2A is semantically correct and com-
plete with A2S ◦ S2A ⊆ Id. Moreover, we have A2S ◦ S2A = Id by Lemmas 4.6.11, 1,
and 4.6.12, 1, and S2A ◦ A2S = Id by Lemmas 4.6.11 - 4.6.14. 2

Remark: Vice versa, A2S ◦ S2A = Id and S2A ◦ A2S = Id implies that A2S and S2A

are left and right total and also left and right unique. 2

Fact 4.6.16 (Example Echo Model: Semantical Equivalence)
The S2A transformation S2A = (S2AM , S2AR) based on the S2A transformation for the
Echo model, where the S2A transformation rules Q are shown in Fig. 4.4, and the simu-
lation rules PS are given in Fig. 3.13, leads to a semantical equivalence of SimSpecVLS

and AnimSpecVLA
. 4

Proof: Termination of S2A has been shown to be fulfilled for general type-increasing
S2A transformation systems in Theorems 4.3.5 and 4.3.6. The Echo S2A transformation
is semantically correct due to Fact 4.5.12. Furthermore, due to Theorem 4.6.5, we have a
backward transformation A2S : AnimSpecVLA

→ SimSpecVLS
, defined by type re-

strictions, such that the S2A transformation is also semantically complete. In addition to
semantical completeness, according to Theorem 4.6.15, the requirements for an S2A trans-
formation being a semantical equivalence, are rule compatibility and confluence. These
requirements have been shown for the Echo S2A transformation in Fact 4.5.10 (rule com-
patibility) and Fact 4.4.1 (confluence). 2
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4.7 Applications

In addition to the running example of this chapter, the Echo Algorithm, in this section we
consider three more animation view definitions and show that they are semantically equiv-
alent to their corresponding simulation specifications. In Section 4.7.1, we consider an
animation view for the AHL net modeling the Dining Philosophers from Chapter 3.5.1.
The behavior of the Dining Philosopher model is animated as five people around a ta-
ble with chopsticks. An earlier version of this animation view was the running example
in our paper [EE05b]. In Section 4.7.2, an animation view is developed for the Radio
Clock Statechart introduced in Chapter 3.1.2, Example 3.1.2. The different modes of the
clock are visualized by different displays showing the date, the time and the alarm time.
Moreover, the part of the alarm time is high-lighted which can be changed in the current
state. The last application, presented in Section 4.7.3, deals with an animation view for
the Drive-Through UML model introduced in Chapter 3.5.3, where the behavior of the
Drive-Through model is animated as a queue of cars in front of a restaurant building. A
short version of this application (without considering the semantical correctness) is also
described in our paper [EHKZ05]. More applications not given in detail in this thesis have
been published in our papers [EET06] (the animation view for an AHL net modeling an
elevator), and in [EB04, BEE+02] (showing the behavior of a finite automaton modeling
a producer-consumer system in the animation view of a kitchen, where the producer is a
cook, the buffer is a table, and the consumer is a person sitting at that table and consuming
the produced goods (cakes)).

4.7.1 Animation View for the AHL Net Dining Philosophers

In this section we develop an animation view for the AHL net modeling the Dining Philoso-
phers from Chapter 3.5.1.

Simulation Specification

The upper part of Fig. 4.13 shows the AHL Net modeling the behavior of five dining
philosophers, who sit around a table. Between each two philosophers there is one chopstick
lying on the table. A philosopher who is eating uses the two chopsticks to his right and to
his left. While a philosopher is not eating, he is thinking. We identify the five philosophers
as well as their chopsticks by numbers. Fig. 4.13 shows the initial situation where all
philosophers are thinking and all chopsticks are lying on the table.

The abstract syntax graph of the net is the modeled by the graph GI in the lower part of
Fig. 4.13, which is also the initial state for our dining philosopher simulation.
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Figure 4.13: Initial State of a Dining Philosophers Simulation (Concrete Notation and
Abstract Syntax)

The model-specific simulation rules for the AHL net Dining Philosophers have been
introduced already in Chapter 3.5.1.

Figure 4.14: Simulation Rules for the Dining Philosophers
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We add a first rule layer for the generation of the initial marking. In order to allow
more than one initial state for simulation runs, the rules mark-th(n), mark-tbl(n) and mark-
eat(n) model the marking process of the three places. The second layer contains the two
remaining rules which model the firing behavior of the two transitions put and take.

The simulation specification SimSpecVLS
= (V LS, PS) consists of the simulation lan-

guage V LS typed over TGS , where TGS is the simulation alphabet depicted in the left
part of Fig. 4.15, PS is the set of simulation rules shown in Fig. 4.14, and V LS con-
sists of all graphs that can occur in any Dining Philosophers simulation scenario: V LS =

{GS|∃G0
PS∗=⇒ GS}, where G0 is the graph corresponding to GI , but without token sym-

bols. Note that GI is an element of V LS which can be obtained by applying the marking
rules mark-th and mark-tbl with adequate input parameter values.

Animation Alphabet

Fig. 4.15 shows the animation alphabet TGA, which is a disjoint union of the simulation
alphabet TGS and a new visualization alphabet TGV which is shown in the right part of
Fig. 4.15, and which models the elements for a domain-specific visualization of the dining
philosophers’ behavior. (Since we do not need the concrete syntax of the AHL nets to
define the animation view, we do not depict it in Fig. 4.15.)

Figure 4.15: Animation Alphabet for the Dining Philosophers

The symbol Table is the root symbol of the animation. and belongs to type layer 1. On
the table, there are the plates, one for each philosopher in the net, layouted in a circle.
Their layout positions are computed depending on the number of plates (philosophers /
chopsticks) represented in the attribute plates. The size of the angle between two plates
is computed by dividing the table circle in plates segments of the same size. The plate
position then is computed by multiplying the angle size and the respective plate number
plNo. The philosophers are visualized by two different graphics: a happy philosopher
holding two chopsticks, and a philosopher without chopsticks, looking thoughtful. The
layout positions of the philosopher graphics and the chopsticks are computed like the plate
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positions. Philosophers are positioned with a fixed distance from the plate, outside the
table, and the chopsticks are positioned within the table circle with an angular offset besides
the plate.

The Dining Philosophers animation alphabet is a valid animation alphabet according
to Def. 4.2.4, where the type Table has type layer 1, type Plate has type layer 2, and the
remaining types belong to type layer 3.

S2A Transformation

The S2A transformation rules Q, shown in Fig. 4.16, add corresponding visualization ele-
ments to the simulation rules and to the initial graph corresponding to the unmarked net.

Figure 4.16: S2A Rules for the Dining Philosophers

S2A rule init (rule layer 0) initializes the animation view part by adding a Table symbol
to all graphs it is applied to. The input parameter fixes the number of philosophers, plates
and chopsticks to be layouted.

The remaining S2A rules all belong to rule layer 1. Rules plates, eating and thinking
generate a plate symbol or, respectively, a philosopher graphic for each token on either
place Eating or place Thinking. Rule chopsticks adds a chopstick icon for each token on
place Table.

All S2A transformation rules are typed over TGA, each S2A transformation rule has
a NAC which equals its RHS. Moreover, all rules within the same rule layer are parallel
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independent, as none of them generates elements which are forbidden by the NACs of the
other rules in the layer. Hence, together with their rule and type layers, the S2A rules
comprise a valid, type-increasing S2A transformation system according to Def. 4.2.8.

The Dining Philosophers S2AM transformation S2AM : V LS → V LA is hence given
by S2AM = (V LS, TGA, Q), where the animation language V LA = {GA|∃GS ∈ V LS :

GS
Q ∗
=⇒ GA}.

We consider a sample S2A transformation sequence which transforms the simulation
rule take. In the first S2A transformation step, only the S2A rule table is applicable. It is
applied according to Case (1) of Def. 4.2.12 to all three rule graphs of rule put, which re-
sults in an intermediate rule take0. Now, several rules from rule layer 2 become applicable
to rule take0: rule plate according to Case (2) and Case (3), rule thinking according to Case
(2), rule eating according to Case (3), and rule chopstick according to Case (2) at two dif-
ferent matches. Considering the match priorities, we start with the Case (2) applications:
The application of rule plate adds a Plate symbol with plNo=p to the LHS of rule take0,
resulting in rule take1. The application of rule thinking to rule take1 adds a ThinkingPhilo
symbol to the LHS of take1, resulting in rule take2. Applying rule chopstick first to rule
take2 and then to the result of this application, rule take3 adds one Chopstick symbol with
cNo=p and another one with cNo=(p mod 5) +1, resulting in rule take4. Now, no more S2A

rules are applicable according to Case (2), but we have two more Case (3) - rule applica-
tions: The application of rule plate to rule take4 adds a Plate symbol to its RHS (which
yields rule take5), and the application of rule eating to rule take5 adds an EatingPhilo sym-
bol to its RHS, resulting in rule take6, which is the final result, the animation rule. This last
transformation step is depicted in Fig. 4.25.

The Dining Philosophers S2AR rule transformation S2AR : PS → PA is given by

S2AR = (PS, TGA, Q), where the animation rules PA = {pA|∃pS ∈ PS : pS
Q !_*4 pA }.

The Dining Philosophers animation specification AnimSpecVLA
= S2A(SimSpecVLS

)

based on the S2A transformation S2A = (S2AM, S2AR) is given by AnimSpecVLA
=

(V LA, PA), where V LA is the animation language obtained by the Dining Philosophers
S2AM transformation, and PA are the animation rules obtained by the Dining Philoso-
phers S2AR transformation, some of which are shown in Fig. 4.18.

Fig. 4.27 shows an animation scenario by applying the animation rules from Fig. 4.18,
starting with the animation view corresponding to the initial state of the Dining Philoso-
phers net in Fig. 4.13.

Correctness and Completeness of the S2A Transformation

To ensure the semantical correctness of the Dining Philosophers S2A transformation, we
have to check the NAC-compatibility. of the S2AM transformation.
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Figure 4.17: Application of S2A Rule eating to Rule take5

Figure 4.18: Animation Rules for the Dining Philosophers

Fact 4.7.1 (NAC-Compatibility of Dining Philosophers S2AM Transformation)
The Dining Philosophers S2AM transformation is NAC-compatible (see Def. 4.5.2) in the
following sense: For all pi

q _ *4 pi+1 with q = (Lq
q−→ Rq) and NACq = (Lq

q−→ Rq)

such that the match from q to pi satisfies NACq, the following S2AM steps also satisfy
NACq according to the rule transformation cases below:

Case (1): Gi
q

=⇒ Gi+1 and Hi
q

=⇒ Hi+1,
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Figure 4.19: Animation Scenario of the Dining Philosophers

Case (2): Gi
q

=⇒ Gi+1,
Case (3): Hi

q
=⇒ Hi+1. 4

Proof: We show for all q ∈ Q that for a match Lq → X there is no NAC-morphism
(Rq−Lq)

x−→ X . Due the property of all q ∈ Q being type-increasing, in this case NACq

is satisfied for this match.

The only S2A rule which can be applied to any rule pi according to Case (1) is rule
init. As rule init belongs to rule layer 1, all rules pi it can be applied to, are the original
simulation rules, and do not contain symbols typed over TGV . Hence, a step involving the
application of init to a rule pi is always NAC-compatible, since

- the match Lq
h−→ Ipi

lpi−→ Lpi

mpi−→ Gi satisfies NACq as Gi does not contain TGV -
typed elements, and hence there is no NAC-morphism (Rq − Lq)

x−→ Gi;

- the match Lq
h−→ Ipi

rpi−→ Rpi

m∗
pi−→ Hi satisfies NACq as Hi does not contain

TGV -typed elements, and hence there is no NAC-morphism (Rq − Lq)
x−→ Hi;

All subsequent S2A transformation steps are either according to Case (2), Case (3) or
Case (4). Note that the right-hand sides of all S2A rules do not overlap in their generated
elements, i.e. in (Rq − Lq).

Let us consider a step according to Case (2), first: We assume that q is applicable to pi,
i.e. there is a match Lq

h−→ Li satisfying NACq. Now, if NACq is not satisfied for the
match Lq

h−→ Li
m−→ Gi, then this means that q must have been applied before to another

rule pj according to Case (2) with pj
q _*4 pj+1 _*4 .. _*4 pi with j < i, since q is the

only S2A rule which could add the elements (Rq − Lq) to Gi. But in this case, we have a
NAC-morphism (Rq − Lq) → Lj+1 → Li which is a contradiction to our assumption that
NACq is satisfied for the match Lq → Li. Hence, NACq must be satisfied for the match
Lq

h−→ Li
m−→ Gi.

Analogously, we can argue for the Case (3) and Case (4) steps. 2
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Fact 4.7.2 (Rule Compatibility of Dining Philosophers S2A Transformation)
The Dining Philosophers S2A transformation is rule compatible in the sense of Def. 4.5.9,
i.e. all pA and all q are parallel and sequential independent. 4

Proof: If pA is applicable to a graph G, then there is a match LA
m−→ G. Therefore,

symbols of at least those types from TGV that are contained in LA have also to be contained
in G. So, in the sequence GS

Q∗
=⇒ G there have been applied at least those rules q ∈ Q

which have also been applied in pS
Q !_ *4 pA according to Case (1) or (2) (i.e. applied to

some Li, i = 0, .., n). All those rules q have a match Lq → LA → G but are not applicable
any more to LA because of their NACs NACq. Neither are they applicable to G, due to
NAC-compatibility.

So we have to consider only those overlappings LA/Lq, where h(Lq) is not completely
included in m(LA). As the left-hand side of S2A rule init is empty, we do not have to
consider it at all. Moreover, there exists exactly one instance of type Table in graph G, in
all Lq and in all LA. Hence, all pairs LA/Lq overlap in the Table symbol. However, this is
uncritical, as the Table symbol is always preserved by all rules. Furthermore, there exists at
most exactly one Place node named thinking, one Place node named eating, and one Place
node named table. So, all pairs LA and Lq which both contain a Place node with the same
name, overlap in this node. Again, this is uncritical as Place symbols are always preserved
by all rules. The only critical symbols LA and Lq could overlap at, are the Token symbols.
There is exactly one Token symbol in the LHS of all S2A rules. This Token symbol is the
last node apart from the Table and the Place node. As we have argued before, LA and Lq

overlap already in the Table and in the Place node. If they would overlap also in the Token
node, they would overlap completely, i.e. h(Lq) would be included in m(LA). In this case,
q would not be applicable as shown above. If LA and Lq do not overlap in the Token nodes,
they only overlap in uncritical nodes that are preserved by the rules, which are therefore
parallel independent.

Due to the Local Church Rosser Theorem 2.1.19, we know that if G
pA=⇒ H and G

q
=⇒

G′ are parallel independent (which was shown above), then G
pA=⇒ H and H

q
=⇒ H ′ are

sequential independent. 2

Fact 4.7.3 (Confluence of Dining Philosophers S2A Transformation)
The S2A transformation S2A = (S2AM, S2AR) based on the S2A transformation system
(TGA, Q) for the Dining Philosophers model, where the S2A transformation rules Q are
shown in Fig. 4.16, is confluent. 4

Proof: The Dining Philosophers model contains always exactly one instance of the symbol
type Table and one instance of each Plate symbol with the same name. Moreover, we have
at most one instance of a Token symbol with the same value number. These type constraints
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eliminate the potential conflicts which are found by AGG (see Fig. 4.20) in the following
way: Consider the three critical pairs in Fig. 4.20 found for application of rule plate and
again rule plate.

Figure 4.20: Critical Pairs of the Dining Philosophers S2AM Transformation

They are all produce-forbid-conflicts, i.e. the NAC of the second rule plate forbids its
application after its first application. This situation is intended if the two matches overlap
completely (critical pair (2)), because we do not want the rule to be applied again at the
same essential match. Hence, Critical Pair (2) does not lead to an unwanted conflict. Crit-
ical Pairs (1) and (3) show a situation where the RHS of the firstly applied rule plate and
the NAC of the secondly applied rule plate overlap only in the two nodes Table and Plate.
Since they overlap in Plate, both Token nodes must have the same value. In our model, two
different Token nodes can never have the same value. Moreover, a Token node is always
connected to only one Place node. Hence, Critical Pairs (1) and (3) do not lead to conflicts
as the depicted overlappings can never occur. Analogously, the 3 Critical Pairs found for
each of the other rule pairs can be analyzed and lead to no unwanted conflicts.

Hence, S2AM transformation is confluent.

Regarding S2AR transformation, we have to check what happens if two S2A transforma-
tion rules q1 and q2 from the same rule layer are applied to the same rule pi with i = 0, .., n

and pS = p0, pn = pA in pS
Q !_ *4 pA . If they are applied according to the same rule trans-

formation case (see Def. 4.2.12), i.e. they change the same rule graph(s), then we have a
conflict which can always be resolved, since q1 and q2 are parallel independent by Defini-
tion 4.2.8. If they are applicable according to different rule transformation cases, then the
match priorities define an application order, such that we will not get conflicts. 2
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Fact 4.7.4 (Semantical Equivalence of SimSpecV LS
and AnimSpecV LA

)
The S2A transformation S2A = (S2AM, S2AR) based on the S2A transformation system
(TGA, Q) for the Dining Philosophers model, where the S2A transformation rules Q are
shown in Fig. 4.16, is a semantical equivalence of SimSpecVLS

and AnimSpecVLA
. 4

Proof: Termination has been shown to be fulfilled for general type-increasing S2A trans-
formation systems in Theorems 4.3.5 and 4.3.6). Since the Dining Philosophers S2A trans-
formation is NAC-compatible due to Fact 4.7.1, it is hence also semantically correct due
to Theorem 4.5.11. Furthermore, due to Theorem 4.6.5, we have a backward transforma-
tion A2S : AnimSpecVLA

→ SimSpecVLS
, defined by type restrictions, such that the

S2A transformation is also semantically complete. In addition to semantical completeness,
according to Theorem 4.6.15, the requirements for an S2A transformation being a seman-
tical equivalence, are rule compatibility and confluence. These requirements have been
shown for the Dining Philosophers S2A transformation in Fact 4.7.2 (rule compatibility)
and Fact 4.7.3 (confluence). 2

4.7.2 Animation View for the Statechart Modeling a Radio Clock

In this section we develop an animation view for the Radio Clock Statechart introduced in
Chapter 3.1.2, Example 3.1.2.

Simulation Specification

The upper part of Fig. 4.21 shows the Statechart modeling the behavior of a radio clock,
which can show alternatively the time or the date or allows to set the alarm time. The
changes between the modes (realized by pressing a Mode button on the clock) are modeled
in the Statechart by transitions labeled with the event Mode. The nested state Alarm allows
to switch between modes for setting the hours and the minutes (realized by pressing a Select
button on the clock) which is modeled by the transitions labeled with the event Select. The
Set event increments the number of hours or minutes which are currently displayed. The
abstract syntax graph of the Radio Clock is the modeled by the graph GI in the lower part
of Fig. 4.21, which is also the initial state for the radio clock simulation.

The model-specific simulation rules for the Radio Clock Statechart have been introduced
already in Chapter 3.4.0.1. For simplicity, we here restrict ourselves to a set of simulation
rules without the intermediate link, and without rule priorities, and require that the user se-
lects only terminating simulation scenarios without loops where an up rule is immediately
followed by a down rule. The set of model-specific simulation rules is shown in Fig. 4.22.

In the first rule layer, the initialization of an event queue is realized by the rules ini-
tial(h,m,e) and addEvent(e) which generate the object, set its current pointer to the top level
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Figure 4.21: Initial State of a Radio Clock Simulation

Figure 4.22: Simulation Rules for the Radio Clock

state “Radio Clock” and fill its event queue. In this way, the events that should be processed
during a simulation run, can be defined in the beginning of the simulation. Alternatively,
events also may be inserted at the end of the queue while a simulation is running. Further-
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more, the object node holds values for the initial alarm time given by the rule parameters of
rule initial. The second layer contains all remaining rules and realizes the actual simulation,
processing the events in the queue. For each super-state there is a down rule which moves
the current pointer from the super-state to its initial substate. For each substate there is an
up rule moving the current pointer from the substate to its super-state. For each transition
there is a trans rule moving the current pointer from the source state of the transition to
its target state, if the next event in the queue is the triggering event of the transition. For
the transitions named “set”, the value of hours or the minutes of the current alarm time are
incremented by the respective rule.

The simulation specification SimSpecVLS
= (V LS, PS) consists of the simulation lan-

guage V LS typed over TGS , where TGS is the simulation alphabet depicted in the right-
hand side of Fig. 4.23, PS is the set of simulation rules shown in Fig. 4.22, and V LS

consists of all graphs that can occur in any Radio Clock simulation scenario: V LS =

{GS|∃GI
PS∗=⇒ GS}.

Animation Alphabet

Fig. 4.23 shows the animation alphabet TGA, which is a disjoint union of the simulation
alphabet TGS and a new visualization alphabet TGV which is shown in the right part of
Fig. 4.23, and which models the elements for a domain-specific visualization of the radio
clock behavior. (Since we do not need the concrete syntax of the Statecharts to define the
animation view, we do not depict it in Fig. 4.23.)

Figure 4.23: Animation Alphabet for the Radio Clock

The symbol Clock is the root symbol of the animation, where all other symbols are linked
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to. Hence, the Clock symbol type belongs to type layer 1. The three modes of the clock
are visualized by five different displays: a date display, showing the date (month / day
/ weekday), a time display showing the time (hours / minutes), and three alarm displays
showing the time for the alarm to ring, but differing in the states of two lights which indicate
the states Display (both lights off), Set:Hours (light SetH on), and Set:Minutes (light SetM
on).

State changes between the displays are realized by pressing the Mode or the Select but-
ton, which are also visualized in all respective displays.

The Radio Clock Animation Alphabet is a valid animation alphabet according to Def. 4.2.4,
where the type clock has type layer 1, and the remaining types belong to type layer 2.

S2A Transformation

The S2A transformation rules Q, shown in Fig. 4.24, add corresponding visualization el-
ements to the simulation rules and to the initial radio clock graph, depending on the state
the current pointer is pointing at. We visualize only basic states which do not have any
substates. Super-states (i.e. the states Radio Clock and Alarm are not visualized in the
animation view, as they are considered as transient, abstract states which are active on the
way of the current pointer up and down the state hierarchy between two basic states, but
which have no concrete layout themselves.

S2A rule clock initializes the animation view part by adding a Clock symbol to all (rule)
graphs it is applied to. This rule belongs to S2A rule layer 0. To this Clock symbol, all
animation elements will be linked. S2A rules time and date generate the time display or
the date display for the corresponding active state named “Time” or “Date”, respectively.
S2A rules display, setH and setM generate the different alarm displays, where the numbers
of hours and minutes to be shown in the respective display positions are the current values
of the corresponding Object attributes.

All Radio Clock S2A transformation rules are typed over TGA, each S2A transformation
rule has a NAC which equals its RHS. Moreover, all rules within the same rule layer are
parallel independent, as none of them generates elements which are forbidden by the NACs
of the other rules in the layer. Hence, together with their rule and type layers, the S2A rules
comprise a valid, type-increasing S2A transformation system according to Def. 4.2.8.

The Radio Clock S2AM transformation S2AM : V LS → V LA is given by S2AM =

(V LS, TGA, Q), where the animation language V LA = {GA|∃GS ∈ V LS : GS
Q ∗
=⇒ GA}.

We consider a sample S2A transformation sequence which transforms the simulation
rule upTime. In the first S2A transformation step, only the S2A rule clock is applicable.
It is applied according to Case (1) of Def. 4.2.12 to all three rule graphs of rule upTime,
which results in an intermediate rule up′Time. Secondly, rule time from S2A rule layer 2
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Figure 4.24: S2A Rules for the Radio Clock

is applicable to rule up′Time, according to Case (2), as there is a match to the LHS of rule
up′Time. The application adds a symbol of type Display to the LHS graph, and linking the
TimeDisplay symbol to the Clock symbol. This transformation step is depicted in Fig. 4.25,
resulting in the animation rule S2A(upTime) = (L′′ ← I ′′ → R′′), since no more S2A

rules can be applied to this rule.

The Radio Clock S2AR transformation S2AR : PS → PA is given by S2AR =

(PS, TGA, Q), where the animation rules PA = {pA|∃pS ∈ PS : pS
Q !_*4 pA }.

The Radio Clock animation specification AnimSpecVLA
= S2A(SimSpecVLS

) based
on the S2A transformation S2A = (S2AM, S2AR) is given by AnimSpecVLA

= (V LA, PA),
where V LA is the animation language obtained by the Radio Clock S2AM transformation,
and PA are the animation rules obtained by the Radio Clock S2AR transformation, some
of which are shown in Fig. 4.26.

The start state of the sample animation scenario shown in Fig. 4.27 in the concrete no-
tation of the animation view, was obtained from the initial state shown in Fig. 4.21 by
applying the rule initial(6,30,mode) setting the alarm time to 06:30 and the first event in the
queue to mode, and subsequently applying rule addEvent to fill the queue with the events
mode, select, set, mode. Fig. 4.27 shows the subsequent simulation steps by applying
animation rules from the second rule layer.
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Figure 4.25: Application of S2A Rule time to Simulation Rule up′Time

Figure 4.26: Animation Rules for the Radio Clock

Correctness and Completeness of the S2A Transformation

To ensure the semantical correctness of the Radio Clock S2A transformation, we have to
check the NAC-compatibility. of the S2AM transformation.
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Figure 4.27: Animation Scenario of the Radio Clock Model

Fact 4.7.5 (NAC-Compatibility of the Radio Clock S2AM Transformation )
The Radio Clock S2AM transformation is NAC-compatible (see Def. 4.5.2) in the follow-
ing sense: For all pi

q _*4 pi+1 with q = (Lq
q−→ Rq) and NACq = (Lq

q−→ Rq) such
that the match from q to pi satisfies NACq, the following S2AM steps also satisfy NACq

according to the rule transformation cases below:

Case (1): Gi
q

=⇒ Gi+1 and Hi
q

=⇒ Hi+1,
Case (2): Gi

q
=⇒ Gi+1,

Case (3): Hi
q

=⇒ Hi+1. 4

Proof: We show for all q ∈ Q that for a match Lq → X there is no NAC-morphism
(Rq−Lq)

x−→ X . Due the property of all q ∈ Q being type-increasing, in this case NACq

is satisfied for this match.

The only S2A rule which can be applied to any rule pi according to Case (1) is rule
clock. As rule clock belongs to rule layer 1, all rules pi it can be applied to, are the original
simulation rules, and do not contain symbols typed over TGV . Hence, a step involving the
application of clock to a rule pi is always NAC-compatible, since

- the match Lq
h−→ Ipi

lpi−→ Lpi

mpi−→ Gi satisfies NACq as Gi does not contain TGV -
typed elements, and hence there is no NAC-morphism (Rq − Lq)

x−→ Gi;

- the match Lq
h−→ Ipi

rpi−→ Rpi

m∗
pi−→ Hi satisfies NACq as Hi does not contain

TGV -typed elements, and hence there is no NAC-morphism (Rq − Lq)
x−→ Hi;

All subsequent S2A transformation steps are either according to Case (2) or to Case (3).
Note that the right-hand sides of all S2A rules do not overlap in their generated elements,
i.e. in (Rq − Lq).

Let us consider a step according to Case (2), first: We assume that q is applicable to pi,
i.e. there is a match Lq

h−→ Li satisfying NACq. Now, if NACq is not satisfied for the
match Lq

h−→ Li
m−→ Gi, then this means that q must have been applied before to another

rule pj according to Case (2) with pj
q _*4 pj+1 _ *4 .. _*4 pi with j < i, since q is the
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only S2A rule which could add the elements (Rq − Lq) to Gi. But in this case, we have a
NAC-morphism (Rq − Lq) → Lj+1 → Li which is a contradiction to our assumption that
NACq is satisfied for the match Lq → Li. Hence, NACq must be satisfied for the match
Lq

h−→ Li
m−→ Gi.

Analogously, we can argue for the Case (3) steps: We assume that q is applicable to pi,
i.e. there is a match Lq

h−→ Ri satisfying NACq. Now, if NACq is not satisfied for the
match Lq

h−→ Ri
m∗
−→ Hi, then this means that q must have been applied before to another

rule pj according to Case (3) with pj
q _*4 pj+1 _*4 .. _*4 pi with j < i, since q is the

only S2A rule which could add the elements (Rq − Lq) to Hi. But in this case, we have a
NAC-morphism (Rq − Lq) → Lj+1 → Li which is a contradiction to our assumption that
NACq is satisfied for the match Lq → Ri. Hence, NACq must be satisfied for the match
Lq

h−→ Ri
m∗
−→ Hi. 2

Fact 4.7.6 (Rule Compatibility of Radio Clock S2A Transformation)
The Radio Clock S2A transformation is rule compatible in the sense of Def. 4.5.9, i.e. all
pA and all q are parallel and sequential independent. 4

Proof: If pA is applicable to a graph G, then there is a match LA
m−→ G. Therefore,

symbols of at least those types from TGV that are contained in LA have also to be contained
in G. So, in the sequence GS

Q∗
=⇒ G there have been applied at least those rules q ∈ Q

which have also been applied in
Q !
=⇒ pSpA according to Case (1) or (2) (i.e. applied to

some Li, i = 0, .., n). All those rules q are not applicable anymore to LA because of their
NACs NACq. Neither are they applicable to G, due to NAC-compatibility.

So we have to consider only those overlappings LA/Lq where h(Lq) is not completely
included in m(LA). As the LHS of S2A rule clock is empty, we do not have to consider
this rule at all. Moreover, there exists exactly one instance of type Clock in each graph
G, in all Lq and in all LA. Hence, all pairs LA/Lq overlap in the Clock symbol. This is
uncritical, as the Clock symbol is always preserved by all rules. Furthermore, there exists
always only one State symbols with a certain name. So all pairs LA/Lq which both contain
a State symbol with the same name, overlap in this node. Again, this is uncritical, as State
symbols are always preserved by all rules. The next symbol and link LA/Lq could overlap
at, is a symbol of type Object and a link of type current. The Object symbol is the last node
apart from the Clock and State nodes in the LHSs of the S2A transformation rules. As we
have argued above, LA and Lq overlap already in the Clock and State nodes. If they would
overlap also in the Object node and the current link, they would overlap completely, i.e.
h(Lq) would be included in m(LA). In this case q would not be applicable as shown above.
As there is exactly one Object node and one current link in any graph G, we can conclude
that there are no pairs LA/Lq which do not overlap completely, and in these cases NACq

forbids the application of q.
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Hence, all pairs pA/q are parallel independent.

Due to the Local Church Rosser Theorem 2.1.19, we know that if G
pA=⇒ H and G

q
=⇒

G′ are parallel independent (which was shown above), then G
pA=⇒ H and H

q
=⇒ H ′ are

sequential independent. 2

Fact 4.7.7 (Confluence of Radio Clock S2A Transformation)
The S2A transformation S2A = (S2AM, S2AR) based on the S2A transformation system
(TGA, Q) for the Radio Clock model, where the S2A transformation rules Q are shown in
Fig. 4.24, is confluent. 4

Proof: The conflict analysis for the Radio Clock S2A transformation rules yields one
potential conflict for each pair q/q. All potential conflicts are produce-forbid-conflicts,
i.e. the NAC of the second rule forbids its second application after its first application.
Consider the sample critical pair in Fig. 4.28 found for application of rule time and again
rule time.

Figure 4.28: Critical Pairs of the Radio Clock S2AM Transformation

The only critical pair (1) shows that the co-match from the first RHS and the NAC-
morphism from the second rule overlap completely. This situation is intended because we
do not want the rule to be applied again at the same essential match. Hence, Critical Pair
(1) does not lead to an unwanted conflict. Analogously, the critical pairs found for each of
the other rule pairs q/q only model the intended conflict of applying the rule again at the
same essential match, but do not yield unwanted conflicts.

Hence, S2AM transformation is confluent.

Regarding S2AR transformation, we have to check what happens if two S2A transforma-
tion rules q1 and q2 from the same rule layer are applied to the same rule pi with i = 0, .., n
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and pS = p0, pn = pA in pS
Q !_ *4 pA . If they are applied according to the same rule trans-

formation case (see Def. 4.2.12), i.e. they change the same rule graph(s), then we have a
conflict which can always be resolved, since q1 and q2 are parallel independent by Defini-
tion 4.2.8. If they are applicable according to different rule transformation cases, then the
match priorities define an application order, such that we will not get conflicts. 2

Fact 4.7.8 (Semantical Equivalence of SimSpecV LS
and AnimSpecV LA

)
The S2A transformation S2A = (S2AM, S2AR) based on the S2A transformation system
(TGA, Q) for the Radio Clock model, where the S2A transformation rules Q are shown in
Fig. 4.24, is a semantical equivalence of SimSpecV LS

and AnimSpecV LA
. 4

Proof: Termination has been shown to be fulfilled for general type-increasing S2A trans-
formation systems in Theorems 4.3.5 and 4.3.6. Since the Radio Clock S2A transfor-
mation is NAC-compatible due to Fact 4.7.5, it is hence also semantically correct due to
Theorem 4.5.11. Furthermore, due to Theorem 4.6.5, we have a backward transformation
A2S : AnimSpecVLA

→ SimSpecVLS
, defined by type restrictions, such that the S2A

transformation is also semantically complete. In addition to semantical completeness, ac-
cording to Theorem 4.6.15, the requirements for an S2A transformation being a semantical
equivalence, are rule compatibility and confluence. These requirements have been shown
for the Radio Clock S2A transformation in Fact 4.7.6 (rule compatibility) and Fact 4.7.7
(confluence). 2

4.7.3 Animation View of the UML Model of a Drive-Through

In this section we develop an animation view for the Drive-Through model introduced in
Chapter 3.5.3.

Simulation Specification

Fig. 4.29 (a) shows the type graph TGS and Fig. 4.29 (b) shows the initial instance graph
for our Drive-Through simulation, which is typed over TGS . The type graph consists
of the four symbol types Client, DriveThrough, Meal, Offer and Order. Clients may be
associated with a drive-through via a visit-link (in this case they are hungry). Every client
in a queue is linked with his/her successor provided that he/she is not the last person in a
queue. This is reflected in the next link. The first and the last client are also linked to the
drive-through they are visiting. Clients may submit orders of meals which are offered by
the drive-through, and eat meals that are served by drive-throughs. The names of the meals
and the orders are given by attributes. After eating, clients may leave the drive-through.
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The initial instance graph for the simulation consists of four clients and one drive-
through restaurant together with its two offered meals. Three clients are already queue-
ing at the drive-through, one is lingering nearby. Note that in this example we only have
the abstract syntax of the model, which is the basis of the automatic translation from the
integrated UML model into the graph transformation system.

Figure 4.29: Type Graph TGS (a) and Initial State GI (b) of a Drive-Through Simulation

The model-specific simulation rules for the Drive-Through model are shown in Fig. 4.30.

Figure 4.30: Simulation Rules for the Drive-Through Model
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The simulation specification SimSpecV LS
= (V LS, PS) consists of the simulation lan-

guage V LS typed over TGS , where TGS is the simulation alphabet depicted in the Fig. 4.29
(a), PS is the set of simulation rules shown in Fig. 4.30, and V LS consists of all graphs that
can occur in any Drive-Through simulation scenario: V LS = {GS|∃GI

PS∗=⇒ GS}, where
GI is the discrete graph containing one DriveThrough node, and a certain number of Client
nodes.

Animation Alphabet

Fig. 4.31 shows the animation alphabet TGA, which is a disjoint union of the simulation
alphabet TGS and the new visualization alphabet TGV which is shown in the right part of
Fig. 4.23, and which models the elements for a domain-specific visualization of the drive-
through behavior. We choose an animation view where the clients are visualized as cars
queueing in front of a restaurant building. Their orders are shown as bubbles inscribed by
the order attribute meal, e.g. “Menu 1”, which are positioned above the car submitting
the order. Similarly, served meals are visualized as a burger and a soft-drink, which are
positioned besides the car they are served to. Animated actions are the entering of the
drive-through, ordering, being served, eating and leaving the queue.

Figure 4.31: Animation Alphabet for the Drive-Through

The symbol Building is the root symbol of the animation, where all other symbols are
linked to. Hence, the Building symbol type belongs to type layer 1. Cars are linked to the
Building symbol, and hence belong to type layer 2, whereas ServedMeal and OrderBubble
symbols are linked to a Car symbol and belong to layer 3. Note that we have reference
arcs connecting animation view symbols to their counterparts in the simulation alphabet.
These arcs are to control that the correct number of symbols of a certain type is generated
in the S2A transformation. Note that the target nodes of the reference arcs all belong to the
interface type graph TGI , and are therefore formally included in the animation view.

The Drive-Through Animation Alphabet is a valid animation alphabet according to Def. 4.2.4.
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S2A Transformation

The S2A transformation rules Q, shown in Fig. 4.24, add corresponding visualization ele-
ments to the simulation rules and to an initial graph. The visualization concentrates on the
cars in the queue, their orders and the meals the get served. We do not visualize the offers
of the drive-through, or clients which are not linked to the drive-through.

Figure 4.32: S2A Rules for the Drive-Through

The S2A rule init initializes the animation view part by adding a Building symbol to all
(rule) graphs it is applied to. This rule belongs to S2A rule layer 0. To this Building symbol,
all animation elements will be linked. S2A rules firstCar and nextCars generate a car
symbol for each client in the queue. To the firstCar link of the first car, a graphical constraint
is associated ensuring that this car is positioned at the rightmost end of the street in front
of the drive-through building. The nxtCar link carries a graphical constraint positioning
the target car left to the source car, with a small distance between. S2A rules orders and
meals generate the OrderBubble and the ServedMeal symbols for each Order and each
Meal. Graphical constraints ensure that the new symbols are placed correctly depending of
the position of the corresponding Car symbol.

The Drive-Through S2AM transformation S2AM : V LS → V LA is given by S2AM =

(V LS, TGA, Q), where the animation language V LA = {GA|∃GS ∈ V LS : GS
Q ∗
=⇒ GA}.

We consider a sample S2AR transformation sequence which transforms the simulation
rule order to the animation rule orderA In the first S2A transformation step, only the S2A

rule init is applicable. It is applied according to Case (1) of Def. 4.2.12 and adds a Building
symbol to all three rule graphs of rule order, which results in an intermediate rule order1.
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Secondly, rule car from S2A rule layer 2 is applicable to rule order1, again according to
Case (1). The application adds a symbol of type Car to all rule graphs, and links it to the
Building symbol by a visit link, resulting in rule order2. At last, the only S2A rule applicable
to rule order2 is the S2A rule orders, which is applicable according to Case (3) and adds
an OrderBubble symbol in the RHS of rule order2, resulting in rule order3 = orderA. This
last transformation step is depicted in Fig. 4.33.

Figure 4.33: Application of S2A Rule orders to Rule order3

The Drive-Through S2AR transformation S2AR : PS → PA is given by S2AR =

(PS, TGA, Q), where the animation rules PA = {pA|∃pS ∈ PS : pS
Q !_*4 pA }.

The Drive-Through animation specification AnimSpecV LA
= S2A(SimSpecV LS

) based
on the S2A transformation S2A = (S2AM, S2AR) is given by AnimSpecV LA

= (V LA, PA),
where V LA is the animation language obtained by the Drive-Through S2AM transforma-
tion, and PA are the animation rules obtained by the Drive-Through S2AR transformation,
some of which are shown in Fig. 4.34.

The start state of the sample animation scenario shown in Fig. 4.35 in the concrete nota-
tion of the animation view, was obtained from the initial state (one DriveThrough sym-
bol and four Client symbols) by applying the simulation rules queueFirst, queueNext,
queueNext, addOffer(“Menu1”), addOffer(“Menu2”) adding two menus to the offer list of
the drive-through, and putting three cars in its queue. Fig. 4.35 shows some subsequent
animation steps in their concrete notation by applying animation rules.
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Figure 4.34: Animation Rules for the Drive-Through

Figure 4.35: Animation Scenario of the Drive-Through Model

Correctness and Completeness of the S2A Transformation

To ensure the semantical correctness of the Drive-Through S2A transformation, we have
to check the NAC-compatibility.

Fact 4.7.9 (NAC-Compatibility of the Drive-Through S2AM Transformation )
The Drive-Through S2AM transformation is NAC-compatible (see Def. 4.5.2) in the fol-
lowing sense: For all pi

q _*4 pi+1 with q = (Lq
q−→ Rq) and NACq = (Lq

q−→ Rq)

such that the match from q to pi satisfies NACq, the following S2AM steps also satisfy
NACq according to the rule transformation cases below:
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Case (1): Gi
q

=⇒ Gi+1 and Hi
q

=⇒ Hi+1,
Case (2): Gi

q
=⇒ Gi+1,

Case (3): Hi
q

=⇒ Hi+1. 4

Proof: We show for all q ∈ Q that for a match Lq → X there is no NAC-morphism
(Rq−Lq)

x−→ X . Due the property of all q ∈ Q being type-increasing, in this case NACq

is satisfied for this match.

The only S2A rules which can be applied to any rule pi according to Case (1) is rule
init. As rule init belongs to rule layer 1, all rules pi it can be applied to, are the original
simulation rules, and do not contain symbols typed over TGV . Hence, a step involving the
application of init to a rule pS is always NAC-compatible, since

- the match Lq
h−→ Ipi

lpi−→ Lpi

mpi−→ Gi satisfies NACq as Gi does not contain TGV -
typed elements, and hence there is no NAC-morphism (Rq − Lq)

x−→ Gi;

- the match Lq
h−→ Ipi

rpi−→ Rpi

m∗
pi−→ Hi satisfies NACq as Hi does not contain

TGV -typed elements, and hence there is no NAC-morphism (Rq − Lq)
x−→ Hi;

Let us next consider steps applying an S2A rule q of a higher level according to Case (1)
or (2): Since q is applicable to pi, there is a match Lq

h−→ Li satisfying NACq. Now, if
NACq is not satisfied for the match Lq

h−→ Li
m−→ Gi, then this means that q must have

been applied before to another rule pj according to Case (2) with pj
q _*4 pj+1 _*4 .. _ *4 pi

with j < i, since q is the only S2A rule which could add the elements (Rq−Lq) to Gi. But
in this case, we have a NAC-morphism (Rq − Lq)→ Lj+1 → Li which is a contradiction
to our assumption that NACq is satisfied for the match Lq → Li. Hence, NACq must be
satisfied for the match Lq

h−→ Li
m−→ Gi. In Case (1) we can argue analogously that the

match Lq
h−→ Ri

m∗
−→ Hi also satisfies NACq.

Let us consider Case (3) steps next: Since q is applicable to pi, there is a match Lq
h−→ Ri

satisfying NACq. Now, if NACq is not satisfied for the match Lq
h−→ Ri

m∗
−→ Hi, then

this means that q must have been applied before to another rule pj according to Case (3)

with pj
q _ *4 pj+1 _*4 .. _ *4 pi with j < i, since q is the only S2A rule which could

add the elements (Rq−Lq) to Hi. But in this case, we have a NAC-morphism (Rq−Lq)→
Rj+1 → Ri which is a contradiction to our assumption that NACq is satisfied for the match
Lq → Ri. Hence, NACq must be satisfied for the match Lq

h−→ Ri
m∗
−→ Hi. 2

Fact 4.7.10 (Rule Compatibility of Drive-Through S2A Transformation)
The Drive-Through S2A transformation is rule compatible in the sense of Def. 4.5.9, i.e.
all pA and all q are parallel and sequential independent. 4
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Proof: If pA is applicable to a graph G, then there is a match LA
m−→ G. Therefore,

symbols of at least those types from TGV that are contained in LA have also to be contained
in G. So, in the sequence GS

Q∗
=⇒ G there have been applied at least those rules q ∈ Q

which have also been applied in pS
Q !_*4 pA according to Case (1) or (2) (i.e. applied

to some Li, i = 0, .., n). All those rules q are not applicable anymore to LA because of
their NACs. Neither are they applicable to G at match Lq

h−→ LA
m−→ G, due to NAC-

compatibility.

So, only those pairs q/pA are both applicable to a graph G where the image of Lq
mq−→ G

is not completely included in m(LA). The LHS Lqinit
of S2A rule init contains only a

DriveThrough symbol. A DriveThrough symbol occurs exactly once in each LA, and also
in G. Hence, for all pairs Lqinit

/LA we have mq(Lq) ⊆ m(LA), which means that due to
NACqinit, rule init and an animation rule are never both applicable to G.

Let us consider S2A rule cars next: Lq overlaps with LA at least in the symbols Driv-
eThrough and Building (for both symbol types, there exists at most one instance). But they
may not overlap in the Client node (if there is a Client node in G to which rule cars has
not yet been applied). Yet, this overlapping is uncritical as none of the animation rules
pA delete objects needed by S2A rule cars, nor does any pA generate objects which are
forbidden by NACq, and vice versa. Hence, S2A rule cars and any animation rule pA are
parallel independent.

Analogously, we can argue that the remaining S2A rules firstCar, linkCars, orders and
meals are parallel independent from all animation rules, as their LHS can overlap only in
items which are preserved, and since no rule pA adds items which are forbidden by NACq.
For the last two animation rules leaveA and leaveAsLast, we also need the fact that the
links of types first and last occur at most once, and that a Client who is not alone in the
queue cannot be linked by both the first and the last link to the DriveThrough.

Hence, all pairs pA/q are parallel independent.

Due to the Local Church Rosser Theorem 2.1.19, we know that if G
pA=⇒ H and G

q
=⇒

G′ are parallel independent (which was shown above), then G
pA=⇒ H and H

q
=⇒ H ′ are

sequential independent. 2

Fact 4.7.11 (Confluence of Drive-Through S2A Transformation)
The S2A transformation S2A = (S2AM, S2AR) based on the S2A transformation system
(TGA, Q) for the Drive-Through model, where the S2A transformation rules Q are shown
in Fig. 4.32, is confluent. 4

Proof: The conflict analysis for the Drive-Through S2A transformation rules yields one
potential conflict for each pair q/q. All potential conflicts are produce-forbid-conflicts,
i.e. the NAC of the second rule forbids its second application after its first application.
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Consider the sample critical pair in Fig. 4.36 found for application of rule linkCars and
again rule linkCars.

Figure 4.36: Critical Pairs of the Drive-Through S2AM Transformation

The only critical pair (1) shows that the co-match from the first RHS and the NAC-
morphism from the second rule overlap completely. This situation is intended because we
do not want the rule to be applied again at the same essential match. Hence, Critical Pair
(1) does not lead to an unwanted conflict. Analogously, the critical pairs found for each of
the other rule pairs q/q only model the intended conflict of applying the rule again at the
same essential match, but do not yield unwanted conflicts.

Hence, S2AM transformation is confluent.

Regarding S2AR transformation, we have to check what happens if two S2A transforma-
tion rules q1 and q2 from the same rule layer are applied to the same rule pi with i = 0, .., n

and pS = p0, pn = pA in pS
Q !_ *4 pA . If they are applied according to the same rule trans-

formation case (see Def. 4.2.12), i.e. they change the same rule graph(s), then we have a
conflict which can always be resolved, since q1 and q2 are parallel independent by Defini-
tion 4.2.8. If they are applicable according to different rule transformation cases, then the
match priorities define an application order, such that we will not get conflicts. 2

Fact 4.7.12 (Semantical Equivalence of SimSpecV LS
and AnimSpecV LA

)
The S2A transformation S2A = (S2AM, S2AR) based on the S2A transformation system
(TGA, Q) for the Drive-Through model, where the S2A transformation rules Q are shown
in Fig. 4.32, is a semantical equivalence of SimSpecVLS

and AnimSpecVLA
. 4

Proof: Termination has been shown to be fulfilled for general type-increasing S2A trans-
formation systems in Theorems 4.3.5 and 4.3.6). Since the Drive-Through S2A transfor-
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mation is NAC-compatible due to Fact 4.7.9, it is hence also semantically correct due to
Theorem 4.5.11. Furthermore, due to Theorem 4.6.5, we have a backward transforma-
tion A2S : AnimSpecVLA

→ SimSpecVLS
, defined by type restrictions, such that the

S2A transformation is also semantically complete. In addition to semantical completeness,
according to Theorem 4.6.15, the requirements for an S2A transformation being a seman-
tical equivalence, are rule compatibility and confluence. These requirements have been
shown for the Drive-Through S2A transformation in Fact 4.7.10 (rule compatibility) and
Fact 4.7.11 (confluence). 2

4.8 Related Work

In the area of UML modeling, the notion of animation has been used for example for the
following visualizations:

• In [OK99], so-called “filmstrips” are generated from the UML model (sequences of
snapshots which are object diagrams over a given class diagram). This approach is
closely related to our simulation specification with the difference that we use graph
transformation rules instead of OCL constraints.

• Various commercial tools allow to enrich UML behavioral diagrams by graphical
means for highlighting process steps, such as colored message arcs in sequence di-
agrams or colored activity rectangles in activity diagrams (see e.g. the animation
add-in for Microsoft Visio [Sys04]).

• Gogolla et al. [RG00, GRR99] enhance the UML diagram syntax, e.g. by three-
dimensional layout to make UML diagrams more readable. They use blocks for
classes in class diagrams and move message balls along the object lifelines of a
sequence diagram whenever a message is sent between two objects.

We prefer to regard the execution of a prototype which is generated from a behavioral
model, such as our graph-transformation based simulation specification, as simulation,
even if the syntax is enhanced by highlighting or 3D-features. Our animation view, the
basis for animation, is defined using a layout for visualizing the animation which is com-
pletely different to the layout of the formal modeling language.

A more similar, tool-oriented approach, where different visual representations are used
to visualize a model’s behavior, is called reactive animation and has been advocated by
Harel in [HEC03]. Here, the reactive system behavior is specified with tools like Rhapsody
[Rha05] using UML, or the Play-Engine [HM03] using Life-Sequence-Charts, an exten-
sion of Statecharts. The animated representation of the system behavior is implemented
by linking these tools to pure animation tools like Flash or Director from Macromedia
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[Fla04, Dir04]. Here, the mapping from simulation to animation happens at the implemen-
tation level and is not specified formally.

Different Petri net tools also offer support for customized Petri net animations, which
show, move and hide graphical objects in correlation with transition firing steps. The Sim-
PEP tool [Gra99] allows to define VRML-specifications (Virtual Reality Modeling Lan-
guage) to visualize transition firings of low-level Petri nets. For Coloured Petri nets, the
tool Design/CPN offered a graphical GUI library called MIMIC [LRS95]. Instead of in-
vestigating token distributions in a coloured Petri net, the Design/CPN user could inspect
the state of the simulator via graphical objects (e.g. a picture of a mobile phone). It is
important to realize, however, that such GUI tools are limited, and are mainly useful for
obtaining a rough idea of the highly discrete user interface of the system in operation. They
are in fact almost static in nature (like the GUI of a mobile phone, a watch or a calculator)
and do not supply a general means allowing to animate selected features of a model at a
freely chosen level of abstraction adapted to the development stage of the system model.
The MIMIC library was implemented specific to the DESIGN-CPN tool environment and
was not adapted to the new toolset, CPN TOOLS.

In general, approaches to enhance the front end of CASE tools using GUIS for simulat-
ing/animating the behavior of models are restricted to the modeling language implemented
by the CASE tool. The approach presented in this thesis, to integrate animation facilities
with a generic tool which generates environments for different visual modeling languages
based on a formal specification, provides the model designer with more flexibility, as the
modeling language to be enhanced by animation features, can be freely chosen.
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Chapter 5

Implementation

In this chapter we present the implementation of the concepts for simulation and animation
(Chapters 3 and 4) based on visual languages defined by graph transformation (Chapter 2).
After an introductory overview in Section 5.1 of different kinds of CASE and Meta-CASE
tools, and their abilities to support simulation and animation, we review the GENGED
environment [Bar02] in Section 5.2. GENGED is a Meta-CASE tool in the sense that it
supports the generation of a specific visual modeling environment from a visual language
specification. GENGED is based on the graph transformation engine AGG [Tae04, AGG],
which realizes all necessary graph transformations for editing, parsing and simulation (Sec-
tion 5.2.1). The implementation of our simulation and animation concepts is realized by
recent extensions of the GENGED environment [Bar02]. Originally, the generated envi-
ronment contained a visual editor for the specified VL which could be configured to be
syntax-directed (based on a syntax graph grammar) or a free-hand editor (requiring a parse
grammar). The most recent GENGED components presented in this chapter comprise the
generation of a simulator [BEW03, Wei01] (Section 5.3), based on simulation rules for the
specific language or model, and an animation environment [Ehr03] (Section 5.4), based
on animation rules which can be extended in an animation editor by continuous animation
operations.

5.1 Overview: Tools for Simulation and Animation of Vi-
sual Models

In the wide area of visual modeling techniques a large number of CASE and Meta-CASE
tools have been developed to define and work with visual modeling techniques. A CASE
tool is usually dedicated to one individual modeling technique. It supports the editing of
models and might offer also support for validation by simulation or animation, for transfor-
mation and for code generation. On the other hand, Meta-CASE tools offer an automated
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or semi-automated support for developing case tools. They support the development (or
generation) of (visual) editors, simulators or animation tools, analyzers and testing tools,
code generators or model transformation tools.

5.1.1 CASE Tools

Examples for CASE tools supporting visual behavior modeling and simulation (or model
execution) are RHAPSODY [Rha05] for UML, STATEMATE [HG97] for Statecharts, or
CPN TOOLS (formerly Design/CPN) for Coloured Petri nets [RWL+03, CPN05]. Rhap-
sody, for example, enables the user to automatically generate code, which can be run al-
lowing the user to check and play with the model. A so-called diagrammatic animation
can be carried out, meaning that during simulation the user sees the diagrams changing in
a way that indicates the dynamic behavior that is being simulated. A diagrammatic anima-
tion shows the generation of instances, the switching between states, the events that have
been consumed, the events that are about to be consumed, and so on. This representation is
detailed and rigorous, and it does help in understanding what is happening in the modeled
system, but only if the person running the simulation is used to work with the modeling
formalism. Such a diagrammatic animation for UML model is comparable to playing the
token game in Petri nets.

To make simulation useful for a broader spectrum of less-technical people, including
end-users, CASE tools often allow to use graphical user interfaces (GUIs) to portray the
look-and-feel of the modeled system during simulation. GUIs also provide a convenient
way of manipulating the model during simulation. Such interfaces are sometimes created
using a programming language’s visual “forms”, or even coded-in while creating the ap-
plication’s code. Other ways to create such a visual interface is to use specific tools, such
as Altia [Alt05] or add-ons for existing simulation environments. For Design/CPN, for
example, a graphical library called MIMIC was developed in 1995 [LRS95]. During sim-
ulations, the MIMIC library allows to show, move and hide graphical objects. Instead of
investigating tokens in the CP-net, the user can inspect the state of the simulator via graphi-
cal objects (e.g. a picture of a mobile phone). By clicking on button icons or turning knobs,
different parameters are conveyed to the running simulation, where the proper operations
are performed and the results are sent back to be displayed in the visual interface of the
CPN simulator.

It is important to realize, however, that most GUI tools are limited, and are mainly useful
for obtaining a rough idea of the highly discrete user interface of the system in operation.
They are in fact almost static in nature (like the GUI of a mobile phone). GUI tools are
designed to handle a well-characterized set of elements that are found in systems such as
watches, phones, cars, calculators, electric appliances etc. They do not supply a general
environment allowing to animate selected features of a model at a freely chosen level of
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abstraction adapted to the development stage of the system model. Moreover, GUI tools
have no general functional abilities or animation techniques. In short, the front end of
CASE tools using GUIS for simulating/animating the behavior of models is limited and
does not provide the model designer with much animation flexibility.

In this thesis we are interested in a fruitful combination of formal simulation specifica-
tion on the one hand, and flexible animation techniques enhancing the formal simulation
specification on the other hand. Our approach includes the possibility of static GUI inter-
faces if adequate for the model, but is not limited to it.

5.1.2 Meta-CASE Tools

The use of CASE tools in practice showed that they were not applied as widely as ex-
pected. One of the reasons for this is that there are so many different dialects of modeling
languages, heterogeneous environments and continuously changing requirements. Thus,
many CASE tools do not fit their specific context exactly. This inflexibility of existing
CASE systems lead to a a need to build systems which can be adjusted to the individual
situation. Meta-CASE tools – tools which are used to build CASE tools – solve this prob-
lem. Meta-CASE tools are especially useful when some minor variation of the modeling
language is needed for which building a complete tool from scratch would be too expen-
sive. Meta-CASE tools support a graphical, high-level description of the CASE tool to be
generated.

Different kinds of Meta-CASE tools are available (see Fig. 5.1).

Meta CASE Tools
Generic, Parameterizable CASE Tools

CASE Tool -Frameworks

CASE Tool Generators

Tree grammar-
oriented / others

MOF-oriented Graph
Transformation-

oriented

Figure 5.1: Different Kinds of Meta-CASE Tools

Generic, parameterizable CASE tools allow the definition of variants of one main model-
ing technique (e.g. lots of UML CASE tools offer support for the definition of stereotypes).
Early examples of Meta-CASE tools like KOGGE [JE97] and METAEDIT+ [KLR96] be-
long to this kind of tools. CASE tool frameworks (such as ECLIPSE/EMF/GEF) [Ecl04]
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can be used to generate reusable, semi-complete code to be extended to a specific CASE
tool. CASE tool generators offer designer components for the specification of visual mod-
eling environments and their generation from the given specification. Such generators are
either graph transformation-based and/or MOF-based. Using MOF, symbols, links and
multiplicity constraints are described by class diagrams, while well-formedness rules de-
fine the language syntax (see Section 2.2.1.1). Basing the specification of a visual mod-
eling technique on graph transformation, the visual alphabet is described by type graphs
(conf. Section 2.2.2), graph grammars define the language syntax (conf. Section 2.2.4.2),
and graph transformation systems can be used for the behavior definition (see Chapter 3).
Tools like GENGED [Bar02], TIGER [EEHT04] and DIAGEN [Min01] belong to this
group of Meta-CASE tools. Also mixed approaches are possible, where the definition of
the visual language is done according to the MOF approach, but components for simula-
tion or model transformation are defined by graph transformation systems. Examples for
tools using this mixed approach are ATOM3 [dLVA04], FUJABA [BGH+05], and VIA-
TRA [CHM+02]. CASE tool generators either generate source code which may be further
adapted (e.g. TIGER), or they provide a kernel environment which interprets the language
specification and is thus extended to the specific VL environment (e.g. GENGED and
ATOM3).

In this thesis, the implementation of simulation and animation of visual models is real-
ized by extending the GENGED Meta-CASE environment [Bar02] for visual language def-
inition, which is based on the graph transformation engine AGG [Tae04], both developed at
the TU Berlin. This allows us to consider various visual behavior modeling languages such
as different Petri net and Statechart variants within one unifying VL modeling environment
on the basis of typed attributed graph transformation systems. For the concrete syntax of
visual languages, GENGED allows to define not only graph-like languages (where sym-
bols are represented as icons and links between symbols are arcs or lines connecting these
icons), but covers also more complex layout conditions like an inside relation between two
symbol types, or flexible size or position dependencies between symbol graphics. More-
over, the import of gif or jpg images for symbol graphics is possible, which allows the
animation designer to use arbitrary symbols for animation, created with arbitrary graphical
drawing tools, or even to use photos.

Related Meta-CASE tools supporting the simulation of visual behavior modeling lan-
guages based on graph transformation, are DIAGEN [Min01] and ATOM3 [dLVA04]. DI-
AGEN also allows to define “animations” in the sense that smooth animations can be as-
signed to graph objects in the simulation rules. But the animations are restricted to the
elements of the specified visual language. In DIAGEN, a Java programming framework
allows to implement Move animations for objects occurring in the simulation rules in
Java [MH01, MG97]. ATOM3 supports to add time durations to simulation rules, allow-
ing to visualize a simulation run with an adequate lapse of time between each two state
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changes. More sophisticated animations could be realized in ATOM3 theoretically by im-
plementing PYTHON code which has to be executed during the simulation runs.

In contrast to our approach, both tools do not provide an integrated visual environment
for visually specifying animation operations in close relation to the simulation rules. More-
over, DIAGEN and ATOM3 do not consider a layout transformation of the formal simula-
tion language to the layout of the animation domain or to another abstraction level. Both
tools implement the visualization of the simulation/animation within the generated simula-
tor (online-animation), whereas we realize a more flexible offline-animation by generating
SVG code [WWW03] from an animation specification. SVG is an XML-based format for
the animation of scalable vector graphics. To view SVG-animations, various commercial
and free viewers exist, and even the newer versions of web browsers (such as the Internet
Explorer within Microsoft Windows) can be used.

Running the animation serves as an explanatory tool to the driving simulation. It tells a
visual story that comes as close as we want to a real system, limited only by the graphical
power of the animation creation tool. In our case, we restrict this power to the use of 2-
dimensional graphics, because this is in most cases sufficient to give an impression of the
system’s functional behavior. Moreover, the design of animations on the basis of simulation
specifications should be as simple and straightforward as possible and not be reserved to
experts skilled in designing e.g. components in X3D [X3D05], the new Open Standards
XML-enabled 3D file format, (following the virtual reality modeling language VRML) or
having access to sophisticated 3D-animation software.

5.2 The Basic GENGED Environment for Visual Lan-
guage Definition

In this section, we briefly present the basic GENGED environment (before the recent ex-
tensions for simulation, view definition and animation). The basic GENGED environment
is a generator for visual editors based on the visual language specifications. Detailed in-
formation about the necessary hardware and software requirements to install and run the
GENGED system, as well as a user manual, a system design document, example and all
packages for download can be found at the GENGED homepage [Gen].

The basic structures in GENGED are given by a VL alphabet (a type graph and a graph-
ical constraint satisfaction problem) and a typed, attributed syntax graph grammar. The
alphabet editor supports the definition of symbol types and how they are linked, which
results in a type system for all instances. Based on an alphabet, the grammar editor allows
for defining graph grammars typed over the alphabet. The resulting VL specification (an
alphabet and a syntax grammar) configures the aimed VL editor. For the storage of the VL
specification, XML [Tae01] is used.
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In all GENGED components, we distinguish the abstract syntax and the concrete syntax
of VLs. The abstract syntax level of diagrams is defined by typed attributed graphs, which
are manipulated by AGG, a visual interpreter for typed, algebraic graph transformation
with integration of Java programs [AGG, Tae03, TER99]. The concrete syntax is given
by specific node attributes (defining graphical shapes for symbol types), and by graphical
constraints for the correct arrangement of symbol graphics. The constraint satisfaction
problems are solved by the integrated graphical constraint solver PARCON [Gri96].

Fig. 5.2 illustrates the architecture of the basic GENGED environment for visual lan-
guage definition including the tools used (indicated by dashed arrows).

GenGED Development Environment

Alphabet
Editor

Grammar
Editor

VL Alphabet
Specification

Editor
Syntax Grammar
Parse Grammar

Graph Transformation Engine 
AGG

Graphical Constraint Solver
PARCON

GenGED VL Environment

Diagram
Editor

VL Specification

Figure 5.2: Architecture of the GENGED Environment for Visual Language Definition

As AGG is the central graph transformation engine, used on the one hand for the defi-
nition of the VL syntax, and on the other hand, for editing and parsing of diagrams in the
generated VL editor, we introduce the concepts of AGG before going into details of the
definition of VL alphabets and syntax grammars in GENGED.

5.2.1 The AGG Graph Transformation Machine

AGG is a general development environment for algebraic graph transformation systems
which follows the interpretative approach [AGG]. Its special power comes from a very
flexible attribution concept. AGG graphs are allowed to be attributed by any kind of Java
objects. Graph transformations can be equipped with arbitrary computations on these Java
objects described by a Java expression. The AGG environment consists of a graphical user
interface comprising several visual editors, an interpreter, and a set of validation tools. The
interpreter allows the stepwise transformation of graphs as well as rule applications as long
as possible. AGG supports several kinds of validations which comprise graph parsing, con-
sistency checking of graphs and conflict detection in concurrent transformations by critical
pair analysis of graph rules. Applications of AGG include graph and rule-based model-
ing of software, validation of system properties by assigning a graph transformation based
semantics to some system model, and graph transformation based evolution of software.

On the one hand, AGG comes with its own visual development environment including
graphical editors for graphs and graph transformation rules, on the other hand AGG offers
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an interface for the use of the graph transformation machine to external tools which have
their own graphical user interface (such as GENGED). Right now, AGG version 1.2.1 is in-
tegrated in GENGED and supports the definition of visual languages and parsing of visual
diagrams in GENGED.

In AGG typed attributed graphs consisting of attributed nodes and directed edges are the
basis for graph transformation. The attribution of vertices and edges1 by Java objects and
expressions follows the ideas of attributed graph grammars introduced in [LKW93]. Two
kinds of transformation concepts can be realized, namely the Single-Pushout (SPO) and the
Double-Pushout (DPO) approach (see Section 2 for an overview of graph transformation
approaches). Applying a rule in the SPO approach, all dangling edges are deleted implic-
itly, whereas in the DPO approach the application of a rule is forbidden if the resulting
graph would have dangling edges (cf. [EHK+97] for more details).

For syntax checking, the AGG graph parser is included, based on the parse algorithm
proposed in [BST00], which uses Contextual Layered Graph Grammars (CLGG) and crit-
ical pair analysis: Assigning rules as well as node and edge types to layers such that the
layering condition in [BST00] is satisfied, the layer-wise application of rules to a given
graph always terminates. Roughly speaking, the layering condition is fulfilled if each rule
deletes at least one node or edge coming from a lower level (deletion layer) and creates
graph objects of a higher level (creation layer). Critical pair analysis [LM95] is used to
make parsing by graph transformation more efficient: Decisions between conflicting rule
applications are delayed as far as possible. This means to apply non-conflicting rules first
and to reduce the graph as much as possible. Afterwards, rule application conflicts are
handled by creating decision points for the backtracking part of the parsing algorithm. For
critical pair analysis of CLGG rules [BST00], a layer-wise analysis is sufficient, since a
rule of an upper layer is not applied as long as rules of lower layers are still applicable.

Amalgamated Graph Transformation in AGG

A recent extension of the AGG tool, initiated from the needs to define amalgamated simu-
lation specifications for certain visual languages (see Section 3.3), has been realized in the
master thesis of B. Karwan [Kar05], where amalgamated graph transformation (based on
the locall-covering construction) is implemented in AGG.

A rule scheme can be defined by drawing a subrule and arbitrary many elementary rules
which are added to the navigation tree. Fig. 5.3 shows in the upper half a subrule and in
the lower half an extended rule for simultaneous transition processing of Statecharts with
AND-States (see Section 3.3.2).

Afterwards, an operation amalgamate can be evoked, leading to the computation of an
amalgamated rule depending on the current working graph. Negative application condi-

1Attributes for edges are not used by GENGED.
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Figure 5.3: Construction of Rule Schemes

tions of the subrule and the elementary rules are adopted by the amalgamated rule. The
amalgamated rule is also added to the navigation tree, and the match is set according to the
match used for the construction of the amalgamated rule (see Fig. 5.4).

A transformation step using an amalgamated rule leads to the replacement of the working
graph by its transformed working graph, analogously to sequential graph transformation in
AGG. It is possible to perform a transformation step using a rule scheme without hav-
ing explicitly computed the amalgamated rule before. In this case, the amalgamation and
the transformation are realized in one step, and the amalgamated rule is not added to the
navigation tree.

5.2.2 Definition of the Visual Alphabet

Formal Concepts for Visual Alphabets. In GENGED, the abstract syntax of an alpha-
bet is given by an attributed graph structure signature [Bar00]. This means that symbols
are defined by sorts SGS , and links by unary operations OPGS of a graph structure signa-
ture GS = (SGS, OPGS). Attributes are defined by a separate attribute signature, and the
attribute sorts are linked to the symbol sorts by attribution operations.

In comparison to the concepts of visual alphabets discussed in Chapter 2, a graph struc-
ture signature corresponds to the abstract type graph in Def. 2.2.2. A significant dif-
ference is the restriction in GENGED alphabets, that operations (links) have to be to-
tal (see also Ehrig’s comparison of different formal representations of typed attributed
graphs [Ehr04a]). Links being defined as total operations in the alphabets imply the fol-
lowing restrictions for visual diagrams of the alphabet (defined formally in GENGED as
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Figure 5.4: Computation of Amalgamated Rules from a Rule Scheme

graph structures with respect to the graph structure signature): Each symbol in the diagram
where the symbol type is a source of an operation (a link type) in the alphabet, has to be
the source of a corresponding link in the diagram. The advantage of this restriction is that
it ensures that edge symbols, such as an association in class diagrams, are always linked
by begin and end links to corresponding node symbols. The disadvantage is that alphabets
have to be defined in a way that for link types where links do not necessarily have to exist
for all nodes of the link type’s source node type, auxiliary node types have to be defined.

Let us compare as example the VL alphabets for Statecharts with nested OR-states as
defined in Section 2.3.2.1 (Fig. 5.5 (a)), to the corresponding GENGED alphabet (Fig. 5.5
(b)). In the VL alphabet in Fig. 5.5 (a), the hierarchy of nested states is modeled by a link
type super as loop at the State symbol type. But as not all states have a super state, this
hierarchy relation must be modeled in a slightly different way in GENGED, where links
correspond to total operations. Hence, in the GENGED alphabet in Fig. 5.5 (b), a Hierarchy
symbol type is defined with links of types super and sub linking it to two states. Such a
Hierarchy node is present between two states in a diagram only if one of the states is a
super state of the other one. The nesting hierarchy is layouted in GENGED by the help of
an invisible box (depicted as dashed rectangle). A link super from a Hierarchy symbol to
a state evokes a layout constraint overlap which places the hierarchy box and the shape for
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the super state at the same position with the same size. The constraint includes for the sub
link from the Hierarchy symbol to the symbol of the substate ensures that the shape for the
substate is drawn inside the hierarchy box. Thus, the substate shape is nested in the super
state shape.

Figure 5.5: VL Alphabets as Type Graph (a), and as GENGED Alphabet (b)

Another restriction imposed by the GENGED concepts concern the definition of the
concrete syntax for abstract symbols and links. In GENGED, there is a one-to-one corre-
spondence between abstract symbol types at the abstract syntax level and graphical shapes
at the concrete syntax level. This correspondence is again defined by a set of total attri-
bution operations from the symbols in SGS to the sort Graphic, where the elements of
Graphic are graphical shapes such as rectangle or ellipse. Hence, it is not possible to de-
fine a symbol type which may be visualized by different symbol graphics depending of the
value of an attribute. For example, in Fig. 5.5 (a), we define a boolean state attribute Initial,
which is evaluated to true if the state is an initial state. In this case, it is not only visualized
as an ellipse inscribed by the state name, but has additionally a small black circle connected
to the ellipse by a small arc (the initial state pointer). In the GENGED alphabet in Fig. 5.5
(b), we have to define an extra node symbol type Initial which is linked to state. For this
Initial node symbol type, the graphic shape of a small black circle together with a small arc
is the corresponding layout. An additional layout constraint onBorder has to ensure that
the Initial graphic’s arrow touches the border of the corresponding state ellipse.

Alphabet Editor. The alphabet editor supporting the definition of VL alphabets consists
of a symbol editor and a connection editor. The symbol editor (Fig. 5.6 (a)) works similar
to well-known graphical editors like xfig, however, the grouping of primitive graphics (in
order to define one complex symbol graphic) is realized by graphical constraints. More-
over, according to the abstract syntax, each symbol type (which is represented by a node
type) needs a unique symbol name. These symbol names are used in the connection editor
(Fig. 5.6 (b)) for defining a connection (or link type), which is represented by an edge
between two symbol type nodes. At the concrete syntax level, graphical layout constraints
have to be defined in order to connect the corresponding symbol graphics (cf. [BNS00]).
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Figure 5.6: The GENGED Symbol Editor (a), and the Connection Editor (b)

The resulting abstract VL alphabet is represented by a type graph where the symbol types
are given by the symbol names, and link types are defined by the connections between the
symbols, respectively.

For the concrete VL alphabet, symbol graphics are defined by graphical shapes as at-
tributes of nodes, and layout constraints are defined by graphical constraints which are
collected in a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP): An example for a layout constraint is
the inside constraint between two graphical shapes (objects), expressing that one object is
placed inside the borders of the second object. Such high-level constraints are decomposed
into low-level constraints (equations over position and size variables) in order to be solved
by the graphical constraint solver PARCON [Gri96].

Let us consider the decomposition of the high-level layout constraint “inside(a,b)” as
graphical constraint of the CSP, meaning that object b is placed completely inside the
borders of object a. The variable lt indicates the left top corner point of an object, and w

and h its width and height. Point coordinates x and y of point P are written P.x and P.y.
Thus, e.g. a.lt.x denotes the x-coordinate of the left top corner of object a. The constraint
is a set of in-equations over these variables: Other layout conditions are formalized by
more complex constraints but with the same underlying principle: the scope of possible
variable bindings is restricted by equations/in-equations over constraint variables denoting
the position or size of graphical objects. The set of constraints defined in the VL alphabet,
together with some initial constraints (e.g. all graphical objects are positioned within the
editor panel and have a default size) comprise the CSP which has to be satisfied by all
visual diagrams of the visual language.
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Figure 5.7: Layout condition inside as graphical constraint of the CSP

5.2.3 Definition of the Syntax Grammar

Based on a VL alphabet, the grammar editor allows to define distinguished graph gram-
mars, namely for syntax-directed diagram editing as well as for parsing a diagram. A
grammar consists of a (start or stop) diagram and a set of rules, each one comprises a left-
and a right-hand side, and optionally a set of negative application conditions (NACs), as
well as attribute conditions.

Grammar Editor. The grammar editor works in a syntax-directed way: Based on a given
VL alphabet so-called alphabet rules are generated automatically which function as basic
edit commands. Fig. 5.8 shows a screen-shot of a grammar editor with a syntax grammar
for the Statechart VL, where the alphabet rule InsertState supporting the insertion of a state
symbol is illustrated in the rule panel to the upper right. The left-hand side of this rule is
empty, in its right-hand side a state symbol is generated. In the rule editor to the lower right
of Fig. 5.8, we defined a new syntax rule S-InsState for inserting a sub-state symbol. On
the left-hand side of the syntax rule, we require the existence of a state symbol which is
preserved by the rule (indicated by number 1). On the right-hand side, we inserted a further
state symbol by applying the alphabet rule to the right-hand side graph of the syntax rule.
The navigation tree to the left of Fig. 5.8 holds the names of all defined rules and of the
start and/or stop diagrams. A suitable dialog supports the selection of rules and the export
of grammars.

The AGG system is used for the transformation of the abstract syntax of diagrams in the
grammar editor and in the generated VL environment. The graphical constraints defined
with respect to the concrete syntax (the layout) of the VL alphabet are solved by the con-
straint solver PARCON [Gri96] for VL diagrams after each transformation step so that the
computed values for positions and sizes of graph objects yield a valid concrete VL diagram.
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Figure 5.8: The GENGED Grammar Editor

VL Specification Editor. Based on the definitions of the VL alphabet and syntax or parse
grammars, the specification editor allows to establish a VL specification. Syntax-directed
editing can be defined by loading the VL alphabet and a VL syntax grammar (see Fig.
5.9 (a)). A parse grammar may be extended by the definition of a layering function and
a critical pair analysis in order to optimize the parsing process (Fig. 5.9 (b)). The parse
grammar together with these extensions result in a parse specification.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.9: The GENGED Specification Editor for the Specification of Syntax (a), and
Parsing (b)

5.2.4 The Generated VL Environment

A VL environment generated by GENGED contains at least a visual editor, (which, op-
tionally, may contain a parser).

Generated Visual Editor. The generated visual editor shown in Fig. 5.10 supports
syntax-directed diagram editing in a way similar to the grammar editor: The navigation
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tree on the left holds all the names of rules that can be applied for manipulating a diagram
in the lower part of the editor. Similarly to the grammar editor, a selected rule is visualized
in the upper part of the diagram editor. A rule can be applied after defining mappings from
the symbols in the rule’s left-hand side to symbols in the diagram. A parse grammar must
be available if free-hand editing should be enabled in a visual editor. For free-hand editing
the editing rules are much weaker than for syntax-directed editing and allow to edit inter-
mediate diagrams which are not sentences of the visual language. Only the parsing process
(i.e. applying the rules of the parse grammar) decides whether the diagram is syntactically
correct or not.

Figure 5.10: The Generated Visual Editor

5.3 The Simulation Environment of GENGED

In this section we describe the extension of GENGED in order to provide tool support
for the generation of simulators, and the definition of simulation runs by simulation run
specifications (controlled application of simulation rules).

Simulation rules are defined using the grammar editor. A simulation specification may
either be specified in a way that the rules are universal, i.e. they can be applied to simulate
arbitrary models of the VL (according to Def. 3.1.2 of SimSpec(V L) in Section 3.1), or
the simulation rules are specified in a model-specific way, i.e. they can be applied only
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to simulate the behavior of one specific model (according to Def. 3.2.2 of SimSpec(M)

in Section 3.2). Simulation rules can be grouped in so-called simulation steps (controlled
application units of simulation rules) using the specification editor for simulation. From
such a simulation run specification, a simulator is generated as component of the generated
VL environment. The GENGED architecture extending the GENGED environment from
Fig. 5.2 by features for simulation run definition and simulator generation, is shown in
Fig. 5.11.

GenGED Development Environment

Alphabet
Editor

Grammar
Editor

VL Alphabet
Specification

Editor
Syntax Grammar
Parse Grammar

Simulation Grammar

GenGED VL Environment

Diagram
Editor

VL Specification

Simulator

Diagram

Figure 5.11: Architecture of GENGED with Simulation Environment

Simulation Run Specification. Simulation runs are specified in a simulation run speci-
fication, consisting of a simulation grammar (i.e. a simulation specification together with
a start diagram) and a set of simulation steps, which specify how the simulation rules have
to be applied, using branch and loop constructs as control structures.

This is realized in the GENGED environment by an extension of the specification editor,
which offers support to edit simulation steps based on an existing simulation specification.
A simulation step describes an atomic step to be executed during the simulation process
consisting of possibly many rule applications. The core of a simulation step is a simulation
expression, a kind of iterative program executed when the step is being applied in the
simulator of the VL environment.

Fig. 5.12 shows the GENGED specification editor for the specification of simulation
steps for the simulation of Statecharts with OR-states..

The GUI of the simulation step definition dialog contains three parts: the structure view
on the left, a button bar in the middle and a working display on the right. The structure
view holds a list of parameters and the expression tree of the current simulation step. The
button bar offers functions to manipulate these structures. If there is a parameter or ex-
pression selected in the structure view, the working display shows the objects necessary for
manipulating the selected parameter or expression. The button bar contains three different
groups of buttons. The first group Insert allows to add expressions to the structure of the
simulation step, the second group Move supports sorting of expressions, and the third group
Remove contains only one button for deleting an expression from the simulation step.

The syntax and semantics of expressions is defined as follows: Basic expressions are
rules, and true and false. Complex expression are defined over expressions ei, i ∈
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Figure 5.12: The GENGED Specification Editor for the Specification of Simulation Steps

{1, .., n} by AND(e1, .., en), OR(e1, .., en), IF (e1, e2, e3) and WHILE(e1, e2). The eval-
uation of an expression yields, besides a transformed diagram, a boolean value, which can
be used as the condition subexpression e1 of the IF (e1, e2, e3) and WHILE(e1, e2) ex-
pressions. How this value is calculated is obvious for true and false. Given a rule as
expression, the evaluation yields true if the rule can be applied, otherwise false. For an
AND expression, the sequential list of expressions e1, .., en is evaluated until an expres-
sion yields false or the end of the list is reached. In the first case, the AND expression
is evaluated to false, otherwise to true. For an OR expression, the sequential list of
expressions e1, .., en is evaluated until an expression yields true or the end of the list is
reached. In the first case, the OR expression is evaluated to true, otherwise to false. For
an IF (e1, e2, e3) expression, first the condition subexpression e1 is evaluated. If it yields
true, the THEN -subexpression e2 is evaluated, otherwise the ELSE-subexpression e3.
The IF expression yields the value from the evaluation of the chosen subexpression (e2 or
e3). For a WHILE(e1, e2) expression, first the condition subexpression e1 is evaluated.
If it yields true, the loop body subexpression e2 is evaluated. The WHILE expression
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yields true if e2 is evaluated at least once, otherwise false. (For a formal definition of the
semantics of expressions, see [BEW02b].)

The buttons from the button bar have the following functionalities:

Parameter: Adds a parameter at the end of the parameter list and allows to define prede-
fined values for rule parameters.

AND: Adds an AND-expression at the selected position to the structure.

OR: Adds an OR-expression at the selected position to the structure.

IF: Adds an IF-expression at the selected position to the structure.

WHILE: Adds a WHILE-expression at the selected position to the structure.

Rule: Adds a rule (basic expression) at the selected position to the structure.

Up: Moves the selected expression from a list one position higher in the list.

Down: Moves the selected expression from a list one position lower in the list.

Remove: Removes the selected parameter or expression.

If a parameter is selected, in the working display a text field is shown where the parame-
ter name can be changed and its type can be chosen. If a rule is selected, all rule parameters
must be bound to data values or to simulation step parameters. A data value can be changed
in a separate dialog after selecting the ”Edit” button.

Generated Simulator. A simulator (see Fig. 5.13) is generated from a given simulation
run specification.

Figure 5.13: The Generated Simulator
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The simulator directly shows the model to be simulated, and the names of specified
simulation steps in the navigation tree. Selecting a name, the corresponding simulation
step is activated. In Fig. 5.13 we can see an advanced simulation of the Radio Clock
Statechart (see Section 3.1.2, Fig. 3.2). All active states are highlighted by a fat, colored
border. Selecting a further Step effects the dialog asking the user to define a value for the
parameter event, whereupon the respective successor states are marked by fat borders.

5.4 The Animation Environment of GENGED

In this section we describe the recent extensions of GENGED in order to provide tool sup-
port for the generation of animation tools (animators). To this end, GENGED is extended
by means to allow the integration and restriction of alphabets on the basis of existing al-
phabets (type graphs), as described in Section 4.2.1. Moreover, meta transformation is
supported by defining and applying the rules of a so-called meta grammar to the rules and
the start graph of an existing grammar, based on Def. 4.2.12 of rewriting rules by rules
in Section 4.2.2. This enables the animation view designer to define S2A transformation
rules as meta grammar. By applying them to a simulation grammar, S2A transformation is
realized, resulting in a set of animation rules and a start graph for the animation. The addi-
tion of animation operations to animation rules can be done using the visual animation rule
editor. The application of the extended animation rules can be visualized as smooth move-
ments and movie-like state changes instead of discrete execution steps. Animation rule
sequences can be compiled by defining a control structure on the application of animation
rules, similarly to the control of simulation steps. Resulting animations can be exported to
the SVG (scalable vector graphics) format and thus viewed by any SVG-viewer or SVG-
capable browser.

The GENGED architecture extending the GENGED environment from Fig. 5.11 by fea-
tures for animation run definition and animator generation, is shown in Fig. 5.11

Figure 5.14: Architecture of GENGED with Simulation and Animation Environments

Summarizing, we describe the implementation of the following extensions of the GEN-
GED environment allowing to specify animations for visual behavior models:
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• Merge Alphabets functionality: allows the definition of animation alphabets in the
GENGED alphabet editor, where two alphabet are merged via a common interface,

• Define View functionality: allows the definition of restrictions to a sub-alphabet (a
view) in the generated simulation or animation environment of GENGED. Thus, the
transformations of a scenario can be viewed (and exported to SVG) either in the
layout of the animation domain or in the layout of the formal behavior model.

• Apply Meta Grammar functionality: allows the realization of a S2A transformation
by defining and applying a meta grammar, containing the S2A transformation rules,
to a simulation grammar,

• Animation Rule Editor: allows to visually specify animation operations enhancing
animation rules.

• Animation Specification: an animation specification consists of a VL alphabet, a VL
syntax grammar, an animation grammar (generated from a simulation grammar by
S2A transformation), and additional animation operations, which have been specified
using the animation rule editor.

• SVG export functionality: allows to export animation scenarios into the XML-based
SVG format [WWW03].

The functionalities listed above are presented in detail in the following sections.

5.4.1 Animation View Definition

Merging alphabets over a common interface alphabet. In order to support the defini-
tion of animation alphabets, the alphabet editor has been extended by a Merge Alphabet
action allowing to define a new alphabet as integration of two different basic alphabets,
called views. One alphabet has to be loaded in the alphabet editor (the first basic alphabet).
In Fig. 5.15, the alphabet for marked P/T nets has been loaded in the alphabet editor in Win-
dow 1 . Evoking the menu item Merge Alphabet from the File menu, the user selects the
file name of the file containing the second basic alphabet in the pop-up dialog (Window 2
of Fig. 5.15). The resulting integrated alphabet contains all symbols and links, including
their concrete layout, from both basic alphabets, as can be seen in Window 3 of Fig. 5.15.
The common symbols and links (comprising the interface type graph of the two alphabets,
defined formally in Def. 4.2.2) are identified by equal names in the basic alphabets. These
common objects are glued and appear only once in the integrated alphabet. The concrete
syntax of glued items (if different in the basic alphabets) is defined by the concrete syntax
of the first basic alphabet, i.e. the alphabet from which the Merge Alphabet functionality
is evoked. The information about the original basic alphabet(s) (views) is stored for each
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symbol of the integrated alphabet, and shown in the navigation tree of the alphabet editor.
In Fig. 5.15, Window 3 , for example, each symbol belongs either to the view PTnet, or
to the view Echo or to both (symbol type Net). This allows later to define a restriction of
models of the integrated alphabets to a selected view. To integrate more than two basic
alphabets, two alphabets have to be merged first, and the resulting integrated alphabet can
be integrated again with a third alphabet, etc.

The feature Merge Alphabets is used for the definition of the animation alphabet. Fig. 5.15
shows the definition of the animation alphabet for the Echo model (see Fig. 4.3) by merging
the simulation alphabet (e.g. the alphabet PTnet for marked Petri nets) with the alphabet
Echo of the animation domain (the view showing the host nodes and message arcs of the
modeled network).

Figure 5.15: Merging Alphabets in GENGED

Restriction of models and scenarios to selected views. In the generated GENGED
components, i.e. the visual editor, the simulator or the animator, models can now be re-
stricted to a selected view (a basic alphabet) if the underlying VL alphabet has been defined
as integration of two or more basic alphabets. Fig. 5.16 shows the generated animator for
the Echo model. A view may be activated by selecting the Alphabet Views item from the
File menu. (see File menu in Window 1 of Fig. 5.16). An alphabet views dialog appears,
where all possible views are listed, and one or more views can be selected. By default, all
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potential views are active (see Window 2 in Fig. 5.16). The case that all views are se-
lected, corresponds to the selection of the complete underlying integrated alphabet. In this
case, no restriction takes place, and all model elements typed over the integrated alphabet
are shown. Otherwise, only the model elements are shown which are typed over one or
more of the selected basic alphabets.

The feature Alphabet Views is used for the definition of the animation view in the gen-
erated animator as restriction of the integrated models, which are defined as diagrams over
the integrated simulation/animation alphabet, to the alphabet of the animation domain. For
our Echo model in Fig. 5.16, the view PetriAlphabet is deactivated, which leads to the re-
striction of all presented diagrams to the Echo alphabet (the animation view). Window 3
in Fig. 5.16 shows a snapshot of the resulting presentation of the Echo model’s behavior in
the animation view, where only the network host nodes are shown, and the message arcs
connecting them.

Figure 5.16: Restriction to Selected Alphabet Views in GENGED

5.4.2 Meta Transformation

To support rewriting of rules by rules, so-called meta grammars may be defined, using the
Grammar Editor in the usual way to define rules, but leaving the start graph of the meta
grammar empty. Having defined a set of meta rules, an Apply Meta Grammar action can
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be evoked from the grammar editor where the currently loaded grammar is the grammar
to be transformed. Selecting the Menu item File > Apply Meta Grammar (Window 1 in
Fig. 5.17) applies the selected meta grammar rules to the current grammar according to
Def. 4.2.12 in Section 4.2.2. Starting with the first meta rule, each meta rule is applied as
often as possible to each rule. The meta grammar must be designed such that the appli-
cation of the meta rules terminates (see Section 4.3 for formal termination criteria of S2A

transformation). One way to ensure this is to define a NAC equal to the RHS for each meta
rule, such that each meta rule can be applied at most once at each match.

The feature Apply Meta Grammar is used for S2A transformation to apply the S2A trans-
formation rules to the simulation rules and to the VL diagram defined as start graph of the
simulation grammar (e.g. the simulation grammar of the Echo model in Window 2 of
Fig. 5.17). This application results in the corresponding animation grammar (Window 3
of Fig. 5.17). In order to be able to apply a meta grammar, the meta transformation rules,
as well as the simulation grammar have to be typed over the animation alphabet, usually
constructed before by merging two alphabets.

Figure 5.17: Applying Meta Transformation in GENGED
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5.4.3 Generator for Animation Environments

The major extension of GENGED regarding support for animation based on simulation
specifications is the integrated component allowing to generate animation environments,
implemented by Karsten Ehrig in his master thesis [Ehr03]. The visual animation rule
editor allows to extend simulation rules by adding animation operations which describe
continuous changes of the graphical objects occurring in the rule. On the basis of the
animation rules, an animation specification can be defined, based on which an animation
environment is generated allowing to define animation scenarios and generating animation
data in SVG format [WWW03].

The detailed architecture of the extended GENGED environment including the generator
for animation environments is depicted in Fig. 5.18.
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Figure 5.18: Animation Environment in the GENGED Environment

The basis for animation is a model-specific simulation specification, which is defined us-
ing the GENGED grammar editor. In the animation rule editor, this grammar is extended
by animation operations. The consisting VL specification editor is extended by dialog el-
ements for the definition of animation steps where the repeated and controlled application
of animation rules can be defined, in a way similar to the definition of simulation steps by
using expressions which define in which order and how often single animation rules are
applied. In this way, several animation rule applications can be combined to an animation
step. A complete animation step definition is stored as additional VL specification file (the
animation specification), which can be loaded in the generated VL environment. In addi-
tion to the VL-specific visual editor, an optional parser and a simulation environment, now
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a fourth component is generated in the VL environment, namely the animation environ-
ment. Here, an animation scenario can be executed based on animation step definitions,
evaluating the animation operations specified for each animation rule, and generating the
respective animation data (i.e. SVG operations). The resulting generated SVG file contains
all SVG object data and animation elements for the specified animation scenario. This re-
alizes an off-line-animation, as the generated SVG file can be viewed independently of the
GENGED environment by any adequate SVG viewer.

The Animation Rule Editor. The animation rule editor allows to enrich animation rules
by continuous animation operations. The GUI of the animation rule editor is depicted in
Fig. 5.19, showing the animation rules from the Dining Philosophers example.

Figure 5.19: Animation Rule Editor of GENGED

Three functional areas can be distinguished:

1. The navigation tree to the left of Fig. 5.19 shows the names of the animation rules
and their respective animation operations defined so far (e.g. Linear Move).

2. The editor panel in the upper right of Fig. 5.19 displays the selected animation rule in
one picture: graph objects which are deleted by the rule are highlighted by red color,
and graph objects which are generated by the rule are highlighted by green color.
Graph objects which are preserved (the context of the animation), are not highlighted.
Animation operations can be defined only for highlighted graph objects. In Fig. 5.19,
move-operations for the two chopstick icons are defined. In general, more than one
animation operation can be defined for one rule.
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3. The time line in the lower right of Fig. 5.19 allows to specify conveniently the start-
ing time and duration of each animation operation defined so far for the current
animation rule. If the time bar for an animation operation is moved, a later or ealier
start and end time is specified; if the time bar is resized, the duration of the operation
is changed. In this way it is possible e.g. to make movements faster by defining a
shorter duration for a move-operation, or to define sequences of different movements,
or even define animation operations to be visualized in parallel.

The File menu of the animation rule editor allows to define a new animation rule specifi-
cation by loading a simulation grammar, or to open an existing animation rule specification,
or to save the current one to disk. The Edit menu contains the usual editor operations for
undo/redo and remove (the currently selected animation operation). The Animate menu
allows to select one of the available animation operations Linear Move, Change Color,
Resize Object or Visibility. In the Extras menu, the user may define that all parameters
are stored for the next session when GENGED is closed. Most of the menu items can be
evoked directly via tool-bar buttons.

The animation operations selected from the Animate menu are specified as follows:

• Linear Move: In the editor panel, a linear move-operation is defined by drawing a
path with clicks of the left mouse button, from the graphical object to be moved to its
source or target position. In case that the object is deleted by the rule, a path from the
object to a target position is defined, and in case that the object is generated by the
rule, a backward path from the object to a source position is defined. A double-click
finishes the path selection. The selected path is shown in the editor panel by blue
arrows.

• Change Color: A dialog pops up, where a color has to be selected. The animation
then starts from the original color of the selected object, and then changes it in a
linear way so that after the time defined for the operation has passed, the object has
the new selected color.

• Resize: A dialog pops up, where the changed size has to be given as percentage of the
original size. The animation then starts from the original size of the selected object,
and then changes it in a linear way so that after the time defined for the operation has
passed, the object has the new size (with the upper left corner remaining fixed).

• Visibility: The operation Visibility allows to hide an object for a certain time, and
then suddenly show it.

Please note that in an animation scenario, the time for a rule application is the time from
the beginning of its first animation operation until the end of its last animation operation.
Layout attributes that are changed by animation operations are reset to values computed by
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the graphical constraint solver for the diagram after the rule application. Thus, the concrete
layout of a diagram between two rule applications remains the same, with or without ani-
mation operations. Otherwise, the behavior of the system would have been changed by the
animation operations, as the derived graphs in an animation sequence with animation op-
erations would differ with respect to their concrete layout from the corresponding derived
graphs without animation operations.

The VL Specification Editor. The existing VL specification editor has been extended
by a component to define animation steps, i.e. animation rules coupled by branch and
loop control structures. The GUI of the VL specification editor for animation is shown in
Fig. 5.20.

Figure 5.20: The VL Specification Editor for Animation Specification

After a VL alphabet has been defined in the Syntax component of the VL specification
editor, a new animation step specification can be defined in the Animation component.
The Animation Step Editor is evoked by pressing the New button in Fig. 5.20 (or the Edit
button if the user wants to edit an existing animation step specification). In the animation
step editor (shown in Fig. 5.21), animation steps are defined as expressions over animation
rules in a way similar to the definition of simulation steps.

The Generated Animation Environment. The generated VL environment is extended
by a generated animation component (animator). The animator offers an extra editor inte-
grated in the generated VL environment in addition to the generated visual editor and the
simulator. The GUI of the animator is shown in Fig. 5.22.

After a VL specification has been loaded in the VL environment, the user can switch to
the animator by selecting the button Switch to animation mode. Here, animation steps are
shown in the navigation tree in the left part of Fig. 5.22. Choosing the Open Diagram item
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Figure 5.21: The Animation Step Editor

Figure 5.22: The Generated Animation Environment

from the File menu, a start diagram can be loaded which is visualized in the editor panel.
To execute an animation scenario, an animation step is selected first. Then, the tool button
Execute animation step is pressed. In the editor panel, the diagrams after each rule applica-
tion are visualized, thus realizing a discrete simulation in the layout of the animation view.
As the animator realizes an off-line-animation, the animation operations are not visualized
in GENGED. They are evaluated in the background and stored in an SVG file, if the user
presses the tool button Export animation step to SVG. The exported animation scenario
including the continuous animation operations, can be viewed afterwards, by loading the
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SVG file in an external SVG viewer.

By pressing the tool button Reset animation, the diagram in the editor panel is replaced
by the original one, and by pressing the button Stop animation execution, the transforma-
tion is interrupted. The last button, Reset SVG animation protocol deletes the recorded
animation steps, thus allowing to record a new animation scenario.

SVG Export. As existing animation tools and viewers in the last few years have been
improving rapidly to satisfy a wide variety of growing applications and needs, we decided
to profit from this variety and to implement an XML-based export from the GENGED
animation environment to the standard language SVG instead of building our own GEN-
GED-specific animation viewer tool.

SVG [WWW03] is a language for describing two-dimensional graphics and graphical
applications in XML. The current version, SVG 1.1, is a W3C Recommendation, an open
standard developed under the W3C Process. SVG has two parts: an XML-based file format
(which we make use of) and a programming API for graphical applications (which we
do not use). Key features include shapes, text and embedded raster graphics, with many
different painting styles. SVG builds upon many other successful standards such as XML
(SVG graphics are text-based and thus easy to create), JPEG, GIF and PNG for image
formats, DOM for scripting and interactivity, SMIL for animation and CSS for styling.

SVG is used in many business areas including Web graphics, animation, user interfaces,
graphics interchange, pretty printing, mobile applications and high-quality design.

SVG supports the animation of primitive graphic objects such as rectangle, ellipse, poly
line, text, polygon and images in JPEG and GIF format. The Document Object Model
(DOM) allows the definition of animation elements that attach dynamical behavior to
graphical objects. The existing animation elements have been designed in cooperation
with the W3C Synchronized Multimedia Working Group (SYMM), resulting in the Syn-
chronized Multimedia Integration Language (SMIL) [Hos98], a part of which, called SMIL
Animation Specification [SC00], specifies universal animation properties for XML based
documents.

SVG offers four animation elements, which are also specified in the SMIL Animation
Specification:

• animate allows to attach values to scalar attributes and properties over time. For
example, the movement of an object is realized by changing the values of the object’s
X and Y coordinates over time.

• set is a simplified animate element allowing to change animation values on non-
numerical attributes and properties. An example is the visibility of objects, which
can be turned on or off.
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• animateMotion moves an object along a path, which has to be specified according to
the SVG path definition. Using path expressions, object could be moved for instance
along a Bezier curve.

• animateColor modifies the color value of objects over time.

Fig. 5.23 shows an animation file in SVG format illustrating the use of the animate
element where the attributes of a rectangle object are changed over time. The SVG file
starts with a reference to the Document Type Definition (DTD) of the used SVG document
type definition. The element svg has to attributes, width and height, which define the size
of the display area. The attribute viewBox contains the area of user coordinates situated
within the display area. The next element rect contains the rectangle to be animated, where
the attributes x,y define its start position, width, height its start size, and fill the fill color.
Starting from the time begin=“0s” over a duration of dur=“9s”, the values of the rectangle
attributes x,y, width and height are now changed in a linear way from their respective start
values from to the end values to. In doing so, the rectangle changes its size, so that in the
end it fills the complete visual display area (the viewBox). The attribute fill=freeze defines
that the end values of the changed attributes are kept after the end of the animation.

<?xml version="1.0" standalone="no"?>
<!DOCTYPE svg PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD SVG 20010904//EN"

"http://www.w2.org/TR/2001/REC-SVG-20010904/DTD/svg10.dtd">
<svg width="8cm" height="3cm" viewBox"0 0 800 300"

xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2000/svg">
<!-- The following illustrates the use of the ‘animate’ element

to animate a rectangle x, y, and width attributes so that
the rectangle grows to ultimately fill the viewport. -->

<rect id="RectElement" x="300" y="100" width="300" height="100"
fill="rgb(255,255,0)">
<animate attributeName="x" attributeType"XML"

begin="0s" dur="9s" fill="freeze" from="300" to="0"/>
<animate attributeName="y" attributeType"XML"

begin="0s" dur="9s" fill="freeze" from="100" to="0"/>
<animate attributeName="width" attributeType"XML"

begin="0s" dur="9s" fill="freeze" from="300" to="800"/>
<animate attributeName="height" attributeType"XML"

begin="0s" dur="9s" fill="freeze" from="100" to="300"/>
</rect>

</svg>

Figure 5.23: Example of an SVG Animation File

In order to view the generated animations, a number of stand-alone SVG Viewers exist.
These can be thought of as SVG-only browsers, in the same way as older browsers were
HTML-only browsers. These SVG Viewers include an XML parser; a CSS parser; a CSS
cascading, specificity and inheritance engine; and an SVG rendering engine to draw the
graphics. They may offer print capabilities, in addition to display on screen.

A detailed overview of commercial and free SVG viewers is given by the official W3C
list of implementations of SVG at [SVG04]. For our examples we used the SVG Toolkit
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[SVG02], which is for free download according to a public license, and supports the ani-
mation of graphic objects. The source code is completely available in Java.

5.4.4 Workflow for the Definition of Animation Views and the Gener-
ation of Animation Scenarios in GENGED.

Fig. 5.24 presents a workflow using the GENGED environment (the architecture of which
is shown in Fig. 5.18) for the generation of a scenario animation.

Figure 5.24: Defining Animation Views and Generating Animation Scenarios in GENGED

We explain Fig. 5.24 by adding to the workflow different roles for users of the extended
GENGED environment (different roles need not necessarily be taken by different persons)
and describing who is doing what. Note that the model of the system is built without
necessarily taking into account the fact that we plan to later represent it in animation. Thus,
the first two steps (1) and (2) where the visual language and the visual model are defined,
use the components of the old GENGED environment.

(1) The language designer defines the Syntax Specification by using the Alphabet Editor
to define the VL Alphabet and using the Grammar Editor to define the VL Syntax
Grammar. Now a VL specific Visual Editor is generated allowing to edit VL dia-
grams.

(2) The model designer uses the generated Visual Editor to edit a VL Diagram (the start
graph of the simulation grammar) and defines Simulation Rules using the Grammar
Editor.
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(3) The view designer specifies a Visualization Alphabet in the Alphabet Editor which
represents the application domain, and integrates it with the VL Alphabet to an An-
imation Alphabet using the Merge Alphabets functionality of the Alphabet Editor.
Now, the view designer defines the S2A Transformation Rules over the Animation
Alphabet. The S2A Transformation Rules extend the parts of the model that should
appear in the animation by their respective animation symbols. Applying the S2A
Transformation Rules in the Grammar Editor to the Simulation Grammar (to the VL
Diagram and to the Simulation Rules), the view designer generates an Animation
Grammar, consisting of the Enhanced VL Diagram and of Animation Rules, both
typed over the animation alphabet.

(4) The animation designer identifies the changes in the simulated system that would be
best described by animation (e.g. the movement of some objects or changes of their
attributes). He uses the visual Animation Rule Editor to produce Extended Animation
Rules extending the Animation Rules by animation operations realizing continuous
changes of graphics such as moving, or changing the size or the color. Additionally,
the animation designer defines different animation steps by specifying a sequence of
animation rule applications (scenarios) using the VL Specification Editor. In speci-
fying such a sequence, all possible rule parameters (e.g. names of events etc.) must
be given. The animation rules and steps are saved as Animation Specification, from
which the Animation Environment can be generated.

(5) the model validator works in the generated Animation Environment. He or she can
switch between the different views for one model. Thus, the model can be shown
in the original layout of the behavior model, e.g. as AHL net, or in the animation
view, where the model behavior is shown in the layout of the application domain. If
more than one view is selected, then the simulation or animation steps are visualized
in all selected views at once, e.g. it is possible to see a Petri net and its animation
view together. The model validator simulates or animates the behavior of a Model by
applying the previously defined Animation Steps to the current model state. The state
transitions of the model are visualized as discrete steps in the GENGED animation
environment. Continuous animation sequences can be generated and recorded. Ini-
tially, the start diagram (the initial state of the model) is saved as SVG file. Then the
animation operations of each animation rule applied in the step are performed on the
corresponding animated objects in the model diagram the animation rule is applied
to, according to the match of the animation rule into the model. Each performed
operation leads to the generation of the corresponding SVG animation elements (see
Section 5.4.3), which are added to the SVG file. The resulting SVG file can be loaded
into an external SVG viewer tool or SVG-capable browser, where the continuous an-
imation can be viewed.
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5.5 Related Work

In the last twenty years there has been much work on topics related to the ideas presented
here. The first is algorithm animation (later also called specification animation). Various
researchers developed this area into a notable sub-field of computer science. Algorithm
animation began as a visual abstraction of program operation and its data and dynamics.
The main motivation for the algorithm animation tools of the early 1990’s was to find
different ways of representing and abstracting the text-based formulation of the dynamics
of algorithms with a visual environment that would provide an intuitive visualization of
the logic behind the algorithm. Thus, tools like BALSA [Bro88], Tango [Sta90] and Polka
[TS95] provide the user with the ability to construct a front-end and associate it with the
behavior of the animated algorithm. Other tools enhance the power of a diagrammatic
language to animation [Mey97]. Most approaches shared the view of the algorithm as a
sequence of events occurring in time, and the most interesting events were chosen to be
reflected in the animation. Much of the effort in building these tools was the development
of viewers for the animation. The main focus of using such tools was associated with
animation as a teaching tool for computer programming [HAS02, CDFP00].

Over the years, the developers of such tools were able to handle distributed technologies
[CIFP02, BCLT96], and three-dimensional representation [SW93]. Other tools, which we
will not review here, dealt with the complexity of software engineering and visualized
the connection between different classes, different files of different behaviors at run-time
(giving rise to the area of software visualization [SDBP98]).

The concepts behind these previous works lead naturally to our present work, namely
the process of identifying important events at one level and showing them dynamically at
another. Our implementation, presented in this chapter, is not another, more powerful tool
that claims to make the connection between models and their animation quicker or easier.
Rather, it provides a generic methodology and a specific implementation to use state-of-
the art tools of one kind to view the animations (SVG-viewers and browsers), and, in
a separate effort, to use formally-based specification tools to build and analyze simulation
specifications (graph transformation based Meta-CASE tools according to the classification
given in Section 5.1.2) and to define a formal, behavior-preserving extension towards the
animation of system behavior. This methodology allows to be kept up to date on both kinds
of tools. Graph transformation based tools are constantly evolving today and getting more
and more powerful concerning formal model analysis, while animation tools and viewers
have been improving rapidly to satisfy a wide variety of growing applications and needs.
By dividing these tasks, and isolating the link between these two worlds, we are able to
stay updated as both of them develop, resulting in powerful and detailed “inner parts” of
the simulation specification that also “look nice” on the outside.
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Conclusion

We first summarize the main achievements of this thesis, and then outline some open prob-
lems and directions for future work.

Summary and Main Results

In this thesis we have presented a formal framework for simulation and animation of vi-
sual behavioral models, based on graph transformation. Basically, we have formalized a
translation of visual models which conform to a visual language (VL) definition, into so-
called animation views, where the model behavior is visualized in an adequate layout of
the application domain (see Fig. 6.1 (a)).

The framework is based on the double-pushout approach to typed algebraic graph trans-
formation [EEPT06]. The alphabet of the diagrammatic modeling VL is defined by type
graph. For the animation view definition, this VL type graph is extended by elements for
visualizing the application domain. A model-and-rule simulation-to-animation transforma-
tion (S2A transformation) is defined to transform model-specific simulation specifications
into animation specifications The typing relationships and specifications formalizing the
relations in Fig. 6.1 (a) are shown in more detail in Fig. 6.1 (b).

The formal basis of graph transformation allows to reason about semantical correctness
of simulation specifications, as well as the correctness of animation with respect to simu-
lation.

The approach has been implemented by extending the GENGED environment for visual
language definition and visual modeling [Gen, Bar02]. In the new GENGED animation
environment, animation specifications may be enriched by continuous animation opera-
tions to observe the model behavior not only as discrete-event steps, but as a continuously
animated change of the scene.

In contrast to related approaches and tools, e.g. for the animation of Petri net behav-
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Figure 6.1: From Visual Models to Animation Views: Concepts (a) and Formalization by
Typed Graph Transformation Systems (b)

ior [Gra99], the graph transformation framework offers a basis for a more general formal-
ization of model behavior which is applicable to various visual behavior modeling lan-
guages.

In the following, we summarize the main results achieved in this thesis. Concerning
the two conceptual chapters Simulation and From Simulation to Animation, we distinguish
between general theoretical results and application-specific results achieved for specific
visual modeling languages or specific applications.

Simulation

• General theoretical results:
We formalized three different approaches to simulation based on graph transfor-
mation, namely the interpreter semantics (Def. 3.1.4), the GTS-compiler semantics
(Def. 3.2.3), and the amalgamation semantics (Def. 3.3.5). In Theorem 3.4.2, we
have shown the general semantical compatibility of universal simulation specifica-
tions defining interpreter or amalgamation semantics for visual languages, and their
translation into model-specific simulation specifications defining GTS-compiler se-
mantics for visual models.

• Application-specific results:
For formal behavior modeling languages such as Petri nets, the semantical correct-
ness of the corresponding simulation specification is crucial. We have shown the
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semantical compatibility of the firing behavior of AHL nets and their compiler and
amalgamation semantics (Theorem 3.5.10 and Theorem 3.5.18).

From Simulation to Animation

• General theoretical results:
We have defined an animation view of a visual model by extending the alphabet
of the underlying visual modeling language (Def. 4.2.2). Based on this definition,
a model-and-rule simulation-to-animation transformation (S2A transformation) was
defined to transform model-specific simulation specifications into animation speci-
fications (Def. 4.2.16). The termination of S2A transformation was shown in The-
orems 4.3.5 and 4.3.6. Criteria for the semantical correctness and completeness of
S2A transformation have been stated in Theorem 4.5.11 and Theorem 4.6.9, leading
to the semantical equivalence of simulation and animation specifications in Theo-
rem 4.6.15.

• Application-specific results:
The criteria from Theorem 4.6.15 have been applied to show the semantical equiva-
lence of simulation and animation specifications for the Echo model Petri net (Fact
4.6.16), the Dining Philosophers AHL net (Fact 4.7.4), the Radio Clock Statechart
(Fact 4.7.8), and the Drive-Through UML model (Fact 4.7.12). Moreover, conflu-
ence of the respective S2A transformations was proven for all sample applications
(Facts 4.4.1, 4.7.3, 4.7.7, 4.7.11).

Tool Support

The visual language environment GENGED has been extended by the following compo-
nents: A new simulation environment allows to specify simulation scenarios by defining
units of controlled applications of simulation rules to be applied in the generated simulator
to simulate the model behavior (Section 5.3). The alphabet editor has been extended to de-
fine new VL alphabets as integration of two or more existing VL alphabets (called views);
In a VL environment which has been generated over such an integrated VL alphabet, it
is now possible to restrict diagrams to one or more selected views (Section 5.4.1). The
grammar editor has been extended to support meta transformations by defining and apply-
ing the rules of a so-called meta grammar to the rules and the start graph of an existing
grammar (Section 5.4.2). A new animation environment allows to generate animation rules
from simulation rules by S2A transformation and to enrich animation rules in an animation
editor by additional continuous animation operations. In analogy to the simulation envi-
ronment, units of controlled applications of one or more animation rules can be defined, to
be applied in the generated animator where the model behavior of is animated in the layout
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of a selected animation view. Animation scenarios are exported into the XML-based SVG
format [WWW03] (Section 5.4.3).

Open Problems and Future Work

Most of the presented results (including the implementation in GENGED ) are available
also for typed attributed graph transformation systems (TAGTS) [EEPT06]. In fact, the
sample applications all use attributes for naming or numbering of symbols. Except of the
retyping functor, which is defined and proven to be adjoint in the context of typed graph
transformation systems only, and which is part of the proofs of semantical completeness,
the concepts and results also hold for TAGTS.

Hence, one line of future work concerning the formal framework for simulation and
animation presented in this thesis, is to make the theoretical results available for the more
general framework of adhesive HLR categories [EEPT05].

Moreover, we have defined animation views on the basis of type graph extensions and
restrictions. This approach fits well in the general notion of views (or viewpoints) in soft-
ware modeling [FKN+92], where a view of a system is a projection of the system on one of
its relevant aspects. Such a projection emphasizes certain aspects and ignores others. The
UML [UML04a] therefore uses multiple visual languages that focus on different aspects,
therefore exhibiting different views of a system (i.e. the structural, behavioral, data and
interface view [BGH+98]). UML’s many loosely connected kinds of diagrams make it so
difficult or even impossible to define a rigorous semantics for full UML.

Hence, one line of future work is to give a formal definition not only for animation
views, but for views in general, including the formalization of interaction, integration and
consistency of views in the domain of typed, (attributed) graph transformation systems.
First ideas of a view-based specification based on graph transformation are presented by
Heckel [EEHT97, Hec98] using open graph transformation systems.

As mentioned in Section 5.2.2, VL alphabet specifications in GENGED are based on
graph structure signatures which poses some restrictions on the way to define alphabets.
Moreover, the concrete syntax is computed by the graphical constraint solver PARCON

[Gri96] which has the disadvantages that on the one hand more complex diagrams lead to
large constraint satisfaction problems and cause performance problems for layout compu-
tation; on the other hand, PARCON is available for Linux and Solaris only, so despite of
the implementation of GENGED in Java, it cannot be run under the Windows platform.
Furthermore, the generated environments are not meant to be integrated into other exist-
ing tool environments. As stand-alone applications they do not always offer the standard
look-and-feel of modern modeling/editing features, like e.g. zooming or undo/redo.

To overcome these shortcomings, we recently decided to develop a new tool environment
supporting the generation of visual environments, based on the one hand on recent MDA
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development tools integrated in the development environment ECLIPSE [Ecl04], and on
the other hand on typed attributed graph transformation to support syntax-directed editing,
simulation and animation. ECLIPSE offers rich support for graphical editor development
in form of a number of plug-ins (e.g. EMF [EMF06] and the Graphical Editor Framework
GEF [GEF06]) . The new tool environment TIGER [EEHT05, EEHT04] (Transformation-
based generation of modeling environments) combines the advantages of precise VL spec-
ification techniques (offered by AGG [Tae04]) with sophisticated graphical editor and lay-
out features (offered by GEF). Graph transformation is used on the abstract syntax level to
realize the editing operations. TIGER extends the AGG engine by a concrete visual syn-
tax definition. From the VL definition, the TIGER generator generates Java [Jav04] source
code of an ECLIPSE visual editor plug-in which makes use of a variety of GEF’s predefined
editor functionalities. Hence, the generated editor plug-in appears in a timely fashion and
the generated editor code may easily be extended by further functionalities.

Instead of using attributed graph structures as VL diagrams as done in GENGED, typed
attributed graphs are used in TIGER, which comprise a simpler and more compact approach
to VL definition. TIGER uses the default GEF graph layouter to compute the layout of the
symbols and links in the generated editor. Up to now, TIGER can handle only graph-like
languages [Min02], such as Petri nets or class diagrams, and does not yet need a graphical
constraint solver.

Future work is planned to extend the TIGER environment to handle more complex vi-
sual modeling languages (e.g. allowing nesting of elements), and to extend the generated
environment by simulation and animation components, based on the approach presented in
this thesis. An open tool environment based on ECLIPSE would also be available for more
potential users than GENGED, and be a basis to extend the use of animation views to more
and bigger case studies using diverse modeling techniques.

Establishing a connection between TIGER and existing domain-specific graphic libraries
for animation (e.g. the animation library for biology [Lab06]) would also further assist the
user in defining adequate animation views.

Moreover, the animation rules provide a good basis to allow user interaction with the
animations by directly manipulating elements in the animation view when defining ani-
mation scenarios (i.e. controlling the order, the matches and the frequency of animation
rule applications). Here lies the central advantage of coding the animation information into
the rules instead of translating directly the simulation steps into the animation layout (as
realized e.g. in [HEC03]).

Further tool support would be helpful for the choice of relevant (critical) scenarios for
simulation and animation. This would require to future work combining research directions
from the area of test case generation and model-based testing (e.g. [Mue05, BJK+05,
Gra94]) with the field of graph transformation.
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Appendix A

Pushouts and Pullbacks

The idea of a pushout is that of an object, that emerges from gluing two objects along a
common subobject.

Definition A.1 (Pushout)
Given morphisms f : A → B and g : A → C in a category C. A pushout (D, f ′, g′) over
f and g is defined by

• a pushout object D and

• morphisms f ′ : C → D and g′ : B → D with f ′ ◦ g = g′ ◦ f

such that the following universal property is fulfilled:
For all objects X and morphisms h : B → X and k : C → X with k ◦ g = h ◦ f there is a
unique morphism x : D → X such that x ◦ g′ = h and x ◦ f ′ = k.

A

=g

��

f // B

g′

�� h

��

C f ′ //

k //

D

x
AA

A

  A
AA

=

=

X

4

Property A.2 (Pushouts in Sets, Graphs, GraphsTG )
In Sets, the pushout object over morphisms f : A→ B and g : A→ C can be constructed

as the quotient B
�
∪ C|≡, where ≡ is the smallest equivalence relation with (f(a), g(a)) ∈

≡ for all a ∈ A. The morphisms f ′ and g′ are defined by f ′(c) = [c] for all c ∈ C and
g′(b) = [b] for all b ∈ B.

Moreover we have the following properties:
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1. If f is injective (surjective), then also f ′ is injective (surjective).

2. The pair (f ′, g′) is jointly surjective, i.e. for each x ∈ D there is a preimage b ∈ B

with g′(b) = x or c ∈ C with f ′(c) = x.

3. If x ∈ D has preimages b ∈ B and c ∈ C with g′(b) = f ′(c) = x and f is injective
then there is a unique preimage a ∈ A with f(a) = b and g(a) = c.

4. The pushout object D is unique up to isomorphism.

In Graphs and GraphsTG, pushouts can be constructed componentwise in Sets. The
mappings for the nodes are uniquely determined by those of the edges. Moreover the
properties 1.-4. hold componentwise. 4

Proof: see [EEPT06]. 2

More properties concerning the composition of pushouts are stated in Property A.7, 1
and 2.

For various situations we need a reverse construction of a pushout. This is called the
pushout complement.

Definition A.3 (Pushout Complement)

Given morphisms f : A → B and n : B → D, then A
m→

C
g→ D is the pushout complement of f and n, if (1) is a

pushout.

A

(1)m

��

f // B

n

��
C g // D

4

The dual construction for a pushout is that of a pullback. Pullbacks can be seen as a
generalized intersection of objects over a common object.

Definition A.4 (Pullback)
Given morphisms f : C → D and g : B → D. A pullback (A, f ′, g′) over f and g is
defined by

• a pullback object A and

• morphisms f ′ : A→ B and g′ : A→ C with g ◦ f ′ = f ◦ g′

such that the following universal property is fulfilled:
For all objects X with morphisms h : X → B and k : X → C with f ◦ k = g ◦ h there is
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a unique morphism x : X → A such that f ′ ◦ x = h and g′ ◦ x = k.

X

x
@@@

@

  @
@@@

h

''PPPPPPPPPPPPPPP

k

��0
00

00
00

00
00

00
00

A

g′

��

f ′ // B

g

��
C f // D

4

Property A.5 (Pullbacks in Sets, Graphs, and GraphsTG )
In Sets, the pullback

C
g′← A

f ′→ B over the morphisms f : C → D and g : B → D is constructed
by A =

⋃
d∈D f−1(d) × g−1(d) = {(c, b) | f(c) = g(b)} ⊆ C × B with morphisms

f ′ : A → B : (c, b) 7→ b and g′ : A → C : (c, b) 7→ c. Moreover, we have the following
properties:

1. If f is injective (or surjective), then f ′ is also injective (or surjective, respectively).

2. f ′ and g′ are jointly injective, i.e. for all a1, a2 ∈ A, f ′(a1) = f ′(a2) and g′(a1) =

g′(a2) implies a1 = a2.

3. A commutative square, as given in Definition A.4, is a pullback in Sets iff, for all
b ∈ B, c ∈ C with g(b) = f(c), there is a unique a ∈ A with f ′(a) = b and
g′(a) = c.

In Graphs and GraphsTG, pullbacks can be constructed componentwise in Sets. The
mappings for the nodes are uniquely determined by those of the edges. 4

More properties concerning the composition of pullbacks are stated in Property A.7, 3
and 4.

We will state the following pushout / pullback properties without proofs (for proofs, see
e.g. [EEPT06, EHPP04]).

Property A.6 (Trivial Pushouts and Pullbacks)

1. For arbitrary morphisms k : A→ B the diagram (1) is a pushout and also a pullback.

2. The diagram (2) is a pullback iff m : A→ B is monomorphism,
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3. Pushouts along M -morphisms are also pullbacks. A pushout (3) is called “pushout
along M -morphisms” if m is a monomorphism.

A

id
��

k //

(1)

B

id
��

A
k // B

A

id
��

id //

(2)

A

m

��
A

m // B

A

m

��

f //

(3)

C

n

��
B

g // D
4

Property A.7 (Pushout/Pullback Composition and Decomposition)

Given the commutative diagram to the right (where proper-
ties 5 and 6 additionally require that l and w are monomor-
phisms).

A

l
��

//

(1)

B

��

//

(2)

E

��
C // D w

// F

Then we have

1. If the square (1) and (2) are pushouts, the outer square (1 + 2) is pushout as well.

2. If square (1) and square (1 + 2) are pushouts, then square (2) is pushout as well.

3. If squares (1) and (2) are pullbacks, square (1 + 2) is pullback as well.

4. If square (2) and square (1 + 2) are pullbacks, then square (1) is pullback as well.

5. If square (1) is pushout and square (1 + 2) is pullback, then squares (1) and (2) are
pullbacks.

6. If square (2) is pullback and square (1 + 2) is pushout, then squares (1) and (2) are
pushouts and also pullbacks.

4

Property A.8 (Special Pushout/Pullback Composition and Decomposition)

Given the commutative diagram to the right with square (1)

pushout and sqare (1+2) pullback, and f1, f2, f3 monomor-
phisms. Then, square (1) and (2) are pullbacks.

A1
��

f1

��

g1 //

(1)

A2
��
f2

��

g2 //

(2)

A3
��
f3

��
B1 h1

// B2 h2

// B3

4

Proof: It suffices to show that (2) is pullback, because (1 + 2) and (2) pullbacks, implies
that (1) is pullback as well (Property A.7, 4). Since f2 is monomorphism, ist suffices to
show for b2 ∈ B2, a3 ∈ A3 with h2(b2) = b3 = f3(a3) the existence of a2 ∈ A2 with
f2(a2) = b2 and g2(a2) = a3.
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Given a3, b2 and b3 as above, square (1) pushout implies that either
(Case 1) ∃a2 ∈ A2 : f2(a2) = b2, or
(Case 2) ∃b1 ∈ B1 : h1(b1) = b2.

In Case 1 we have f3 ◦ g2(a2) = h2 ◦ f2(a2) = h2(b2) = b3 and f3(a3) = b3, and f3

monomorphism implies that g2(a2) = a3.

In Case 2, square (1 + 2) pullback implies ∃a1 ∈ A1 : f1(a1) = b1 and g2 ◦ g1(a1) = a3.
Let a2 = g1(a1) ∈ A2, then f2(a2) = f2 ◦ g1(a1) = h1 ◦ f1(a1) = h1(b1) = b2. Now,
f3 ◦ g2(a2) = h2 ◦ f2(a2) = h2(b2) = f3(a3). Now f3 monomorphism implies that
g2(a2) = a3. 2

Property A.9 (Uniqueness of Pushout Complements)
Pushout complements of M -morphisms (if they exist) are unique up to isomorphism: Let
A

m−→ B and C
g−→ D be two morphisms as shown in Diagram (1) with m ∈ M . Then

there exists a unique graph C and unique morphisms A
f−→ C and C

n−→ D such that
square (2) is a pushout.

A
m //

(1)

B

g

��
D

A

f

��

m //

(2)

B

g

��
C

n // D
4

Property A.10 (Missing Pushout Morphism 1)

If in the diagram to the right, morphisms l and w are
monomorphisms, and square (1) and the surrounding
square are pushouts, then there exists an injective morphism
m : B → E (the dotted arrow), such that square (2) is
pushout and pullback, and (3) commutes.

A

l
��

// ''

(1)

B

��

m //

(2)

E

��
C //

(3)

??D
w // F

4

Proof:
We first construct the pullback (4) in the diagram to the
right. Due to the surrounding square being a pushout, we
get a unique morphism A → PBO by the universal pull-
back property (Def. A.4). Now, square (4) is a pullback, and
the surrounding square is a pushout. By pushout-pullback
decomposition (Property A.7, 6), we get square (3) is a
pushout and pullback. This pushout differs from pushout
(1) in the diagram above only in the pushout complement.

A

l
��

// ((

(3)

PBO

��

//

(4)

E

��
C // 66D

w // F
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As pushout complements are unique (Property A.9), we conclude that PBO ∼= B. By
pushout decomposition (Property A.7), we conclude that square (2) is a pushout. More-
over, the morphism B → E is injective, because (2) is a pushout and w is injective (see
Property A.2, 1). 2

Property A.11 (Missing Pushout Morphism 2)

If in the diagram to the right, square (1) and the surrounding
square are pushouts, then there exists a morphism w : D →
F (the dotted arrow), such that square (2) is a pushout and
(3) commutes.

A

l
��

// ''

(1)

B

��

//

(2)

E

��
C //

(3)

??D
w // F

4

Property A.12 (Special Pushout Decomposition)

If in the diagram to the right squares (1) and (2) are both
pushouts with m ∈ M , and there exists a morphism A →
E, then there exists a morphism C → F such that the dia-
gram commutes and the outer square is a pushout.

A //

��

''
B

��

E

��

m
oo

C // 77Q U Z _ d i nD Foo

4

Property A.13 (Cube Pushout-Pullback Property)

Given a commutative cube as shown in the diagram to the
right, where the back square is pullback with m : A′ →
D′ ∈ M and w : B′ → D′ ∈ M , and the left square and
the bottom square are pushouts. Then, the front square is
pullback⇔ the right square and the top square are pushouts.

A′

����
�

m��

C ′oo

��

����
�

A

��

Coo

��
D′

����
�

B′woo

����
�

D Boo

4

Property A.14 (Van Kampen Property)
Given a commutative cube as shown in the diagram to the
right, with m : C → A ∈ M , where the front square is a
pushout and the right and top faces are pullbacks. Then, we
have: the back face is pushout ⇔ the left and the bottom
squares are pullbacks.

A′

����
�

��

C ′oo

��

����
�

A

��

C
moo

��
D′

����
�

B′oo

����
�

D Boo

4
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AHL net, see Algebraic High-Level Net96
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C
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fully synchronized, 32
local, 32

D
DPO approach, see Double Pushout approach
Double Pushout approach, 13

E
ECLIPSE, 241
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F
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G
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in AGG, 211

of rules, 136
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Local Church-Rosser Theorem, 23

M
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GTS compiler, 71
AHL nets, 96
C/E nets, 71
integrated UML model, 114

interpreter, 61
Statecharts, 61

simulation, 57, 60, 71
alphabet, 60

simulation specification
AHL Net, 101
amalgamated, 79, 83
for models, 71
for visual languages, 60
semantical equivalence, 171, 174
virtual, 83

spatial relations graph, 36
SVG, 232
syntax grammar, 42

C/E nets, 44

T

termination
layering condition, 145
of layered graph transformation systems, 145

TGTS, 18
embedding, 27

behavior reflection, 28
morphism, 27

TIGER, 241
type graph, 15

interface, 130

V
virtual model, 83

AHL net, 106
visual alphabet, 36

C/E nets, 37
in GENGED, 212

visual language, 33, 35, 39
abstract, 43
AHL nets, 48
concrete, 43
constraints, 40
constructive approach, 41
descriptive approach, 40
for typed graph transformation systems, 70
Statecharts, 49

visual model, 38
VL, see visual language


